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E. 	A. 

ROBINSON 

Where a faint light shines alone, 
Dwells a Demon I have known. 
Most of you had better say 
"The Dark House", and go your way. 
Do not wonder if I stay. 
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Preface 

There will yet be left a few 

Themes availing - 

- From "Magus" 

The "tremendous force of analogy", with which Henry aims achieved 

confrontation of fissured aspects of personality and of culture 

"in the depths of the house, of the past, of that mystical other 
1 

world that might have flourished", is conspicuous in the poetry 

of Edwin Arlington Robinson. It is more than the mere dynamic 

of image-making, which characterises much poetry of the present 

age. It is infused in Robinson's attitude to life, his 

psychological realism, his implied values, and his primary 

symbols. Like the sailor in "Lost Anchors", the poet made of 
2 

his 'legend' 'a manifest Analogy.' (p.578) 

The Robinsonian Analogy is a predominantly psychological 

structure proportioned according to the poet's main interest - 

human nature • and essential aim • inferential disclosure of 

inner realities. It is a dark house in which the occupants 

live and die psychic lives and psychic deaths. It is not unlike 

James' "house on the jolly corner", the archetypal analogy of 

man and house of which Spencer Brydon, the central character in 

"The jolly Corner", becomes so acutely aware in the time of his 

spiritual origin 

iv 



"The quaint analogy quite hauntingly remained with him, 

when he didn't indeed rather improve it by a still 

inteneer form : that of his opening a door behind which 

he would have made sure of finding nothing, a door into 

a roam shuttered and void, and yet so coming, with a 

great suppressed start, on some quite erect confronting 

presence, something planted in the middle of the place 
3 

and facing him through the dusk." 

The house symbolism and the "alter-ego" situation depicted 

in "The jolly Corner" are comparable to Robinsan's poetic 

postulates, the significance of which are more clearly perceived 

in terms of psychological analogies. 

Psychoanalysis has drawn attention to the ontogenetio and 

phylogenetic significance of house symbolism. James and Robinson 

found the symbol to be a convenient means of expressing psychic 

dilemma and of depicting, in plausible images, aspects of the 

unconscious life. 	A man wanders through the darkness of his 

house, opening and closing "mortal', 'inner', 'wrong' or 'forgotten' 

doors (as the poet variously describes them), in quest of identity, 

in search of his soul. 'This treacherous and imperfect house 

of man' (p.1028), the poet describes him on one occasion. He 

may be, like Brydon, on the "threshold" of self—realisation or, 

like Avon in Avon' 4 gamest,  on the edge of doom. He may, like 

Nightingale in 	raga alba Niphtineales, erect a pretentious 

mansion on a foundation of evil and guilt ; or, like Bartholow 

in POW ackEtakagau finally escape his 'ancestral prison'. 



Mere are still some gods to please, 

And houses are built without hands, we're told." (p.48) 

Fenn-.Raven tells Bartholow that his "dreams have taken" him 

"far from home" (p.819) ; gives the example of a man, who 

"Sure that his house that was not made with hands 

Was built forever, 	was too sure to see;" (p.820) 

and later observes that "Negation is a careless architect." (p.826) 

Matthias heeds similar warnings of his own "inner voice", 

actually a projection phantasy, and at the end prepares to 

restore the 'tower' of 'self'. Be learns, like Brydon, that: 

"the development of personality moans more than the mere fear 

of bringing monsters into the world, or the fear of isolation. 
4 

It also means fidelity to the law of one's being." 

The more mature of Robinson 's characters share Brydonls 

psychologically "prodigious journey" and experience "a sensation 

more complex than had ever before found itself consistent with 
5 

sanity", while the more unhappy representatives of human 

psychology, of whom Avon is the most conclusive example, are 

destroyed in the "rage of personality" 

"the stranger, whoever he might be, evil, odious, blatant, 

vulgar, had advanced as for aggression, and he knew 

himself give ground.. Then harder pressed still, sick 

with the force of his shock, and falling back as under the 

hot breath and the roused passion of a life larger 

than his own, a rage of personality before which 

his own collapsed, he felt the whole vision 	
6 

turn to darkness and his very feet give way." 

vi 



The vision turned to darkness, the struggle upward for the 

light, in the 'buried' rooms of the dark house ... such is 

the psychology, such the parable, such the 'manifest Analogy', 

of Edwin Arlington Robinson's poetry. 

.N.M2 

"The jolly Corner", &lila agsgtiallm Ida. Edited 
with an Introduction by Morton Dauwen Zabel (London, 
Rupert Hart—Davis, 1958), 328.. 

2 All quotations from Robinson's poetry have been taken 
from Collected  Emu (New York, Macmillan, 1952 — 
Ninth Printing) and page references are indicated in 
brackets immediately following quotation. 

3 illiglagleaticalaz Tales, P•P• 318-19. 

4 Jung, Carl, G., Thftptegrationalbapersontaitv,  
tr. by Stanley Dell (London'  Kogan Paul, 1948), 289. 

5 la 'Ma Cara Zhu =az P• 333. 
6 Ibig, p. 344. 
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ChapterI 

INTRODUCTION : THE POET, THE SCALPEL 

our most perceptive minds have distinguished 
themselves from our popular spokesmen by 
concentrating upon the dark other half of 
the situation, and their distinctive attitude 
has been introspection, dissent, or irony. 

. HARRY LEVIN, 

212.Power , 21 :Blackness  

There can be no doubt that from the 
beginning of the nineteenth century ... man 
has given a more and more prominent place to 
the psyche, his increasing attentiveness to 
it being the measure of its growing attraction 
for him. 

C.G.JUNG 

The scalpel, the microscope, and the split-atom are symbols of 

a tendency of the modern age. The war-head, the machine, and 

the multi-storey building are symbols of a contradictory yet 

complemental tendency. Science has done much to construct 

projections of the basic dualities in nature and man and to 

render palpable forms that embody the introversion-extroversion 

structure of the human organism. Twentieth-century science is 

part of a general historical process in the shifting of frontiers. 

United States society, renowned in the modern world for its 

extroverted endeavours, has a cultural past in which the dynamic 

extension of the frontier without has not been to the neglect of 

1. 
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curiosity and conviction concerning the extension of the frontier 

AIWA. The geat within,  the psychic world of man, sanctified 

the individual rights of man as expressions of his just desires and 

thereby provided the pattern for the best-possible 'great without'. 

There was disseminated an optimistic belief in man, Which rested 

on the premise that life-experience was, ideally, the synthesis of 

human endeavour in accord with the results of intellectual inquiry. 

Such a view conceived American man as the renascent, archetypal 

Adam and the self-autonomous artefact of destiny. The praises of 

the vibrant, extroverted Adam were sung by Walt Whitman. Eve, 

big-hipped and bountiful, was glorified. 	America, idealised 

according to the extroversion tendency, was the Eden without. It 

was an unconscious counterfoil to the puritanical Eden within, 

which it regarded as a living inhumation of the aga WA conducted 

at the behest of the introversion tendency. 'Endeavour' charted 

and exploited the body at the expense of introspection. 

In the opposite view of hereditary Puritanism,introspection 

explored the mind and exploited the soul at the expense of waHly 

endeavour, and perpetuated the myth of the Pall. Galvanistic 

exacerbations, on the one hand, and vitally original reflection, 

on the other, contributed to the compendium of New World ratiocination 

and the evolution of a pioneer consciousness that rooted man's 

place in the Scheme. 	Perceptive minds recognized that in the 

psychological and moral realm of man, between the farceur's  

paroxysm and the financier's monomania, between the planetary 
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demons and the moral arrangement, was a subliminal world of 

Idea and Reality to be thought about and intuited; and they made 

introspective bids to sort out the incongruous in conduct and 

justice and to find values for the individual being. In the 

introversion of this endeavour Nathaniel Hawthorne reaped his 

harvest. 

The opposite life tendencies (forces that manipulate the body 

machine and the soul-searching scalpel respectively) have exercised 

a profound influence upon American literature. 	Vocalists like 

Carl Sandberg are the heirs of Whitman and artists like Edwin 

Arlington Robinson are the heirs of Hawthorne. 	Only in the 

most comprehensive clawic of American literature, Herman Melville's 

Hebz Way  is thegiivergence of proliferation arrested and the 
introversion-extroversion structure supremely envisaged. Ono 

of the exasperations of American criticism has been the attempt 

to find Melville an heir-apparent. 	Hut the war, not necessarily 

dialectical, of expression and introspection goes on as it always 

will, and poets like Hart Crane will commit suicide as they always do. 

Undeceived minds, like that of Robinson, perceived that 

between the mythical antipodes of 'without' and 'within' were 

many ignorant and repressive darknesses in Which, too often, 

extroversion resulted in self-aggrandizement,introversion in 

self-centredness, and the Edenic fruits blighted. 	The fatally 

extravagant, extroverted (hence uncharacteristic) verse of 

Robinean's "Dionysus in Doubt" spits out such sentiments in a 

diatribe against the "ultimate uniformity" of a brave new world 
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under which, aided by the !machine", "all are niched and 

ticketed and all Are standardised and unexceptional" (p.866) 

and "the poor cringing self" La 'disowned". The poem, an attack 

on prohibition legislation that conspired "to wring the neck of 

nature" (p6662)„ describes the "nation" as "hasty" and "inflexible". 

In the great without the American Adam experiences 

ecstacies Of much too much at once" (p.860), and in the great 

within his blind unconscious enthrones flidolatoolles" while he is 

"Perniciously at prayer 

For consummation and a hrtherance 

Of his benevolent ingrained repression 	n  (p.863) 

At such times the race, in its New World Eden, is like an immature 

extrovert band of "Happy ... children." 

"Happy as children eating worm-ripe fruit 

Praising the obvious for the absolute, 

They see an end of that which has no end 

Of their devising ... " 	(14368) 

A "less pleasant serpent" has stolen their manhood and their 

womanhood. 

The introspective poet, whose appreciation of mass psychany 

is generally without illusions and whose analytical interests are 

primarily concerned with individual psychology, rarely indulges in 

the muscular mood of "Dionysus in Doubt", exceptta occasionally to 

elevate such mood symbolically and to universalise his comment 

poetically as Robinson sicceeded in doing in Kerlin. 	A poet of 

Robinson's talents, therefore, might have been well advised to 
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leave unversified his exercise in propagandist extroversion 

and to ranain content to voice his comment privately, as he did 

in a letter to Witter Dynasts; 

"I am pretty well satisfied that free verse, prohibition, 

and moving pictures are a triumvirate from hell, 

armed with the devil's instructions to abolish 

civilization which, by the way, has not yet 

existed, and cannot exist until the human 

brain undergoes many changes. A brain, for example, 

that is 100% American cannot in the nature of things 
1 

have many percent left over". 

Any expression of the extroversion tendency which involved 

profligate or uncivilized psychic expenditure, idolatary of a mass 

ideal, or celebration of the state, provided no canons for a New 

England individualist whose evident preoccupations universal 

spiritual and aesthetic problems transcended group interests; 

whose introspective mu do sought to simulate 'the pulse, the divine 

heart Oman' (p05); and whose mythology retained in psychological 

context remnants of the Puritan demonology. The private lives 

that make up the groupq, and its environmental victims, presented 

problems in introversion of sufficient magnitude to engage the 

attention of such a poet. 	Thus, even a poetic exception like 

"Dionysus in Doubt" included the Robinsonian belief that the "self", 

for which there "is no cure", is at the core of human experience 

and values. 	With conscience on one side and an incubus on the 
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other, the eathas a moral responsibility to invest its ego with 

dignity and self-esteem. Unlike Robinson Jeffers who, employing 

inoest ae a eymbol of the curse of introveraion, advocated a 

breaking away from humanity, Robinson adhered to his *placable 

resolve to synthesise the psychological elements of life into the 

spiritual course of existence. 

In place of extroversion E.A.Robincon emulates the objective 

attitude, 	This objectivity occasionally directs hie away froa 

his introspective province and reminds him that idealism is not 

necessarily a private thing nor a solely human perogative. The 

racial force that gives rise to the American dream is referred to, 

for example, in an uncharacteristic avowal of the collective 

anconscious when, as late as 1934, he wrote: "There is a lot 

of untried resource and vitality in this country that will require 
2 

a lot of smothering before we hear its deathaesqueak." What is 

less uncharacteristic is his consciousness of the 'smothering, 

repressive principle, and the tinge of Emersonian idealism that 

interested him then as it had thirty-two years earlier who% in 

gadejmarelgs  he described the American "dream! 

"Wherein we catch, like a baccanale through thunder, 

The Chanting of the rev Eumenides, 

Implacable, renascent, farcical, 

Triumphant and American." (14143) 

Also exceptional is his addition of the modern culture here in 

such poems as "The Master" andiheRevsaler", although historical 

studies of the nature of "An Island" and slogulftvon", which are 

important as psychological analyses of character, are mars common, 



Lineal:1_1n "The Master" and Roosevelt in "The Remealer" are 

extolled as embodiments of isan's higher consciousness. They are 

Titans and archetypes of the collective wisdom of the ages. Thus, 

Lincoln, whose face 'was never young' nor 'wholly GOO OW, 'Was 

elemental When he died, As he was ancient at his birth' (p.313); 

and Roosevelt 'Is 	the world's accredited Revyaler of what we 

have done.' (p.360) 	In contrast with theimpercipient majority 

•Uto read the surface for the soul' they are 'the far.seeing ones' 

(p4360); and the poet/  employing irony, measures the distressing 

gulf between their dissenting introspections and the masses" jeering 

complacency. 

It is not altogether surprising, then, that perhaps Robinson's 

nearest synthesis of :KAI= and reflection, in the large view, ' 

is envisaged in unconscious nature instead of human society. The 

microcosmic dream permeates the beauty of one of the poet's most 

perfect sonnets, "The Sheaves", in which the impersonal ideal is 

expressed in nature's sublimed harmony of extroversion and introversion: 

'Like nothing that was over bought or sold 

It waited there, the body and the mind; 

And with a mighty meaning of a kind 

That tolls the more the more it is not told.' (p4S71) 

The poetry of Edwin Arlington Robinson provides an exposition 

and critique of American, epecifically New England, introversion, 

and his andlapnprandi  is mainly a revelation of life and man in 

the workings of the introspective mind. He maintains a rigid 
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the subject of a poem is psychic iconoclasm, as in certain studies 

of neurotic despair such as "Luke Havergal*, "Reuben Bright", 

"The Mill", and "The Whip", the poem need not forsake artistic 

wholeness nor need the impression of psychic reality disintegrate. 

There is a prcgression of action in such poems which circumscribes 

the prevailing psychic experience of each character. 	In the most 

successful of the shorter poem the ocalpel in generally invisible. 

The enigmatic "Luke Havergal"„ which Allen Tate described 
5 

as "one of the great lyrics of modern times", is a modus of 

modern man's attentiveness to the psyche and an early example of 

Robinsan's creation of his introspective method. Nis method 

achieves here the symbolic evocation of two psychological conditions: 

firstly, the specification of Havergal's unconscious motivations 

as voices impinging upon the conscious mind; secondly, the 

representation of the illusion of a triplex co4iam of consciousness 

in which the psyche embraces and confuses subliminal experience, 

sense impressions of the external world, and notions of the after-

life. The energy of the soul's longing, which drives the heavily 

pulsing lines, is an expression of the 'crimson', "fiery', erotic 

motive that rifts the darkness of heart and mind. The introverted 

mind, and not the supernatural, provides the poem's total frame of 

reference. Each voice rises up introspectively from the depths of 

the psyche and not out of a physical grave or thin air. 	The 

method enables the poet to write from within his subject and to 

exploit to illusion point the Apacial - time dimensions of the 

great without by projecting into it phantasies of the great within. 
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"The Dark House" is another example of the intense 

introspective nature of Robinson's symbolic studiee and is a 

skeletal prototype of a characteristic exploration of psychological 

depth. 	The introspections have a double significance because 

they indicate not only what is passing through the mind of the 

person who describes the Rouse but also *  as he hisself is an er. 

prisoner of the House's Demon*  what his friend inside is experiencing. 

The House, darkness, Demon =denude symbolism make it plain that 

the poem is a psychological parable in which the symbols suggest, 

respectively, the mobs or mind; the neurotic supremacy of the 

unconscious; the imprisoning obsession; and freedom from neurosis 

through rebirth*  or 'individuation'. The pyschological and the 

therapeutic sensibility of the theme is appreciated more readily 

by comparison with a product of aesthete sensibility Oscar Wilde's 

"The Harlot's House" which employs the same group of symbols to 

present a romantic theme. Robinson's poem is a modern examination 

(introspection) of original*  psychic experience, whereas Wilde's 

poem is a decadent impression (prestriction) of conventional, 

romantic experience. 	"The Harlot's House" has a simple narrative 

structure that supports action to the exclusion of reflection; the 

lover Who is forsaken for 'the house of lust' describes its figures 
of 

and their activities purely from the point of viev an antithetical 

uninitiate and grieved outsider. 	His experience is not onke of 
owe 

soul.searching but of romantic deprivation, and his awareness if of 

grotUque images rather than of psychological possibilities. The 

symbols in Wildes poem, being primarily dedicated to the evocation 
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of /me sensations of movement and tone, produce entirely different 

effects from Robinson's. The implicit horror and anguish of 

the 'I' in "The Harlot's House" is a romantic cliche, as indeed 

is his situation, but that of the prisoner in "The Dark House" in a 
tk 

psychological truism. 	Wilde's er4Itic demon ( 1,Aphantom lover') )  

the Meson lover' of Romantic poetry, recalls the conventional 

(but in his case, characteristically inverted) s,ccubus. His 

figures are metaphorical 'shadows' which 'raced across the blind' 

and whose prime relevance is to sensation. 	The Robinson II", 

however, not only observes the shadow's contorted mental movements, 

but postulates the dilemma of the shadow-trapped egos 

'I see the shadow glide, 

Back and forth, of one denied 

Power to find himself outside.' (p.43) 

Havingtuldergone the same psychic experience, he knows what is is 

to escape the 'web' and appreciates that the power of the liberating 

'maple - which, rising from the soul's depths, is %ore than reason, 

more than dreams' (p.44)- can bring to a man 'Singing life' and 

resurrect him from living deaths 

'And my friend, again outside, 

Will be living, having died.' 	(p.45) 

"The Dark House", a synthesis of introspection, is an allegory of 

the unconscious. 

41iniver ammo demonstrates that Robinson's analysis of 

introversion, often characterised by grimness, pathos, and bitter 

wrong, is not always =alleviated by comedy. Miniver is a prototype 
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introvert, and a humorous example of the obsessive length to which 

impossible wish-fulfilment may lead; fixated to an idealised past, 

'Miniver thought, and thought, and thought, 

And thought about it.' 	(p.344 

E.A.Robinson had published four important books of poetry, 

including many of the best of his dvrter pieces and the first 

psychological narrative written in modern English (Cienkancesslg j  

1902), before American cultural consciousness could comprehend 

the significance of his analysis of introversion or fully appreciate 

the psychological subtleties impregnated in his poetic instrospections. 

He was contemporary before the majority of his age *  and) undoubtedly, 

the first significant modern American poet. 

During the upheavals of the Great War the first real signs of 

a new coalescence between extroversion and introversion became 

apparent. The introspective mood of Europe, with which Robinson 

had ha d intellectual contact for more than twenty years, began to 

disturb American complacency, and it was not long before many of the 

old assumptions of convenience began to totter. Self-investigation 

and a revolutionary interest in the psyche oharacterised'the new 

consciousness. Mark Sulltvan, in his cultural history pur Times, 

=la awn 1900-1925, has suggested that Fraudiab psychology 
had exercised considerable influence by 1914 and provided "The 

largest single group of new ideas, and the Ones that were most 
6 

fundamental in the changes they wrought ...II The real impact of 

Freudianiem, as Frederick Merman has established, was felt during 

the postwar decades. 	He described the period as one "of introspeAtol 
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of seeking within the human mind for solutions of problems which In 
7 

another age might have been judged externally." Grace 

Adams comments on the co-proliferation of the great without and 

the great within when she witess "The ten years immediately 

following the close of the World War may beet be membered as 

the Decade of the Dollar. 	But they mitt also be appropriately 

recalled as the Period of the Psyche." 

The predominant psychological quality of Robinson's work 

preceded and accompanied the psychological age. While his early 

poetry was an anticipatory comment about ingrained tendencies that 

were destined to recrudescence in the modern coneciousneso, his 

tortuously introspective poetry of the twenties and thirties was 

mainly devoted to a detailed analysis of contemporary introversion 

with a not infrequent diagnosis of materialistic ebullience. 

Perhaps the problems of the modern consciousness had emerged in such 

a complicated fashion, perhaps the moral crisis, the yam= in 

traditional values, had occasioned such labyrinthine complexities 

of introspection, that therein lay the reason why Robinson found 

himself generally no longer able to write short poems and lyrics. 

His moral and psychological awareness of the complex age confronted 

him with a technical difficulty which he never completely surmounted. 

The problems of sensibility were immense and the only consistent 

technical approximation to them that he use able to find lay in 

his variations of the long, blank verse narrative . variations which 

--vedasionally fell perilously close to compromite with the novel or 

with convoluted debate. 
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The poet's unworldly life, which was &as the start an 

incubation of sensitivity, intellectuality, and a stoic realisation 

of failure and isolation, provided him with the credentials to 

survey the inner topographies of man and with the eventual burning 

truth that, whatever the coot and disappointment and irogy,the 

great within was not the inferior field of human endeavour. Thus, 

he eventually won his battle against formative feelings of inferiority 

in face of the gregarious confidence of the great without. Mhile 

Richard Corys continued to put bullets through their heads, the 

poet exorcised his demon. 

Robinson's reticent nature directed him into the realm of 

thought and private emotion, so that his prime concern became the 

;mythic world and its values rather than the overt world and its 

velours, the tragedy of introversion and frustratioft rather than 

of extroversion and heroism. The poet's appeal in not seasationistio. 

In the Arthurian talmr he did not 'eh& and document aseas-otridxml, 

tottering civilization, nor film its death-throes, in the crude 

tradition of mythical extroversion; qie: symbolised the fall in 

powerful images, analysed the psychology of disintegration, and 

gave priority to the complex weing with its drama of Eros and 

soul conflict. 

The prioity of the psychological over the eociallogical in 

relation to war as the symbol of extroversion provides the theme 

of a short poem entitled "The Field of Glory". 	The poet's 

treatment of the theme reflects his peychoOnalytical nature and 
his anti-materialistic belief. 	He turns his attention away fras 
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the action of war to the frustration of "a poor devil" (Levi) 

who wanted to go to war, and illustrates the fUtility of the 

extrovert dream in its misalliance of motive and meaning. Levi 

is a study in the psychology of the misfit whose weakness leaves 

him a prey to false values without and to psychic impotence, 

mother-domination, within. Be is a semip.aeurotic victim of the 

web of extroversion and materialism. 	"If you tried to find any 

kind of hero in Levi", the poet wrote Hermann Hagedorn, "1 don't 

wonder that you didn't succeed in oaring much for him. He is 

just a poor devil, totally miscast, and with not much labia head 
10 

anyway. 	the world is peppered with his kind..." 	The poet 

was not one of them. 

The main facts in the life of Edwin ArLingtalRobinson are 

as follows:. 

The poet was born to parents of old New England stock at 

Head Tide, Maine, on December 22, 1809. 	He had two elder brothers, 

Horace Doan and Herman. 	In September, 1870 the fmaly moved to 

Gardiner, Maine, where the post's father, already a competent 

businessman, became a prominent citizen as bank director, councilman, 

and alderman. 	Edwin Robinson grymrup in Gardiner and graduated 

from its high school in am, 1888. He remained at home until 1891 

and, although he undertook a few odd job's, found himself totally 

unfitted !Or a practical life. He was dedicated to literature and 

wrote verses. 	In September, 1891, he enrolled as a special student 
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at Harvard where he remained until June, 1893. 	But he was forced 

to return home before the end of his first year because of his 

father's ailing health. 	His father died in July, 1892. 

Robinson lived at home from 1893 to 1897, and pursued a 

variety of literary activities. 	His mother died in 1896 at a 

time when family fortunes were deteriorating; When Dean and 

Herman, who had shown outstanding promise in medicine and business 

respectively, were becoming known to the world as 'failures'. 

From January to June, 1899, Robinson was employed in the administration 

office at Harvard. 

It as a dark times family and fortune wasecoming to nought. 

Dean died a victim of narcotics and alcohol three months before the 

birth of the new century: The poet returned to Nay York where, 

for the next few years, he was subject to intermittent suffering 

and hardship and the ambiguous stimulus of cathartic and indelible 

experiences. 	From the autumn of 1903 until August of 1904 he 

worked in a New York subwgy then under construction. A friend 

found him temporary employment in a Boston store from January to 

Vivo  1905. 	Following this he was given a sinecure in the Newkirk 

Customs by Theodore Roosevelt, who greatly admired= =Ea at 
alghtp 	Be was forced to resign this position in June, 1909. 

Shortly prior to this Herman, weakened tr business misfortune and 

alcohol, had died of tuberculosis in a public ward of the Boston 

City Hospital. 

From /Ay to October, 1910, the poet resided in Chocorua, 

New Hampshire; and from July to September of the following year 
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lived at the McDowell Colony for artists at Peterborough, 

where he spent the rammer months from then on and did most of 

his creative writing. 	The remainder of his time was spent In 

New York, apart from regular stays at Boston and isolated holidays. 

Except for a visit to England in 1923 he didn't stray from his 

native New England. 

He won the Pulitzer Prize on three occasions, and died as a 

result of cancer on April 5, 1935. 

The temper of Robinson's life and character was undoubtedly 

introspective and conducive to psychological speculation. His 

mentation was moulded by a number of factors including understanding 

of the innate self (heredity) temperament characterised by 

reticence (personality) p intellectual assimilatian of human 

experience (Weltanschauung) j psyahology motivated by significant 
Ill n 	 igt. 	asoe-ri-e §-1 cieg 
traumas and 00iphanies (environment). 

"I guess ... I was barn with my skin inside out", he once 

remarked momentauelyil Robinson was highly conscious of an innate 

predilection for the contemplative life and an equally innate 

inability to find a niche in the practical life. His private 

assessments Inevitably returned to his "dream " of "Writing" which 

had been with his since he "was old enough to lay a plan for an 
12 

air castle." 	Poetry was his credo $ *I can't do anything else 

but write poetry and perhaps I can't do even that, but I'm going 
13 

to try". 	"There was nothing else I could do", he said, "and I 
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14 
had to taistit my existence." Material for poems was fished 

out of 'The black and awful chaos of the night' (p694) and 
15 

"the squirming sea of language* to be meticulously moulded into 

a form that would emit 'light'. 	Exploration of the subconscious, 

and observations of mans  provided the main canons Dme a poet who 

was an "incorrigible fisher of wards" that were "smooth and 

shining and subtle" and for an art which demanded "patience and 
16 

many rejections." 

Post friends such as Robert Frost, Hermann Hagedorn, Amy 

Laval, and John Drinkwater assessed the singular relevance of 

temperamental reticence in Robinson's work; as the English poet 

expressed it, "His life and manner have just that incisive 
17 

reticence that is so characteristic of his poetry. 	This 

reticence is evident in the poet's oblique, inferential method, 

which is based upon recognition of subliminal reality, the psycholu. 

ogical unknowns  the privacy of the inner world, the often undetected 

workings of conscience and primal nature, and vagaries of facto, 

memory and time. The method reveals a reticence that conceals 

an unpuritanical desire not to prejudge human substance and action, 

and often achieved that degree of sophistication whamsby technique 

and form express perception and theme. 	This methodic reticence 

occasionally protected the author from embarrassingly direct and 

disturbing revelations. 	The superficial melodrama in AvonlegArxiglo  

for example, is, paradoxically, a sign of the reticent sensibility, 

and not of gothic extravagances the melodrama disguises and 

censoriously distorts unrefined depth experience, which is not 
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explicated bit semi-conscioualy inferred, in an attempt te 

achieve the refinement of art. 	The sale is true of certain of 

the writings of Henry James. 	In view of modern manes discovery 

of many uncomplimentary facts about the secret self, his epics 

of introspection - such as the Meggigh of Robinson, the Hurl a kap 
MI and Zw. anal Manx of Conrad, and Sta ligat gtiaa Agni 
of James - challenge the technical problea of revealing that self 

without sacrificing artistic integrity, meaning, and liters/7 

taste. A chlyera of refinement and a convoluted stile, evident 

in Robinson 'a and James' work, was often auployed as a device - 

a veiled medium to invoke the more than 
Amy Lowell described the arca= of Robinsonian reticence as 

follows t 

"He began to see life with a touch of irony becapie it was 

not his life. 	His life was nowhere, he withdrew 

mentally within himself; he withdrew more and more, 

but he would not compromise ... it was one continuous 

fight between himself and himself, between the old 

Puritan atavisa and the new, free spirit. Every poem 18 

which Mr. Robinson writes is his dual self personified." 

bion Partholow,  of the longer poems, "The Book of Amadei." 

of the meditmhilength poems, and "LleweLlyn and the Tree", of the 

lyrics, typify aspects of the 'fights in which reticence-provoked 

inhibitions of a spiritual and sexual nature are made less tenuous, 

more conscious, and more overt until the 'spirit' is freed from a 

tyrannous or auperflous past - albeit to suffer sew tyrannies in 

a ititure that may be la pave without a name and 'far off as a 

moral'. (p.55) 
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The poet's reticence affected a steadfast reftwal to commit 

himself about his poetgy, apart from a few scattered and general 

comments; he believed that "poets should write" poetry "and not 
19 

talk about it". 	Re left it to the critic to pore over his map 

of the psyche and to divine the ramifications of his psychological 

researches. 

Robinson's Velfignagbeggag is a psychoanalytical ideal of 

healthy subconscious vitality within a cosmos of rational order, 

combined with a spiritual faith in the purpose of the Unknowable. 

Among the complex facts of psychology, which Robinson described as 

"the great shuffle of transmitted characteristics, traits, abilities*  

aptitudes", he declared that a man Should fix "on something definite", 
20 

cane to terms with his "Inner Fire" and follow "where it leads." 

Experience of life taught him that his own "light" had always kept 

him going; it was "burning pretty low" at times, "but it never went 
21 

out". 

Robinson was perceptive of human incongruity and duality, of 

the tension between illusion and reality, 'without' and 'within', 

consciousness and soul-obscurity; of what one critic has described as 

"the measureless discrepamcy between life experienced and life 

desired "in which "chilling reason and warningthith" are "out 
22 

impotent to conquer wholly" or "surrender completely". 	His 

own painfhl experiences taught him, as he explained to Masons  that 
23 

"The great art of life is to suffer without worrying". 'Before we 

see Ws St. Paul in "The Three Taverns", 

'Meanwhile we suffer; and I come to you 

At last, through many storms and through mach night! (N466) 
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Sincerity in human relations and discipline in imagination 

coalesced in the unflinching honesty of his art, which has been 

widely regarded as "the result of long and by no means happy 

brooding over the fundamental perplexities of a life wherein most 
24 

good things are fragile and soon gone." 	"It's a great and 
25 

terrible world", the poet wrote Hagedorn. Therein is the core 

of the Robinsonian belief that life is worthwhile because it all 

must mean something and must come to something. Life taps a 

cosmic unconscious; therefore individual human life must tap its 

personal-collective unconscious to find a 'light'. It was not 

surprising that the intimacies of the lonely, poet's restricted 

friendships were like gleams in the blackness. 	During the first, 

dark, New York days he observed the example of his friend, George 

Burnham. The poet's biographer reports: 

"Burnham reached into the recesses where Robinson 

was trying to cane to terms with forces which had 

dealt harshly with them both Burnham had 

achieved an Oriental tolerance illuminated by an 

Occidental sense of humor and helped Robinson cut 

the last of the hawsers that bound his spirit to 

"the crumbled wharves" of accepted theology. 

"The tap-coot of the subconscious goes down to 
26 

God", he would say." 

The poet learned that, no matter what anxiety he felt in the 

face of personal obscurity, he could feel consistently confident 

in the universal Obscure. "Isn't the wetery and vitality and 
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energy of the whole thing enough to give interest and confidence?" 
27 

he assured Mason. 	The semi-tragic fate of individual man, 

his Issugrunde gehenl, is conceived against the elemental majesty 

of ultimate meaning. 

(iv) 

The poet 1w life mirrors a sensitive nature and a sense of 

individual difference each of which stimulated a practical 

and imaginative interest in psychology. 	The vary limitations of 

that life, in relation to the great without and the 'élan vital' 

of sexuality, encouraged a genuine desire to understand the 

secretive springs of eiperience, provided him with the objectivity 

of the scientific observer, and armed him, as it were, with a 'mythic 

divining rod. 	A commentator rather than a participator, he 

revealed the courage of conviction in displaying sympathy and 

tolerance and in disparaging morbidity, cynicism and bitterness. 

KUmerous factors contributed to the poet's sense of individual 

difference. The trauma of birth and the fact of being born to 

old parents may have exercised a persistent personality influence. 

Nidus and rebirth themes are important in his poetry. Horror and 

duplicity attend the Maine lake drama of birth and death in Monte  

Umaidi. 	Piteousness, irony, and despair are revealed in the 

Levi.type (representing the failure of the extroversion impulse), 

Who 'Reborn may be as great as anye(P.232); or in the Norcross-

type (representing the failure of the introversion impulse), who 

cleaved to "An old house fall of ghosts of ancestors" (p.500); whose 

*tethered range Was only a small desert" (p.507)1 and who 
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'The inscrutable profUsion of the Lord 

Who shaped as cne of us a thing so mean 

Who made hie human when he might have been 

A rat 	 (P6512) 

Robinson, himself tormented by a defect in one ear, was highly 

sensitive to the psychological effects of physical infirmity' 

occasioned by birth or circumstance. 	Norcross)  like Umphraville 

in Been Partholow, was marred by the need of "a mare sufficient 

face"; and the unlovely women who mourned, 'not for love', for the 

former, as well as the self-imposed celibate hermitage of the latter, 

are hints of physically determined sexual repression. 	The 

ambiguous fruits of the Tree of Knowledge were autoditImmummi4 

transmitted. The "Infirmity" of Norcross, who was "cursed with 

such invidious insight" (p.505), is related to "hie knowledge" 

that "was death" in contrast, as it is suggested, f3 that of other 

"men": 

"God, you see, 

Being sorry for them in their fashioning, 

Indemnified them with a quaint esteem 

Of self, and with illusions long as life." (p.503) 

(The poet's psychology did not altogether dispose of "illusions" 

that for some were happily homeostatic.) For Umphravills, however, 

the fruit is more beneficial it academic learning ie a sublimation 

and a mental necessity. 	Again, another type, for uton instinctual 

happiness was a basic need, is described in "Llewellyn and the Tree". 

Llewellyn forsook the wife that goaded Mb: for what God left out' 
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and 'fled' with 'The Scarlet One ... coral, rouge and all.' (p.52) 

'He may among the millions here 

Be one; or he way, quite as well, 

Be gone to find again the Tree 

Of Knowledge, asit of which he fell. 

He may be near us, dreaming yet 

Of:unrepented rouge and coral; 

Or in a grave without a name 

May be as far off as amoral.' (Np.544) 

For introspective, apperceptive, philosophical, intelligent minds 

the dream mgy be a vision of the child archetype, as it is for 

Captain Craig; or the not-so-distant 'tower" of 'rebirth', as it is 

for Matthias. 

The poet's personal feelings of difference and isolation 

developed during the inferiority-forming years of an excessively 

shy childhood, and this factor is probablf not unrelated to the 

frequency of the love-frustration theme in his work. His sister-in-

leArrecallst "at the age of eight or ten he had realised that he 

was different from the boys who liked only athletics and plying 
29 

ball, and sometimes wished he had not been born*. But he developed 

a compensating speculative frame of mind and a sense of humour that 

were the fruits of maturing analytical habits. Ono of his early 

teachers remembered him as "a highly sensitive child, loOking at 

the world objectively, for the most part s  and quick to observe the 
30 

humor in everything.* In his tventy.fourth year the poet wrote 

a letter to anith(whose appreciation of *the natural variance of 

human nature* he saluted) in which he analysed "the existenoe of 
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31 
several elements or characteristics in" his "make.up°. 

His introspection discerned ingrained, disadvantageous qualities 

including a predilection for dreaming, an outgrompeosimism, 

a critical attitude to the world, and a personal lack of self. 

confidence. 

Robinson's boyhood indicates that, at home, he sometimes 

suffered from an acute sense of impotence and was disposed to 

compare himself unfavourably with his talented brothers. Unable 

to mix with the crowd, motivated by a shy fear of the opposite sex, 

he seems to have been an isolated school4aLlow whose social 

happiness was provided by a select circle of friends. 	From his 

schooldays until the end of his life, however, the poet's friendships 

provided excellent material for psychological anelysio, while the 

Individual sense of difference was maintained as a result not only 

of his choice of career but of the fringe of eccentricity that 

he saw about him. 

An early relationship of psychological interest was the poet's 

friendship with Da Alanson Schuman, the Gardiner homeopath. 

Hagedorn records that Robinson had becalm, the doctor's close friend 

by 188949, and describes Schuman as follows : 

"an odd creature, as lonely as his yotut neighbor; 

an adequate physician, ruined by poetry; a social 

being, alienated from his fellows not only by his 

tastes but by a psychic disturbance which his 

generation could gossip about but could not understand. 

His crotchety old mother, Who had done her part in 
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repression, anxiety, neurosis ("a cold prison"), and self-

comprehension: these energies 

"are outside 

The kingdom of our vita, and frequently 

Are inconsiderate of our best mistakes. 

They wake us up and make us hats **elm 

Till we cease hating them. Sometimes we can't; 

And we are for the scrap-heap, to be wasted. 

We dread the sound of our deliverers, 

And shut them out, because we like to starve; 

Or say because we cannot face ourselves 

In a true looking-glass. Few of us can; 

But that won't save our neighbors, who are shaken 

Oat of a silly dream that won't came back 

To punish them again. . They are awake 

Today in a cold prison, which has a door 

That has no bolt." 	(p.1257) 

Robinson's relationship with his family was presumably a factor 

that contributed to the poet's self-isolation. He felt stifled 

by his father, especially during the parent's exhausting progress 

towarda death, although the experience vas not without pathological 

interest. 	During this time (shortly before the Harvard days) 

certain biographical details indicate the influenza of the poet's 

home life in vouchsafingiinstead of changing, his introspective, 

reticent, and celibate nature. 	That nature affirmed itself during 

the stimulating friendship with Schuman, at a time when the young 

man was "exploring the convolutions of character and personality, 
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33 
brooding over motives ...", and became firmly entrenched as a 

result of uneventful love experience of the fair sex's regard 

for him as "different" and of his dedication to potty at the 
54 

expense of marriage. 	Moreover, with Dean and his father 

disintegrating and himself tortured by an infected ear, Robinson 

became more and more shut in by personal suffering and an acute 

sense of responsibility. 	His mother signified suffering that 

was unaharable and love that was unattainable themes which colour 

a large percentage of his poems. 	Hagedorn writes: 

"His mother and he were as responsive to 

each other as two wires drawn to the same pitch, 

and as inexpressive as they useresponsive. Both 

suffering, there was something New England in them 

which decreed that they must not share their sufferings; 

and their grief propagated itself like a cry in a 

I, I.. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that some ofRobinson's most 

memorable lyrics - for example, "The Gift of God", "For a Dead Lady", 

"The Poor Relation", "The Voice of Age" a  celebrate the mother image. 

"The Gift of God" is a penetrating study of a mother's love for 

a son whose worth she Sublimates. It concludes with a beautiful 

projection of the Oedipal vision (as much the author's as his 

character's) that requires neither comment nor elucidations 

'His fame, though vague, will not be small, 

As upward through her dream he fares, 

Half clouded with a crimson fall 

Of roses thrown on marble stairs'. (14147-8) 
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In the other three poem, respectively, the 'image' is 

'condensed' in relation to death and the defeat of beauty's 

'The breast where roses could not live 

Has done with rising and with falling°. 	(12.355) 

to the past, loneliness, warmth of spirit (and the defeat of beauty): 

'Her truant from a tomb of years - 

Her power of youth so early taken.' (p.46) 

to 'age allayed with loneliness' and Parental admonitions 

'If only people were more wise, 

And grown-up children used their eyes'. 	(p.43) 

Returning to the biographical account, it is noticeable that 

the personal basis of other thanes of isolation - frustrated 

brotherhood and sexual loneliness is. probably had their origin in 

Gardiner experiences. 	Relevant to the first is liagedorn's 

observation that "The friends who had been his solace in his boyhood 
36 

had gone mow, or withdrawn from him ..." Not to be conitssed with 

the most inclusive theme of the psychological inadequacy of man's 

understanding of man, of which it is an aspect, the theme of 

frustrated, brotherhood is evident in the long poems (in Angel 
Mild it is positively morbid and paranoid) and in such short 
poems as "Fleeing Helphenstineyeassandra", "A Song at Shannon's", 

"Reunion", "Afterthoughts", "The Wandering Jew", and "Tasker Norcross". 

It illustrates the primacy of the unconscious will in certain 

circumstances. 	Estrangement is made more significant through the 

ironic contrast between jovial cordiality, and 'strained' silence 

that results in the 'confused' and 'amass& mid to escape 4490. 



Contact in abruptly and irredeemably severed, as in death. 

laeither met 

The other's eyes again or said a word. 

Each to his own loneliness or to his kind, 

Went his own way, and with his own regret, 

Not knowing what the other may have heard.* (p.50:) 

In "Alma Mater*, "Why lie Was There", "The Corridor", and, to a 

lesser extent, "Bat For The Grace Of God", however, the theme is 

entirely introverted and introjeoted to reveal the psyche itself 

regarding itself. 	These poems reflect the author's introspective 

prowess and natural reticence, as well as his dark soul; and 

they are ilbinlinated 'by Ragedarnts report of a personal episode 

(of the early New York days) which indicates paranoid and masochistic 

tendencies, as well as frustrated brotherhood. 

"lie was acutely Impressionable. 	"Do you know?" 

he said to Torrence one day, "one of the most terrible 

things is to walk alone and feel that you are receiving 

deadly minds." 

"What do you mean?" 

"It is to go along the street and glance into the eves 

of passers-by and catch a glimpse of recognition, and 
37 

know that you will never see them again." 

So strong was the unconscious guilt of conscious alienation that 

in "En Peasant" a man is saved from certain death by an act of 

sociability. 	The theme of alienation, finally, is not unconnected 

with Robinson's poetic and private ambition to help brighten "the reli 
38 

for a few groping wanderers •••" 
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31 
"'Robinson was desperately lonely* in the dark house of dying 

in Gardiner, and his loneliness was apparently not unconnected with 

sexual matters as he sensed that his few real friends were about 

to dissolve foreover in 'love's obliteration of the crowd'. (p6510) 

He was unlike Herman, who was always attractive to women and chose 

a vivacious wife; and there is a note of pathos underlying the 

humorous suggestion - accounted to his engaged friends  Gledhill - 

that he should advertise himself in the police Gazette  as one 

who, "having wearied of his hitherto celibate life has decided to 
40 

appeal to the affection of the gentler sex ..." 	An indissoluble 

sexual loneliness permeates much of the poetry, and often adheres 

inevitably to the natural or neurotic unhappiness of many of his 

illiumatcheds  frustrated lovers, or his unloved recluses. iThe stare 

of the former 'wa$ as old as human shame ... 

The story of the ashes and the flame.' (p.34) 

For the latter it was the uncompromising progression from agony to 

acceptance and relief's 

'If even I an olds  and all 4nes  

I shall have killed one griefs  at any rate.. (p.95) - 

unless of courses  even old age failed to kill the grief or subdue 

the restlessness of natures 

'The +shadows may creep and the dead men crawl s  - 

it I follow the women wherever they call ...$ (p.74) 

Before Robinson left for Harvard (a change that would also 

serve the ulterior necessity of obtaining specialist medical 

attention in Boston) he was held in 4 flux of intense emotional 

experience. 	His biographer records: 
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"With all his humor, his pungent goad sense, 

he was ploughed by emotions as yet uncomprehended 

and unsubjugated - simple human longing for commtiship, 

crossed with a bunger for solitude; compassion for the 

suffering, physical and mental, Which he saw in his 

own home, compassion, the more devastating because it 

was impotent; troubled speculations on life and on 

death; a restless mysticism, assured even in its 

questionings; and a psychic sensitivity that, he 

suspected, might develop am, instant into psychic 

experience. 

His father was becoming Interested in 

spiritualism and making experiments in levitation. 

Robinson himself, sure of nothing except the inadequacy 

of the human brain to explore the submerged nine-tenths 

of human experience, was ready to believe or disbelieve 

as the facts demanded. 	One night, he had an adventure 

which clung uneasily in his memory. 	Driving past a 

cemetery, his horse became unaccountably excited. 

Robinson saw nothing, but he was not sure that the horse, 

with the clairvoyance that a dog occasionally exhibits, 

had not actually seem same emanation of the dead. 

He found life appalling in its possibilities of 

evil, and bewilderingly complex." 

The poet was prone to "The American Nightmare" Which Harry Levin 
42 

encounters in the literary exploration of Bleakness, and his most 

inclusive modernisation of the idea is to be found in Avon's Harvest. 
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It is interesting to note that the personal association with 

spiritualism is not confined to 'home', nolrxithout poetic interest, 

for Robinson later wrote a sonnet about this aspect of psychic 

phenomena. 	Entitled horoscopically "Lingard and the Stare, 

it begins: 

'The table hurled itself, to our surprise, 

At Ungard, and anon rapped eagerly... (p.334) 
But this good-natured, warm poem (published in 1910) is a far cry 

from the earliwpersonal bewilderment. 

Reminiscing upon his Harvard days, Robinson once said 

"there was something in the place that changed mely way of looking 
43 

at a good many things." 	The few friends he made proved to be 

fascinating psychological studies, and they warmed ammiminat his 

repressed pallor. Novry Saban was the most dynamic of these, and 

George Burnham the most heart-rending. 

Saben, who "had been an infant prodigy", persecuted by his 

father's "policy of repression", and a victim of an almost fatal 

nervous breakdown, Naas a rebel against everything- his father, the 

doctors, the professional moralists, the whole New England tradition 

under which he had been born." "Sigmund Freud 	would have 

rejoiced in" him. 	He experienced the "faebilicknipleasures" and 

was "reborn". 	"Robinson, silent, confined, repressed, felt a 

new sense of life stirring in him at the luxuriant outpouring of 
44 

Saben's pagan gospel", and became the hedonist's friend. 

BUrnham's catastrophe was the amputation of both his feet. TO 

Robinson, he signified "spiritual nobility". 	The poet "brooded 
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45 
over his new friend's agony, and made it almost his olio." 

Moreover, he was not without his own physical difficulties. 

There was "the persistent msnace of his diseased ear", and the 

disease threatened to progress to the skull and brain. "The 

thought that he might go insane gave his physical offering an 

added, diabolical fillip. 	"It feels a bit like living on the 

verge of a volcano", he said to a friend. The capacity for 

self-diagnostic questing amid the nightmare realities of the 

great within, which vitalises many of his poems and character 

studies, was expanding; "it is in vri nature to pick over my bones 
46 

and growl ..." he wrote Gledhill. 	But his introvections took 

him the circuitous way of the dark soul of frustration and sadness - 

feelings projected inevitably upon the great without - , and he 

was persistently reminded by his shadow (which 'had flown along 

with him alone 	like Iola evil insect, To sting him when it 

would.' - p.550) that the inner journey was perilous. "It was the 

nature of things, the cosmos, confronting him in the ultimate 
47 

secret places of his thinking, which Prose his vision". 

The psychology that Robinson imbibed from William James' courses 

and books was evidently not as overwhelming as that he discovered 

first-hand, for actual (witnessed or imagined) human processes mere 

always more interesting to him than the abstract and theoretical 

assortment of them. 	Nevertheless, his early acquaintance with 

revolutionary conceptions of huaan nature and the psyche pointed 

forward to the fUndamental tendency of his studies of man, 

He left Harvard prepared to question conventional morality and 

to serve the interests of psychological truth. 	"Robinson is only 
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twenty-three", Neff reports, "when he drank in this mature 

wisdom about the meaning of life and art and about the unconscious 
48 

character of the creative impulse." 

From this point in Robinson's life, as he commenced to write 

advanced poems, his deepest traits and experiences began to 

crystallise into the creative patterns which have become familiar 

to readers of his work. 	The reticent man's obsession with 

failure, the psychological poet's tower of introspection, were the 

directing symbols of the emerging structure. 

On his return to Gardiner, Robinson wrote Gledhill: qlty life 
49 

hasn't been such a pleasant affair as some men's seen to be." 

As a poet be possessed sure insight, but as a man he was plagued by 

doubting, recriminating, guilt-invoking voices - symbols of the 

New Ragland nightmare conscience. He was their post if there 

was ever to be one. 	"People began to matter to him increasingly" 

and they "revealed to him something of character and of destiqr 

which he dramatized under names which themselves had haunting 
50 

undertones." 

But the nightmare insistently intruded into his private affairs, 

to set him apart, to label him "different." 	Death that had 

claimed his father was working surely and inevitabll. in Dean, but 

in such a slow and insidious and humilLmtim manner that the poet 

brooded over it as an all-masterftil, unconscious impulse, or a 

diabolical desire of some hidden self. 	Dean was lone whose 

occupation was to die.' (p4510) He epitomised the tragedy of 

failure of the man whose talents were potentially endurable, and 
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whose human qualities were endearing, in which talent and 

humanity did not achieve the synthesis of fulfilment and value. 

The latter courageously endured, but the former disintegrated 
51 

in sickness, alcohol, morphine, and "heart-breaking hallucinations." 

Herman's downfall had wider implications. It affected not 

only his brothers and mother, but also his wife and children; 

not only the spirit, but also the wherewithal. He lost most of 

the family estate in investments, and resorted to alcohol. His 

was the Isugrunde gehent of the vital personality and of its 

capacity for achievement in the great without. 

In his lonely existence, Robinson was becoming obsessed with 

failure that embraced others and, paranoia.like, asserted itself 

in his breast. 	His imagination drew him, inwardly, to have a 

closer look at the chaos of the resident unconscious; and he 

developed a dual obsession t morbidly, his belief of what extrovert 

Gardiner thought of him a nostalgically, the introvert's need of 

the intimacy of a "pipe" and "talk" with an accepted friend. "The 

issue attained major proportions not because of what others said 

but of what something inside him was saying. 	The conflict was not 52 

social but spiritual" and he "sought to externalise the struggle." 

From perceptions of experiences such as these, Robinson 

assembled a psychology of universal dilemma, basically twofold, oft 

without and within, super-ego and id, consciousness and the unconscious, 

light and darkness, heaven and hell. 	It involves firstly, the 

otojectivisation of the psychological fall Isagrunde gehen 1  and 

alienation; and, secondly, the subjectivisation of personal reality - 
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agonised consciousness and psychic malady. Its imperative is 

.a yeltanschauunst  of understanding and faith ; its ethic is 

psychological honesty: 

Robinson has analysed the psychology of failure (and of the 

success of failure contraverted) according to a number of 

quintessential modes, each of which is separately presented as 

Ihidiosyncratic factor. The following modes, for example, 

prevail in the following long.poemst 'pathological' in awl, 

liantnto 'Auntie in 2311L1a AsiDiedWs& 'moral' in 	glom 
21:01Niehtinaales,  'economic' in Kind Imam oepiritaalmand-erotiel 

in both EgMaaVartholowNNWithittadMalihatWro An erotic 
basis, either causal or constituent) partains to each of the failures 

in these poems, and is bizarre in the first two narrative!) and 

conventional in the others. 	All these modes of failure are 

depicted in magma. 
Robinson's studies of failure relate to two main biographical 

categories of experience a early life in Gardiner (Tilbury Town!) 

and later life in New York ("The Town Down the River"). And his 

predilection for this subject was inevitably personal but also 

artistic. 	Apart from family and home-town experience, life in 

the metropolis acquainted him with an extraordinary variety of 

human beings and provided him with case-book material : the near genius, 

the social outcast, the eceentric, the peythoneurotic. He had 
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decided artistically that model citizens don't make good poem." 

To a reviewezihe commented 

"I have been criticized for writing Gomel about 

'failures'. 	Well, isn't it the people who fail 
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Who are more interesting than the others? 

They are — at least for the purposes of dramatic 

poetry. 	There is nothing poetic, and usually 
54 

nothing dramatic about anyone Who is a 'success' ". 

Richard Cory, who possessed all the trophies of success — wealth, 

position, admiration, sexual charm etc. — is a salient example. 

He is saved by. poetry because appearance is deceptive and psychologically 

shallow, and because he 'put a bullet through his head'. (p.32) 

Robinson, like Freud, came to psychology through 'failure'. 

Failure was a condition in which Robinson was well versed. The 

financial catastrophe he etched in "Hewick Finser", the neurotic 

teritures and hallucinations his imagination created in the minds of 

Avon and Fernando Nash, he had known the reality of at hone. Exposure 

of the stupidity of social criteria in values and assessments — with 

regard to the artist, as in "Zola" and "Verlaine"; the sexual recluse, 

as in "The Tree in Pamela's Garden" ; the physically unattractive, as 

in "Vain Gratuities" and "The Rat" — sublimate the private obsession. 

"If some of us wore not so far behind, 

The rest of us were not so far ahead." (p.512) 

The grim reality of poverty and displacement in "The Wandering Jew" 

and cbsttala Slogg (though it is redeemed in the latter by characteristic 

cheerfulness) was based not only on the situation of a friend, Alfred 

Louis, but on the poet's New York experience which was for some time 

relieved only by intermittent resources, charity, fbrtitude„ and humour. 

Although Robinson went to New York with grotesque recollections 

of death and failure, he had the stuff of poetry on paper and in his head 
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His father lay dying to the accompaniment of inexplicable levitations 

in the house. His mother had been taken by black diptheria, dreaded, 

sudden and ostracising, which affrighted the town and left medical 

and burial duties in the hands of her sons. 	Robinson must have 

wondered 'what inexorable cause Hakes Time so vicious in his reaping'. 

(p.355) 	He was sensitive to the unusualness and isolation of the 

individual case, but felt assuaged by inner fortitude and a conviction 

that death midi be regarded as a deliverance and =advancement. 

He had already recast, poetically, experience. moulded by 

environment, such as he saw about him in Gardiner. "Men and houses, 

finally Gardiner itself, became enlarged into symbols and achieved 

dignity". 	The poet created a "symbolic community, built around a 

cash-box, a till, this modern age in miniature which he called; 
55 

Tilbury Town." 	His isolated, introspective personality was clearly 

Wired. Hagedorn reports that apart from a few separate friendships, 
51 

Robinson "kept the world outside the gate" and "withdrew within himself". 

Poetry was conceived EIS a form of dedication to the human spirit, 

a clinical procedure, employing the art of language, that would reveal 

humanity and inhumanity and express man's truest self to himself. Be 

wrote moors "Hy conscience tells me that New York is the place for ne. 

I must have the biggest conglomeration of humanity and inhumanity that 
57 

America affords." 	His attitude was psychological, not sociological; 

his values spiritual, not economic. 	From time to time, he attempted 

to interpret the prevailing spiritual condition of the mass - for example 

the blindness, darkness, and neuroticism of the collective psyche 

described in "The Valley of the Shadow" - but the majority of his account 
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of the human condition are studies in individual psychology. 

In a few of the short poems, for example, "Me Wandering 'Jew% 

"The Poor Relation", and "Old Trails", the city is envisaged 

realistically and symbolically and provides a background for felt 

impressions as well as a setting. The modern American city was the 

nimbus and nucleus uniting psyche and world. 	The images of 

childhood become the realities of adulthood. 	Tire observer in 

"The Wandering *low" records the impressions 

II knew the man as I had known 

His image when I was a child.' (p.456) 

But gregarious mult-moderniem could not isolate isolations 

Iall the newness of New York 

Had nothing new in loneliness ...I (p.456) 

There is always 'The lonely ch4elessness of dying', the poet tells us 

In "The Poor Relation" ; 'like a giant harp 

'The City trembles, throbs, and pounds 

Outside, and through a thousand sounds 

The small intolerable drums 

Of Time are like slow drops descending.' (N47) 

City and world are customarily outsiders in Robinson's poems. 

The house, the roam, or simply the mind, are the most favoured settings 

for animation and predicament, and they induce mental action and the 

confession of intimacies. 	The poet received diverse impressions of 

the workings of mind and man, of loneliness and suffering, in New York's 

street, tenement, underground, and office. 

To a man who was "well auere of" his "hopeless limitations when 

anything with "Community' pasted on it rolls into sight", and who 
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declared that his "trouble" dated back to hie realisation mat the 

age of five, that I was never going to be able to elbow my way to 
59 

the Trough of Life", worldly extroversion presentdd not only its 

terrors, but signified An alarming deficiency of self-cognition, in 

the community at large. 	The group lacks the self-reflection or the 
healthy individual; the war-torn world in 	(suggested kr the 

60 
first World War) founders through a lack of psychoanalytic rationality. 

The kingdom aught "to be a mirror wherein men May see themselves and 

pause." (p.313) 

The mimeo Robinson held to himself often seemed to reflect 

the neglected, suffering, despairing, insecure artist. But instead 
b.c ra, tze  

of allowing that artist to stapody in maudlin sell%vity (the fate or 
Count Pretzel von Wilrsbarger, the Obscene, in Pentair'  WU), he 

imagined where such seManalysia l at the behest of a grappling, 

sensitive mind, might lead. Characters emerged. 	E. sought to 

commune with their thoughts below the threshold, and to encourage 

these thoughts to rise to the surface and confront their owner as an 

image of himself. 	It was then, up to him, during a long and tortuous 

analysis, to cast off the narcissistic habit and dissolve the 

schizophrenic illusion in the light of second birth. Zbatlia Sam 
Died Wm and "Old Trails" are examples, major and miniature 
respectively, of the imaginative remtking of personal knowledge 

concerning the plight of the struggling artist in the metropolis. 

Fernando Nash suffers the above stages of seManalyale. In a manner 
suggesting the poeticizing of clinical procedure, and the psychological 

adoption of an E.A.Poe incubus, the analysis COMMOMOS as fellows * 
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'he sat before a glass 

That was more like a round malevolent eye 

Filmed with too many derelict reflections, 

Appraising there a bleared and heavy face 

Where sodden evil should have been a stranger. 

"What are you doing here? And who are you?" 

He mumbled, with a cloudy consciousness 

Of having felt a ghostly blow in the face 

From an unseemly mirrored visitor 

That be had not invited.' 

Eventually Robinson's own mirror reflected success and recognition 

to a grateful and dumbfounded beholder. During the last quarter of 

his life be was outwardly more secure and inwardly more placid. 

Next 2gar ta A Poet  records sketchy reminiscences of Brown's friendship 

with Robinson at the Peterborough colony. Brown confirms impressions 

of Robinson already mentioned; reticence, inhibition, introspection, 

"mental aliveness", silence, nervousness, sensitivity, "outward 

quietude" - traits which recur time and again in many of the portraits 

and character studies. He notes the poet's hypersensitivity to 

crowded gatherings and the lamented realisation that he was "a poor 

conversationalist." He verifies Robinson's interest in psychology 

and the fundamental problems of life; he observes his awareness of 

the integral importancectawisdomof the smallest detail and his 

consciousness of the past as nightmare. "As for the earlier years - 

the years that stretched back past the turd of the century - they were 

a nightmare, even in retrospect." 61  Robinson's poetic biography of 

psychic life is not unaffected by the dark struggle for freed= from 

mental and spiritual dilemmas implanted during earlier life. 
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It is not surprising that so conscientious an artist as Robinson, 

who often constructed his poems around the first person principle, 

endeavoured to detach himself from the rational and emotional content 

of his work. 	Be believed that he always expressed the tIl who is 

not II'. Such detachment is not absolutely feasible of course. 

It has been observed that what might be tanned the Robins:mien 

master-faculty, depth introspection, has often determined the poet's 

approach to character revelation and has often been transferred to the 

characters themselves. 	Apart from the conscious embodiment of 

personal belief and idea, a certain degree of unconscious projection 

and participation on the part of the author is inevitable in all art. 

Overall, however, Robinson is an exceptionally detailed artist in a 

highly subjective literary age; and such detachment id invaluable 

in a writer who renders intense and intricate subjective experience, 

as does Robinson. 	In the Ma, he ;reserves the distinction between 

detachment and sUbjectivity, a distinction often blurred in the work 

of more reputable writers who confUse the two, 	Bis detachment 

informshis method, which is a habit of regarding people in much the 

same VW as a psychotherapist regards his patient's. He encourages 

and manipulates confessions not his own but Which he can appreciate 

and participate in imaginatively. 	He cherishes artistically such 

ethical and charitable ideals of observation as impartiality, uneerstandii 

tolerance, fortitude, unprejudiced evaluation etc. 	Occasionally, 

especially in some of the short poems, detachment clashes with 

psychological explication, the result being that essential motives may 

be left obscure in deranged parabola. Such is the case in "Doctor of 

Billiardes 
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10f all among the fallen from on high, 

We count you last and leave you to regain 

Your born dominion of a life made vain 

By three spheres of insidious irony. 

You dwindle to the lesser tragedy. 

Content, you sey. We call, but you rein. 

Nothing alive gone wrong could, be so plain, 

Or quite so blas4d with obscurity. 

You click away the kingdom that is yours, 

And you click off your crown for cap and bells; 

You smile, who are still master of the feast, 

And for your smile we credit you the least; 

But when your false, unhallowed laugh occurs, 

We seem to think there may be something else.' (1045) 

Notwithstanding the dubious irony of the authorla remark that the 
62 

poem "is not a plea for the suppression oftice", nor the possibility 

that underlying the poem is a faint Freudian simile (implicit in 

isolated but obvious words and in the gymbolic "three" and "cap and 

bells"), the deliberate explication of the man's behaviour to 

consciously avoided by the poet who confesses that the "man 

seems to be throwing away a life which, for some reason known only 
63 

to himself, is no longer worth living." 

An imaginative explorer of other people's personal worlds, 

Robinson was naturally reticent towards agy saspicion of self. 

projection; and this factor probably underlies the paradox of the 

following remark contained in the same letter as his statement about 
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"Doctor of Billiards"; "While nearly everything that I have written 

has a certain amount of personal coloring, I do not recall anything 
64 

of mine that is a direct !transcription of experience." 	As has 

already been intimated, the psychology of the creator and the nature 

of his personal experiences influenced the introspective cunlit

of his work. 	"The Pilot" and "Exit", for example, while of 

undoubted general relevance, were inspired by the fate of the poet's 
65 

brothers. 

The poet's life and personality led him to the inner realities, 

the psychic worlds undisclosed by external appearance. 

7'RE POET AND PURITANISM 

(i) 

Appraisals of E.A.Robinson's poetry have inevitably drawn 

attention to the poet's NevEnglandiem and have postulated, but not 

clarified, &relationship between his psychology and his Puritanism. 

Perhaps fedoax, the poet's friend and ally, has stated the general 

position as clear/7 as any. 	Be refers to Robinson's seriouoness, 

his interest in sin and atonement, and his creed of forgiveness 

through understanding. 	Of this "creed" Ledo= says $ "if this 

attitude of mind is not characteristic of the stern New Englandism 
66 

of the Puritans, it is at least a logical modern development from it." 

It is this attitude of mind, he maintains, which enhances the "psycho-

analytical" nature of the probing studies "in individual character". 

This consideration for the purelylammus and psychological 

elements in a dramatic situation, as opposed to the application of 

a theoretical and puritanical code, is doubly emphasised in "Ben Trovate 
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firstly, br the wife who attended her "blind", "wandering*, dying 

husband by so dressing herself to appear before him as "the other woman" 

he had always laved ("Wald she forgive All that? Apparently"); 

secondly, by the deacon (recounting the episode) mho refrained from 

pontificating over those who were 

nAllurable to no ours theorem, 

The sown or the humility of man,v 

and did not "condemn 

The benefaction of a stratagem 

Like hers and Ihn a Presbyterian.')  (N575) 

It has been the custom among same critics to define and explain 

the weaknesses of Robinson's poetry on the basis of what Amy Lowell 

terms an "ingrained Puritanism". 	The poetess contends that this 

Puritanism is evidenced in *a battle between individual bravery and 
67 

paralyzing atavism", between "the probing active mind" and *inherited 
68 

prejudice and training." This conflict, Which she says produces 

melancholy, cynicism, 'ethical umrestf (to borrow the phrase from 

"Flammonde*), and superstition, is undoubtedly present in such 

characters as Raman Bartholaw and Avon; but it would not be strictly 

accurate to claim that it is mainly an aspect of the poet himself. 

In Bartholowls case tativisml and 'Inherited prejudice' are conquered 

and it may be assumed that the author believes it right and healtbr 

that they should be. 	Avon, by contlast, surely represents a sober 

warning against the madness attendant on soul-fear and Puritan psychic 

anxiety when, in this Conflict, the unconscious holds sway: If such 

"ingrained Puritanism" is quite obviously an explained feature of a 
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pulse and light of ALL life, and postulates a release from self. 

centredness without advocatiarledonism. 	He is a psychologist, not 

an 'escapologist', whose experience of human behaviour produces a 

valid ego psychology; he was little less aware than Freud* of the 

fundamental selfhood underlying human motivation, and saw that the 

limitations of the human ego was a factor to be reckoned with and that 

"self-abandonment and self-forgetfulness" quite often resulted only 

in another kind of self•tranny. 

"There is no cure for self; 

There's only a occasional revelation, 

Arriving not intrequehtly too late." (p.1137) 

What may be the central fact about such persona as Vickery, 

Miniver Cheevy, the man in "Doctor of Billiards", Ferguson, Avon, 

Garth, and the people in the 'wrong world' of Anaraulth  "This 

repudiation of the world, this movement of desire away from reality" 
71 

is not, as Whipple suggests, "the central fact about Robinson." 

These characters are intended to indicate the Puritan Nemesis - the 

fUtility, and pathos of negation and unreal desire and as such 

the 'fact' about their author (not necessarily 'the central fact') 

is contrary to that assumed by. Whipple. 	And surely the estimable 

quality of such men as Old King Cole, Erasmus, Shadradh O'Leary., 

St. Paul, Jan Brown, the man outside• 'the Dark House', Matthias, and 

Fargo is their capacity to come to grips with 'the mold' and hmalite 

either by displaying fortitude or wisdom or faith in facing =alterable 

circumstances or by acting constructively, bringing about a change of 

character, as a result of self-analysis. 	Moreover, Whipple neglects 

to consider the ambiguities implicit in his assumption. 	Some people) 
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like the aging lady in *The Poor Relation" who has a 1,13:01 past 

(a time when 'friends who clamored for her place would have 

scratched her for her facet), are in fact 

'Safe in a comfortable cage 

From which there will be no more flying.' (p.47) 

Nor is the criterion of 'world', 'life', or 'reality' necessarily' 

the same for all types. 	For Lancelot, Guinevere 

'was the world 

That he was losing; and the world he sought 

Was all a tale for those, who had been living, 

And had not lived.' 	 (p.449) 

That Robinson's conscious attitude to life was not one of Puritan 

anxiety in the face of it, nor of escape from it, is made clear in 

a letter he wrote in 1932. 	He declared: 

*Of course I am never real.ly bitter, or amthing but 

cheerful and full of metaphysical joy and hope, tut 

people don't seem to understand that and so call me 

all sorts of names which also they don't understand. 

So far as I can make out, most people are so afraid 

of life that when they see it coming their first 

impulse is to get behind a tree and shut their eyes. 

And for some odd reason they call that impulse 	
'72 

optimism which has always seemed raw to me." 

This "impulse 	to get behind a tree" is the unconscious compulsion 

that produces the universal neurosis of man; and it is this lethargy 

and anxiety which Robinson psychoanalytically examines, and by inference, 

repudiates. He is a proficient poet-psychologist who generally knows 
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that his personal realisation is of no importance if shouted from 

Parnassus, for it is up to each individual to find his own salvation; 

his teak is simply to reveal the struggle to attain it within the 

deepest reaches of the subjective self. 

To avoid the kind of critical synecdoche alluded to in the 

above paragraphs, it is necessary to consider any Robinsonian 

characteristics which may have qualified his assent to life and so, 

perhaps, have suggested a basis for negative and excessive critical 

pronouncements. 	There are undoubtedly elements of the author's 

introspective, in some ways Puritan Ipersonality In some portions of 

the poetry. His complex faculty of self-analysis, discussed in 

the previous section of the chapter, is at times conducive to 

psychological over-subtlety, peripheral intellectual entanglement, 

anticonvolutel verbal introversions, which are to be found in parts 

of certain long poems - in Ibmgapartholaw for instance. This may 

be put down to a Puritan idiosyncrasy that displaces overt experiences 

or excludes certain vigorous aspects of physical life. 	On the other 

hand, this is an aspect of Robinsonian psychology. am Bertha
analyses the problem of the modern (albeit Puritan or New England) 

consciousness in a kind of literary clinical procedure • an endeavour 

more readily amenable to the straight...out novel fore as, for example, 

Conrad Aiken demonstrates in eat Circle, 	Thos it should not be 

forgotten that the problem of representing life differs according to the 

artist's method and according to his interpretation of what constitutes 
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reality, nor that the creative problem, in the present instance, 

is as much- if not more so - technical as it is ideological. 

Like most artists whose attitude to sensual experience is austerely 

clinical (Dam Barthacm),  or unadulteratedly human, 'commonplace' 

and radiant ("Isaac and Archibald"), or consciously and richly artistic 

(Merlin),  or an incongruous blend of rarefied soul-searching and 

'hot-lips' (Matthiap  dikage, and unlike poets such as Rimbaud, 

Dylan Thomas, and Carl Sandburg whose respective mystical, monodic, 

and metropolitan attitudes to life are almost exclusively and robustly 

sensual, Robinson sometimes found it difficult to describe direct 

passionate experience in equally direct language and still make 

expression and experience accord with truth and life. 

Robinson was consistent in his attempt to fuse desire and reality, 

the pulse and rationality, without indulging in sentimentality, which 
73 

he regarded as "far worse than death" 	It ts understandable that 
74 

he was "in doubt as to some of the mushy parts" in Tristram,  not 

simply as a result of native Puritan reticence but, fundamentally, 

because of the technical problem and of the detachment necessitated 

by his narrative form. Re was on the side of love even if, at times, 

with irresistible pathos; he was on the side of experience even if, 

at times, with verbosity. And, in most of the short poems, the life 

of the world of Tilbury ;awn, Boston, New York . is unquestionably 

true to life. There is no question of Robinsonian repression save 

in an impersonal sense; for example, in the psychological realism 

of the objective studies; suicide in "The Mill", the death instinct 

in relation to Eros in "Luke Havergal", the erotic instinct in relation 



to death in "The Whip", sexual abnegation in "The Tree in Pamela's 

Garden", sexual indiscretion in "The Growth of Lorntime. In 

each of these poems concerned with hidden reasons and unconscious 

motives, the author's attitude is decidedly anti...puritanical; it is 

tolerant, underetanding, psychologically humane but frank. 

Sympathetic to the humiliAting power of theerotio impulse and its 

frustration, the poet's humanity is exemplified at the conclusion 

of "The Whip": addressing the wronged husband who preferred death, 

the poet undogmatically queries the circumstances: 

'Is it so? 

And she she struck the blow, 

Iou but a neck behind 

You saw the river flow — 

Still, shall I call you blind? 0  (p.339) 

The poet refuses unpuritanically to judge, morally, issues 

psychologically complicated or insufficiently explicated. This 

attitude is stated simply in another poem, "The Unforgivee, which 

demonstrates the psychical frequency of erotic blindness: 

'The story would have many pages 

And would be neither good nor bad l. (p.37) 

Robinson's meaning generally has to be inferred from what 

his characters do, by the tone in which something is said, and 

frequently by what Is not said explicitly or not said at all. As his 

attitude to his characters or select is so often ironic, it would be 

inadvertent to regard them as the advocates or the opinions of the 

author; they do not represent him but are intended to represent aspects 
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inmeaning if the last lines are read ironical ly and not superficially... 

' 'Were sure but weaklings' vain distress 

To suffer dungeons where so many doors 

Will open on the cold eternal shares 

That look sheer down 

TO the dark tideless floode of Nothingness 

Where all who know may drown." 

Perceptive of the irony, one agrees with the poet that the 'difference' 

between the two readings is the difference between pees:Wm (the 

materialistic viewpoint) and profandity. That Whipple is unaware 

of the ironic method is evidenced by his statement, "for him 6obinaos3 
76 

to live is to 'suffer dungeons' ". 

The second example of misunderstanding is relevant to the 

present discussion of Robinson's Puritanism and NeitEnglandism, and 

concerns the sonnet "Nev England". 	In this poem, first published in 

19230  and republished in the 1925 volume (appropriatai,y coinciding wth 

the period of the how freedas 1 ), the ironic method is usedio expose 

the sham psychology of the libertine, hedonistic irrationalists who 

efts& NeurEnglandism along conventional lines. 	They probably 

symbolise theRobineonian type who is 'blind with self' in the sad 

pursuit for self-divestment. The poem does not champion av fors 

of Puritanism, but Implies simply that New England has progressed 

far beyond the §tarletietter,society, and that it is not, in the 

main, characterised 1 'motional and moral frigidity:" Robinson vas 

accused of attacking New England in the manner of the"patmxxising 

pagans'. He found himself forced to reply to the effect that the 

poem satirised, in fact, the latter's attitude. 	"The pogo" he said 
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contained "an oblique attack upon all those Who are forever throwing 

dead cats at new England for its alleged emotional =doors]. frigidity*. 

And he added: "Interpretation of one's irony is alweqs a little 
77 

distressing, yet in this instance, it appears to be rather necessary." 

As a, result of this irony, the argument of the poem is necessarily the 

negative of what is stated, i.e. the negative of the facile criticism 

of New England. This 'argument' does not envisage denudation of the 

primal instincts (to which, Robinson believed, man should be true); 

by implication, rather, it approves a psychology which has no regard for 

a super-ego that is coddling, macabre, anachronistic, or purely 

repressive 'Conscience' that 

'always has the rocking-chair, 

CheerfUl as when she tortured into fits 

The first cat that was ever killed by Care.' (p.901) 

Robinson maintains simply that the passionate, loving, joyous, 

conscientious side of man can be expressed meaningibily, free from 

'complexes', without resort to demonic feasting or the irresponsible 

attitudising of those hypocritical agitatirs who 'crying wildest 

have drunk the least. ,  

'Sex' is the hidden, bit recurring, issue when Puritanism is 

debated and is often at the back of criticism such as Whipple's. 

General]; speaking, Robinson's attitude to sex is that of an intelligent 

person in whom perspective is not unduly distorted try personal factors 

(as it well as; have teen from all amounts); aed it is possible to 

demonstrate that "ingrained Puritanism'. stirred in the poet neither 
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morbid enquiry nor unhealthy repression. hula bawd, the 

author's most =healthy work, is admittedly a possible exception 

to this statement, for it seems likely that the poet was unconscious 

of seversl. implicationsin the poem. 	However, his detachment 

together with the narratmas impartiality and erasion sensu_save 

him train any kind of obnoxious participation in the action or 

expression of his min self immersed in it, such as that of many minor 

and inartistic • often surrealist, 'off-beat', or simply deranged - 

writers who are to-day all too crown. And even in AV211.1/ !band 
Robinson poetically succeeds in removing himself from the involuntary 

emasculation of his characters Perhaps he is generally as 

successful in this respect as was Henry James. 

The kind of IkuItaniset in Alga Itgaget is obviously regarded 

as detrimental, for the author forcibly demonstrates that it leads 

to psychic disintegration. 	It is analysed objectively. Robinson 

demonstrates the logical consequences of Puritanim in a mind that 

cannot assimilate the life force because of his hereditary and tainted 

compulsion to regard desire as evil, imagination invents hidden 

devils to inhabit the human heart; the a forces a plague upon 

consciousness and finally effects total derangement. This is what 

happens to Avon as Castro (whose explications met with Robinson's 

approval) correctly observes: "Robinson renembere the blood-curdling 

sight': of hellish horrors that used to appal the early Puritans, and 

he makes Avon an heir to their glamor moping." Avon thus represent', 

on one level, the past in the present,-phylogenetic consciousness, 

which prevents him from achieving a desirable modern consciousness, 

in a modern setting. The weakness due to "outworn Puritan inherit= 
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79 
that Amy Lovell ascribed to Robinson is the very weakness that the 

poet exemplifies in Avon' 	Avon, like his ancestors, invents the 

enemy necessitated by repression, but, unlike them, his projection 

fails to preserve him; he cannot dispose of his devil. The 

unconscious does not recognise the ordained moral order; its principle 

is reversal; the wicked executes the righteous. 	lamKg Lowisehn 

has described this phenomenon of the early Puritan mind in the 

following ways "An enemy is invented, an evil one, one upon whom 

both guilt and punishment can be rolled, who is both instigator 

and sacrifice, who both explains the moral torment in Which men find 
8° 

themselves and expiates it for them." This is a remarkably accurate 

acCount of the origin of Avon's neurosis Which began when he was at 

school. 	The sexual  basis of the neurosis is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 5. 

The setting of another dark case-Amino  gavendertja  gaggle  is 

simi1ar4 NeltEmland. This long poem also deals with a facet of 

Puritan atroP4y in the familiar psychological manner, but is alleviated 

by the positive avowal of New Ragland conscience. 	Cavenderts 

ingrained, Puritanism led to a situation which atrophied his marital, 

hence sexual, life and occasioned the eruption of an aggression not 

uncharacteristic of Puritan demonology. 	Repression - Cavenderls 

suppression of guilt concerning his erotic rage and moral wrong - 

set in fan' a period of twelve years, thug bringing about slow and 

stagnant psychosis. 	The mind, however, in a last desperation, 

confronted reality by unleashing the super-ego and projecta it as 

the image of Gevenderos dead wife. 	The subsequent psychic conflict 

forced Cavender to face his unconscious self, and the judicious aspect 
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of inherent Puritanism proved stronger than the atavistic aspect. 

0avender's projection succeeds whereas Avon 'a fails, the reason being 

that the former is composed mainly of the constsuctive elements 

of personality whereas the latter is composed mainly of the destructive 

elements of personality'. 	The naturalistic content in each poem is 

slight and serves mainly to provide a, bare minim= of structural 

support for the real content ..psydhological drama. 	The method 

is preponderantly introspective ; hence, in neither poem is 

=Adel= very dependent upon naturalism. This confinement, 

which is largely a technical matter, accounts both ferbftnson's 

individual achievement and for his artistic limitation. The 

essential individualism of these poems is characteristic of the 

Puritan dilemma, a dilemma which the post understood and symbolised. 

Avonle  amid and giget 	beware symbols of psychic life. 

These poems illustrate Robinson's capacity for imaginative 

discernment in two DAndamentally different conditions of ths sexual 

and moral dilemma, and provide convincing evidence of the remoteness 

of Puritan prudishness in his poetry. 	Also remote, on the 

contrary, is the direct .  or naturalistic expression of orgastic life 

which, either in aotuftlJty or denial, is often indirectly recollected 

in anxiety during a clinical process of revelation. 	The two 

qualities synthesised make for irony, subtlety, depth and balance; 

the qualities opposed make for over-intellectualisation and a 

predominance of oral action. 

The poet's attitude to the love question is therefore of 

significance. 	He affects psychological interest and personal 

aloofhess in such clinical studies as "The Book of Annadalell, 
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"The Whip", "The Clinging Vine", "The %forgiven", Baimantilmagag 

and cavander's.puse, and poeticises emotion in the romantic 

Arthurian poems. 	He strived to see the truth and put it into 

language, even if he couldn't share it directly and personally 

in life. 	Saban observed at Harvard that "His attitude toward 
81 

sex had the veritable imegg, :walnut  in it", yet Hmedorn observes 

in the same context that Robinson, transformed by beer, "had a 

fund of Robelaisian anecdotes so rich and so remarkable that 

even Saben was a little shocked." 	And the biographer then 

adds a much later comment by the poet who said that his "comprehension 

of human psychology[ Jaen he was at Harvard ]was so lacking in 

depth that I could not understand that a risque story might be 82 

an expression of one's abhorrence of what one apparently enjoyed." 

Robinson's understanding became more analytically profound after 

he left Harvard. 	He became engrossed in the subconscious sources 

of motivation in his search for human material that would make poems. 

The complemental and compensatory relationship between the oonmcious 

and unconscious grottos (his statement above ifs asimple example) 

formed a basis for the presentation of character. Men such as 

Cavender and Matthias, erotically confused, hold outward respect 

and authority that is complemented by inward weakness and insecurity; 

passionate desirous women such as Gabrielle and Natalie are forced 

to compensate their frustration in illusions of happiness and 

tolerable resignation superseded by inevitable unfaithfenese in deed, 

Gabrielle, and in thought, Natalie. 

Questions concerning the irrational and motives arising from 



love feelings gave Robinson cause for contemplation soon after 

be left Harvard. 	Occasional letters in Ibilasagadeslears„ 
provide Clues to the direction of his thirartng. 	In one letter 

he informs Smith $ "I prefer men and women who live, breathe, 

talk, fight, make love, or go to the devil after the manner of 

human beings. 	Art is only valuable to me when it reflects 
8, 

humanity or at least human emotions." A year later in 1895 he 

writes $ "Sometimes I think instinct is only another name for 
84 

divine knowledge and sometimes I don't thinIsmuchabout it =vv." 
He places important reservations upon the percipience and worth of 

instinct, indeed, but does not yield to "the undying Puritan 

conviction that man and nature andimanos instincts are from the be-
85 

ginning evil and without hope." 

Robinson is too thoughtfdl and too empirically honest to fall 

victim to such an over-severe 'conviction'. 	He depicts various 

farms of evil, undoubtedly, but his attitude to man is not perverted 

by them; and when the 'conviction' is to be found in his work, as 

in Avpn's  'hued, it is seen to be a sign of psychic melst: The 

Puritan element in Robinson is mostly refined into psychological 

realism and eymbolism, and is rarely expressed directly. "Another 

Dark Lady" with its grotesque visualisation of the Puritan anima, 

is one of the most doubtfhl exceptions. 

'There was a road 

Through beeches; and I said their smooth feet showed 

Like yours. 	Truth must have beard ma from afar, 

For I shall never have to learn again 

That yours are cloven as no beech's are.' 	(p.42) 
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Yet he generally discovers and defines evil in nmoh the same 

way as Freud: according to psychological criteria; the operations 

of the psyche instead of Satan. 

Robinson transposes the mythology and dommeoloa of fatalistic 

Puritanism into nonipreligious psychic symbolism. 	Thus, through 

introjection, sdevileydemonsl, and ',Aosta serve as convenient 

metaphors for subconscious forces. 	They are of a psychotic, 

not a Luciferian variety, and establish connection between the 

introspective faculty and the unconscious in such studies as 

"An Island", "Old Trails", "Fragment", netts kaa agd Zaino, 

Cavender4cRouse,  and litneagsgro 	Napoleon, subject to delusion *  

hallucination, and near...madness in "An Island", is possessed by a 

'primordial' 'demon' that is 'irretrievably astray' (p.328); the 

central character in "Old Trails" (p.p.33-37) has 4mo incubus' 

0mm:iv the ghosts' of the past', and must 'put awe 'what was 

dead of him' before he might attain 'A placid and a proper conscious-

ness'; Brion, in "Fragment", like Ronoria in lingslasner, is 

obsessed by 	enemies that "Sooner or later 	strike." (p.49) 

To Alexandra Genevieve says: 

'The farthest hidden things are still, my dear. 

They make no noise. 	They creep from where they live 

And stike us in the dark; and then we suffer. (p.881) 

Robinson's vorld-pictnre includes an objective mixture of 

evil and good, largely unconscious in origin, and is expressed 

mythologically and even naturalistically on occasions and psychological: 

in general. 	"Another Dark La4y" depicts serthological evil in a 

woman who is compared to Lilith, whereas Merlin depicts in Vivian 
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a mythopoetic Eve unsullied by evil but passionate by nature. 

A universal mythology of evil, referred to in "The Garden of 

the Nations", includes conscious manifestation ('The blight above') 

and unconscious genesis ('evil at the root'): 

'The blight above, where blight has always been, 

And the old worm of evil at the root 	1  (p.902) 

Universal good, on the other hand, illumines the Scheme, as the 

following mixed metaphor from "The Garden" affirm s 

'there were all the lives of humaekind; 

And they were like a book that I could read, 

Whose every leaf, miraculously signed, 

Outrolled itself from Thought's eternal seed, 

Love•rooted in Goes garden of the mind.' 	(p487) 
The took of life, read in the light of divine consciousness, 

represents the Abwering of the tree of man, the unconscious roots 

of which grow from God. 

At times Robinson portrayed evil naturalistically's overtly 

in"Aaron Stark" - 

• 'Withal a meagre man was Aaron Stark, 

Cursed and unkempt, shrewd, shrivelled, and morose. 

A, miser was he, with a miser's nose, 

And eyes like little dollars in the dark.' (p486) - 

innately in the character of Modred, 

"with,his anger for his birth, 

And the black malady of his ambition:- ! (p.401) 
But Robinson discerned the bmtide.-..'human impulse within 

'the grim dominion' of Zolaism. 	Opposed to the material greed of 
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"Aaron Stark" is the philanthropy of "A Man in OW Town". In 

appearance the Man suss not one for man to marvel at', but below the 

surface was "Rio homely genius for emergencies.' 

'There was an increase in a man like that; 

And though he be fargotten, it was good 

For more than one of you that he was here,' (p.886) 

And opposed to the political greed of Modred is the political 

wisdom of Merlin, who has archetypal and superhuman insight, and 

of Roosevelt who, the poet infers, could 'rend' Itiva soul' beneath 

'the surface'. (p.360) 

Psychologically, the poet's presentation of good and evil 

is relative to such amoral factors of determinism as the unconscious, 

heredity and environment; to such ego factors as self-preservation, 

self-gratification and discretion; and to such rational factors of 

morality as Justice, value and authority. 	Robinson demonstrates 

4slipus" sitanically and time after time that the complex psyche cannot 

be Comprehended simply on the bards of conventional right and 

wrong, and perhaps nowhere is this more evident than in alLEN1 

Maid 242e,. In this powerfUl study of the artistic temperament, 

good and evil are subordinate to the tragic conflict between 

personality and purpose. 	The poet realises that the tensions in 

the mind, or 'creative charnel house', are so titanic that the 

division between psychical heaven and hell o  creative reason and 

destructive irrationalism, between 'damson' and 'devil', is 

extremely slender. Fernando Naehls split psyche reverberates the 

conflict by means of interior debates 
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'A singing horde of demons, men and women, 

Who filled the temple with offensive yells 

And sang to flight the frightened 'worshippers.' (p.949) — 

whoa the Censor cannot keep out. 

The psychological evaluation of moral concepts, to the fore 

in Robinson's poetry, is one of the most influential and contenticts 

themes in modern literature. In American literature that is 

orientated to the New England tradition, especially the classic 

novelists Hawthorne, Melville and James, the theme is frequently 

characterised by moral, and to a lesser extent ethical, ambiguity. 

And this ambiguity is to be found, possibly as a mature fors of 

self-critical Puritanism, in such poems as "Verlaine", Mammonism, 

Um braekei and Ihe CIL= et Ida atektintalm Flammonde4 

'Withheld 	from the destinies' . which were nearly his . because 

of a 'small satanic sort of kink° (p45), saw worthiness in a 

'scarlet' woman 'On Whom the fashion was to frown' 

'And what he saw we wondered at 

That none of us in her distress, 

Could hide or find our littleness.' 	(144) 

Although "Flammonde may be a slight, rather naive revelation of 

moral confitsion, the same cannot be said of Nightint fale who 

represents the essential ambiguity of good resulting from evil. 

Robinson's depiction of evil is also alleviadad, by the spirit 

of comedy. "Llewellyn and the Tree, for example, is an amusing 

adaption of Biblical myth. 	Ironic comedy is the tenor of 

"Theophilue, in which the central character, whose name means 

'lover of God', is an evil fellow. 	The comedy is "Uncle Ananias", 



however, is a delightful but penetrating revision of Puritan ethics; 

untruthfulness, in this instance, is salutary as well as human. 

Uncle Ananias 'sinned engugh to make the day sublime', and was 

loved for the 'perennial inspiration of his lies.' (p.338) 

The poet's 'Figure in the Carpet' thus differs from that of 

hereditary Puritanism in that it (1) can not be evaluated in psychol-

ogical ignorance; (2) can not be judged humanly and singly from either 

the good or evil =cal position; (3) can not be appreciated entirely 

without a serious sense of humour and an awareness of comedy. Each 

of these conditions represents a release from dogmatism and is 

cordmoive to objectivity and impartiality. 	The men one has 

'slandered' in life may in death be heard 'singing in the sun'. (p.97) 

'Who of us, being what he is, May scoff at others' ecstasies? 1  (p.354) 

the poet asks in "Atherton's Genbit." 	Therefore, 

May we who areelive be slow 

TO tell what we shall never know.' (p.341) 

The 'common code' of Puritanical Tilbury Town; more pleased with 

ways more like its own (p.886), is often shown to be most astray 

when assessing people of true worth, whom it misrepresents, and 

people of dubious sexual morality, whom it slanders. 	Robinson, in 

his poetry, sees little sense in making a moral fuss about the latter 

group of people concerning whom his attitude is one of psychological 

curiosity. 	He of course held no brief for the puritanical view, 

the 'squeamish and emasculate crusade!, (p.85), of the world at large 

which vilified men like Zola because they refused to hide behind a 

tree when they saw life coming. 



Robinson's detachments  especially to sexual intimacy, is in 

line with that of French authors he admired and with his predisposition 

to regard sex as a biological fact to be taken for granted. This 

attitude, reflected in many of the short studies of sexual conflict 

and erotic taindness, is axiomatic in the narratives of the later 

years. Brown observes, not surprisingly, that "a serious volume 

on see was to be found s  alongside the King James Bible Oscar Wilde, 

or Havelock Ellis' Impressions in the poet's studio, And Robinson 

remarked to Mr.. Richards that "sex is important, the Lord knows, 
87 

but even Solomon didn't think of it all the time," Barnard comments 

in this contexts "This calm acceptance perhaps explains why Robinson 

is so unexpectedly tolerant of sexual intimacy unsanetioned by 
• 88 

marriage." His interest in the subject is psydhological and 

spiritual s  not ethical, as is revealed by the numerous instances of 

adultery in the Arthurian poems, Essmakidaslo, "The Story of the 

Ashes and the Flame", "The Whip", "London Bridge% "The Evangelist's 

Wife" and "Job the Rejected". 	Barnard rightly observes that 

Robinson "clearly does not join with Roman Bartholow in reproaching 

Gabrielle for her affair ulth Penu,RavenP, and treats Laramie le 
89 

hypothetical infidelity "as of little consequence." 	This characteris 

substitution of clinical objectivity in place of Puritan condemnation 

is evidence of the poet's humanity. 	"The Growth of terrains" is an 

example concerning promiscuity. 	The poem concludes with larraine's 

letter to her friend; it mentions her suitide and concludes: 

"You do not frown because I call you friend, 

For I would have you glad that I still keep 

Your memory, and even at the end- 
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Impenitent, sick, shattered - cannot curse 

The love that flings, for better or for worse, 

This worm-out, Cast-out flesh amine to sleep." (;4192) 
I:3 evident 

Robinson 's unclamorous acceptance of sexAin relation not only to 

his psychology and humanity but also to his elementary and romantic 

realign and his technical tendency to evaluate the psychcosphysical 

in long, poetic introspections and conversations. Idetragis 

a case in point. 	The poet regarded the situation of the lovers 

as psychologically unexceptional and akin to that evidenced in 

divorce courts the world over. 	"You know this sort of thing happens 

every day", he told Bates, "I mean people lave thew Tristram and 
90 

Isolt were supposed to 	It is not rare 	It happens." 

He acoppted the primal passion underlying the story as a natural 

expression of the sexual motive, not as a result of a "superfluous 

concoction". 	He thus eliminated the love potion because it turned 

Tristram and Isolt into "a pair of impossible morons". "Men and women" 
91 

he said, "can make trouble enogh for themselves without being denatured.' 

Tristram and the two Isolts are not sexual neurotics; they are 

intelligent,.thoughtfUl people who love with their Whole beings and 

possess the intellectual capacity to contemplate the meaning of their 

existence. 	It is the latter quality, the poet infers in a variety 

of detailed introspections and spoken comments, that elevates primary 

passion above solely physical experience. Tristram and /solt of 

Ireland simply and adulterous/7 fall in love; it 'happens' t 

'terror born of passion became passion 

Reborn of terror while his lips miters 

Put speech out like a flame put out by fire.' (p.613) 



At that moment 'There uss no roam for time between their souls 

And bodies.' (p.614) 	But, in a typical passage, the author 

immediately defines the situation reflectively, according to the 

passion . pain psychological blindness sequence: 

lIsolt, almost as with a frightened leap, 

Muffled his mouth with hers in a long kiss,. 

Blending in their catastrophe two fires 

That made one fire. When she could look at him 

Again, her tears, unwilling still to flow, 

Made of her eyes two shining lakes of pain 

With moonlight living in them; and she said 

"You are younger than time says you are, 

Or you would not be losing it ... 

It ill our curse that you were not to see 

Until you saw too late." 	(p.616) 

The poet did not regard his Arthurian lovers as stereotyped 

Romantics, and attempted to reveal them as psychologically' valid 

beings with minds and wills of their own. 	Their love is not 

'the small, ink-fed Eros' of the artificer. 

Different are Robinson's Short studies in Puritan psychology. 

The New England setting and tradition is generalkyaccepted on 

presumption and rarely described for its own sake; "Boston", with 

its 'dimness of a charmed antiquity' (p.83), is a rare exception. 

"Eros Turannos", in which the wifels loneliness and frustration is 

presented metaphorically in terms of a psychically relevant environment, 

is more typical. 

Repression and reticence are possibly the two most characteristic 
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components of the Puritan character that the poet analyses. 

"Jan Evereldown" is a clear-cut instance of sexual repression : 

"God knows if I prey to be done with it all, 

But God is no friend to John Evereldown." (p.74) 

"Mortmain" is an unsensational story of the long-rooted 

repression of a spinster and her at last impatient and exhausted 

admirer who, having been unsolicited and unconsummated for years, 

decides on a final visit to expose the unreasonableness of her 

negation and so provoke, perhaps, a Change of heart. 	Avenel Gray, 

fifty years of age with gray hair and eyes and the agreeable 

compensation, her neighbours decide, of a gray cat, is loved by 

Seneca Sprague. 	Sprague attempts to free her from her obsessive 

love for her dead brother. 	Ito the title of the poem suggests, 

her mind and affections are under the unconscious control of the 

'undying dead'. Avenel is a mild, and not especially tortured, 

product of neurotic fixation all her love is for her dead brother. 

Seneca observes the child in her, the implication being that her 

inability to outgrow childish attachment is a symptom of enforced, 

and finally unnecessary, sexual repression. 	After telling her that she 

is "Inseparable from" her "obsession", he says 

"When you find anomalies here 

Among your flowers and are surprised at them, 

Consider yourself and be surprised again; 

For they and their potential oddities 

Are all a part of nature, 	So are you, 

Though you be not a part that nature favours, 

And Favoring, carries on. 	You are amonster; 

A most adorable and essential monster". (P.893) 
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The universal symbol is lore employed ironically to emphasise 

biological anomaly. The psychology revealed by Seneca's remark 

"kola% in the cat" (p.897) is no less obvious than that of 

"The Tree in Pamela's Garden" in which the neighbors 'making romance 

of reticence', believing that 'only in so ear As she was in a garden 

was like Eire; and 

'Seeing that She had never loved a man, 

Wished Pamela had a cat, or a smail bird 	(p.576) 

"Hiortmain" contains an explanation of Seneca's rejection of the "grim 

God" of "old-fashioned" Puritanism and his belief in the 'implacable 

and inviolable' laws of nature. 	The poet comments, however, that 

Avenel and Seneca are 'a woman and a man At odds with heritage' (1). 894), 

which suggests that Puritanism is at the source of their impoverishment. 

(iv) 

It would seem fitting to remark, in conclusion, that Hobinson's 

response to Puritanism was critical, intelligent, and progressive. 
oft obrrupi, ely 

He seems to have q4etaly found himselfitat hams with certain 

positive aspects of its philosophy. 	There is some truth in the 

assumption that existence is a form of pain and that fortitude is 

necessary in a man who wishes to avoid the corrupting effects of the 

Waste Land. The writer adopts this position in "Halcreet" as he 

postulates that 

the may never dare again 

Say what awaits him, or be sure 

What sunlit labyrinth of pain 

He may not enter and endure.' 	(p.16) 
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Heneeir  his compassion, arrived at as a result of soulp.setrching, 

for those who are fated to endure but are ill equipped to do so. 

This led to a brand of tolerance and avoidance of condemnation 

superior to the 'common code', and a belief in the individual right 

to happiness. 	From the Puritan and Transcendentalist tradition, 

augmented by the subjective trend in literature, philosophy, and 

psychology, Robinson derived the individual basis of behaviour and 

values. 	it his critical faculty, his sense of a Purpose and of 

the importance of ultimate issues, were not drugged. The traditional 

mythology, including its emotively stimulating demonology, were 

reconstituted in a psychological framework by the poet, who delved 

below the surface of action and consciousness. 	Also appealing to 

the poet was EMerson's sense of the 'familiar sublime", together 

with the Puritan inclination towards the simple 14A and intimacy 

with its humble aspects. 	In many of the early poems he attempted a 

romance of the commonplace, whilst one of his undoubted achievements 

is his creation of a poetic idiom that preserves the rhythms of 

ordinary speech within the traditional forms. 	The Puritan exploration 

of conscience and advocacy of abnegation have received new impetus ard 

meaning, in line with modern theories of the psyche, in Robinson's 

poetry. 	His metapsychology of Revelation, on the other hand, 

provides a realistic analysis of spiritual pride as well as an awareness 

of that delusion of grandeur with which the ego is fed by the 

unconscious mind. 

In his early creative years the poet was sensitive to the 

inhibiting factors of the common 'heritage'. 	He wished he had a 

smile that would light up his Niemicadaverous countanance",92and 
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declared that "Selfishness hangs to a man like a lobster"? 3  that 

it is unconscious and uncontrollable he affirms on another occasion 

when he refers to the awkward "bundle of crochets" that "goes to 

make up qv ego".94 Occasionally the moralising strain also clung 

to the poet and expressed itself in epithet and intellectual exegesis. 

Robinson, like Hawthorne,dissented from the negativism and 

oppression of the 'common code'. Hereditary introspection made the 

poet aware that there were many illusions to be shattered and much 

psychic fear to be disposed of; and he revealed the rott‘ psychologica] 

foundation of negative Puritanism. 	Also, he exposed maw aspects 

of neurotic Puritanism including the abhorrence of happiness, the 

hypocritical denunciation of the instincts, sadism and masochistic 

soul torment, the love of power and prohibition, the °raving for 

material prosperity, the violation of, and opposition to, beauty, the 

attempt to categorise everything according to right and wrong, the 

obsession with respectability, the incubus-paranoia. 	The antitheses 

of these characteristics would make up a large preparation of 

Robinson's values. 

THE INTROSPECTIVE TRADITION 

(1) 

Edwin Arlington Robinson's position in modern American 

literature is not insignificant, partly because he was the first 

important poet to restore the real flavour of life to poetry following 

the poetic depression of the late nineteenth century. His status is 

also enhanced in that he has a sure place in the introspective tradition 

of modern literature, which is characterised by the reassessment of 
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reality in terms of the interior life and the revitalisation of 

symbolism. 	This psychological trend was pronounced in nineteenth-' 

century American literature and found its mast pemmeaae expression 

in the works of Poe, Hawthorne, and Melville. During the present 

century it has splintered and multiplied radically and is to be seen 

in such diverse writers as Robinson Jeffers, &vane O'Neill, 

Sherwood Anderson, and William Faulkner. 

Robinson belongs rightly between the two groups as successor 

of the established heritage and forerunner to its more experimental 

developments. 	The tradition favoured the growth of the analytic 

and poetic novel and the displacement of natural process by psychic 

process as a more revelatory subject for poetry, and be 'belongs' 

largely because he endeavoured to fuse the advantages of the novel — 

realism, characterisation, conversation and introspection — 4th 

the poetic idiom of blank verse, yet also because of his successful 

manipulation of traditional forms, lyric, monologue, sonnet etc., 

to create a poetic world out of human predicaments and psychic facts. 

The poet benefited from the later nineteenth century's 

reinterpretation of man in which the convention of the omnipotent 

conscious man and the rationality of the superb social being was 

replaced by a philosophical and literary refocus which recognised 

the vastness of manse hidden personality over which his intelligence 

had only transitory and limited control. Ho also grasped intuitively 

and imaginatively the new meaning implicit in the revolutionary 

studies of man's nature and behaviour. 	As such he participates 

in the creative reorientation which one critic, who attributes 

"the greatest influence on contemporary literature" to "the discovery 



of the importance of the unconscious", defines as the "attempt 

to express in imaginative fora the various modern discoveries in 

psychology."95  Centre, whose criticism Robinson admired, says 

that the poet "profited by the discoveries of the science of the 

mind, carried in our time to deeper layers of phenomena and more 

elusive elements of the psychic reality." 96 

A brief examinatian of Robinson's relation to the introspective 

tradition in European and American literature is therefore appropriate, 

fear the tradition persists in the attempt of modern poetry to 

assimilate the psychoanalytical view of man. 	Robinson, it seems, 

is an unexpected precursor of such different poets as Teats, Jeffers, 

Aiken, Eliot, Auden, Merrill Moore, Edwin Muir, Dylan Thomas, and 

Beorge Barker. 

Formative aspects of the return to the subjective are to be 

found in Romanticism and the poetic and critical interest in the 

psychology of imagination which it excited. 	Coleridge experimented 

with inspiration and imagination and conceptualised subconscious 

as well as conscious layers of mental processes in his formulation 

of literary principles. 	De Quincey's comparable pursuits led him 	to 

explore the realm below the spontaneous consciousness. 	Rcoanticism, 

which, absorbed numerous ideas from Neo-Flatonism s, evolved a concept 

of a universal Unconscious immanent in Nature. 	The individualism 

of Romantic psychology was thus based an the idea of the transcendental 

soul and, ultimately, on the psychic perfection of the "One'. 

The ultra-terrestrial unconscious informed Shelley's love force and 

Novelist pen-psychic forces the latter was expressed in images of 

infinite meaning suggested by the pre4ogical suffusions of dream. 
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Romantic introspection appertained to the philosophical Imagination 

of Emerson and the ratiocinative imagination of Poe. 

Although Robinson's psychological realism is anti-Romantic 

in its specification of introspection and imaginative discipline, 

his sensitivity to the Ineffable, the ineluctable mystegy at the core 

of existence, is characterised by distinctly impressionistic overtones, 

and by excursions into symbolism that frequently illumine character 

yet occasionally vivify his one condoned form of ramanticiom, 

romance of the commonplace. 	The impressionistic principle, 

'Ignacio au FrAcis se joint', which Verlaine formulated in 

"Art poStiquWis commendably exploited in some of the most memorable 

lyrics of Robinson, who defended Verlaine in a early sonnet. 

Memory ('souvenir'), which lent itself to the impressionistic aim 

and found its expression, for example, in Verlatne's sonnet 

"Nevermore", induces a combination of psychic indeteranation and 

descriptive precision in one of Robineon's best sonnets, "Souvenir". 

The impressionistic preference for light, shade, and nuance 

characterises much of Robinson's poetry and is evident in the poem: 

'A vanished house that for an hour I brow 

47 some forgotten chance when I was young 

Had once a glimmering window overhung 

With honeysuckle wet with evening dew. 

Along the path tall dusky dahlias greers, 

And shadowy hydrangeas reached and swung 

Ferociously; and over me, among 

The moths and mysteries, a blurred bat flew. 



Somewhere within there were dim presences 

Of days that hovered and of years gone by. 

I waited, and between their silences 

There was an evanescent faded noise; 

And though a child, I knew it was the voice 

Of one whose occupation was to die." 	(p.p.509-10) " 

The examples of Windt:cis an Precis se joint" are quite apparent, 

of course, but :tartby of notice is the beautiful accuracy of 'swing 

Ferociou4 1 , which conveys the towering effect of the hydrangeste 

upon the child Apt  presumably., brushed againet then in the still 

and silent dusk. 	Consonant with this are the discreet use of 

synaesthesia, here the visualisation of 'noise', and the alloyage 

of 'house' and psyche, life and death. 	The last statement conforms 

with Verlaine's principle and Robinson's idea of "real poetry", 

which in much the saMe thing: "you find that something has been 

said, and yet you find also a sort of nimbus of Oat can't be said." 97  

The final statement evokes the 'nimbus' for it does not suggest, 

alone, either the Freudian death instinct or Novelise notion of 

creative death. let, even in the poetic vagueness of Novelis t  

as in the philosophical determinism of Hegel, the growth of a 

psychoanalytical idea is apparent. Novels writes: 

"Life is the beginning of death. Life is for the sake of 

death. 	Death is simultaneous end and beginning. 

We are near awakening when we dream that we 

dream. 

Life ends like the day and a perfect spectacle, 

sadly- but with oublime hope." 
	98 
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Robinson's short studies of the subliminal mind are adroitly 

woven from impressionistic materials. 	In "Alma MSter", for 

example, the poet suggests the nature of unconscious process and 

observes the elusiveness of inspiration; an unconscious ides that 

seems to be 'A vision for the gods to verify' may simply 'die' and 

become 'shapeless' when transformed into consciousness. (p.p3464) 

Such combination of vision and frustration is not uncommon in later 

nineteenth-century French poetry, particularly the impressionistic 

synthesie of dream and inner pessimism and the symbolist synthesis of 

anxiety and mystery, and is founded an one of the basic experiences 

of the psycho-physical relationships. 

Robinson's plain style restricted his use of the more intrepid 

impressionistic and symbolic techniques, some of the latter of which 

were !emulated by Rosalie almost a century bee:mitt:4a or; 4, 

The symbolism of the blue flower in Novelist Heinrich zgia filagatiggsg 

combines dream and colour in the cultivation of an inner purity. 

His symbolism, mystery, doctrine of Riwtha st and aesthetic pretension 

anticipate the Symbolist movement. 	The German writer's Romanticist 

ideal that the way to liberation commencee with knowledge of the 

unconscious is barely comparable with the modern version of the 

idea - introspective realism - which is pronounced in the clinical 

confessions of Audees and Robinson's people. 	let elemental 

configurations remain, especially the basic dualisms and the 

internalisation of the dualistic process. Novato asks "is not 

the universe in us?" and announces that when interim darkness is 

equalled by interior light and the invisible man is connected with 

the visible he then becomes aware, in the words ofRotdnson„ of 
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"the light behind the stars" (p.178), of eThe flame beyond the boundary, 

the music, The foam and the white ships.' (p.181) The following 

passage froa"Rymns to the Night" by Novalis might well be thought 

of as a synopsis, in the Romantic idiom, of the metaphysic in 

Robinson's early volume, Zba OW= at tha /kap 
"But I turn aside to the hdl ly, unutterable 

mysterious night. Far-off lies the world - sunk 

into a deep grave - devastated and knely in its place. 

Deep sadness blows through the heart-strings. 

Distances of memory, desires of youth, dreams of 

childhood, the whole life's brief joys and vain 

hopes come in grey clothes, like evening aiwt 

after sunset. 	In other spaces light beet open 

its happy tents. Will it never return to its 

children who wait for it in the innocence of their 

father?" 99  

The Nonlife image of man standing "lonely at the meagre hill" 

amid "dark &pace" at the ultimate moment when "the cord of life 

was severed", and his fundamental question and =mar - 

"But where are we going? 

Alwayshome." 100 

are expressions of the same archetype which prompted Robinson's 

"The Nan Against The Sky". The 'Nano stalmisupona burning bill 

'As if he were the lamt god going hoes 

Unto his last desire.' 	(NW) 

The Romantic exploration of dream inculcated& poetic 

sensibility in which values and Time were idealistic representations 

of unconscious phenomena. 	Philosophy rationalised and legitimised 
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depth•analysis but substituted Negation when it refuted idealism. 

From the observation of mental processes Bergson immlated his concept 

of tine as inward duration experienced I this involved the inter-

penetration of feeling and sensation. 	The dream is the traditional 

means of revealing this subconscious flux. Robinson's interest in 

the subconscious mind is frequently revealed in his presentations of 

dream conftsions of space and time and his interpretations of the 

latent content for the purpose of characterisation. 'The strange 

and unrememberable light That is in dreams' (p488) may suggest the 

penultimate 'devastating light', but more often it abspky affords 

impressionistic setting for the psychological struggle of the 

individual, as in Amaranth. 	The youthfml"Ballade by the Fire" 

provides an inconspicuous example of the dream conflux of images. 

The dreamer by the fire perceives 'tangs and shovel 	grow Ay 

grim degrees to pick and spade.' (p477) 	In "Isaac and Archibald", 

however, dream elements are deftly worked into a BargsaiLan pattern 

of sensations that makes the inner experiences of the boy undoubtedly 

true to life 

'The present and the future and the past, 

Isaac and Archibald, the burning hush, 

The Trojan and the walls of Jericho,
•Were beautifully fused ... 11°  (p.179) 

What is erudite and intended to evoke the medium of pure philosophical 

experience in T.B.Rliot's "Burnt Norton", which begins 

'Time present and Time past 

Are both perhaps present in time future, 

And time future contA4ned in time past," 102 
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sobL 
is unpretentious but unmistsbably poetic in "Isaac and Archibald." 

The stylistic mannerism whereby plain speech is unobtrusively 

heightened by such Symbolic concepts as flower symbolism, Mallarmils 

symphonic blue and Novalis' "blue flood" of interstellar movement, 

and synaesthesia (Robinson's 'accusing voice of color') is evident 

in the following passage, from "Mortmain", which contemplates the 

painful insignificance of human desire — even "kindliness becomes 

A strangling and unwilling incubus" • when compared with the 

supernal essence: 

'He watched her face and waited, but she gave him 

Only a baffled glance before there fall 

So great a silence there among the flowers 

That even their fragrance had almost a mind; 

And some that had no fragrance may have had, 

Be fancied, an accusing voice of color 

Which her pale cheeks now answered withanother; 

Wherefore he gazed a while at tiger—lilies 

Hollyhocks, dahlias, asters and hydrangeas — 

The generals of an old anonymous host 

That he knew only by their shapes and faces. 

Beyond them he saw trees ; and beyond them 

A still blue summer sky where there were stars 

In hiding, as there might somewhere be veiled 

Eternal reasons why the tricks of time 

Were played like this. 	WO insects on a leaf 

Would fill about as much of nature's eye, 

No doubt, as would a woman and a man 



At odds with heritage. Yet there they sat, 

A woman and a man beyond the range 

Of all deceit and all philosophy 

To make them less or larger than they were. 

The sun might only be a spark among 

Superior stars, but one could not help that. (p.p.893-4) 

But the plain logic of such passages, which occur relatively 

frequently in the longer pieces, does not always conceal an 

avoidance of the logical conclusions of psychological analysis. 

The restraint of Impressionistic effects • paleness, languid 

water-colours, flower images, tension between dream and inner 

disquiet, deflation. occasioned by the idiomatic simplicity of 

such expressions as Ions could not help that' while being technically 

purposeful, does not necessarily compensate for the dissolution of 

form or displacement of immediate interest. Such poetic indulgence 

points to a problem of sensibility which Robinson WI not solve 

in the longer poems and which many twentieth century poets deliberately 

shun. 

B.A. Poe, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Henry James have esteemed 

and scatheless places in the American tradition. In fact, they 

may be said to constitute a literary assustudes an introspective 

tradition. The technical and narrative components of their work 

blended in forms appropriate to their Gothic, ontogenetic and 

pkilogenetic themes. They diagnosed the psyche in its search for 

identities on the inward side of the dark glass, the soul-feeling 
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of cosmic vertigo (the master explorations of this theme are 

Paa's &WAD a As Gordon  ZZD and malvilla'aliElt 21610 s and 
the exigencies of private relationships that revoly) around inter. 

lapping consciousness and tenebrific perturbations. The "texture' 

of Robinson's poetry, Conrad Aiken declares, can be seen *love 

can see the subtile texture of Henry James, or of Hawthorne, as 

a product peculiarly American the omer.semsitivenses of the 

sensitive soul in an environment 'where sensitiveness is rare." 

Twentieth century Mamie= literature has not dispossessed itself 

of this tradition, and modern poetry has found a fortunate purveyor 

of it in E.A.Robinson. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson's relation to the tradition is much 

less important, although his philosophic method was introspective... 

His thinking and poetry centred around an eablematic affinity of mind 

and nature, spirit and matter, microcoem and macrocosm, and his 

epistemology was derived from intuition and the collective unconscious, 

which be regarded as the true springs of intellectual, physical and 

spiritual nourishment. The human organism, in Emerson's view, 

reached the status of universal referent and the soul achieved a degree 

of self.consciousness. Unlike Poe, Hawthorne, James and Robinson, 

Emerson's subjective approach to life endorsed values as extroverted 

expressions of the mind. None of the four writers would themselves 

have felt the assurance of :Emerson when be wrotes 'Hogs there 

no fact, no event, in our private history, which shall not, sooner 

or later, lose its adhesive, inert form, and astonish us by soaring 
104 

from our body into the sapyrean.! They knew the =worthiness, 

the devilment, the horrific triviality of maw private facts and 



events which they detected, but Emerson could not, in the 

neuropathic darkness. Poe expressed a life-long series of 

frustrations that precluded him, but not always his alter-ego, 

from such a place in the Empyrean, and Robinson perceived the devil 

in the ean. Robinson came closest to the Emersonian vision, for 

he never lost his youthful transcendental apprehension ('there comes 

an onward phrase to me Of some transcendent music I have heard' — 

p.108); but the early mystical mannerism of Emily Brontilwas 

superseded by his native, ironical regard of the transcendental. 

It is Captain Craig, not the poet, who announce. the Emersonian, 

Oriental vision of flight to the Empyrean; Robinson remembered 

Icarus. 

In Emerson's world The conscious stone to beauty grail. 

With his intuition he might 'aim a telescope at the inviolate sun'. 

He did not know the headlines of a future era when science was to 

change society and man's knowledge of himself and the outer world, 

the knowledge that Robinson reviewed with customer:rime/1 

'The sun might only be a spark among 

Superior stars, but one could not help that.' (p.894) 

Emersonian man needed to rise above his egocentric self and 

yield to the primal senses, the archetypal images., the collective 

unconscious in himself and nature. 	'I yielded myself to the 
105 

perfect whole' 3  wrote the poet. The 'perfect whole' was synthesised 

and reconciled oneness of movement, time, space, emotion, and 

intellect $ 'the stihtlii ways' of eternal return, the simultaneous 

actuality of 'far' and 'near', the equivalence of place ('abode') 
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and morality ('good"), the sameness of 'Shadow and sunlight', 

the humble equality of 'shame and fame', the indivisibility of 

intellect and object of thought. 	At least, such is the perfect 

vision as Emerson found it revealed to him in "Bralna", his 

stupendous moment. 

Emerson's divergence from the introspective tradition is 

exemplified in his psychology of dreams, which is based upon admission 

and transcendence admission of the Freudian reality that is in turn 

changed into transcendental reality. 	Emerson's view that dreams 

were an expression of darkness and disclosed private demons was shared 

by Robinson. 	Emerson wrote: 

"The demonologic is only a fine name for egotism; 

an exaggeration namely of the individual 	Dreams 

retain the infirmities of our character. The good 

genius may be there or not, our evil genius is sureto 

stay. 	The Ego partial makes the dream; the Ego 

total the interpretation. 	Life is also a dream on the 

same terms." 106• 

The philosophic ease with which Emerson reversed the synecdoche is not 

to be found in Robinson, who grimly and ironically observed the 

inability of numerous people to move from 'Ego partial' to 'Ego total'. 

King Jasper, with the monster of his ills upon his back, leapt across 

the chasm only to find that the promised peace was a mirage and to 

be stabbed by a malignant knife before falling into colder darkness. 

Yet such is not always the fate. 	Amaranth tells Atlas 

"Many awake to learn that they are born 

Out of a dream." 	(p.1369) 



Amaranth =dam...Wm:were timely reminders that the 

American Nightmare, the horrida law, of the soul and Nemesis of 

the introspective tradition, persisted with increasing wrath in 

the Americe..of the 'thirties: 	Harry Levin obeerves, inThk Power 

of placknesoothat  the most persuasive themes in classic American. 

literature express the peculiarly American dilemma- the nightmare 

reality of human alienation. 	HO discerns the dilemma to have 

been expressed in relation to four archetypal forms • an extraordinary 

journey, a house of illusions, a homeless man or alter-ego, a dream 

or nightmare. 

The Nightmare, with accents of Poe and Hawthorne, finds 

its way into Robinson's poetry* 	The journeys and excursions of 

Robinsonls.characters most often reflect the psychic plight of 

their hapless minds as they meander through spiritual deserts of 

their own being* A  The divided self plagued by an incubus is not 

only a Common Robinsonian formula, as characterisations like Halory, 

Nightingale, Avon, Nash and others aver, but is also an elemental 

form that found its expression in Gothic and introspective literature 

of the nineteenth century* 	It appears in the pseudo-scientific 

horror of Pitz-James O'Brien, on the one hand, and in the feverish 

verse of James Thomson, on the other, 	The English poet's 

"The City of Dreadful Night", from which the following stanza is 

taken, is an example of the hallucinated journey's 

'As / came through the desert thus it was, 

As I came through the desert $ / was twat% 

Two selves distinct that cannot join again; 

One stood apart and knew but could not stirs, 
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And she watched the other stark in swoon and her; 

And she came on and never turned aside, 

Between such sun and moon and roaring tides 

And as she Came more near 

Ny soul grew mad with fear.' 107  

Robinson records the nightmare journey, exemplified by wrbe Flying 

Dutchman" who 'steers himself Emmy from what is haunted By the 

old ghost of what has been before (p.473), in a variety of 

instances. 	"The Return of Horgan and Fingal" is a poem about 

the crossing of stormy water in the dark of night, and combines 

legend, fantasy, mystery, and death; "Cortege" is a 'army tune' 

that sings the journey to death and "Bon Voyage" presents the 

suicidal aspect of the same tune; "The Klondike" presents the 

dark side of history and materialism; ',rho Filing Dutchman" 

syMbolised the doomed pursuit of materialism; "The Town Down The 

River" is an allegorical journey; Roman Bentham prepares to 

travel the world in search of wisdom; Tristram journeys between 

Eros and Death, Merlin and Lancelot between Eros, Duty and the Grail; 

Fargo tours the Unconscious and the displaced regions of the lost. 

The long poems provide an impressive list of homeless nem 

Captain Craig, Kenn-Raven, Nash, Offender, Worn Timberlake. 

Such men are variously estranged by love and hate, poverty and 

temperament. 

qavendesde  House delineates most aspects of the Nightmare s 

guilt, mental horror, perpetual night, accusing ghosts, internal 

blackness, years of homeless wandering, a house of illusions where 
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darkness is relieved only by haunting moonlight, isolation, 

psychic conflict. The opening lines of the poem achieve a 

synthesis of the main literary elements that have constituted the 

introspective tradition since 1824 when Anima Austin's story of 

Peter Rugg was first published* 

Into that house where no man vent, he vent 

Alone; and in that house where day was night, 

Midnight was like a darkness that had fingers. 

He felt them holding his as if time's hands 

Had found him; and he waited as one waits 

Hooded for death, and with no fear to die. 

It was not time and dying that frightened him, 

Nor was it yet the night that was around him, 

That others not himself were not to knew. 

He stood by the same door that he had closed 

Twelve years ago, and vatted; and again . 

He closed the door, slowly and silently, 

And was himself a part of darkness there, 

There in his awn dark house.' 	(14961) 

Nightmare is manifested on separate psychic planes. 

Robinson contemplates man's place in the cosmic mind in such 

sonnets as "The Dead Village", "Credo", and "Supremacy"; he 

invokes the past as a kind of racial memory in such poems as 

"Stafford's Cabin", "The House on the Hills, and "The Tavern"; 

and he explores the fixated ego's quest for corama of the dynamic 

present in poems like Ala &Immo  The cosmic nightmare is 

conveyed in the obscurity that enshrouds man's 'torn estate 

on Ilifels little star'. (p.97) The racial nightmare is 
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represented by mysterious and unpunished crime that is 

=forgotten while the anguished ghosts of murdered men like 

OMB Amory haunt old habitats, and by images of 'ruin and decay' 

'There is ruin and decay 

In the House on the hills 

They are all gone alias  

There is nothing more to say.' 

The personal nightmare haunts a man like Nightingale whose long 

awaited mansion proves to be a dausoleum, or like Jasper whose 

power is usurped and broken as a result of guilt, remorse., and 

retribution. 

The "voice from the crowd" 	Austin's story 

"Peter Rugg, The Missing Mann told Ruggs *rime, which destroys 

and renews all things, has dilapidated your house, and placed us 

here. 	You have suffered many years under an illusion 	Your 
lce 

home is gone, amiyoucan never have another home in this world." 
a, 

The Archetypal prophecy and the symbolic identification of house 

or home with psyche or soul points to a line of thought that 

reappears in Poe, Hawthorne, and Robinson. 

Poets stogy *rile Pall of the House of Morn develops gydbolio 

parallels between house and human being. 	The "House of Ushers, 

like the 'House of the Seven Gables", resembles the human organism; 

the dark tarn suggests the mind, especially dream and unconscious 

aspects; and the fissure, the fatal dislocation represents the 

destruction of the psychic being. 	Poe describes a disordered 

brain in one Haunted Palace" in mtioh he invokes the racial memory's 



'dim remeutered story Of the old time entatbed. Robinson's 

romance of the commonplace and melodramatic remembrances invite 

comparison with Poets subliminal exploits. *Stafford's Cabins 

which begins 

!Once there was a cabin here, and once there Was a man, 

And something happened here before my memory began.' (P.14) 

is exLexample. foe's horror, a method a inquiring into states 

of mind, probably has some literary bearing on Robinson's presentation 

of it, examples of which are to be found in Avonssagamal and 

IhmalbstjaAdWas Poets disturbed consciousness and 

cosmological mental darknesses are rivalled by Robinson's psychotio 

symbols,. among which are a variety or unseen enemies, presences, 

handepand fingers that strangle the pesos of mind of such characters 

as Brion, and Honoria. 	Poets investigation of the split psyche 

(for example the doppelgfinger fantasy in sWiLliamUllsons) has 

been superseded by Robinsonts more realistic analysis of differ. 

entiated minds. 

In stories like %ivies and "The TellmTale Hearts Poe 

employs a method of first person confession which, like that of 

Henry James, reveals the narrator's intentional story, on one level, 

and his unintentional yet unconsciously :meaningful story, on another 

level. This kind of psychic revelation under collations of 

emotional stress and mental disturbance is reproduced with great 

inimany of Robinson's dramatic lyrios. sfhe Clinging Vine" 

illustrates the psychological quality of the method in a fairly 

straight forward manner. The plight of the hysterical wife can 



be .deduesa from her tirade against her husband, which begins 

"Be cal*? And was I frantic? 

You'll have me laughing soon. 

calm as this Atlantic, 

And quiet as the moon; 

I nay have spoken faster 

Than once, in other dare; 

For I've no more a master s  

And now Me calms, he says." (p.8) 

It is generally agreed that Hawthorne and Robinson have in 

common such qualities as reticence, contemplaticmy austerity, an 

awareness of interrelated past and present, and a psychological 

interest in morality, conscience, the unconscious, and Puritan 

repression. Herne it is not difficult to find maples of 

Hawthorne's prose that suggest to the reader of Robinson instant 

parallels with that ;wt. The comparison is most striking when 

reference is made to some of Hawthorne* most introspective 

passages, such as the following from orbs Haunted Mind" $ 

"In the depths of every heart, there is a toub 

and a dungeon, though the lights, the music, and revelry 

above may cause us to forget their existence, and the 

turried OMB, or prisoners whom they hide. But 

sometimes, these dark reoeptacles are flung wide open 

then pray that your grief* say sluMbery and the 

brotherhood of remorse not break their chain. It 

is too late I A funeral train comes gliding by 

your bed, in which Passion and Peeling assune bodily 
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shape 	the devils of a guilty heart, that 

holds its hell within itself. What if Remorse 

should assume the features of an injured friend? 

What if the fiend should come in woman's garments, 

with a pale beauty amid sin and desolation, and lie 

down by your side? ... Sufficient without such 

guilt is the nightmare of the soul; this heavy, 

heavy sinking of the spirits; this wintry gloom about 

the heart; this indistinct horror. of the mind, 

blending itself with the darkness of the chamber." 109 

The introspective quality of the above writing, its imagistic 

relationship of below and above, also prevalent in Poe's poetry, 

the dark unconscious world of demon, fiend, incubus, succubus, 

and sexual uneasiness are the elements which contribute to the 

image patterns in Robinson's longer poems. 

"The Christmas Banquet" is another story from Twice—Told  Wu 

which points to the compatability of themes in the two writers. 

Hawthorne's story describes an assortment of failures and derelicts 

akin to those portrayed by Robinson, whilst the central character's 

failure is remarkably duplicated in "Tacker Norcross". Hawthorne 

describes Gervayse Hastings as a person "conscious of the 

deficiency in his spiritual organization". 	Ferguson, according 

to his description of Norcross, imagines himself in a similar 

light and might well have been expected to remark, in the words 

of Hastings, "I have possessed nothing, neither joys nor griefs". 
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The most pronounced similarity between the two New Englanders, 

however, is less particular but more ineffable. It is to be 

seen in their cams= grasp of clinical situation, and their 

subtle use of house symbolism to indicate states of mind and 

faoets of personalitr. 

The art of Henry James, directed inwards in the manner of 

the introspective writer, suggests points of contact with that 

of Robinson. The artistic milieu of their compatability 

includes a nudber of literary qualities which both faoilitato 

and result from their interest in psychological problems. 

Perhaps the following are the foremost of these mutual qualittess 

the priority of intellectual and imaginative activity over scone; 

the primes, of the private life of desire, frustration, and 

revelation below the surface of polite appearance; the often 

blurred boundary between fantasy and reality; the recurrent use 

of dream images and symbols of states of mind; the thematic 

significance of horror that has its origin in the unconscious; 

the individualls agonised awareness of his isolation and the 

emphasis on self.reliance; the use of techniques to capture 

interior thoughts; conversations that echo the incommunicable 

and the unspoken; perception of the moral significance of things 

and a belief in the virtue of suffering generously. 

As in the cast of Hawthorne, it is impossible for the reader 

of Robinson to peruse James without encountering passages that 

corrOberato the introspective kinship of the authors. The person, 

shape, or soul grasping darkly in the fear that be has not really 
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lived ie the introspective archetype of the Robinsonian man, 

and it is not inappropriate that he should be met, face to face, 

in the work of Robinson's great contemporary: Amos writes 

nince it vas in. Ties that he vas to have met his fate, 

so Styes in Time that his fate was to have acted; and 

as he waked up to the sense of no longer being young, 

which was exactly the sense of being stale, just as that, 

in turn, was the sense of being weak, be waked up to 

another matter beside. 	It all hung together; they 

were subject, he and the great vagueness, to an equal 

and indivisible law. 	When the possibilities themselves 

had, according:4r, turned stale, when the secret of the 

gods had grown faint, had perhaps even quite evaporttted, 

that, and that only, was failure. 	It wouldnit have 

been failure to be bankrupt, dishonoured, palmist:1, 
to 

hanged; it was failure not be anything. And so, in 

the dark valley into which his path had taken its unlookedis 

for twist, he wondered not a little as he groped." 110 

Tag HOUSg OF THg ?SIM 

E.A.RObinsonss 'craft and sullen arts was severs. It 

demanded a great deal of technical patience and labour and pew 

out of an exhausting vortex of introspective imaginings. The 

pastes 'mood for work", as he explained to Mason, was a matter of 

*studying the ceiling and my navel for four hours than writing 



down perhaps four lines0 111  Such a mood refleote not only his 

How England propensity for soul aching and eelf.recriminatton 

but also his process cf tdelving0 and conjecture =morning the 

pachic being and the conduct of -humans in real or imagined 

situations. 

Out of amok moods Robinson created hie psychological 

method, which is primarily a way of allowing a situation to 

evolve according to the unconscious motives of the people involved 

in the situation, end of showing what happona when one or more of 

the characters become aware of the hidden implications. His 

awn account of the method, contained in a letter to Bate0 which 

discuses his play 	Zorn is in sabstatee the sort of account 

which might have boon expected nun James. 	Be wrote: 

"Van Zorn is supposed to believe that he 'found 

his destiny' in Villa Vannevar, but finds in Act II 

that he has been working unconsciously for Lucas, 

who is equally ignorant of what is going on. Villa 

knows by this time that Van Zorn is in love with 

her, and this fact, together with the realization 

that she is going to get Lucas after all, and through 

the unconscious sacrifice of a man who would probably 

have got her himself, if Lucas hadn't been in the 

way, shakes her up considerably 	The play is for 

the most part the working of character upon character, 

the plot being left, more or less, to reveal newer 

by inference.* 112 



Van Zorn, like Doctor Quick, may be described crudely as an 

amateur psychoanalyst who envisages that his role is one of 

skilful indirection whereby a course of events, which he regards 

as inevitable, is afforded its best attainable, and soonest 

possible,fruition. Both the play and Tatter  expound the 

nowadays popular thesis that the most favourable condition for 

a harmonious love relationship is achieved once the protagonists 

become devoutly aware of their unconscious attitudes and motives. 

To act according to blind will or ware irrational response is, 

in Robinson's view, often the sure path to tragedy . a race 

toward libidinous suicide as the poet suggests in "The Whip". 

He sees a valid love as a conscious responsibility, not a 

promiscuous mysticism. 

Van Zorn presents the problem of human unhappiness within 

the environs of a clinical situation. 	Van Zorn expresses the 

opinion that much unhappiness is, "from the finite point of view% 

"unnecessary". 113 Villa, by understanding the truth about her 

inner love feelings, is in a position to avoid unhappiness. 

Thus Van Zorn, endeavouring to help free her unconscious will, sakes 

"Is it your unalterable will to deprive three people, including 

yourself, of the happiness that might as well be theirs? " (p.108) 

Re employs darkness as an image of psychological blindness to 

suggest that such deprivation leads to "long roads that lie in 

darkness." 

In his play, Van Zorn, Robinson presented the two main 

psychological issues which he had raised, and was to continue to 
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just before they turned to Freud, they gave to his 

analysis of feminine psychology an attentive ear.' 114 

lung writes s 

"The desysibolised world of the Protestant has 

produced first an unhealthy sentimentality and then 

a sharpening of the moral conflict logically leading, 

because of its unbearableness, to Nietsche's "beyond 

good and evil". In the centres of civilization, this 

condition shove itself also in the increasing insecurity 

of marriage." 115 

Following the influence of philosophic pessimism and Hartmann's 

contributions to the psychology of the unconscious, the literary 

reaction against factitious Victorianism and surrogate Romanticism 

incited the theoretical and experimental originality of the new 

literature, above all, the advances made in psychological realism. 

Naturalism, which purported to provide art with ail= scientific 

and objective basis, represented the psychological interplay between 

heredity and environment. 	Robinson perceived the vitality of 

the new realism, which he injected into some of his earliest poses, 

and viewed the human life.cycle according to modern criteria, 

just as he regarded the scope and purpose of poetry its aesthetic 

as a response to therapeutic, cathartic, and humanitarian ideals. 

Queried about his qmessagen, the poet once replieds 

"I suppose that a part of it might be described as 

a faint hope of making a few of us understand our 

fellow creatures a little better, and to realize 

what a small difference there is after all between 
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ourselves as we are and ourselves not only as 

we might have been but would have been if our 

physical and temperamental 'tab.:up and our 

environment had been a little different." 116 

This attitude clearly informs such a short sketches *The Growth 

of Lorraine", and stimulates lengthy discussions in such long 

poems as ma partholow,  and Talifer.  Nor is the poet loth to 

use his terminology in a purely unadulterated fashion ; addressing 

Theophilus the poet remarks: 'input  it 808113, Heredity outshines 

environment. (p.39) 

Robinson's many stories of 'wrong relationships', recalling 

Hardy and Meredith, sometimes mirror situations which had often 

been derived from a rendering of Naturalistic principles. But 

more often the stories of illufated love are the result of his 

own observations and speculations and his attempt to incorporate 

the clinical details of a story within his peculiarly oblique, 

and often ironic, frame of implicit meaning. Brown refers to 

the poet's intellectual method of making a thing !Wiser hy 

discovering if it were not a part of something more inclusive." 

What the poet *wanted to known, he affirms, "was the inclusive 

story behind the appearances — the story behind thismaals or 

that woman's conduct." This ability to tell the inclusive store 

is, we are told in INul Zonson Entertains a Man from Stratford", 

one of the qualities that made Shakespeare great $ 

'He knows how much of what men paint themselves 

Would blister in the light of what they are 

He knows too much of what the world has hushed 

In others, to be loved new for himself ... 1  (13.p.2748) 
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Brown gives an example of Robinson's power of "psychopathic" 

diagnosis with regard to a prominent New York woman whose story, once 

explained, tecamea symbol ready6to-band for one of his poems." 117  

Robinson's inclusive stories often demonstrate one form 

or another of unrealised love. 	The central issue in human 

relationships results from the tendency, aided byrepression4 

'towards self.isolationt  and from the alarming lack of insight which 

people dimple,* in their understanding of others -.especially that 

of one sex for another. Captain Craig's most relevant philosphy 

comes from the realisation that 

*there is more of unpermitted love 

In most men's reticence than most men think." (p.155) 

This stress upon the unconscious mind is referred to, 

earlier in the poem, in the imago of "the smooth white paper" that 

"gives no sign Till science brings it out". (p.131) It is not 

surprising, therefore, that the poet had expressed his interest in 

psychological matters prior to gulag Mtg. HO was sensitive to 

the %women force" underlying human attitudes, and declared, on 

one hand, "the majority of mankind interest me only as studies", 

and, on the other, that Mare is more in every person's soul than 

we think."'" "We all live in a world of our awn and wonder what 

it is to others", he wrote on another occasion. 119 

Rainsonkaohievement as a psychological poet lies in his 

capacity to record such observations in simple poetic utterance 

and to reveal the unconscious undertones of character within a 

dramatic or lyrical situation. Jane Wayland tells John Gorham, 

"Somewhere in no there's a woman, if you know the way to find her." 
(p.14) 
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In "Lisette and Eileen' the poet describes, with subtle indirection, 

the sexual frustration underlying  twisted emotions. The holm' of 

the psyche is thus seen to be shuttered and gloomy tummy instances 

of unrealised love; inside the erotic emotions enact 'a fireside 

farce.' The poet consistently points out that a state of 

darkness for example, that occasioned by ill.lated love — often has 

its origin in an earlier state of self—deception. 	Unconscious of 

the duplicity which the irrational may work upon him, 'Man's habit 

is to feel before he sees'. (P.464) 	The man in wrhe Unforgiven" 

married without realising his partner's shortcomings and she 

lhates him More for her lack than her loss'. • (p.38) Bates 

reports that Robinson referred to the essential quality of his 

work as 'this habit of understatement, his absorption in the 

unconscious and semi.consoious feelings and impulses of his 

oharacters422ndsost of his characters therefore require a great 

deal of sympathetic attention on the part of the reader. Otherwise 

'You will not see the drama of dead lives 

That are behind calm faces and closed doors.' 121 

This emphasis on the psychical frame of reference is so intrinsic 

in Robinson's work that conventional realism is often dispensed 

with, even in such simple descriptions as that of Beviok Finser, 

'Familiar as an old mistake, 

And futile as regret.' (p.56) 

In some of the more complex short studies, however, the 

psychical frame of reference provides the 'inclusive' key to the 
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poem's meaning. The problem of seMknowledge is at the heart 

of the most introspective of these, and involves the inner 

processes images and ideas thrust up from the unconscious 

or the pachlo being. Robinson mostly avoided the far-reaching 

disintegration of consciousness. A less fortunate revealer or 

deptltexperience, Arlan Thomas, has defined the introspective 

process in the following statements 

"Whatever is hidden Should be made naked 9.. 

Poetry, recording the stripping of the individual 

darkness, must, inevitably, oast light upon 

what has been hidden for too long, and, by so 

doing, make clean the rSked.exposure. Freud 

- oast light on a little of the darkness he had 

exposed.. Benefiting by the sight of the light 

and the knowledge. a the, Widows naksiosess. 

poetry must drag Darther into the clean 

nakedness or light more even of the hidden 

causes than Freud could realises:122  

Robinson often, used the symbolism or die" light, end 

darkness: in such psychological  terms. On one °elusion he informed 

a correspondents 

RI have wir own paintuipots to dibble 4th. Blacks 

and greys and browns and blues for the most part — 

but also a trick, / hope, or letting the white come 

through in places." 124 

Most of his works, according to his definition of purpose in 

Van Zorn, ere 
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*supposed to open or partly open all sorts of trap 

doors and windows that 411 give people glimpses 

into their own cellars and dooxyards, and incidentally 

a fairly good view of the sun, moon and stars.* 

But the Vision aw be fraught with uncertainty and obscurity. 

In "Alma Mater" the poet writes t 

'When had I known him? And what brought him here? 

Love, warning, malediction, hunger, fear? 

Surely I never thwarted such as he? 

Again, what soiled obscurity was this, 

Out of what Mao and up from what abyss, 

Had they arrived these raga of memory? 1  (p.347) 
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Chapter2 

OBSCURITY, SCIENCE, AND PSYCHOLOGY. 

Poets, whatever the end, 
Should know a little more than most of us 
Of our obscurities. 

— From Amaranth  

science is not the gium of life. 

— C.G.JUKO 

we must learn 
Of our defects and doUbts, however they hurt. 

— From Cavenderls House 

Sir Thomas Browne has said that there are obscurities 

too deep for reason and man should be content, at best, 

• to sit down with his adumbrations. Such an attitude assumes 

the alienation of the finite mind from the infinite being, 

and leads to a necessary sense of individuality. Man 

recognises his individuality to be imposed by his consciousness, 

accomplished by his will, and founded upon his personal 

'wholeness'. (Wholeneasl refers to "the indivisible unit 

or 'whole manl% and the process whereby this is achieved 

has been named by Jung as the process of individuation!) 

The inevitable condition of individuality is ultimateky a 

state of being alone. All of Robinson's major characters 

have this state thrust upon them, and what happens to them, 

112. 
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eventually, largely depends upon their reaction to it: 

their reaction, so to speak, is their fate. Howler, 

they react in the obscure and complex world of psychic 

nature, and Robinson 'a clarification of their fate is an 

index of his revelation of this world. Matthias, for 

instance, was forced to have a good look at his adumbrations 

after his egoistic and hitherto self-sufficient domain of 

terrestial and maritial possession had crumbled, and he had 

to be alone to do it : 

'He was alone - 

Alone as he supposed no other man 

Was ever alone before. He had read books 

About the foiled and the unsatisfied, 

Who should have had more sense, and he had known 

Maw, like Garth, who had succumbed and fallen 

Rather than work and climb. But never before 

Had he perceived among the foiled and fallen 

An adumbration of one like himself, 

And would not yet perceive it.' 	(10114) 

But he does perceive it, alone, during the process of 

individuation, and he perceives the soulless inadequacy of 

purely defensive, fterrestial exigencies'. 

It is because Robinson's vision of humanity assumes 

the primary loneliness of the individual, that he places 

such characteristic emphasis on the necessity of self-knowledge. 

The Robinsonian character often has nothing but his own thoughts 
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and emotions for company', and these are frequently the enemies 

he must subdue in order to 21,yd, instead of negating his life. 

That is Why the description of UMphramille (surely one of the 

loneliest of man) as 'Socratic, unforgettable, grotesque, 

Inscrutable and alone (N736) is one that, with the possible 

omission of 'grotesque', suits so many of Robinson's major 

characters. 	Penn-Raven encourages Bartholow to accept his 

"doom 	to see, and sde alone;" (p025) 	Oavemder, once he had 

subdued the nightmare of his past, 'was alone, And he was best 

alone. (N1006) Robinson's pinnacle, or 'tower', of self-hood 

is that which Jung extols as 

"the highest and most decisive experience of all, 

which is to be alone with his own self, or whatever 

else one chooses to call the objectivity of the psyche. 

The patient must be alone if he is to find out 

What it is that supports him when he can no 

longer support himself. 	Only this experience 
2 

can give him an indestructible foundation." 

TiMberlake informs Natalie that "Half the grief of 

living is our not seeing what's not to be Before we Bee 

too well." (p41109) 	In this manner Robinson's obsracters 

delve into the darkness of their motives and impulses and 

grapple with their fate. They are the 'failed and fallen' 

who, with their mis.spent passions, their blindnesses, 

obscurities, adumbrations, provide the psychological text for 

most of the long poems. 	Six of these poems 1100m the basis 

of thces;xritotifkgraqt Or chapterr:. They are a lam ieragazi 

(1923), 212, 	Viast Died Au (1924), gamic!'" Ugue,(1929), 
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The glacE thl Niehtinealeg  09304 Hattibilmattliktazz 
(1931)e Amaranth (1934). 	The following persons are involved, 

respectivelys (1) Ronan Bartholomr, Gabrielle (his wife), 

Penn-Raven, Umpbraville; (2) Fernando Nash, the narrator; 

(3) Gavender2  ;armpit. (a projection of his dead wife); 

(A) Malory, Nightingale; (5) Matthias, Natalie (his wife), 

Timberlake, Garth; (6) Fargo, and the dream characters - 

Amaranth, Evensong, Figg, Dr, Styx, RANAD  Flax, Pink, Atlas, 

Elaine Amelia Watchman, AmpersaUd, Ipswich, grav.-diggers. 

These poems and characters are studies of psychological 

obscurity. The poems have many common characteristics among 

Which psychological interests, such as introspection, the 

unconscious, the anatogy of the mental personality, the soul, lone 

human relationships, dreams, hallucinations, neuroses, siabolisas  
and individuation, rate very highly. 	The settings of Cavenderls  

and Amaranth  are entirely.psychical, and that eatul  
Died Twice, which is a confession of intense psychological and 

artistic experiences, predominantly psychical. 	The other three 

narratives have natural settings and deal more fully with holm 

relationships. 	Yet each of these contains confessions of 

Intricate self-analysis, and large sections Of :aim= dal 
afhtingales  amdlisubluathl 22a, revert to the psychological 
setting so thoroughly, that the natural world (for example, the 

sea of fate in the former and the gorge of death in the latter) 

is perceived in terms of, symbols of the utmost psychical significance. 
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The rational tone of the verse reflects the intellectuality 

of the characters, as well as the poet's attempt to restore 

rational harmony in a chaos of doubt, fear, and irrationality; 

or failing that, to give excursery reasons why man should, or 

should not, quit the chaos of this world for Ceobecurity of 

the next. Robinson 's rational, and often whimsical, 

imagination is reflected in his evocation of the mists that 

enshroud the several ways, many of which ;rove to be dul-de-sacs, 

along which la soul grasping in its loneliness' endeavours 

to find a way out of life's miasmatic delusion. 

(ii) 

There is a dual approach to obscurity in Robinson's 

poetry; firstly a conception of man's ignorance of what 

Henry James denoted as the  great obscure' of objective or 

infinite reality; and, secondly and more importantly, a 

conception of obscurity in psychological relation to subjective 

phenomena. Robinson, in his poetry, does not appear to hive 

been disposed in the least to the mystical aspiration towardsL 

personal and direct communion with God, or to the romantic 

comprehension of infinite Nature. He steadfastly declined to 

confuse objective nnd subjective experiences. Thus, Barnard 

is probably correct in defining Robinson's outlook in the 

following way: 

"the concept of freedom is ultimately unintelligible... 

the universe is basically nonrational, beyond the grasp 

of our finite faculties. We need not conclude that it 
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is chaotic, but we must acknowledge that it is fall of 

mysteries, many of which are peinfUl. As Annandale says 

with unforseeing irony, 

"God has been very good to him 

Whose end is not an asking *v." 

Robinson feels that there is a partial answer; but it is 

one that the individual must find for himself, if at all, 

and that cannot be put into words. Penn-Raven is clearly 

speaking for the past When he says, 

"There are these things, 

And they are so - until we give them names, 

And harness them with words that have one meaning 

For no two men; and likelier none at all 

For one man - or one woman." 

... a partial solution is possible by distinguishing 

between events and actions 	and states of mind ... 

Obviously a person is often involved in situations Which 

he cannot control. Not to mention what the law calls 

"acts of God" (events always morally meaningless and 

usually calamitous), there are the wills of other persons, 

as we see in Robinson's many pictures of blasted romance 
3 

and blighted marriage." 

Robinson declared that "nothing of an infinite nature can be 

proven or disproven in finite terms - meaning words - and the 

rest is probably a matter of one's individual ways of seeing and 

feeling things." 4  Knowledge of 'the great obscure' is 

therefore 'incommunicable' : it is 'an orient Ward that will not 
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be erased, Or save in incommunicable gleams ... Be found or 

bum% 'Eternity records Too vast an answer for the time — 

born words We spell.' 5  Garth tells Matthias, in answer to 

questions about the immortal soul, that man's attempt 'to 

circumnavigate Infinity' 'With a few finite and Anfinished 

words That are the chips of brief experience' is ridiculous. 

The human mind is surely prevented from delving deep into this 

obscurity; it is indeed gratifying if "a little intelligence 

and human understandingN often "the result of trouble and pain'', 

can achieve so much as saving persons from being 'unendurable in 

their abundant ignorance". 
6

Occasionally, however, some of 

Robinson's characters, in admitting the obscurity of 'the great 

obscure', can recommend it. Doctor Qui& tells Althea, God's lawn 

"are said 

To be obscure; yet my belief in them 

Uncovers them, and sees tliem occupied 

Not far from where we live." 7 
ft 

And Zoe tells King jasper: 

"I don't say what God is, but it's a name 

that somehow answers us When we are driven 

To feel and think how little we have to do 

With what we are." 8 

Robinson's central preoccupation, however, was not the 

obscurity of God but the obscurity of 'God's too fallible image.' 

The obscurity of man presents two main aspects, psychologically: 

instinctual and personal ; transcending and archetypal. There 

are human obscurities and differences due to heredity, biologf and 
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environment; and obscurities, symbolised by such words as 

'fate', 'time', 'soul', 'life', 'death', 'lone' etc. that are 

felt intensely as psychic phenomena somdhow controlling human 

behaviour and destiny. In speaking of psychological obscurity, 

therefore, we may distinguish arbitmrily the fate of the psyche, 

and the fate of the whole being. 

So far as the fate of the psyche is concerned, the poet has 

related obscurity to three important categories s the unconscious, 

intuition, and intellect. 

The unconscious is referred to as an obscurity of inner 

darkness and examples are quite common. Nash in his search 

for coherence and identity experienced 

'a coming wonder of surprise 

For a new clearness which had late begun 

To pierce forbidden chambers long obscured  9  

Within him, and abandoned, being so dark 

And empty that he would not enter them — 1  (p.942) 

Matthias, transported to psychic reality, is told of the 

inspirational voice of the subconscious inner lights 

"All voices are one voice, with many tongues 

To make it inexpressible and obscure 

To us until we hear the voice itself." (p.p.1149 —50) 

Gartholov tells Gabrielle — Who says she is Ian ignoramus of the 

soul' — of the 'weight' her 'soul Is bearing 	in its obscurity.' 

(p.746) Laramie has the "privik4ge" of her "obscurities" in 

the dark of Cavender's mind, and has "a right to Mind" him with 

her "mysteries". (p.991) 



The obscurity of intuition is a cloud on the mental 

horizons of most of Robinson's characters. 	Bartholov, for 

example, is plagued in his 'assured renascence' by lan glaggum 

monitions (p.735), or fear, that he may still have a 'buried 

emptiness, like that wherein His endless and indignant yesterdays 

Had held him.' (p.736) 

The intellectual faculty often operates in obscurity; there 

is an 'obscaritrs  in Nash's 'reasoning' as there is in that of 

maw another character. The difficulty of rational explication 

provides a farther instance, Bartholow remelts sarcastically 

to Perm—Ravens 

"If there's an idiom that will undulate 

Across your meditation less obscurely 

Than mine, you might announce another cue 

For me to follow 	" 	(p.816) 

The fate of the whole being is frequently exemplified as 

a searmhing after obscurities. Such was the negative fate of 

Gabrielle • or 'the rest of her that was alive' after love had 

failed — who was left 'To grope alone for lost obscurities'  (p.792). 

The narrator ofnelkslaagigilWaLobserves that, had it not 

been for Bash's luncompanioned expiation' 

'The shape of one more foiled pbzourity  

Might some time as a cadaver have ensured 

A massive and unusual exhibition 

Of God's too fallible image — and no more.' (p4935) 

Compleaties and congruities are humble servants of the intangible 

psyche. Bartholovls, as well as Shakespeare's adumbration of man 
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is summed up as 'this coil of our complexities'. (p.3(2) 

"It's all a matter of our congruities", Gtrth tells Matthias; 

"They make us as we are". (p.1086) Malory believed that 

intuition andfhte limited to one aim was sufficient; 

'Malory would attend 

To as much thinking of his own enigma 

As was imperative or eypedient; 

And a man saying that was not at odds 

With his obscurity'. (pp.1(27-28) 

However, things turn out unexpectedly. Final/7 prepared to 

devote his life 'To service' 'in tity of pain', be feels 

'the lonely joy of being alive 

In a good servitude, and of not being 
.11 

Obscurely and intelligent/7 wasted.' (p.1069) 

Obscurity is not to be discounted, of course, in the 

psychology of human relations, nor in characterization. Laramie 

had been to Cavender 'A worm enigma that he would not read Or 

strive to road' (p.969); whilst Garth's unrealised brotherhood 

with Matthias is expressed in the simple gesture of looking 

'Matthias in the eye With penetrating and sakatme affection 

That was not love.' (p.1080) 	The enigmatic personalities of 

Penn-Raven, Avon's enemy, and Cavender's projection are studies 

in the obscure. 	Penn-Raven is an 'obscure adventurer' to whom 

pertain 'obscure details' and iticate, appearances'. 

Robinson treated obscurity symbolically as well as 

inferentially. 	Darkness is its symbol, the darkness of the 
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universe representing the mystery of God and the darkness of 	'11, 

the human house representing the mystery of man. So great is the 

poet's habitual sense of the indefinable that it infects his 	. 

whole conception of the autistic representation of the subtleties 

of experience and states of mind. 	It is not surprising, 

therefore, that obscurity often effects the way (bra, style, 

technique) in which he tells a story. This aspect has been so 

excellently summed up by Barnard that one can do no better than 

to quote him at this Point. 	Be says.: 

"the stripped, compressed, metaphorical or allusive 

intensity of certain passages, the seeming diffuseness 

of others, where what ought seemingly to be obvious 

facts are almost lost in a mass of subtle but distantly 

relevant details; the frequent lack, on the other hand, 

of what the reader can only regard as essential data; the 

inferential, tentative, oblique, contingent, often negative, 

ironic or paradoxical manner of elpression; the resort to 

symbolism and allegory; the dramatic, unannotated presentation 

of story and character — all these reflect the quality of 

Robinson's vision, his sense of the unconquerable elusiveness 

of the ultimate fact, his acceptance of the equivocal nature 

of all that we apprehend outside ourselves... Concerning 

a person's inward life, especially, where the matives and 

emotions are perhaps unconfessed even to himself v our most 

searching questions must often go unanswered. 

But When were thoughts or wonderinge 

To ferret out the man within? 
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Laramie tells (vender she has 

"come forbidden 

. To light the way before you, which is dark 

For you and all alive; and it is well 

For most it should be." 	(p.972) 

The mirrors in Amaranth's eyes reflect to the beholder the true 

self behind the obscurity, but the necessity of obscurity to the 

life instinct is preponderant in general man. Amaranth warns 

the poet Pink that "For most, there is more joy, if not more 

wisdom, In seeing not toowell." But the poet does not heed the 

warning; he looks in Amaranth's eyes, and declares with the 

laconic logic of dream: "Excuse me while I go and hang myself." 

(P.1324). 

. Robinson is accordingly revealed as a traditionalist in his 

image of man as a sensitive creature encompassed by obscurities and 

half-knowledge, and in his affirmation that man's profoundest 

realisation may lie in the knowledge that obscurity and truth will 

always remain incomprehensible but salutary abeolutes. But this 

by no means forms the sum total of the Robinsonian adumbration of 

man. Knowledge has evolved and advanced since Browne 's age, and 

today the human mind has a different way of looking at the human 

mind; while maw past obscurities, after all y  have not proved 

incommensurate with present reason. 	Literature faithfully records 

the changes. Robinson lived before, with, and beyond the 

threshold of the modern age and present century, and his writing 

often expresses the tension between the traditional way and the 
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Oa, 

modern manner, yet also often creates tlfUsion of the two which 

is an achievement rare in modern poetry. He subscribed to the 

traditional way of steering a middle course, welcoming the 

reasonable, and shunning the eftedsive„ deployment of the 

faculties and senses. He perceived little historical evidence of 

chinos in the psychology of man, except perhaps in terms of the 

social group and the ever-widening powers of social strangulation. 

On the other hand, his manner is modern in its psychological 

honesty and earnestness. His literary consciousness is a 

James-or-Eliot-like reactionary modernism directed against the 

superficies of observation, the saccharine, sordid or ornate 

taste; it is true to the realities in which it has its roots; 

his art strives to expose what lies below superficial perception 

and sensibility. It is penetrating, unobagantist, and provides 

an intermittent incision to buried-alive experience. Unknown 

purposes and that obscurity of darkness - the unconsdbus - are 

what it tries to make more meaningfUl. 

"Hearts are dark places. And if they were not, 

There might be so such less for us to learn 

That we who know so little, and know least 

When our complacency is at its best, 

Might not learn ars7thing." 	(pp.967-68) 

(iii) 

As a writer in depth, searching for belief, in an age 

that regards itself as ,a scientific civilization, Robinson expressed 

what H.H.Waggoner said he munts "the tension between fact and value, 
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12 
science and poetry." 	Waggoner regards Robinson as a 

semi-acclimatised infant of late nineteenth-century scientific 

thought in his view of the world as alien, and claims that his 
13 

philosophy, (so-called), was inherently a reaction against the 

unhappy revelations of science. He contends that the weakness 

of Robinson's thought, in this regard, lay in its emphasis on the 

need to believe rather than on belief. The 'tension' in 

Robinson's poetry is composed of two intellectually separable 

conditions, or contradictions. 

The first contradiction is one within nature in which 

tension results from two incompatible world concepts: the world 

as materialism reveals it and the world as the expression of an 

unseen purpose. When Robinson's major dharacters find themselves 

in a neurotic dilemma as to the worth of life, they usually 

refer to this tension as the epitome of the moral and psychological 

ambiguity that oppresses them. Oavender, in a guilty dilemma 

as to the validity of life and morality and his personal motives, 

expresses the contradiction succinctly When be ponders: 

'And so there must be God, or if not God, 

A purpose or a law. Or was the world, 

And the strange parasites infecting it, 

Serpent, or man, or limpet, or what not, 

Merely a seeming endless incident 

Of doom? If it was so, why was it so? (p.982) 

The author's attitude can be gauged from the circumstances of 

doubt and faith in which he places his characters. Insensitive, 
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egoistic and covetous minds accept the materialist explanation 

of the world without a qualm; sensitive but psychologically 

disordered intellects accept such an explanation only after 

soul-torment, or preparatory to self-destruction; the heroic 

souls (people who see a light and follow it), however, refute 

scientific materialism, and only succumb to it doubtfully and 

temporarily during a time of despair induced by personal loss 

and pathognomic values. 

The human prototype in the first circumstance is that 

particular man against the sky iatam Waggoner describes as 

"an ambitious and wordly man who, absorbed in his pride and 

search for power, finds no reason to question his importance 

in the scheme of things and takes pride in "being what he must 

have been Mr laws Infrangible and for no kind of cause", a 

man who looks with his "mechanic eyes" at an "accidental 

universe" but is not disturbed because he cannot conceive 
1 4 

of the world without him." 

Garth symbolizes the second circumstance. Timberlake tells 

Natalie 

"There's a malignance in the distribution 

Of our effects and faculties. It is nature, 

And our faith makes it more. If itsle no more, 

Garth waited longer than was logical 

For a good atheist who believed himself 

And life a riot of cells and chemistry - 

If he believed it." 	(p61107) 
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Bartholow is an example of a character placed in the third 

circumstance. In a state of despair conditioned by the death 

of Gabrielle, 'he saw the world a spinning cinder, Where neither 

fire nor pride would burn again.' - (p.833) But the fire of 

personality and the pride of reason did burn again for him; 

the light was eomewhere upon the earth, and the poem concludes with 

Bartholow setting out after it. 

It is not difficult to comprehend, therefore, why a 

Robinsonian character like Malory should feel the urge Ito 

dislocate Creation.' Moreover, it is characteristic of the poet's 

intellectual honesty and intellectual method that he stressed 

the illogical reality of the alien world. 

ILifewas a fabrication of the demons 

On land, ar.in the sea, or in the air, 

A enake,seeing a man, could frighten him 

And sting him to quick death; and a small fly 

Could pting him to slow death, and with no aid 

Of dream ar fancy. A far smaller thing 

Than a small fly had shattered Nightingale...' (Pp.1035-36) 

Late in 1931 Robinson outlined his opposition tb the mechanist 

interpretation of life in a letter to Will Durant Which contained 

the following statement; 

"The cock-snredness of the modern "mechanist" means 

nothing to me; and I doubt if it means any more to him 

When he pauses really to think. 	His position is not 

entirely unlike that of an intrepid explorer standing 

on a promontory in a fog, looking through the newest thing 
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in the way of glasses for an ocean that he cannot see, 

and shouting to his mechanistic friends behind him that 
15 

he has found the end of the world." 

It is not surprising, therefore, that shortly afterwards, the poet 

employed a similar metaphor to show the futility of a utopia 

motivated by fanatical escapism and founded on the mechanistic 

assumptions of a science that fails to serve the light or to 

profide 'the World's crown Of common glory'. In Amaranth, 

Ipswich the inventor invites Fargo to repress his fears with 

the aphrodisiac of his mad idea, and to embark with him for 

la world built for usl where billows roar 'on undiscovered 

promontories'. (p.1356) Ipswich lost the proportion of lite 

because of his faith in science and his blindness as to his 

capabilities. lie refusal to give up the 'soul-wrenching' 

search for an impossible ideal resulted in the death of hic wife, 

whom he loved 'more than life, bat less than science'. (p.1352) 

The man-made futility of his ship, 'Driven to more By ooze last 

artifice of mind and action', together with its 'superannuated' 

passengers, drowned in the 'dark flood' which claims most of man's 

impossible and irrational pretensions) 

Man cannot 'dislocate Creation' or change 'the laws That 
16 

have creation in their keeping'. 	Re can utilize, though, 

the 'power' within him to find a reason for nature and its laws. 

Penn-Raven expressed a Robinsonian thought when he said* 
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"You are yourself - no other - 

And we that are ourselves are all or nothing; 

And if life, as I view it, has a reason, 

Death is among the least of little things. 

If there's within you, and I hope there is, 

A power to rend the skill you cannot see 

That in yourloneliness has grown around you, 

And yet may crush you, make of it all you may'. (p4785) 

• The second contradiction in "the tension between, fact and 

value, science and poetry" is by far the more Important theme 

(Robinson's poetic interests being primarily psychxdogical)„ 

and expresses the tension within man that results from the antipathy 

between his mechanistic limitations and his higher nature, 

between his unconscious submission to the Nothingness beyond fact 

and his unconscious belief in the Something beyond fact. 	The 

subconscious voice of the higher nature tells Matthias, in the 

moment of his spiritual crisis: 

"There's more of you for you to find, Matthias, 

Than science has found yet, or may find soon. 

Science that blinds its eyes incessantly 

With a new light that fades and leaves them aching, 

Whatever it sees, will be a long time showing 

To you, Matthias, what you have siiven so hard 

To see in the dark." 	(p.1150) 

Robinson conveyed the 'tension' empirically and rationally as ' 

well as poetically. He explored both psychological sides of the 
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contradiction. 	Be did not deny the apparent, cold facts of 

existence, especially those revealed by psychology. Nor did he 

deny the dete4stic basis of the undetermined personality, its 

regression to previously determined patterns of behaviour, under 

stress and anxiety. He perceived theasfimical frailty of the 

human organism. Malory, for example •CV as..,64 fact, 

'maimed ant of a wreck 

That had been life, There was no life since then; 

For man, even if divine, is mechanism 

While he is here, and so is not himself 

If much of him be broken.' 	(p61012) 

Certain descriptions of Hartholoals shaken state of mind 

accord with the unpleasant revelations of depth psychology: 

the could feel himself 

Inveigled nearer the abysmal verge 

Of indecision, where below him lay 

Unplumbed abasement... 

so it was that a vindictive remnant 

Of hitherto subservient .  cave-man 

Persuaded or enforced him to believe.! 	(P.809) 

BartholOmts attack on Penn-Raven, 'willed' by 'the primeval 

in him', is a release of the repressed 'cave-maul; the poet 

instances this as an acknowledgement of 'the unseen survivals 

that are in us.' (p.810) Matthias learns that the unconscious 

epirito who speaksto him through Oerth's voice, has witnessed the 

assimilation of the archaic heritage: 

"I have seen men with more hyena in them 
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Than man; and I've seen others with more worms. "  (p.1151) 

"In the realm of the mind", Freud tells us, "the primitive type is 

... commonly preserved along-side the transformations which have 
17 

developed out of it..." 

Malary similarly edperienced primitive man's psychic 

processes, in particular his instinctual apprehension of personified 

and psychical natures 

felt and heard from silent places 

A murmer of all things mocking him 

And his assurance as he moved along, 

Which may have been a remnant left in him 

	

Of an ancestral fear'. 	(p.1017) 

Malcryfs desire is primitive, a reversion to the savage's 

Justice and to a primal crime... 

there was nothing left 

Of Malory but some primitive wheels and springs, 

Wound still to go till he was tired of them, 

	

And of their ticking.' 	(p.101 3) 

It is no wonder that his thoughts wander to one, Almolom 

Spinner, an alcoholic and 'primeval' 'dereliction', who also 

attempted to murder Nightingale and also failedi and no wonder 

that he is sensitive of the ancestral seals 'cold primordial 

	

mockery.' 	(141041). 	HQ- 	SatAi the Ot-eak 

	

No 	tho flcch 

'As men had seen it who were not yet SMOIL 

In ages lost in the long void of time, 

It must have tossed and foamed as helplessly 
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As now, at the wind's will; and to the eyes 

Ofitalary's unimagined ancestors 

It must have been a fearsome mystery, 

Filled with infernal things in ancient fancy, 

As it was now in hot.' 	(p.1035) 

Fantaly and projection activities of the primitive mind, 
art. 

retained by the modern mind, one alluded to as "infernal 

things in ancient fancy' projected upon inanimate nature. 

Malory elperiencea a fleeting reversion to a primeval ego-

feeling, which, however, isinsignificant and unalarming 

when compared with, say, Avon's fearful belief that eternal 

nature was preparing to annihilate him. Fteud bat; described 

the above phenomenon in terms of ego-psychology; in Civilisatiog 

taw. Disoontpnts, for example, he uTotes 
"Originally the ego includes everything, later it 

detaches from itself the external world. The ego-feeling 

we are aware of now is thua only a shrunken vestige of a 

far more extensive feeling - a feeling which embraced the 

universe and expressed an inseparable connection of the 
18 

ego with the external world." 

Maloryls submergence in the timeless, archetypal realm, 

however, does not obliterate the alienation and division of 

consciousness; the feeling he experiences is not so mach "oceanic" 

"oneness with the universe", as Freud described it - althougg the 

"notion of limitless extension" is paramount - as a recognition 

of fete and Empedoclean strife. 
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Robinson's characters testify to the principle of tension 

as it is mirrored in aspects of psychological ambivalence. 

At the grime', biological and sub-conscious level of experience, 

Freud's instinctual duality of Eros and Death is rwominently 

ackhowleded as the basis of conflict and the cause of neurosis. 

The Robinsonian character attempts to cure his neuroeis ('this 

cannibal banquet of man's life') by easing the tension of the 

instinctual ambivalence, and by either synthesising the opponents 

into one harmony of recoaciliation and acceptance, or displacing 

death. 	"There is no quiet in life", according to Nalory, 

"and may bo none Till we have known that living is not dying." (p.1024) 

The power of the death instinct as impulse and wish is well exemplified 

in the character and fate of both Garth and Natalie. Matthias says 

of Garth: "For cause that was apparent, Dying was his career." 

(p.1098) 	Natalie 'wished herself extinct' (p.1100), and Timberlake 

tells her that RA normal morbid mortftax7 impulse (p.1102) bought 

him to the place of death. 	Natalie confesses her bewilderment at 

the eternal conflict, and declares $ 

"Our fate and ways are so malignantly' 

Mixed up that it's a, miracle tome 

So few of us die crazy." 	(p.1107) 

Freud views death and its conflict with Eros in terms of biological, 

and hence psychological, necessity, and postulates that the 

ambivalence is grounded in the nature of life itself. Robinson 

expresses similar notions in describing Natalie le hmuituary impulse' $ 
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'The trees and rocks 

Down there were calling her. There was a place 

a square monstrous rock that she remembered 

As one too large to be. 	More like a tomb, 

Where man's hand for a time had followed nature's, 

Than a thing there by chance, it would be there 

When Egypt was forgotten, and was calling 

Natalie to come down to the dark place 

Where they found Garth.' 	(F61101)  

Accordingly, when the conflict seems to aim towards death rather 

than life, when it appears invincible, it is generally envisaged 

not as a human aberration but as a biological necessity. This 

gives rise to a concept of the disease of existence in which 

time and motion are death and Eros in a dialectical progression of 

seeming futility. 	Such is Nightingale's (as opposed to 

Robinson's) view of the matter When he concludes a lengthy 

analysis with the following words: 

"I told you about time and the earth moving. 

Arthritis and Ataxia - two alphas, 

And a malevolent long alphabet 

Between them and Omega". 	(p.1051) 

Repression in the form of negation  is an 'active form of 

dying' that also contributes to the tyrannical power of the death 

instinct. Brown, in Litt Aertinst Peath,  writes: 

"The way the human organism protects itself from the reality 

of living-and-dying, is, ironically, by initiating a more 

active form of dying, and this more active form of *am 
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Procreant women, preserver of the forms - 'beauty, mind and 

fire' of Eros, is thus a symbol of Eros itself; and the 

failure of her love makes way for the isle of the death instinct. 

Whanlialory lost his wife he felt the light of Eros go out. 

Plunged in darkness, he was thenceforth bound by the will of 

the death instinct to a twofold purposes the estaawination of 

Nightingale, Yellowed by personal and entire surrender to death. 

However, when he finds that 'Nature' has accomplished the first 

part of his plan for him, the consequent stage is left in a 

VACUUM; the rule of death begins to give way to the lunfewsemm 

Release' of the IsmplenishedlEros t  

'with a new wish 

To live - a wish that had in it more wonder 

Than satisfaction. A new fear of living 

Had come to him who had no fear of dying, 

Or wish to die, or means to live. He wondered 

How such a warfare of inept negations 

Might end - when for a moment, having turned 

Himself to look at Nightingale again, 

Re fancied he was in the way of knowing 

Immediately of that; for the first sight 

That held him was no invalid in a chair, 

But a black weapon pointing silently 

Straight at him. 	He considered the short barrel 

And then the square pale face of Nightingale, 

Grinning mysteriously and ominously, 
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More like a living mask on a dead face 

Than like a face alive. But Nightingale 

Was living, and for the nonce, apparently," 

Was finding life a privilege and a pleasure'. (p.1036) 

The gun eymbolisea the death instinct, and Nightingale 

emphasises its potency as an ability Umult  to rise above matter: 

"This thing of mine - it was not always mine 

Is educated and almoot alive, 

And might have speech." 	(p. 1036 ) 

The gun turned towards Malory represents extroverteddbath, 

but its real, final and dedicated aim is to fulfil its instinctual 

desire (which it does in Nightingale's case) to turn it back 

against *elf. Symbolically, it also illOstrates the attachment 

of aggressive instincts to death .. In Mallry,, the death instinct 

unsuccessfully fights for its life; whereas, in Nightingale, 

the life instinct, manifesting a last gratification of the pleasure 

principle, unsuccessfully fights for its life. 

Another aspect of the "negative orientation of the human 
20 

-ego" is what Freud, who defined "the process of repression proper" 

as consisting In" a detachment of the libide &cm people - 

and things - that were previously loved", termed saterigag. 
The object-aces is the acme of the Bobineonian theme of frustration 

and characterisee nearly all of his stories. The tragedy of 

Nightingale and near-tragedy of Malory hinge on their common 

object-loss, Agatha. Nightingale loved Agatha, but last her to 

Malory; Agatha and Malory loved each other, but he lost her to 

death. The loss enforced a "negative orientation of the ego" 
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in both men, but Nightingale's was irredeemable while Malec:74 

hung in the balance, but finally became ineffectual. The destructive 

instinct carried Nightingale through two ultimate stages - 

extroversion against Malary and Agatha, introversion against 

himself. His objects (Agatha and, later, the mansion by the 

sea that had been the other part of his life's dream) are 

unrecoverable, although sublimation half-retains the latter. 

Although he dies ultimately frustrated, a remnant of Eros 

asserts itself in the recoverabilitiy of the mansion as an object 

in service, not to self, but to mankind - life, Eros- present 

and uabarn. Mallory's salvation lies in his acceptance of 

Eros' purposes, especially those relating to the advancement 

of scientific knowledge in bacteriology, and in his recognition 

that a negative attachment to the lost love-Object is futile. 

Hence the significance of his remarks concerning Agatha: 

"There is no grief in me 

For your [Nightingale's] release, and there is no hate now 

For Agatha's. If I could bring her back, 

By calling her, to live and die again, 

I should be silent; for I cannot know 

The pain there was that was not hers to suffer, 

Because she was not here." 	(;41072) 

When negation is powerful, the ego is weak and seeks 

escape in the pleasurable or terrorising gratifications of 

hallucinatory experience. As Brown interprets it, "The separation 

in the present is denied by reactivating fantasies of past union 
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and thus the ego interposes the Shadow of the past between itself 
22 

and the full reality of life and death in the present." 

Cavenderip  !ham is the example mg excellences leaser examples 

are provided by Malores communion with Agatha in the cemetry, 

and Matthias' unconscious assumption of the voice of a lost, 

now dead, object. 	Finally, negation resulting Abm object-loss 

is associated with instinctual dualism in effecting frustration. 

The most convincing of Robinson's women, such as Gabrielle and 

Natalie, possess instinctual qualities fated to frustration. 

In idealising time, they misinterpret Eros and love. Laramie 

tells Oavenders 
"What a way 

We women have, having no foresight in us, 

Of seeing time only as the minute given 

Per us to take, as a bird takes a worm, 

Or as man takes a woman... " 	(p.979) 

Frustration proceeds from the physical to the mental plane 

where it symbolises) the strife between mind and body, Eros and 

death. 	Iaramie says she "should have done more thinking" and 

"should have taught" herlelf "more aiable ways to make" her 

"surer still That" she "should never be sure". 

• 	 "But for the few 

Who know, and in their hearts cannot but know 

Security and content, women had beat 

Believe, or best believe they do not care " (p.p.996/7) 

Herbert Marfuse could have been discussing Robinsonie poetry, 

Instead of Freud's 'struggle against the flux of time' when he wrote* 
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"This primary frustration in the instinctual structure 

of man becomes the inexhaustible source of all other 

frustrations - and of their social effectiveness. . Han 

learns that "it cannot last anyway", that every pleasure 

is short, that for all finite things the hour of their 

birth is the hour of their death - that it couldn't be otherwise. 

He is resigned before society forces him to practice 

resignation methodically. The fax of time is societtls 

most natural ally in maintaining law and order, donformity, 

and the institutions that relegate freed= to a perpetual 

utopia; the flux of time helps men to forget what was and 

what can be s it makes them oblivious to the better past 
23 

and the better future." 

True, says DisphraviLle; 

"There is a madness born with all of ust  

Possibly. There are signs enough of it. 

The poisoning inertia of our custom 

Has had its way with many a man before, 

And many a woman." 	(p.835) 

Custom is, therefore, "the arch-enemy of nature" and, In this 

respect, "Nature is here apparently to suffer." (p4838) Where 

Marcuse would misrepreent Robinson's psychology, hoarier, would 

be in his omission ofpoet's Eros-saving sublimation: the 

individual, non-social thrill of the infinite advance towards the 

Immortal towns 'In the final direction of the elementary town 

I advance for as long as forever Ult.' 
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The sociological and archetypal implications of 

instinctual duality are profound s the former, which are 

discussed in a later chapter, result in a pessimistic 

outlook concerning modern civilisation and an acknowledgement 

of the massive determining powers of death apd aggression in 

the historical process; the latter are conceived as mytho-

poetic and moral factors. 

By an introjeotion of myth and mythical time into the 

atavistic unconscious, Robinson quite frequently made metaphors 

of the universal sickness in nature and of the disposition 

towards 'psychical entropy' in the sick being.Mythical dualities 

of the after-life-heaven (Eros in harmogf with the Nirvana 

principle of the death instinct?) and hell (repetition - 

oompulaion and masochism in the death-instinct?) - are symbols 

related to the Eros-Death ambivalence. The sick and guilty 

Cavender, whom "the dogs of hell Follow", believes Laramie could 

have come from heaven. She represents the life principle that 

finally compels Cavender to *adept life and reject his neurosis, 

which is an infection of the death principle. Instinctual hell's 

residents, aggression and death, are agents of the devil. 14alca7 

referring to the destruction of Agatha, tells Nightingale $ 
1 1 You destroyed her 

With hell's deliberation in your method ... 

You may have been the devil ... u (p.1045) 

It is not surprising that Jung sees poetic method in zany psychic 

activities, for he tells us that *Heaven has become empty space 

to us, a fair memory of things that once were. Bat our heart 
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24 
glows and secret unrest gnaws at the roots of our being." 

Remembering his relationship with Agatha before she met Hakim 

Nightingale mistkkenly believes he had been "as near to paradise 

Ap maw mew be." (p61053) Malan. and Agatha, an the other hand, 

were joined in mortal paradise before Nightingale, with his 

'thwarted vision', worked his evil purposes. Where' Ma 1 ot7 

'was not forgotten, 

He was among the most of all unenvied 

Who have survived their dreams. It was a story 

Of a worm boring in a noble tree ... 1  (p61016) 

ne wanted 'to dislocate' the 'Creation' that had given him Edon 

only as a means to achieve his fall. But such sinful desires 

provoked 'an ancestral fear' of the offended and forgotten god. 

Primal sin, Which results in the fall into instinctual 

dral4ty, and primal crime (murder), which results in an accumulation 

of guilt, are basic introjectiams that reflect the neurotic dthemna 

of psychic ambivalence. The psychological consequences of the 

fall assume dictatorial and evil proportions in the minds of 

certain of Robinson's characters. "You are still you, And Adam 

was your father", Ieramie tells Cavender. (lavender is 

civilisation's Adam without his Eno; he lost her in momihing 
a. 

to primal sin and primal crime 6. the latter beingcubmination 

of the former. Harmony gives way tb chaos in unconociousness 

and the instinctual life; the primal state of undifferentiated 

unit, is shattered. Cavender sins in relation to knowledge 

eftowledge is cruel") concerning Ieramie, and subsequently inflicts 

her death. His sin is perpetuated in a desire to know what he 
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may never know; his crime is perpetuated in his guilt. Demi 

is not safe, even in Eden; says Laramie wistfully, "how cruel 

it is That love should entertain BO many chances." (p.975) 

But Cavenderss Eden resides in the collective unconscious, 

la fair memory of things that once were! ; for he was already 

In a fallen state when with his Eve. Man had fallen from a 

harmony of Eros and Death into a condition of perpetual dying 

in which love is a house of ruins and "passion and sick pride" 

its only Anoniture. 

Maloryls sin lies in his belief that he was fate, a skime 

of the instinctual duality ('He was a king, Whose word was life or 

death; and it was deaths, (p.1018)) whereas, in his temporary 

blindness, his intentions ere merely slaves of the monarch of 

death. Laramie refers to both the paradise of undifferentiated 

unity, ani the fall intb instinctual duality, when she tells Cavenders 

"Love would have been 

The death of you far likelier than of her, 

If there was to be death." 	(p.1004) 
Cavender, as the archetypal Adam who offends the "holy Ghost" 

(p.998), rationalises his responsibility for evil by projecting 

it on to the immortal foe of God and man s 

"There was a devil ahead dime, unseen 

And unsuspected; far there may have been one, 

Because there must have been." 	(084) 

But Calendar's final act, a re-fusion of Eros and death Ma 

reconciliation, in achieved in the !hope" of grace. His fear 

is not one of death, but of Eros, and in conquering that fear 
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Cavender begins to atone for the fall, which he in turn 

perpetuated in his desire for knowledge of good =devil. 

Laramie.tells Wass 

"'lour living and er" dying ... 

Are nothing to your knowing whether or not 

My freedom was a sin." 	(p.990) 

However, the ache of coisciouiness that provoked his wrath and 

established the surrender of spirit to animality proves to be 

the eventual healing balm and enables him to attain 'mastery over 

himself'. 

"It is not without justification that the biblical 

story of creation put the ndivided harmony of plant, 

animal, man, and God into the symbol of Paradise at the • 

beginning of all psychic being, and deillbed the first act 

of becoming conscious — "ye shall be as gods, knowing 

good and evil" — as the fatal sin. For it must appear 

as a sin to the naive mind to break the law of the 

sacred primordial oneness of all — consciousness. It 

is luoiferian defiance of the individual against the oneness,' 

It is a hostile act of disharmogi against nature, it is 

separation against all — embracing unity. And yet the 

gaining of consciousness was the most precious fruit am 

the tree of life, and the magic weapon which gave man mastery 

over the earth, and which we hope will enable him to win 
25 

the even greater victory of mastery over himself." 



The differentiated consciousness resulting from the 

primal sin, therefore, is responsible for the perplexing 

'moral ambiguity' which is to be found in Robinson's stories. 

Winters, commenting an "the theme of the ambivalent benefactor" 

in Nam lathage and atiLlzcz:gt Ihg,NiOhtineales, pertinently 

remarks : 

"This moral ambiguity is familiar in New England 

literature... In Melville and James... and • •. . 

Hawthorne the ambiguity is the result of a deep 

uncertainty, essentially metaphysical in its nature,- 
26 

which causes the writer a genuine anguish ..." 

Winters maintains that "in Robinson the quality of the feeling 

has deteriorated into "exaggerated ingenuity" ; yet the evidence 

of the essential tension in Robinson's work, and of the psychological 

perception of ambiguity, seems to contradict Winters' assessment. 

Robinson is a supreme psychologist of the ambiguous fill who 

- as a friend said - "saw the possibilities of good in thwarted 
27 

lives that seemed Wholly evil." 	Like Jung he believed that 

good and evil "belong to the chiaroscuro of life", and that 

"there is no good that cannot produce evil and no evil that 
28 

cannot produce good!'" 	like Freud he saw the apparent "paradox 

that human nature has a far greater capacity both for good and 
29 

for evil, than it thinks it has..:" 

The primal crime, the man-made evil (in Freudian psychology, 

patricide), and the subsequent unconscious guilt, have been 

phylogenetically handed down to modern man. Thus Cavender's 

"ancestors ... may, unwittingly, have had to do With" his 

"catastrophe". (p.994) 
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"Far Freud the primal crime was a historical fact. . . 

whose consequences are reproduced 	in every 

generation, it is also a biological fact 	It 

then fellows that the problem of guilt is insoluble. 

Freud, who abandoned many illusions, did not abandon 
30 

the illusion that Adam really fell 	" 

Cavender, Malory, and Nightingale are obsessed by the primal 

crime, Cavender in terms of primal passion, Malmrin terms of 

primal justice, Nightingale in terms of primal evil. 	(lavender 

and Nightingale have actually implemented the crime and hence 

suffer one hundred-fold the 'insoluble' 'guilt'. They are 'the 

foiled and fallen' to which Matthias alludes; foiled, because of 

the frustration exacted by instinctual ambivalence; fallen, 

because instinctual chaos and differentiated consciousness are 

their new heritage. 	In them the death instinct has motivated 

the aggressive extroversion of death. 	Cavender is a symbol 

of psychological justice. 	Nightingale is a symbol of biological 

justice, Malory is a symbol of deflected purpose as a remit of 

natural intervention. 	All three evidence the fate of nature, 

on one hand, and its compensatory arbitration of duality, on the 

other. 	Guilty conscience fights back against crime, consciousness 

against repression, Eros against death. 	And so 

"Eternity may have time and room to show us 

Bow so transformed a fabric may be woven 

	

Of crimes, corruptions, and futilities 
	

° (p.994) 
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Remorse and guilt are implanted in the breast of man as 

surely as destruction: Cavender is "not one To desecratehis 

"code without remorse" (p.993); Nightingale contemplated la sea 

and sky ... pictured With shipwreck and remorse'. (p.1034) 

"Convenient fluid conscience" didn't survive in Nightingales 

"thwarted soul"; instead a native conscience, ."Humility and 

surrender'; raised him to whatever dignity he finally attained. 

Both men illustrate the nature of the super-ego as described 

by Brown, who quotes freud, in the fabwing sentences., "What 

we callIconsciencel perpetuates inside of us our bondange to past 

objects now part of ourselves: the super-ego 'unites in itself 

the influences of the present and of the past. In the emergence 

of the super-ego we have before us, as it were, an example of the 
31 

way in which the present is changed into the pasts n 	Agatha 

and Laramie became the better parts of Nightingale and Cavender. 

Jung might well have been addressing these men when he wrote: 

'The sting of bad conscience even spurs you on to discover things 

which were unconscious before and in this way you might cross .the 

threshold of the unconscious mind and become aware of these 

impersonal forces that make you the unconscious instrument of 
32 

the Wholesale murderer in man." 	Robinson's view was that man 

had paid enough for his ancestral sins ('The world has paid enough 

for Camelot'), but that he must go on paying for his individual, 

personal sins and crimes. Under his dark burden he murmurs a 

miserable and dark protest, for he is "still paying, and for soma 

Linn, yet 	may still pay." (p.993) 
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Robinson acknowledged fate as a protagonist of eternal tension. 

He saw it demonstrated in the lava of nature, heredity, environment, 

and biology. Malory, "who became deeply impressed with the fact 

that the new thing prepared by fate seldom or never corresponds to 

conscious expectation"; 
33
uncertain whether 'Nature of God' haC ,; 

intervened; learned "how more proficidnt an assassin Fate was 

than arty. Doctor." (p.10144) 	Fate, as we have seen, also 

works through repression and instinctual dualism; the primacy Of 

the unconscious impulse; the pre-established forms and timeless 

habits of primeval patterns. "In the final count, every individual 
34 

life is at the same time also the life of the eons of the species," 

Jung said; and Evans reports that Robinson believed ."choice is 

circumscribed, and man is, more surely than he likes to admit, 

the storehouse of his own destiny. II think man's pattern is 
35 

there before him; Mr. Robinson said." 	Accordingly, man's duty 

is to investigate himself. This "is (or rather should bee) the 

essential precondtion for the taking on of higher duties, even if 

it is only a question of realizing the meaning of individual life 

in the test possible form and to the greatest possible extents 

Nature always does this, although without responsibility, for,, this 
36 

latter is the fated and divine lot of man." 

Thus against fate, science, and fate Robinson opposed tho 

autonomous psyche, the moral and responsible being, and the highAer 

nature in man. 

According to the necessities of narrative, these latter 
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qualities are revealed but gradually; and it is generally 

only towards the end of the narrative that the higher nature 

asserts itself, while c1aims:1g  for itself, nevertheless, an 

enigmatic futurity because it represents potentiality as much 

as consummation. Battholori, Cavender, Malory and Matthias 

are victories of the higher nature; yet, at the conclusion of 

each of their stories, the dominant impression is that of 

'hell-survived' rather than 'paradise-attained', and of an 

. expectation, not a fulfilment, and of the !negative capabilttyl 

of knowledge. Bartholou 'walked away' from .  IA river that should 

flow for him no more' (p.856); Cavender felt as though la door 

behind him in the dark 	had opened silently, Or as if Laramie had 

answered him'. 	(p.1007) 

For Malorys 

'There was nothing left 	but remembrance 

Of the best that was behind him, and life struggling 

In the darkness of a longer we:7 before him 

A darkness where his eyes were to be guided 

By light that would be his, and Nightingale's.' (p.1073) 

And for Matthias: 

'There were long hours to wait 

And dark hours; and he met their length and darkness 

With a vast gratitude that humbled him 

And warmed him while he waited for the dawn'. 	(p.1155) 

In each instance, "Eros, penetrating into consciousness, is moved 

by remembrance, "and "Time loses iti power when remembrance redeems 
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the post".. 	But the "liberation of the past does not end in its 

reconciliation with the present. Against the self-imposed 

restraint of the discoverer, the orientation on the past tends 

towards an orientation on the future. The recherche du kozza 
38 

becomes the vehicle of future liberation." 

Positive aspects of character and mind challenge the 

mechanistic nature. Cavender has his conscience, Gabrielle and 

Natalie have their finer feelings, Nash finds his soul. The 

psyche asserts itself against its baser nature. 	Qualities of 

intellect, compassion, understanding, forgiveness, humility, 

courage, sensitivity, honour, friendship etc. come into play. 

Even failures may see the truth about themselves before they die, 

while those who reonstruct their fissured lives have their personal 

visions - the inner truths of their own natures - which are the 
39 

persuasions by which they live. 	The great ally of the higher 

nature is psychological insight, as seen for example in M. 	1's 

self-recriminations: 

"I wandered in the dark for many days 

And many nights before I found my way; 

And there was not a soul in Sharon knew 

What I was finding; and I did not know, 

At first, what I had found. I was to know, 

Thoroughly, only when as a physician ... 

I made a proper search and diagnosis 

Of what the devil within me had been doingi 

When devils have driven their stings in deep enough, 

And done their work, Tolowledge has time to mourn." 	(p.1057) 
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Self-analysis is not without irony and pathos, for it is generally 

prompted by adversity and disease. The compensations is often 

in the coinage of suffering. "If you bave healed yourself Too 

late", Malory tells Nightingale, "you have done something for 

your soul That even your stricken body will acknowledge, If only 

with mofe pain." (p.1055) Nightingale is an unhappy example of 

the contradiction between the "suffering abstraction Misnamed humanity" 

(p.1044) and the 'cold weight of mystery that was man' (p.1073) in 

a pathological context. 

"even when you were blind, you may have seen, 

Darkly, where you were going, and where you are, 

For where you are tonight, there was your place; 

And your dark glass is broken." 	(p.1072) 

Nightingale is Robineon's answer to Jung's questions "How can 

anyone see straight when he does not even see himself and that 
40 

darkness which he himself, carries unconsciously into all his dealings?" 

"Self-criticism", writes Jung, "as an introspective 

discriminating activity, is indispensable to any attempt to 
41 

understand one's own psychology." 	Such. is the Robinsonian 

trait nu excellence, Matthias had 'to search the darkness in 

him' (p.1141); Bartholaw found it was his 'turn To search in 

vain to find a buried answer Where search itself was blind' (p.306); 

Fernando Nash looked into the 'glass' of himself in the manner 

of those who saw themselves in the 'mirrors' of Amaranth's eyes. 

The power to be physician to one's selfinvolves employment 

of the higher faculties which, after scientific aids have been 

exploited, are manifested in man's creative, rational and poetic 
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- aspirations of his deepest feelings. The reason acknowledges 

the limitations of science in - semgtics: 
4 

"Language 

a confused confined phenomenon 

Prisoned within a skull, with knowledge in it. 

There's not much knowledge in it and less wiedom." (p.1151) 

in psychology: 

glow far he must go back, 

And by What unimaginable guidance, 

To find himself in all his origins 

Was more than science knew - which was as well, 

Also, as other knowledge not for man.' (p.1(21) 

in philosophy: 

'news of an ingenious mechanism • 

That must have built itself mysteriously 

And infinitely out of mysterious nothing' i (p.1142) 

This philosophic hums' had no effect on Matthias; all he found 

was doubt, Insoluble and impregnable as ever •••• "Wherever science 

shows a tendency towards dogma and consequently to intolerance and 

fanaticism, •.. a justifiable doubt is being hidden and an ail-too-well- 
42 

founded uncertainty is being explained away.“ 	The poet in 

Robinson, thinking 

'Of nature's way and of how small we are 

In our performances, and how infinite 

In our futilities and our ignorances.' 	(p.1135) 

acknowledged the limitation of finite reason; and the psychologist 
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in the poet acknowledged the 'buried wound somewhere withih 

him, Deeper than surgeons go.' (p.943). "The Weaking up 

of the harmonious co-operation of the psychic forces that exists 

in instinctual life is like an ever-open, a never-healing wound, 

a veritable Amfortases wound •••" 	Robinson wail just as critical 

.of intellectual pride, and of a frantic mysticism, too obviously 

an illusionary sublimation t .which was a shamanistic device for 

ecstatic levitations and transmigrations and celestial naVigations, 

as he was of mechanistic philosophies. 

Robinson's Concept of 'nature' is most relevant to his 

psychology and to his ultimate rejection of scientific materialism, 

for he perceived that "Science came to a stop at the frontiers 

of logic, but nature does not - she thrives on ground as yet 
44 

untrodden by theory." 	Moreover it provides the connatural 

Link between the two conditions, or contradictions, of the essential 

tension. 	His nature is not the one concept-confined by science; 

it is nature immaterial and psychical as well as material; it 

is nature as revealed by psychoanalysis, incorporated into a 

framework of idealistic belief. It makes a primary demand upon 

the mind because of the great gulf between its purpose and the 

material phase of its existence. The scientism of the materialist 

and mechanist philosophies is accordingly limited, and rejects all 

things which its methodology is unable to cope with. The humility 

of ignorance is thus a key factor in the Robinsonian adumbration; 

obscurity nnd inscrutability provide one of its pillars, and soul 

and intellect are two others. 
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Robinson expresses the essential tension in nature in terms 

of obscurity. Nature's plan and purpose is obscured by the 

facts of existence. This obscurity requires a necessary 

.psychology of self-investigation commensurate with the gap 

between experience and the idea of all-purposeful experience. 

Laramie expresses the difficulty to Cavender: 

"nature *  having a plan for us 

Too large for your belief or your evasion* 

Has made us as we are*  women and men; 

But why with such a sad misapprehension 

Of our acquaintance with ourselves *  I ask 

. As you are aeking*  and I cannot tell you - 

Except as I am told that we must learn 

Of our defects and doubts *  however they hurt." (14979) 

Many of Robinson's characters see in menthe result of 

activity in a workshop of nature somewhat similar *  in the degree 

to which the product is imperfect *  to that envisaged by Freud. 

The natural man is the imperfect species, 'Rod's too fallible 

Image'. Timberlake tells Matthias 

'maw of us 

Are more like sketches of ourselves *  half. done 

By nature *  and forgotten in her workshop *  

Than like a fair or tolerable fulfilment 

of her implied intention'. 	(p.1135) 

The difference between this notion and Shakespeare's concept 

of the "vicious mole of nature" is probably an index of the advance 
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of psychological knowledge. 	Nightingale was 'such a fusion 

iof mortalities To make one death'; 

'Where was the use of power, 

If a wrong element in the beginning 

Was to make -this of it? Where was the use 

Of satisfaction, hatred, or revenge, 

If life avenged itself? ' 	(p.1051) 

Umphraville, pronouncing upon the fate of Penn.aaven, declares: 

"Nature, that has a deal to answer for, 

Put something in him, inadve4tently, 

Prepared and graduated for the lymph 

And essence of a worthier organisms. (p.854) 

But the Wrkshopl of 'the frenzied endless elements' is 

ligrstericust (p.963); and nature does not make us of 'stuff 

so pliable' that it creates 'a mould that fits us', otherwise 

'we should all be each other'. (p61136) 	Moreover, Robinson 

demonstrates that part of nature 'a plan, however intangible, 

enters plastically into the flux of time and space, and inspires 

knowledge, which has been defined as "a force of nature which 
46 

goes its way with an inner and irresistible necessity." Wary, 

whose 'way ... was appointed' in the direction of scientific 

knowledgep was 'A man by nature dedicated 	To nature's hard 

submission'. (p.1015) 	Amaranth, on the other baud, embodies 

the most important knowledge - knowledge of self. 	"As one may 

not measure what he does, More than fate may" (p.1391), Amaranth 

is undoubtedly 'a force of nature'. Moreover, the purpose that 

permeates nature also inspires Amaranth, who says to ?argot "a 



mightier voice than you have heard Is over mine the master." (p.1392) 

The resigned and reconciled figures of Amaranth,who see the world 

as alien, at least think of Amaranth as their friend. On the 

other hand, any attempt to shirk psychological and moralresponsibilities 

on the grounds of a mechanistic nature (Mature, that made the 

treethad made the worm, And Nightingale was not responsible', p41016)) 

is pronounced by the poet to be catastrophic. But with self-

realization, allied with light, man may progress beyond resignation 

and confront nature in an active way. 

Although the human psyche is confined by natural forces, 

the natural man possesses a higher faculty which marks mainly 

unconsciously, and which has been called the 'mil'. Jung 

recognizes mg in his psychology and describes it as "living being". 

Like Robinson, he rejects the materialists' denial of the true 

soul: "In spite of the materialistic tendency to conceive of 

the sould mainly as a mere result of physical and chemical processes, 

there is not a single proof of this hypothesis 4.. There is no 

reason whatever to picture the soul as a something secondary or 
47 

as an epiphenomenon 	" 	Robinson stated in 1931: "It is 

easy, and just now rather fashionable, to say that there is no 
48 

soul, but we do not know whether there is a soul or not." 

He had a "native inability to believe" in the "futility" that 

there was not a soul in some purposeful sense. My of his 

characters attest to the validity of soul* experience; Bartholow 

and Hash said that they had found their souls. (P44 738, 953). 

Moreover, Robinson (like Jung) often interprets neurosis in 

terms of the soulls sickness. 	"Neurosis is the suffering of a 
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human soul in its whole, world-wide complexitv w ..." 

Hartholow's sickness, for instance, was one of the soul. He 

was in a "prison" "Without aopurpose", he was "a sick soul, alone". 

(p.762). In recognition of the Freudian asian that neurosis 

results from a person's inability to detach himself from the past, 

the poet writes in Amaranth: 

"There are some hungfy souls that are so sick 

With having nothing but the past to live on 	" (p.1365) 

In relation to science, Robinson's argument is a simple as 

the statement by *Tang when he wrote; "Technics and science have 

indeed conquered the world, but whether the soul has gained thereby 
50 

is another matter." 	In speaking of Hartholow's sickness, Penn- 

Raven refers to Gabrielle's mechanist demon 'of insistence!' when 

he asks her, "If science telle you it was not the soul That ailed 

him when I came, why not believe it?" (p.780) 

Another aspect of the higher nature by which man, in 

Robinson's view, learns to live with his natural imperfectibilities 

is 'faith'. He dismissed all insindere forms of faith bred from 

convenience and complacency, and espoused the notion that bitterness, 

remorse, frustration, and suffering were implicit factors in tam. 

Like Freud, he' was a master destroyer of illusions; and there 

was no illusion 'which he shattered more violently than the illusion 

of easy faith in a God of convenience or a materialism of justification. 

He perceived the weaknesses of a faith grounded solely on psychic 

weaknesses. 	Laramie says that for most people "faith, when they 

are driven to think of it, Is mostly doubts and fears." (p.972) 
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Matthias proves that such a faith is disastrous. But Laramie 

argues that not all faith is valueless, "There is a faith that 

is a part of fate For some of us." Bence, nature oust embrace 

faith just as it does knowledge. This faith, in Robinson's 

poet)', amounts to a belief in purpose and Xight,  and it becomes 

a persuasive factor once self-psychoanalysis eliminates psychic 

weaknesses from the need to believe. 

Jung wrote: 

"It is not every man's lot to be blessed with 

a faith which anticipates all solutions, and it is 

not given to all men to rest content and without further 

desire in the sunshine of revealed truth. That light, 

which is lit in the heart mg, gratiam poiritus pancti,  

lust that 	paturae1  however small it maybe, is 

more important to these, the seekers, or at least as 

important as the big light which "shineth in the darkness 

and the darkness comprehended it not." Thai found 

that in the very darkness of nature a light was hidden 

a scintilla, without which the darkness itself would 
51 

not be black." 

Robinson, employing a metaphor of the psychic landscape wrote, 

less optimistically: 

"There is apparently not much anyone can do ... except 

to follow his own light - which may or may not be the 
52 

light of an Xenia flatuus  in a swamp." 

1b2.alr9122,filellbeala and Matthias  at 	Door 
explore the theme of the psychological necessity of a faith 
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oriented to the Imsi natures,. For Malory and Matthias, 

new faith and a new light emerge from the ruins of the past and 

crushed belief. The case of Malory provides sufficient illus-

tration of the these. 

The story of the wrecked Malary is one of revenge thwarted 

by fate, as we have seen, culminating in a renewed dedication to 

Eros and a reconciliation to time; whilst the story of the doomed, 

disease-ridden Nightingale is the ambiguous one of good ensuing 

from evil causes, and the psychological necessity of humility 

and surrender for at least some peace of mind and resolution 

of spirit. Robinson summed up the plot, early in the poem, when 

hd wrote, 'The time of' Malaryle 'desire, And of' Nightingale's 

'iniquity.- 

Had yet one day's diminished length to fill 

Before it was complete, and that was all. 

Or was it all? 	(p.1(23) 

The first essential impression of Malory is that of a man who 

had crawled 'maimed out of a wreck That had been life', and who 

hid but one purpose left: to kill another man and then kill 

himself. Bence, -apart from an untenable and exclusive belief in 

the justice of his purpose as an emissary of fate, he is a man 

without faith. Robinson &ea° makes a psychologically astute 

analysis of belief, an analysis in which he ironically exposes the 

insufficiency of Malory's belief, When he writes: 

'Nightingale 

Had shattered Malory, and 

There was a story waiting to betold 
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By Malory, Who believed he knew the peak 

And issue of it - like so many of us 

Whose knowing is belief, and Whose belief 

Is a determination to believe 

Whether in God, or in deflated friends, 

Or in ourselves. If we believe enough 

In something - none shall tell another what - 

That's ours to do, we are glad to be alive, 

Ps Malory was, to do it.' 	(p.p61011-12). 

Robinson reiterates the truth, revealed in numerous case-  

histories and researehes, that the human being must believe in 

something, and that progress towards integration of personality 

depends upon his belief in himself, in his motives and in his 

potential personality. 	The pathos of Malaryls predicament is 

that he originally possessed that whi* his story now shows him 

to be without. 

"For one who has once had it ... 

Losing his faith in God is a disaster 

By doubt still clouded and by nature made 

Supportable. But to lose faith in man 

And in himself, and all that's left to die for, 

IS to feel a knife in his back before he knows 

What's there" 
	

(p.1(22) 

Malory, however, is left at the end of the narrative, with the 

definite feeling that his faith will be regained, and with added 

strength, as a result of his successful assimilation of adversity. 

Once he realised his purpose was in vain, and once the 'tired 
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bacteriologist' in him - he who wondered if it was not better 

'to be a dog' - had rested, his faculties began a process of 

re-integration and he feels 'intimations of a coming light'. (p.1062) 

Nightingale, too, began to experience a gradual ascent 

from a darkness without light (the 'fire' of irrationality 'that 

has no light') before he dies t a feeling that darkness and death 

in the light of self-realisation, were better than darknes5, death, 

and one more malevolence. 	Robinson synthesises in Nightingale 

some of the apparently necessary ways of nature; and in Malory he 

endeavours to achieve the rare harmony of "the tension between 

fact and value, science and poetry." These aspects are suggested 

in the simple majesty of Malory's last address to the dead Nightingale: 

"It's all an owing, 

For me, and shall be one till / have paid 

To man my sum of knowledge, Which is little, 

God knows, though not so little as I should be 

For hiding it, or for throwing it 

I cannot know 

For certain, that your way, dark as it was, 

Was not tho necessary way of life. 

There was in yours at least a buried light 

For time and man; and science, living in time, 

May find at leftist a gleam nearer than yours, 

For those who are not born to follow it 

Beare it has been found. There is, meanwhile, 

A native light for others, but none born 

Of penitence, or of man's fear to die." 	(p.1072) 
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Robinson 's most favourable attitude to science, as revealed 

in the portrait of Malca7, might be expressed thus: "I do not 

regard the work of science as 'a competition to be right at all 
53 

costs but as a labour for the increase and deepening of knowledge." 

Nightingale 'bound' Malary to 'service' for the increase of such 

knowledge. 

As Malory's last words alone infer, the narrative also 

concludes with the reconciliation in memory of another aspect of 

tension : that of the Eros-death ambivalence, Malory found 
fa way back to himself' and 

'His enemies, long pursued and long forsaken 

Would be his friends; for death living in them, 

Would be his life,' 	(10052) 

Robinson's evaluation of tension is his psydhology, a 

poetically well-defined system of self-analysis and belief which 

surpasses "the materialistic prejudice" and the "physical hypothesis." 

He was always searching for the something more inclusive than the 

purely physical. 	His status as a psychological poet is not 

impaired by any didacticism or dogmatism, because his philosophy 

of mind was dedicated to the definition of the higher nature 

in man and aimed at its free-functioning release. He would have 

agreed whole-heartsdly with Jung when the latter wrote: 

",..a physical hypothesis is taken to be Vary "scientific" 

although it is no less fantastic. Nevertheless it fits 

into the materialistic prejudice, and therefore every kind 

of nonsense which promises to change psychological phenomena 
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into physical has the sanction of science. 

It is to be hoped that the time is no longer far distant 

when the relic of rusty materialism which has become 

devoid of thought can finally be dropped by our 

scientists." 

Robinson's psychology is anti-materialistic in its 

evaluation of materialistic data, and it is a comprehension of 

human experience and the unconscious in relation to the fallibility 

of man;. the fallacy of teleology, 'the immeasurable distances That 

are between the nearest and most known Of loving and unfathomable 

strangers' (p.1013); and the obscurity of "the many forces that 

are moulding us 6. (p61354) 	Robinson's psychology, like Awls, 

is based ultimately on the assumption of the soul and the necessity 

of belief; and its purpose lies in the following recognition; 

"Nature has the primary claim on mankind, and on ly 

long after that comes the luxury of reason. The medieval 

ideal of a life• lived for death should gradually be 

replaced by a more natural attitude to life, in which the 

natural claims of man are fully acknowledged, so that 

the desires of the animal sphere need no longer 

drag down the higher values of the spiritual sphere in 
Sc 

order to be able to function at all." 
56 

psychology remains only a science, we do not reach life." 

(iv) 

From a consideration of the tension between fact and value, 

attention is now turned to the synthesis of the traditional way and 
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the modern manner. This synthesis is to be found in atUa 
&Rae Twice,  which deals with a traditional theme: the 
dissipation of great talent; but employs the contemporary manner: 

the clinical analysis of personality. 

The narrative is straightforward. The narrator discovers 

Fernando Nash, former musician and composer, 'foiled and fallen', 

reduced to the tole Of drummer in a Salvation Army band. Nash 

confesses the story of his decline to the narrator. 	The 

achievement of the poem lies in the authenticity of this 

confession, which, for psychic vividness and depth, could hardly 

be bettered by revelations exacted under stimulating hypnotic and 

therapeutic conditions; and culminates in the poetic approximation 

of powerful artistic feelings. 	The poem, constructed on a pattern 

of symbolic visualizations, deals (as Cestre says) "with mental 

facts and spiritual values". Lacking will, consistent inspiration, 

patience, and instinctual discipline, Nash sacrificed his potential 

genius on the black alter of debauchery. Re was, Castro points out, 

"unable to keep down the lower self "until the "vision" became 
5(1 

clear and could be translated "into a musical design." 	"The 

subconscious in him was attuned to the higher mysteries; but 

when it shot its evanescent gleam into clear consciousness, it was 
5? 

choked there in a tumult of inchoate thoughts or gross sensations! 

The bulk of the poetry is taken up with often brilliantly 

articulated, stream-of-consciousness versions of Ruth's hallucinations: 

the symphony of perdition conducted by Bach's image and played by 

an orchestra of rats; and the later celestial symphony which 

represent: the creative heights Nash might have reached. 
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The samiektaed11that distract his dissipated brain emphasise 

NashIs artistic death; while the kind =are the counterfoil 
sublimation, and emphasise the freedom of the ego from self-pitying 

eiviCsions and illusions, as well as its reconciliation to fate 

and God. The symbolic drums reverberate the eternal conflict 

between death and Eros. 

The dramatic accent is singular and modern. There is no 

4.(ternal conflict, except in terms of &projection of archetypal, 

psychological forces, but a purely internal one which gives rise 

to pathological manifestations of an hallucinatory nature that 

provide the most dramatic moments in the poem. 

Centre, in a rhapsodic assessment of the poem, praises the 

poem's universality and modernity. He says that it blends 

"American loorl coloring" with "a trage4, of universal import". 

He says that it is modern"in its symbolism and imagery", but 

"recalls the Greek drama by its human quality and force of catharsis. 

It unlites antique elevation of purpose with the essential novelty 

of a psychological plot based upon the late discoveries of the 
54 

science of the (subconscious." 

The French critic attempts to bridge the gap between 

obscurity and comprehension in his jtstification of the unusualness 

of Robinsonls leases'. He cites traditional drama as a good 

example of literature which "dealt with exceptional passions" like 

"incest" and "love-Amy" (themes of which Robinson Jeffers is the 

great exponent in modern narrative poetry), "which yet are kindred 

to the feelings of the average men and women". Modern psychology, 
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Cestze maintains, provides the artist with a new general awareness 

and a new approach to the obscurity of man's inner life: 

"Pathological psycholog, is ... a legitimate subject 

of modern poetry, not only by introducing pathetic 

incidents, which in our latter-day civilization 

hardly bear the character of rarity, but also by 

bringing poetry within the pale of science, in an age 

when intellectual curiosity is rampant, and in a field 

where science deals with mlsterious facts particularly 

suited to the imaginative needs of poetry. The poet, 

with his sympathetic insights into the secrets of the 

human soul, becomes the fellow-worker of the psychologist, 

applying his method of observation, experiment and 

influence. The difference is that the imaginative 

writer makes use of the resources of his art to produce 
60 

emotion and wonder." 

Many of Robinson's unusual cases concern people in wham, to employ 

Freudian terminology, "the boundary lines between ego and outer 

world become uncertain." 	Robinson believed that this uncertainty 

provoked self-blindness, otter pathological, and ineptitude in the 

sphere of spiritual values; and his people embody the poet's 

evaluated and fundamental 'Discontents' of 'Civilization.' 

Freud writes in Civilizatipgand 	Piaggataigge: 

"From pathology we have come to know a large weber 

of states in which the boundary lines between ego and 

outer world become uncertain, or in Which they are 
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actually incorrectly perceived — cases in which 

parts of a manes own body, even component parts of 

his own mind, perceptions, thoughts, feelings, appear 

to his alien and not belonging to himself; other cases 

in which a man ascribes to the external world things 

that clearly originate in himself, and that aught to 

be acknowledged by him. So the ego's cognisance 

of itself is subject to disturbance, and the boundaries 

between it and the outer world are not immovable." 	") 
This dilemma becomes, in Robinson's writing, a symbol of the 

psychological and spiritual confasion of modern man, and his 

characters symbolise the dilemma in relation to the external 

categories: Self, Love, Good, Evil, Power, Fate, Nature, God. 

Avon, in Avoille Rarvest,  is Robinson 's most extreme example 

of the pathology of dilemma. Pathological states of mind, 

similar but generally less extreme are also described fUlly in the 

present six poems. 

Pathological psychology, as we have seen, underlies MAIM 

VbajaigAINdom it Soo provide:4 . in combination with subtle, 

and sometimes tedious, introspection, much of the substance of 

the five other poems. Gabrielle, Nightingale, Natalie, Garth 

and Pink commit suicide. Timberlake and many of the characters 

in &Irma are portrayed as 'crushed' lives; Gawnder is a 
murderer, Nightingale an indirect murderer, and Malory a potential 

murderer; Bartholow suffered from a soul—disease; and Matthias 

was for long a puppet of civilized megalomania and neurotic fixations. 
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The pathoirenio relationship between the ego and the outer 

world is manifested, of course, in a confusion of realities. 

Cavender exemplifies this in totality, while Batholow experiences 

it as negations 

"Nothing was real 

That he could see, and nothing had been real 

That he remembered.' 	(116806) 

It can result in I a mischosen warfare against self And nature' 

(10349) or in schizophrenia, in which the "resident devil" asserts 

itself; "There was a devil waiting To steal me from myself", 

confesses Malory. (p.1046) Clearly, Malory analyses Nightingale 

as an extreme case of pathological psychology, while the poet 

heightens the effect with the juxtaposition of physical and 

psychological, Whbh is an aspect of the symbolic structure 

whereby Nightingale's biological disease illuminates his psyche's 

disease. Malory tells Nightingales 

" I know traits 

Of more malignities in mortal growth 

Than you have heard of, and I know their names; 

But not one of an uloered understanding 

That you possessed once, or that possessed yen, 

Or even the first of human rudiments. 

• 	 You are the one physician, Nightingale, 

For seizures, and peculiar paroxysms 

That are not yet established or observed 

In books or clinics." 	(p.P.1054-55) 
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Robinson describes Matthias' malady, deep-rooted in the 

unconscious, quite direct*: 

'It was an incubus - 

A thing to be acknowledged and endured, 

Like an incurable new malady 

Without a name, an ill to be concealed 

And never mentioned.' 	(p.p0113-14) 

These pathologioal states are like forces of nature, symbols of the 

unconscious ennrmity of mortal blindness and disintegrated emotions. 

(They are sometimes distorted, eccentrically, to mean an attack 

on sexuality). Thus, the poet was often careful to point at 

that the mere naming of a disease with psychological terminology 

was no assurance of understanding it, and that cure was generally 

a circumscribed and tortuous process. . 

Robinson microscopically examines the characters' aascious 

gild ()necks-dot's rnefi4t7;915 hiov14rs ) (kap( 	qw( c4icerkis 

the vast (flu gyenc e bkehvoz.e.o. 	v v ape/2*-ra e.t etma July re gee/ 

impulse, between public behaviour andp,(;Akte battaviow• 

realization comes the sloughing of 'a tattered mask', as in Can...0161s 

nue, and of a bask of frailty', as in Nash's case. Penn-Raven tells 

Bartholow: "Tour mask and its remote advantages Are unbecoming and 

uncomfortable" (p.810); and Malory reflects that, for him, 'Passion 

for what he sought had warn the face Of patience' and 'the mask had 

crumbled.' (p.1018) 

This discernment is hardly to be denied characters as 
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self-conscious as those in Robinson 's narrative s; although 

many of them fail altogether to see, or see too late, far enough 

below the paradox. 	Malory, on his way to murder Nightingale, 

observes that few would have realised that his outward calm 

and harmlessness concealed a homicidal resolve, 'And fewer, 

seeing it, would have guessed how little It wes they saw' (141015) 

Malory sees many advantages in the psychological cloak ("an 

unsubstantial armor", Amaranth describes it), in terms of the 

beneficence of repression, the prevention of primitive urges 

let off the leash to do violence, if not to one enagr, then 

to one's peace of mind. 	He reflects, 

'We should not all sleep well 

If night revealed to us our ignorance 

Of others whose intents and evidences, 

Errors and excellences, we have assayed 

And tabulated. 	Now many a one we meet 

Would somewhat rather see us in a coffin, 

Is not a thought for any for pursuit 

On our part 
	

(p.1015) 

Night is the unconscious in which death and aggression are realities 

of survival from more primitive times. 

The egagg.is also worn by those whose marriage has crumbled, 

but for whoa pride and evasion demand a semblance of felicity. 

Matthias and Natalie agree to patch up the "holes" in the "ship" 

of their marriage and to keep it afloat with a "flag flying". 

Matthias sustained 



was eminence as he might, and to the town 

Presented as untroubled and unaltered 

An aspect of achievement and address 

As ever, and with only himself to know 

The sorry toil it was, and Natalie 

Partly to know.' 

(p0118) 

Their past reflects Junes observation that MInfaetunataayeit is 

almost a collective ideal to be as negligent and uneonsdious 

oflove matters as possible. Behind the mask of respectabilitty 

and decency the power of neglected love poisons ... life." 

Natalie, Gabrielle, and Iaramie had already arrived, before the 

narratives commence, at tho stage which Jung alludes to thus: 

"Unlived life is a destructive and irresistible force working 

quietly but relentlessly. The result is that the married 

woman begins to doubt marriage." 

Matthias accuses Natalie of not playing her part very well 

(p.p.1121.2), and it is only "bad acting" that enables Bartholow 

and Gabrielle to suffer their relationaip a While. She says: 

"I know the world has yet for us an envy, 

Observing us in our felicity, 

And I know the world's envy cannot last." 	(13.757) 

172. 

"This play 
63 

life." • 

that makes 

problem is 

of illusion is ... made to serve for the real content of 

it seems to be a thematic disposition in Robinson 

him return time and again to the belief that "The lama 
64. 

part of mankind's heavy toll of suffering...", 
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often attributing the 'disaster, romantically, to "the tension 

between fact and value, scidnce and poetry": for modern love is 

not exempt from the contingencies of the mechanistic delirium 

or the political emporiums 

"Have you not heard yet, anywhere, death bells ringing 

For Love and poor Romance? Biologists 

And boldhevists are ringing them like mad - 

So loud that Love, we're told, will soon be lost 

With dodos, dinasaurs, and pterodactyls." (p4092-3) 

Significantly, the remarks are passed by the repressed and wronged 

female image (Laramie) to the dark, emotionally dishevelled, and 

sexless lave of the maw (Cavender). 

It is, of course, indisputable that the ironical innacuracy 

of the world's, or an outsider% judgement of private lives, a 

judgement based on personal, sociological, euphemistic, or 

deterministic prejudices, is a conspicuous theme inRobinson's 

poetry. In Cavepder!, Route the poet employs the theme, near the 

end of the poem, not only to dismantle the armor with which Cavender 

had obscured his private guilt, but also as a technique to clarify 

certain details of plot that had previously been unmentioned or 

merely intimated. The voice of Laramie says* 

"None of your friends, 

Or mine, could tell you where I was that night, 

For none could say till early workmen found ma. 

The town's had never so rich a myster, 

Before or since to engage its hungry tongue, 

It was cream for (sate; and all the time 
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They wondered why the woman they most envied, 

Should do it. It was peculiar, Cavender; 

And you could answer nothing. You were broke', 

And it was no more than in tune with nature 

That you should bury me and then go away. 

But why could you not so such as hesitate 

That night, before you seised me and then threw me 

Down on those rocks, a hundred feet below us?" (p.p.999=t000) 

Thus Robinson allows Cavender to emerge from the underworld at 

this stage, signifying the first significant release from the 

past and inner chaos, to intensify the internal gravity in the 

mirror of objective reality. 

There is nothing especially unusual about the ego-defence 

of the psychological 'armor' or cloak, and most of the examples 

above indicate that Robinson was often an observer of natural 

psychological habits. 	Penn-Raven declares "We are all 

players to our necessities" (p.777)i Natalie observes 'the 

defects Of her necessities.' (p.1117) Natural reactions provide 

a realistic accompaniment to the conflict between soul and 

extraordinary devils which occurs in a deeper and darker stratum 

of the mind. 

(v) 

It VS a signification of what Robinson belieTes to be the 

essential condition of life that his characters often embark on 

a journey on the psychological sea of self-discovery. As skillful 
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navigation may bring them to the island of integrated personality; 

so storms may drive them far from home, even to eternity; so 

their craft, too often a sieved hulk, may sink them- outward 

bound, but close to shore; so some do not purchase a passage, 

some do not have their fare; so many would not care to stow away. 

The most dramatic moments in the poems, therefore, occur 

when experience is most psychically real. Robinson's achievement 

depends upon his ability to forge the full, personal impact of a 

character's experience, and simultaneously to analyse the experience 

objectively in relation to the unconscious 'well' from which it 

emanates. The author must have the advantage over his characters' 

inhibited self-perceptions at such moments. For example, the 

reader is asked to feel the intensity of soul-torment in a character's 

hallucination, and at the same time consciously distinguish it, as 

the character cannot until later - if at all as hallucination. 

Robinson does not trifle with speotree that are illusionary, but 

is concerned with illusions and delusions that are psychic facts; 

and his most valid ideals are not conceived as flimsy adukbrations, 

but as psychic truth' 

It is not until Cavender psychologically relives the murder 

of his wife that he recognises her ghost to be a projection and 

voice from his own unconscious. Once he at last does so he is 

able to appreciate the importance and unimportance of his question 

concerning Ieramies infidel4f, and to recognise that the answer 
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his unconscious mind had been attempting to evoke was the answer 

concerning not her hypothetical guilt but his own guilt. He 

accordingly finds peace in the recognition that be must reveal his 

guilt to the world, and he welcomes the world's sentence. The 

real salvage of personality thus occurs in the Utrospective 

recognition of personal experience in relation to the demands or 

the obscure inner self, and in the necessary re—orientation of 

life in terms of self. Cavender attains selfhood at the end of the 

poem, because his unconscious striving for it had defeated his 

ego — conscious attempt to evade it, the evasions being symbolised ,  

by the asking of a wrong question (a 'beast' from the unconscious) 

which could not be answered. 

'And this could not be peace that frighened him 

With wonder, coming like a stranger, slowly, 

Without a shape or name, and unannounced 

As if a door behind him in the dark, 

And once not there, had opened silently, 

Or as if Ds:ramie had 'answered him.' 	(p.1007) 

That which comes is the stranger, the unknown and better and 

more complete oaf, and one of his psychological names is 

Individuation.  It comes from the unconscious, through the symbolic 

'door behind him in the dark', to enlighten consciousness and psychic — 

physical experiences, to invigorate the soul's tangible personality; 

and it comes to direct the Ago towards its goal which, in Cavenderle 

ease, is attainable through admission and acceptant*. 
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Chapter3 

PSYCHOLOGICAL ANALOGIES 

THE CLINICAL ANALOGY Emu Eadhastx 

There are some ills that sooner will be dead 
For our not vexing them with remedies; 
And there are some that have their remedies 
In their remedial evil. 	Let them fads; 
And if they will die sometime, let them die t  
Meanwhile our occupation is to live, 
And somehow to be wise for a woman 
Who, as we thought was hare; and was not here. 

- From Dim 171=2121L• 

(i) 

The structure of the six narratives are psychoanalytical analogies, 

an obvious exemplar of which, in essentials of plot and the interactior 

of character, is Bola Hartholow. It is an attempted novel-in-verse, 

one hundred and twenty-four pages long, in which the past explores 

the psychological difficulties of four characters. The story involves 

the depletion of certain mental and emotional heritages; infidelity; 

the circumscription of vision; biological fate; the demoliton of 

past tyrannies; the search for materials to construct an enduring 

edifice. What little action there is in the poem is a result of the 

triangular conflict, the conflict and the protagoaistts adumbrations 

providing most of the substance of the Poem. 

Penn-Haven is an analogical clinician, or analyst, who enables 

Hartholow to recover from mental illness and who prepares him to face 

the realities of his life namely, his unpractical bondage to ancestrs 
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traditions and conventions that constrict his vision; and his 

futile marriage, founded on a lie, that is damaging to his 

intellectual maturity and emotional stability. Host of the poem, 

however, is concerned with the way in which Penn-Raven unintentionally 

obscures and indirectly Precipitates tho conditions conducive to 

the fulfilment of the treatment. He is a god to Bartholow at 

first, but fails to maintain the personal distance that austere 

office demands. He commits the cardinal sin of becomieg too 

involved with his patient and, more disastrously, with his patient's 

susceptible wife. Bartholow is also a guilty, though therapeutically 

excusable, party in this involvement. He transfers his habit 

of idealising, as Emery Neff correctly observes, from his wife to 

his mortal 'saviour'. 	Neff is also struck by the psychoanalytical 

significance of this when he conjectures a "one wonder if this 

transference to his analyst reflects Freud or the poet's intuition. 1. 

Robinson's intuition certaily achieves the consistency of 

knowledge in these long poems, for there is ample evidende of the 

transference and resistance process. Cavender transfers his guilt 

to Laramie, and Matthias transfers his insecurity to Garth. During 

the process of individuation each of the main characters builds a 

fortress of resistances - Cavender, eftsions against guilt; Matthias, 

degenerate escape against the 'tower' of accomplishment. 

Apart from story and character-study, the clinical analogy is 

established through indirection and allusion. Penn.amaami 'studied' 

Gabrielle 'as a physician might". (p.777) 	Ump)raville, who 
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tikes the stage at the beginning and the end of the narrative, 

also lays claim to analytical perception (conditioned by scholarly 

habits), declaring that he is "a reader" of "books that walk." (p.739) 

Robinson, moreover, was occasionally inclined to tinge the 

'analytical' with the 'mysterious', or the obscure, and it is not 

surprising to find the combination in Penn-Raven's analyst mask, 

or 'persona'. Robinson's play 	Zorn is comparable in this 

regard, because Van Zorn, who is extolled for his exaltation above 

fleshly hierarchies, for his mysterious extra-sensory perceptions, 

for his clinical subtlety, possesses the persona in perfect form 

whereas Penn-Raven has it in rudimentary form. Phantasy enshrouds 

the figure of Amaranth, another , clinical analogue. However, his 

unquestionable authority is not at all psychically invalid when 

one remembers that be is an unconscious projection from Fargo 1 5 . 

mind, a dream-figure whose authority the dreamer is in no position 

to question. 	Robinson, like Jung, believed that the healer of 

the mind should also be a saviour of the spirit* 

The weakaessmin aglienigekass have an inhibiting effect 

upon the poem's "psychological truth" and its "keen analysis of 
2 

the feeling" 	The poem contains a great deal of conjectural 

complexity which distorts Pennmaavenis role of analyst, which in 

turn has been distorted because of inadequate explanation of 

Bartholouts past, mysterious sickness. Labyrinthine intellectuality 

obscures truth and analysis and shoulders the structural weaknesses; 

insufficient differentiation of the characters; projection of the 

poet's mental personality (philosophic sophistication at worst) on 

to his materials; artificial dialogue) and unduly long and over-subtle 
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argumentations. 

Winters discusses the poem's "Robinoonian conversations", 

and claims that they are 

"essentially jamesian, and in a bad senses their 

purpose is to make the characters appear devious and 

subtle and therefore, presumably, interesting; to 

keep up the reader's interest by means of indirection; 

to convey the subtle inflections of feeling experienced 

by the characters through letting them talk, not of 
3 

their subject, but around their subject." 

According to this critic, the characters, the action, the subjects 

of conversation, the "feelings about subject", are generally not 

understandable. Neff, on the other hand, believes that three 

intensive readingo.of'the poem affords a lust reward in comprehension. 

Perhaps*  after admitting the poem's defects *  the painstaking reader 

will find his reward about half way between these positions. 

Winters' allusion to the poet's WW1 letting k  charaotere 

Itm is noteworthy, That Robinson failed fully to appreciate 

the difficulty in turning from poetic dialogue in shorter poems to 

the blank verse of common speech in a psychological novel in verse - 

and failed to deal with the diffiaultyilndicates artistic incertitude 

at the time the poem was written, Raga Bettabagg belongs to 

the early period of the long poems *  and apart from Wain age, 

published twenty-one years earlier, represents his first full-scale 

attempt at detailed psychological analysis of a group of characters 
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in a conteaporary setting. Although formal representation 

of subject and the range of human behaviour are limited, however, 

certain psychological intentions are reasonably 

And in this success, the same technique of ealf-encession that 

gives rise to long-worded and over-subtle reflections and speeches 

is an important contributing factor. 

The technique of letting characters talk, in Robinson's 

method, approximates in value to that of free association in the 

clinical situation. It provides almost the entire medium of 

communication in nalkmilaTied, Wu and the artificial 

medium of communication in Cavenderis Bousi.  "Most people need 

a vis-k-vis, otherwise the basis of experience is not sufficiently 

real" and "thd individual cannot "hear" himself and has no opportunity 

of contrasting himself with what is different from himself in order 
4 

to ascertain what he himself really is." 	This form of catharsis 

proves most beneficial to many of the characters whose loneliness 

reaches desperation point. Matthias talked to Timberlake; Nash 

confessed to the narrator and Nightingale to Malan.; Gabgelle 

Bartholow confess their inner natures to Penn-Baven. When Penn. 

Raven proves to be an insufficient counsellor, Gabrielle has no one 

to turn to and regards dem* me death as inevitable; Bertholow has 

Uiphraville to talk with (he went to see him in the middle of the 

night) and regards life as inevitable. Although Cavender is in 

fact only talking to himself, and it may be true that in severe 

cases "confessions made to One's secret self generally have little 

or no effect, whereas confessions made to another are much more 
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5 
promising", during the crucial stages he regards his projection 

as another person. Be learns to appreciate the psychological 

truism that "It makes an enormous differencd whether I admit Fry 

guilt only to yself or to another" and resolves to actait it to 

the lam. 

The technique, designed to achieve insight through the 

verbal release of self, has to comply with the broad dictates 

of realism in Boa partholow$  which it sometimes fail* to do; 

whereas in Covender sAma the same restriction does not apply 

because the realism is entirely psychological, and its appeal 

entirely.  Imaginative. The technique is indispensable to Cavendarss 

soul-searching and to the successive revelation of the dark rooms 

in the house of his mind. Free association is pereiesable under 

a prevall4ng momentary suspension of disbelief. 

The cathartic need to talk is vital to the characters in 

Emalugglay, UkOhraville the recluse, a study in sublimation, 

finds a necessary outlet in conversation with Barthalow. Gabrielle 

and Bartholow talk to each other as a substitute for not loving 

each other (a typical Robinsonlan displacement from the lower to 

the higher), and need to talk separately with Penn-Raven to clarify 

the meaning of their intimate relationships with him, Thus, the 

conversations, for the most part, revolve around 'the Ravens. But 

he proves a weak link in this chain of personal relationships. 

(in) 

Conrad Aiken, in his novel gnat Circle,  has dealt delicately 

and lapressively with the breakdown of the marital relationship 



and with the character and role of the analyst. Robinson i  

doesn't succeed as well, mainly because he strewed too heavily 

the intellectual man at the expense of the naturalaan. Not 

even a rocsfulN of celibates, academics, sophisticated lady 

bunters of culture, or frustrated friars would talk like the 

characters in lam partholov, And it is with this thought in 

mind that the following interpretation of the psycholanolelcal analogy 

is offered. 

Jung has declared that the psychotherapists 

"must be absolutely clear that the treatment of the 

soul of a patient is a relationship  in which the 

doctor is just as such involved as the patient. A 

real treatment of the soul can only be Ladividual, 

and therefore even the best technique is of pursAy 
6 

relative value." 

This applies to the situation in the poem. Penn-Raven is an 

apparent' y successful "soulocractictioner". We are told at the 

commencement of the narrative that he 'found the son' In Bartholow 

that ailed him" and 'healed it". (p.735) But by remaining an 

as a guest (he repeatedly said he had stayed too long) he was the 

source of provocation which put Bartholov's healed soul to the 

test of reality. Penn-Ravens weaknesses are exposed for what 

they verso ambiguous intruders into the lives of Bsrtholov and 

The narrative reveals the Ludividualtreatment, through 

stress to strength, of Bartholowls soul. 	Gabrielle is the 
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unfortunate go-between, in the process of Bertholowfis 

enlightenment, in the revelation that she cannot share it, and 

in the moose  of Penn-Raven's flawed soul. In relationships 

where the souls of people are at stake, a person in psychological 

authority takes on a great deal of ethical and moral responsibility. 

Not only must he recognise the transference process, but he should 

also make it possible to remove from himself all sense of 

dependence which the patient feels towards him. Bartholov and 

Gabrielle became over dependent on Penn-Raven. 	She stresses 

their dependency when she asks her husband: 

"Without him, 

What else might you not be without this morning? 

And what would you be doing now all Jane 

With =ague? And what would you be seeing?' (p.736) 

By remaining with them Penn-Raven ensured dependence and thus 

neglected his reeponsibdlity. By remaining, he complicated 

the lives of all and invoked changes. Gabrielle tells hiss 

"I wonder if by Kee capricious chance 

They may be rather yours than mine - these changes; 

Far sure]; you are not as you were then, 

More than the Haman Hartholow I married 

Is now as he was when you came to him. 

You made him over, but I'm asking yet, 

How such an awkward mingling of the soul 

And body as there is in your medicine 
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Had virtue to restore him. All the same, 

I would not have you think me credulous, 

Incurably, for I knouras well as you 

That his illumination cannot last." ( p. 779  

But it is not so much the practice as the practitioner that 

is at fault: for it is apparent that Penn-Raven's achievement 

with Bartholow was by no means negligible, Moreover, he continues 

to reveal throughout qualities of insight pertaining to Gabrielle 

and Bartholow which are often as pertinent as they're diffuse. 

On the other hand, and in the general evaluation, Peon-

Raven failed in the role of analyst. 	It is as if Robinson makes 

an example of his in order to stress the mare gamins required in one 

who possesses natural ability to heal wounds of deep, psychic nature. 

If, on one level, his character is a satire on fraudulent 

practictioners of clinical Freudianism (with which America had 

experience at the time the poem was written), then Penn-Raven's 

sexual immorality also serves this lighter purpose, as well as 

the more meaningful one of revealing its consequences in highly 

personal relationship. 

It is possible, then, that just as Jeffers portrays the 

private impurity which may underlie the psychology of religious 

aspiration, and Saviour-ism, in Barclay (agAgnietaajad L ar); 

so Robinson analyses the contemptible effects of private impurity 

in the personality of the twentieth-century "soul. practitioner". 
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Penn-Raven failed to reconcile the goal of his vision 

with his constitutional frailties, and did not achieve that 

"thoroughly earnest psychoanalytical education of his own 

personality" Which is indispensable to the analyst. "3.1pernally 

wise about others, himself he cannot save, and his tsars as he 

departs remorsefully to resume his nomadic existence moves even 
7 

the injured Rartholow." 	Posse sing the skill to analyse others, 

he was constricted in his power for good (there was eternal innocence 

in his eyes) hy his inability to develop his own character. 

Jung has written that 

"the art of psychotheraw requires thatthe therapist 

should be in possession of an ultimate conviction 

which can be stated, which if credible and defensible, 

and which has proved its validity hy the fact that it 

either has resolved ally neurotic dissociations of his 

own or has never let them develop. A therapist Who 

has a neurosis does not deserve the name, for it is 

not possible to bring the patient to a more *thawed 
a 

stage than one has reached oneself." 

Penn-Raven, however, does seem to possess 'credible and defensible 

convictions' about life and the soul; he suffers not so much from 

his inability to live up to his convictions because of a definite 

neurosis, but because of some Hawthorne.like, archetypal streak 

of defection. 	Romance and sentiment, rather than realism, 

vitiate his psychological make-up. 	There is an unfathomable 

intangibility, a 'slow unconsciousness' in his eyes, a primeval 
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However, they are the nicleus of a More personality whereas 

Gabrielle's belong to the central part of the narratives Bence 

she is more likely to retain the reader's sympathy and attention. 

This natural empat4y is evident, for example, eras part 

of a long conversation with Bartholow. In a significant passage 

Robinson equates the yearning of the feminine instincts with the 

egoism of the husband in a formula of frustration and dissatisfaction; 

but hers is the poignancy, his the coldness. Realising the 
v h rke alutlysfr cv-A the thJ  

	

dependence of the patient to the 	and are of her 

secondary importance, she sap to Bartholaws 

"And have you not the Raven? Without him 

what would you be seeing? 

sure that you would not be standing here, 

Or seeing hare such a pretty fire of ruins, 

I told you all about the skeletons 

That we should be by thel time without him. 

Would any children take the place of him? 

Would you exchange for them the miracle 

Of your release, rebirth, or what you call it? 

almost wholly certain you would not. 

lets, be stricken only with a face 

A little harder for your contemplation, 

And I'll see new love running like a hero 

	

Out of a haunted tomb.' 	 (p.756) 
Gabrielle exposes the falllAi/of the asurption theta newborn 

love exists between herself and Bartholaw now he is better, end 

she is aware that her beauty (Penn-.Raven said she was "too beautiful 
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children - why they should not terminate their life. 

Undoubtedly, many of Robinson's characters would be more 

realistic if they had to cope with more purely mortal responsibilities, 

and provided less evidence of sexlessness. But Robinson was, 

nevertheless, an astute psychologist and a profound observer of 

human life. 

The second hypothesis, concerning the projection into the 

poems of the poet's private motives, therefore seems worthy of 

consideration. 

Children are the symbolic reminders of sexual union; hence 

Gabrielle's mention of them is a subtle reminder to Bar tholow of 

the sexlessness of their marriage. Her instinctual yearning 

is understandable and so, accordingly, is her affair with Penn-Raven. 

The predominance of frustration seems to point to that puritanical 

trait of New Englandiem which often appears in Robinson's writing. 

The numerous childless and unhappy marriages, the love triangles, 

and the memory of the lost love that aught to have been, but 

never was, consummated admittedly testify to the universal experience 

that "The love problem is part of mankind's toll of suffering", 

but probably relate as well to a personal repression of the sexual 

instinct and to personal childhood memories: Robinson too often 

forgets the other side of the issue that "and nobody Should be 
11 

ashamed that he must pay his tribute." 

It appears that these private fadtors affected the poet's 

selection of themes, even allowing for his reasonable attitude 

that sex, for the most part, could be taken for granted. It is 
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perhaps noteworthy that Robinson's fullest expression of 

natural love is achieved in the Arthurian poems, in which love 

and story are borrowed from tradition; and while the poet's 

tremendous originality and refusal to ascribe love to a magic 

potion instad of individual passion is praiseworthy, Robinsin's 

characters have a tendency to symbolise and 'talk' their passion 

rather than experience it biologically. Thus, it does seem 

significant that biographical details of the poet's life exclude 

mention of any amorous episode. 	It appears that women entered 

into the poet's life as friends, maternal and intellectual, and 

not as lovers. 	Moreover, Robinson had bitter memories of a 

shy and frustrated childhood. As a boy he seemed most happy 

when alone or in the company of one or two trusted friends. 
12 

"On the Night of a Friend's Wedding", written when the poet 

was a young man and one of his earliest publications, and "Aunt 
1) 

Imogen", which many critics presume to be an autobiographical 

inversion, lend support to the present argument. 

Robinson was often highly, and occasionally morbidly, 

conscious — particularly when a young man — that he had dedicated 

his soul and life to his art to the exclusion of the normal ways, 

presumably marriage, and contingencies of 12621. 	He envisaged 

himself as always and ultimataly alone, with the possible exception 

of 'six or eight Good friends who most ingeniously prate About 

my songs'. (p.95) 	It is natural therefore, that when one of 

these friends marries he should feel the infliction of the sternness 

and suffering of his dedication, and of the immutable separability 



of him who writes from them who 'prate'. 

'But everything is all askatto-night 

As if the time were come, or almost cc, 

For their untenanted mirage of me 

To lose itself and crumble out of sight, 

Like a tall ship that floats above the faun 

A little while, and then breaks utterly.' 	(p495) 

The "tall ship" of phallic despair has such a Yeatsian quality 

about it that it is impossible not to observe how mach, how 

ironically, Robinson soundslike the older Yeats when, tragically 

welcoming senility, he opens the sonnet with 

'If ever I am old, and all Ine, 

I shall have killed one grief, at any rate...' (p.95) 

"Aunt Imogen" portrays the frustration of a life without 

conjugal love. Aunt Imogen, 6nsitive4 portrayed as 'living 

down ... The penance of a dream' (p.186), is frustrated and 

repressed because she has no known love and has no children. 

With 'no love Save borrowed love' (p6188), As sublimates her own 

suffering and emptiness in the company of her sister's children, 

whom she visited 'for four weeks In fifty-two'. (P.185) 

'There was the feminine paradox - that she 

Who had so little sunshine far herself 

Should have so much for others. Row it was 

That she could make, and feel for making it, , 

So much joy for them, and all along 

Ry covering, like a scar, and while she sailed, 
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That hungering incompleteness and regret - 

That passionate ache for something of her own, 

For something of herself - she never knew.' (NW) 

Although repression is often so strong that many of 

Robinson's men are over-ascetic and unsympathetic to a woman's 

needs, some of his women, in the strength of their 'passionate 

ache', represent the other side of the poet's personality, the 

natural side that fights against repression. 	And there is a 

great warmth of love between the sexes in the fine lyrical 

moments, as in parts of the Arthurian poems, of his best poetry. 

However, the women are often forced into infidelity aad regret it 

bitterly, and the conflict is too often resolved against nature. 

As in the case of Poe smorbid repressed desire maybe revealed 

(for instance Cavender's necrophilic attempts to 'touch' the 

projection of his wifeL or more usually, sublimated and idealised. 

Such idealism is symbolised in Merlin,  as 'the torch of woman' 

and in Ws Jasper,  as an unconvincing conception of intellectual 
beauty personified in Zoe. On the other hand, Robinson reveals 

himeelf as an honest and well-balanced observer; he does not 

shun realism simply for the sake of idealism, as his invocation 

of the force of lust and debauciry in 	Died Twice 

indicates. 

In the long pow's, included in the present section, the 

natural instincts are generally admitted into contexts of severe 

frustration. And, on occasions, Robinson's attitude to the 



human relationship (however profound his psychology of conflict 

and frustration) conceals, perhaps, what it is afraid to reveal. 

Robinson's preoccupation with, and scrutiny of, the love 

relationship, is exemplified in an actual episode reported by 

Louis Ledoux, the poet's friend, who writes: 

"Once he thought that he had discovered a small rift 

in the lute of married happiness which was being played 

by a couple he knew, and he announced his discovery 

so triumphantly to them that they were able to see 

haw they had been studied and how powerful [sic] his 

imagination working had watched the rift he had 

discerned widen through the years that were to come, 

until it spoiled their music." 

But Robinson's imagination could go awry. For example, Matthias, 

Bartholaw, and Cavender are Said to be complete in the word-1y 

sense (wealth, a beautiful wife and so on). 	Yet their worilly 

happiness was, surely, far from complete, for none of them possessed 

children to inherit their wealth and perpetuate their name and 

tradition. 	Another peculiarity is that these husbands seem 

to take an inordinately long time in discovering that their wives 

had stopped loving them (if they had ever loved them at all 1) 

years before. 	Moreover, Robinson was inclined to treat infidelity 

and adultery symbolically — for example, as blind regression and 

the extinction of values — rather than realistically in terms of 

sexual need. Cavender murdered his wife purely on suspicion of 

infideltiy, whilst Natalie was actually unfaithful in thought only. 
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Paradoxically, however, the poet's imaginative portrayal 

of personal relationships was often, in particulars and in a 

general sense, psychologically astute, 	Most perceptive is his 

revelation of the conflict between self and selflessness 

(BEINIAX21241216 =Una al 	1200 and 1:01ecc carnality 
and the creative spirit (OMIftliblidadlade) — themes 
which invite comparison with D.H.LaWrence. 	An maple is to 

be found in Gabrielle's analysis of her relationship with 

Hartholour. 	qffirr eyes were hot eth too much gasimg into a 

dark fire' she recalls the past that cannot be given beaks 

'And if amen 

Had suffered much to see, had not a an 

Suffered as much not seeing? Gabrielle, 

Recalling how the =whine wakened her . 

Upon the morning of her wedding den, 

Remembered that she went to sleep again; 

And now she wondered, in a Misty UV, 

What might have come to pass if they had given 

Themselves back to each other before chains 

They might have broken then, or broken since, 

Had hold them, and so given back all these years 

That now could not be given 	(p.787) 

the strands 

That once were soft, were sodden now, and frayed 

Beyond all tying,' 	(p. %8) 
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The sexes are chained together, to the degradation of self, 

Robinson seems to ww, instead of being tied together softly 

with fl4kible and celestial cords. . 

Gabrielle's introspection°, shortly before her death, 

provide the most human and sensitive section of the narrative, 

as well as the best verse. Her anguish is convincing, she 

speaks from the depths of her feminine being, and there is 

a Shakespearian grandeur, clarity and simplicity in her thoughts 

and speech. She is like Cleopatra when she says 

"Hy life is less 

To me tonight than I may give a stranger 

Out of my purse, to keep him warm and fed 

Till he forgets me." (p. 776 ) 

And when, prior to drowning herself, she feels, 

'as if a ghost had came 

Between her and her warm eyes in the mirror, 

The fall of the first shadow she had thrown 

So long before, and so unconsciously, 

Over a man's illusions and his life, 

And over hers.' 	(;4804) 

The desecrated 'alter' of womanhood, her tragedy is her 

non-experience of the 'great love' for Which she had been 

instinotually,and physically and femininely prepared. The 

whole frustration of her situation is deftly symbolised in 

the numerous allusions to the Ifefclumay moths indignantly 

Refusing to be free' (p.733), which are at the window. 
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These 'moths plunged and whirled ,eternally, Torn by their 

own salvation.t (p.p.803-4) 

The conflict betwen man and woman, negation and desire, 

is also portrayed in the doomed and degenerating relationship 

of Natalie and Matthias. Faced with the failure of their love, 

they continue to live together, but there is 'inviolate fire' 

that divides them like a knife. A sickly frustration gradually 

corrupts Matthias. 

'An intangible, 

%tarnishable soul of something fine 

Was wearing off; and in his looks and words 

A primitive pagan rawness of possession 

Soiled her and made her soul - and bot sick.' fp.1121) 

Natalie defeats his rationalisation that he "may as well have" 

her body "Nhile it lasts". • (2.1123) Her belief, however, 

is not that human relationships fail because of innate irascibility, 

but as a result of psychological ignorance ana paucityit reason. 

She says, in the Robinsonian manner, 

"The trouble with you, 

And me, and a few millions who are like us, 

Is that we live so long to know so little, 

And are not willing then to know ourselves". (p.1124) 

(v ) 

The father-image represents another thematic influence in 

Robinson's work, and reflects a personal factor at the back of 



Robinson's attitude to sex, the family, and personal relationships. 

To begin with, the God-image of the immortal father has 

intruded into Robinson's work, apart from his idea of ultimate 

purpose and ultimate ameliorism, as an awful and remote being. 

It is evident in the impressionable consciousness of the young 

poet, who published in MIChildren ,  sathiaidayolume a eonn et 

entitled "The Dead Village" that concludes with the line 

'God frowned, and shut the village from His sight.' 	(p.88) 

Again, it may be inherent in a general principle of creation or 

purpose. 	Robinson's antagonism to childhood suffering and 

faithless mating adheres to his austere and ambiguous idealisation 

of the creation principle. Thus, he ewe in "nada &Wald 

1111§le that the propagation of the species in only justifiable 

if man has faith in cosmic reason; but if this faith is lost, 

as explained in '!Lost Anaheim", then the idea of creation by 

propagation is unjustifiable : the 'mother should have\had no sons'. 

(p.578) 	Robinson has expressed the belief that :Tony people 

might have been better if 	
ti-'

not bden born into a suffering 

flifeburdened world'; and it is not unwarrantable, in this 

connection, to allude to a hypothetical subconscious morbid 

tendency to idealise the unborn and deathly condition: 

"For all must yet be done by the unborn 

And by the dead together before life 

May know itself to be alive." 	(p.830) 

This could denote an escape from the male progenitor to 



the refuge of unconsciousness, the womb of all night. Life, 

however, is the impersonality of release from the womb; the 

impersonal idea is extolled as freedom from male domination 

in terms of an aMbiguously masculine symbol. 	The symbol is the 

tower of self which Matthias is to create. 	Its essential quality 

is impersonality. 	It will stand alone. It will not tyrannise. 

The male principle and especially the male principle of personalistic 

creation thwarted are often felt to be cold, and sometimes are even 

callous and diabolical. 	Some of Robinson's characters stand 

alone in a rejection of fatherhood; but even this does not 

necessarily signify escape from the father image. 

There is a certain aridity of character in Hartholow when 

he prefects his rebirth to giving his wife children, even as there 

Ise more pathetic aridity, resulting from frustrated passion, 

in the character of Nightingale. Hence the significance of 

Nightingale's ruination of his friend resulting in the death of 

Agatha and her child. 	The malevolence of the male principle (or 

father-image) is also to be seen in the way it directly or indirectly 

injures or destroys the female principle (or mother-image). In 

auteuth the former is symbolised by worthless inventiveness, and 

in Cavender's House by egoistic jealousy's Ipswich causes the death 

of his wife, and Cavender murders his. The cruelty of the image 

is vouchsafed. 

The theme of the father-image is linked with the atavistic 

theme inikmalikalksaw. Hartholow's house is an 'ancestral 

prison' and the gaoler is the ancestral father, symbolically present 
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in the portrait of the man who built the house - Bartholowls 

grandfather. 	When Penn-Raven first examined the portrait he 

told Bartholows 

"If there is much of him in you, 

Your soul had better never been aroused. 

Now show Ste your grandmother, if you please, 

And then your mother. Never mind the rest, 

For you are not the son of any father." (p.734) 

This is a direct enough repulsion of the father-image and is 

substAntiated by BarthOlow when he replies, "Dat you are tight" I-

"My father web to me a mighty stranger - 

Feareome, but always on the side of right 

As he disderAed it." 	'(p.735) 

Penn-Raven points out to Bartholow that his Weaknesses stem from 

the male tradition, but he is fortunate in being able to evade it, 

primarily because he belongs to the female side of the family 

'(mother-image). 

When Bartholow attseks Penn-Raven the latter accordingly tells 

'him that his "aboriginal necegsities' had thereby experienced 

"adequate Eruption and release" and merely signified "a fsmiliar 

atavism, By no means yours alone." (p.813) 	That this atavism is 

allied:with the father-image is made clear by Penn-Raven's 

observation, "you have in you more of your grandfather Than first one 

had imagined." (p.313) • Penn-Raven observes psychologically: 

"If we consider 

The many that have been alive to make us, 

And are so many parts of each of us, 
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The qualified assent of our perception 

Will hardly measure either up or down, 

I fear, exclusively to our illusions." (p.814) 

There is a positive, freedom-finding value in the catharsis 

of Bartholov's attack; for the assault signifies the first 

realisation of release from Penn-Raven who, in the clinical, 

transference situation, had become the father-confessor prototype 

upon whom Bartholow had become dependent in the way a frightened 

infant clings to its parent. Thus, Bartholowls emergence into 

selfhood doubly signifies freedom from the father-image and freedom 

to attain the impersonal ideal, The latter may also entail 

freedom of avoidance whereby the self is free to avoid becoming 

such an image. BartholowmNy honour "friendly reticence" 

and "humane brelite, but will avoid reversion to the atavistic 

jungle of human relationships where people are "antimmopo7 

phagous hypocrites", instead of "honest cannibals", feeling one 

upon the other. 

It is interesting to record a passage from Bagedores 

biography of the poet in view of this compulsive pre-occupation 

with the father-image. The episode referred to in the quotation 

occurred shortly before the poet's death and about the time he was 

writing ,Amilranth  amilljag.;asueg., Hagedcehwritess 

"A new friend, Merrill Moore, a 

physician who was also a poet of individual talent 

and astonishing fecundity, watched over him with 
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the tenderness of a friend, the understanding of 

a poet, the penetrating curiosity of a psychoanalyst; 

noting how constlained_this poet was, in body and spirit, 

drawing him out, hoping to relax the tensions which 

kept his organs from normal functioning. A deep 

resentment against a father who had not been 

father lingered in Robinson's mind and he spoke 
15 

occasionally in parables that evealed an inner disquiet." 

The endeavour has been made in the above pages to suggest 

the thematic consistency, without doing an injustice to the 

complexity, or without forgetting the confusion, of Robinson's 

analysis of the neurosis of the human relationship. 	His material 

in the hands of a Tenessee Williams or an Any Young Man would no 

doubt prove dangerously popular, sentimental, conventional, 

and tiresome. The trend of this kind of analysis has become so 

common in the popular idiom of to-day, that it provokes, even, a 

reaction in the same idiom; a reaction symbolised by the 

accusing label that reads "sick". The trend of 'sick' writing, 

which has now a long history, ws anathema to a poet of Robinson's 

sense of berdic dedication. So conscientiously does be elevate 

his theme, one forgets that, had he not been so serious an artist, 

such situations as thode in Maga ftarthopw  and 222 tan Al Riga Ulm 

. might easily have degenerated into the trenchant sickness of much 
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purely idiomatic writing. The sickness of Robinson's 

isolated figures (Lilliputian t;bet is genuinely spiritual 

and psychological, in contrast to the sickness of many prototypes 

in contemporary literature who, almost exclusively sordid and 

intellectually moribudO, lacking robust vigour, appeal fraudulently 

to psychologisms. 	These latter types are thought to be 

rDunded if they subscribe to a recipe of superimposed futility 

embracing a sponge of eroticism. Squeeze them and they are as 

dry as Eliot 1s  "bones". Yet critics castigate Robinson 

for delving beyond the psychological pale, for pessimism, for 

adumbrations of futility, The point is not that some of his • 

characters Igo tb the devil', but when they Igo to the devil' 

they generAy do so with a heightened consciousness of life. 

In many of Robinson's poems sex, love, and enjoyment may be 

outweighed by suffering and severity of outlook, but it is a 

thoughtful and sincere thesis honorably argued. 

Most of Robinson's major characters are prepared to accept 

some moral responsibility for what they are, and if they are 

dissected with a clinical scalpel, their psychology is none the 

less plausible; nor does their soul escape in the process. 

The poet discovers that what is often taken for the truth 

is merely the truth on crutches. He reflects unashamedly upon 

the internal, as well as the external, graveyard and faces squarely 

what he consideres to be the hollow optimism of much graveyard 

philosophy, and is prepared to answer Gray: 
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IITherels 

 

a. casting 

Of too much hallowed and long-honoured nonense 

Over the names and Skeletons of all those 

Who might as well have been George Washington 

As not.* 	(p.1352) 

Once his characters have understood something of the meaning 

of life, their wisdom often denotes an escape from the clinical 

abyss. It may be the wisdom of Fernando Nash, for example; 

an acceptance of reality and a determination to subdue self-

pity and self-excuse. 	The narrator endeavoured to find an 

excuse for: NashIs fall on the grounds of his personal psychologyl 

but Nash shook his head 

II had made several entrances Aaron* 

With my determinism, and always failed. 

Be would have none of it. Ne%as to blame, 

And it was only right that he should lose 

What he had won too late. , 	(p6956) 
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THE PROJECTION ANALOGY Cavender re  Ugsga 

What I tried to do, or course, was to 
create an extension ofkprojection of 
Cavenderts own mind that could stand 
off and examine him ... 

E.A.Robinson 

(1) 

Cavenderls  acm is structurally different to aggaspartholow, 
even though aspects of the clinical analogy are thematidally 

significant. It is based on a different kind of analogy that is 

also one of the most important modes of unconscious dynamies $ 

prolection.  

The theme of Cavenderts Hguse,WhiCh analyses a flawed mind 

with the perspicacity or the New England introspective mentality, 

is not without predecessors in New England literature. Conrad Aiken 

described the theme as "such a one as Henry James Or Hawthorne might 

have used for a long short story." 	The plot is practically as 

succinct es his summary or its . 
4 

"a man who has murdered his wife, inipanic of jealous 
A 

suspicion, argues the case with his conscidnce taking 

the form or his wife's ghosts and this debate, in Cavenderls 
16 

"house", or ipind, is the poem." 

This is a psychological plot with universal as well as traditional 

appeal. It is only necessary to substitute antiquity's darkness 

of the underworld for the psychological age's darkness of the 

unconscious to appreciate the primordial significance of the theme. 
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Freud, in speaking of symbolism in dream, affords us an 

interesting parallel in the story of Periander of Corinth and his 

wife Melissa - a stagy which features identical elements of 

tormented questioning and jealous rage in connection with infidelity $ 

"According to the version of Herodotus, the tyrant abjured the shade 

of his wife, whom he had loved passionately but had murdered out of 
17 

jealougy„ to tell him something about herself...* 

Significantly, Aiken did not regard Cavendartiligan  as 

"a glorified ghost story", a mistake made by some reviewers and 

refuted by the author, for we know from an earlier exposition 

that Aiken applied special reservations when speaking of Robinson's 

ghosts. 	He explained that they were not supernatural or frivolous 

agents, but subtle psychological symbolss 

"ghosts have figured in his work from the very outset - 

ghosts, that is, as the symbols of human fears or loves, 

ghosts as the plausible and tangible personifications of 

those varieties of self -tyranny which nowadays we call 

psychotic. For this sort of ghost there need by no 	
18 

justification, no more than for the ghost of Banquo." 

Ghosts appearing unexpectedly from the darkness of an unknown 

region (the unconscious mind) are suitable metaphors of psychic 

forces, because of their elusive foreboding, and pathoecopic qualities. 

They inspire fear because of their stangeness and unreality, yet 

presumably have authoritative experience of things outside consciousness. 
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Hence, once admitted into the conscious field of vision (it is 

difficult for a weakened ego to censor their admittance), they 

lose the original character of their dormant state and become 

attached to emotional 	 By contrast, their tangibility and 

rationality appear transparent; via. their metaphorical appearances. 

They are projections, or projected entities, mucelleve.  

Robinson has a vast metaphorical range of ghosts (examples are given 

in ttiliev7,Coketiver.rz); but the ghost in Cavenderla  Rouse is a 

more imposing figure than any of these. It is a ghost in the grand 

Manner and on a symbolic scale. 

Cavenderls ghost, forged from the recesses ofa twelve-year 

brooding, is a dramatically represented image of his dead wife. As 

an image, Laramie is merely the memory of Laramie, but as a entity she 

is a projection and a voice from Cavenderla psyche. Robinson outlined 

the psychological ground plan of his ghost to Rollo Brown. 

Correcting the reviewers' false impression that the poem was "a 

glorified ghost stare, the poet drew his friend's attention to 

ono review which did pleace him. "Here is one who got me, " 

Robinson remarked, but added: 

"It would have been more accurate if he had said that 

what so many are content to call the ghost of Cavenderls 

dead wife was a projection of Cavender's own mind 

What I tried to do, of course, was to create an extension 

or projection of Cavender's own mind that could etand off 	
19 

and examine him without mercy . and without ordinary hate." 

This is a most significant admission, and it is one which the present 
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interpretation endeavours to illuminate by indicating the subtlety, 

cospledity, and creativity of Robinson's presentation of this 

psychological phenomenon. 

Robinson's structural handling of the poem, in so far as 

it serves his purpose of setting the action within Cavender's minds, 

is superb. The portentous reality of the unconscious is 

brilliantly conveyed and enables the reader to distinguish the 

mental process whereby unconscious materials are brought into 

donsciousness under the coercive will of a stronger personality, 

and are evaluated by an ego with a more positive purpose. 	The 

atmosphere of psychic dimensions is effectively evoked as a result 

of hme, 404cness  and likt symbolism and an individual vocabulary 

of the psyche that is founded on the repeated use of key words in 

psychological contexts. Mph key words occur in the following 

contexts: broad psychological entities such as "fear", "evil", 

"hate", ideational entities such as "doubt", "fate", "necessity", 

"change"; psychotic entities such as "madness", "guilt", "remorse". 

Key words are often the nuclei of analysis. For instance, when 

Cavender declares "/ was a fool to dream, Who cannot sleep" (p.973), 

he acknowledges the neurotic grip of unconscious forces, and realises 

his weakness in falling between the vice of uncontrollable impulse. 

Another example is to be found in a confession of confusion that 

suspiciously alludes to frustration, repression andailuted masculinity. 

He tells his projections 
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*There are some women 

!Apse privilege is to treasure and conserve 

Their mystery, and to make as much of it 

As heaven may give them leave =diatoms, But you, 

Having op perilous abundance of it, 

Made for yourself a peril of its abuse — 

Unconscious of how near you lived with madness 
In one who could not know." 	(p.984) 

His W. imam concerning Laraai.'s infidelity, like his frustrated 

desire to touch her image, possibly conceals a reatorsefUl retrospection 

of uncertainty concerning his power and sensitivity as a lover. If 

such is the oases  amender is by no means an exception among 

Robinson,  le gallery of male lovers. 

The sense of the unconscious pervades cialismderl%  lima. 
From its obscure deep and dark the projection attains anthetic reality 

until, in the visibility of *moonlight,  consciousness, it attains 

plastic form in the person of Laramie. This projective technique, 

having been indicated in the experiments of the earlier Avonos  liana, 
proves its artistic justification in gavenderliagg.  

The phenomenon of projection is part of the natural life of the 

mind, and has been defined as "the unconscious, automatic, extra-
polation of a pephio content into an object, as an attribute of 

which it then appears to us."2°  That which is projected generally 
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signifies an unconscious happening not grasped by consciousness. 

This happening, in Oavender's mind, is a process of guilt and irony, 

suggesting re-orientation through acceptance ofithe justice of 

torment and the uselessness of doubt, that has become sufficiently 

powerful to be projected into consciousness in a self-accusatory 

capacity. Thus, Cavender's experience exemplifies the psychoanalytical 

belief that projection involves the unknown in man and that on* of its 

purposes is redemption of the individual. Cavenderle projection 

proves a successful means of helping him find what redemption there 

is available to him. 

Robinson Is method of narration in  avender's ama subscribes 

to the dictates of psychological realism. He tells the story from 

the point of view of Cavender's pyschic experiences so that the 

reader's widening perception and enlightenment enlarges and evolves at 

a similar rate to Cavenderls. 	This is precisely what has upset 

many critics, yet it is precisely what constitutes the artistic merit 

of the poem. 	The reader's experience, of course, is not completely 

equated with Oavenderls, for the reader possesses the advantage of 

being able to apply his own psychological acumen to the situation. 

He can better understand Cavenderld ambivalence towards Laramie' 

and ignorance of her nature, while at the same time sharing the 

gradual realisation of her psychological signifance. On the other 

hand, the reader retains the outsider's advantage in being able to 

appreciate more rally Laramie's character as a projected entity. 

Near the end of the poem, when Laramie makes it clear that she is 

a projection, she says: 
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"There is in me no answer to your question; 

There is in me only as much of me 

As you have brought with you and made of me, 

How shall I tell you what you do not know, 

Knowing no more myself? Daramiels eyes, 

If they are seeing you now, wherever they are 

Have pity in them, I hope. I do not see them - 

Wherever they are and QC? I cannot tell you". (y61003) 

There is an implicit conundrum hares as Laramie is a part of Cavender 

(himself addressing himself), she could not understand her fuation 

unless be himself had pre-consciously become aware of it. The 

reader, therefore, must appreciate the objective clarity and 

theoretical assurance of the phenomenon, without feeling deprived of 

realism, in the knowledge that Cavenderts understanding is largely 

intuitive and still dawning. 

Cavenderts realisations are tenacious, and will not be denied. 

In successive blows they destroy defensivd attitudes until the old 

personality of dissension and "dissonance" finally oapituIatess 

"You are a living dissonance yourself, 

And you have made of grief and desperation 

Something of Laramie that had her voice, 

Thereto yet another voice for you to hear..." (1141003) 

"You jealous hound, you murderer, you poor foal • 

You are listening to yourself now, Cavender; 

And Laramie, let us hope, is where no sound 

Of this will find her." 	(p.1004) 
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And with the words of the Laramie-projection stiLlechoing in 

Cavenderss brain, the author writes; 

'It was intolerable 

To know their warning told in his own voice, 

But he must shrink and hear them. It mas foul 

And perilous to be greeted by one's facet  

Hut he must look. He looked, and there was nothing. (p.1006) 

Having been confronted with his subconscious self and with 

potential madness, Cavender thus succeeded in passing the test of 

sanity. The projection ceases to exist. becOming 'nothings once 

it has served its purpose. Its truth dissolves into the substance 

of the new self. 	Living apsonance, 'peaces, has supplanted 

"living dissonance". 

In obeying an inescapable and automatic ccerimision to return 

to hie holm*, (Laramie shad called him back again'), Cavender 

proved himself a living acknowledgment of the inexpugnable laws of 

life and of the unconscious. 

'The place 	had compelled him for so long 

TO come so far, by the old law that hides 

In whatsoever of design there is 
21 

In time and triumph.' 	(p.962) 

His wandering journey back to the place whore he =tiered hi c wife 

twelve years earlier is actually a psychological journey back to the 

house of his mind as it was then. Luring the interval Cavender had 

repressed (chemistry of fate), as far as possibleohis responsibility 
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('necessity') to that occasion by his haunted desire to Lmow 

whether Laramie had been unfaithful. His crime had been repressed 

and elongated into 'the old shadowt and his state of neurotic dying is 

due to the shadow's want of light. (Repression is psychological dying, 

and Cavender 'was tired Of dying.') 	His 'question' to Laramie signif- 

ies a hopeless, ravaging quest to unburden guilt and justify aggression. 

But a degree of rationality and an obscure belief in same God ar 

purpose prevent his neurosis from sliding into the psychosis of self-

justification, a condition in which he could permanently convince 

himself that Laramie, not he, was the guilty party. His failure to 

achieve this —failure to repress questioning, doUbt, and remorse, 

failure to avoid the extremes of anxiety complies with the process 

Freud describes as the tolguedgmataamaggna, 
Cavender had made a slow return, indeed, before the repressed 

revealed itself. Laramie is the symbolic revelation, the projection 

being a significant index of the malaise; the repressed had broken out if 

an attempt to protect the ego from total collapse. 	Laramie thus 

reminds Cavender that forgetfUlnese is impossible and no amount of 

repression ("queen of all forgettors") could erase the memagr of 

what happeneds 

"The queen of all folietters 

Would certainly be taxed and overladen 

if she forgot what I remember.' 	(p.974) 
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The introductory stage in the establishment of the 

autonomous projection was, as we have seen, Cavenderts compulsion 

to return. 	This induced a state of mind, a momentary suspension 

of disbelief, relevant to the materialisation of Laramie tn the 

dark roam of Cavenderls pre-conscious mind. Cannier speake on 

one occasion of *the unpleasant well of my own thoughts" (p.970) 

(an agreeably accurate summation of the Freudian unconscious), 

and well he mey, because it is in its depths that the personality of 

the projection took Shape. 	Laramie says rightly that she is not 

a dream. 	She is more than that, and represents psychic processes, 

transformed and united symbolically, and projected into the outer world. 

At her first appearance in the beginning of the narrative, the 

poet infers subtly but fairly that she ja a projection. 	He makes 

it clear that she is a part of Cavender himself, an extrapolated part 

which has been repressed for twelve yearst 

the old things 

Were there again to see, and he vas there; 

So it was only right that she was there, 

Being part of him. She was the part of him 

That be had left behind and wandered Erma, 

And wandering had starved. She was there 

Again as from a. past that never was, 

And it was not miraculous or amazing. 

There were twelve years between them, yet he saw 

No record in her face of any change 

Or stealthy work of time or of the world.' 	(14965) 
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In the unconscious there is no idea of time in the ordinary 

sense. Cavenderla life had been 'a long dying', 'He had been 

dead and damned again to living! t thus 'All his time was note 

eternal°. (p.989); and he declares "I am not half so much a 

fugitive, As one doomed to eternity in time'. (p6973) 	Later 

in the narrative Cavender is pussled at half-recognising  in Laramie 

characteristics strangely his own and he perceives that she is clothed 

in his memories* 

"Was she never to be herself, 

He wondered 	Half she said 

Had more the tenor of recrimination 

Born of his long remorse and self-defeat 

Than of her native way; and half she said 

Was like her when he adored and prized her 

As an unmatched possession ... 1 	(P.P.987.8) 

What he doesn't realise the poet does. Laramie is able 'To endure 

him in his guilt and ignominy' (p.988) because she represents the 

positive part of himself that is **tillable to endure the burden of his 

heavy respondbility. This responsibility develops, during the 

course of the narrative, from an unformed urge to &rationally 

acceptable motivation. 	When Cavender is brought floe to floe with 

the murder-scene in the last section of the poem, he is in the final 

depths of degradation and hell. Thus it is consistent with his 

maturing self-realisation that, fighting escape br death with an 

obscure determination to face life, he &mid begin seriously to doubt 

Laramie's objective reality. 
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'There was a change 

In the voice now that pierced and sickened him, 

Like a sward going slotily into him. 

It was not Laramie now that he was hearing, 

Yet there she was, and she was Laramie ...I (N1001) 

Cavander had been buried behind his memories in unconscious 

darkness (see p4989) and Laramie a link between mibconscious 

blindness and conscious awareness — had come to dhow "the way before" 

him. 	Her identity with the unconscious, and hr greater psychic 

understanding, are displayed when she mei 

'And now I See' 

More grateful things before ne, or behind me, 

Than you and your doubts at work together with ma 

In darknese." 	(pa p. 978-9 ) 

Because of her unconscioue appurtenances she knows more of Cavenderte 

darkness, and because of her ration as conscience she has temporarily 

greater powers of perception and single-mindedness. 

The purpose of the projection is therapeutic it aims to 

help Cavender cure his malacly — neurotic fixation to the past 4 

by strengthening his ego so that he may live in the present and face .  

the future, 	(Freud acknowledges the validity of the process when 

he writes, "this tendency to project 	becomes stronger where the 
22 

projection into the Outer world offers psychic relief.") 	Laramie 

attacks the fixation when she asks 
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"IdNr go back and try so hard 

To bury yourself behind your memories?" 	(p.989) 

and declares 

"You cannot hide yourself. There is for you 

Only one memory left ... 

There's nothing in this going back of yours 

But a sick hope to find some reason there, 

Stronger than you, for what you did to mei. (p.989) 

Laramie possesses neither divine nor supernatural power 

(as Cavender at first believes), merely that knowleAge which 

he himself is potentially capable of acquiring. But the taek is 

hasiaous, and she warns him that "Knowledge is cruel". (N994) 

As a psychic process in Cavender's mind she is bound by its psychic 

laws. 	She must inevitably lead Cavender back to 	agog a ths, 
gam - the psychological past that must be seen for what it was — 
to release his from the past's 'Dead hands', and from his purely 

natural non-rational self. In this way the past may be comprehended 

and the subliminal self assimiLsted. Her purpose is to enable 

Cavender to live with his neurosis, and so triumph over it. She 

declared it early in the poem by telling Cavender that he could stop 

hiding from himself if he faced his internal and sha&owy processes 

and looked at himself"with nature's eye". 

"The worst for you 

Is not to see yourself with nature's eye, 

And therefore know how muck you are of nature, 

And how much of yourself." 	(p.972) 
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The fiznotion of the projectlin, therefore, is to free Cavenderes 

ego from that part of his natural, non-rational self which, through 

especial internal necessities, is enforcing a conservative and 

neurotic point of view. It is particularly qualified to achieve 

this because it is the advocate of the new personality. 

(iv) 

Freud maintains that projection is to be understood as 

resulting from "the high degree of ambivalence in the motional 
23 

life". 	It is rewarding to compare his therapeutic judgement with 

Robinson's, noting the conspicuous compatability of the two. The 

poet's psychic histories invariably record "the struggles of 
24 

antagonistic impulses." 	He has, moreover, made an intensive 

analysis of mental dualism from the psychoanalytic point of view, 

Avon!. Harvest for example; and from the collective point of view, 

which is exemplified in the habitual technique of introjection of such 

universal dualisms as light and darkness, heaven and hell, creation 

and chaos. IMAAAAh2Alalbattiliusteates the fundamental 

scope of the instinctual conflict, whilst "the ambivalence" which 

"governs most of our intimate relationships with other beings" 25 

has been plausibly propounded in boakbalalam, 

The poet acknowledges the central place in human nature of 

ambivalence quite early ia Wafted& BOUBOi  and so provides an 

indispensable perspective into the psychological structure of the 

poem. He emphasises the Freudian axiom that "the mind is made 
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up of contradiction and pairs of opposites" when describing 

Cavender as la thing Contrariously composed of opposites' (p.963) — 

a description which was applied to Penn-Raven, for instance in 

respect to "the compound of his opposites". (p.850) According 

to Freud, projection most commonly occurs in connection with 

the emotive memory of a dead person formerly beloved, and is the 

expression of the conflict between hostility and affection. 

Hostility is felt "in the form of satisfaction with the demise" 

and "the defencd against it is accomplished by displacement 

upon the object of hostility, namely, the dead. We call this 

defence process, frequent both in normal and diseased psychic life, 
27 

a proleptiog".  Cavanders projection accords with such ambivalence, 

especially in view of Frued's statement that "in the unconscious 
28 

Or 
	 mode of thinking even a natural death is perceived as murder." 

"Such a state of affairs can with certainty be expected if the 

impulses struggling for omnipotence have come intolonflict with 

each other, for theathey evidently cannot all become omnipotent." 29 

Hence, in Cavender's case the guilt cathexis, and the defensive 

cathexis that aims to justify wrong actions, are struggling for 

omnipotence. "The morbid process in paranoia actually uses the 

mechanism of projection to solve such conflicts which arise in the 
30 

psychic life". 	Avon's,  alma is a remarkable instance of 

Robinson's perceptiom of this phenomena, and Cavender is not averse 

to paranoid reaction against Laramie.. So far as Cavender is 

concerned, the problem-solving mechanism of projection changes 
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from "a punitive and remorsefhl" character ("Remorse and path 

May be the curse of our eccomplishments (p.p.89-90) Laramie tells 

Cmvender) to a positive factor in the diminution of hostility 

during the process of re-inte*gration. Cavenderle hostility 

had manifested itself in the murderous onslaught *  after which 

it was suppresded into a vacuum of unconscious self-infliction. 

During the lapse of time the memory of its manifestation was 
Ea 

coloured by a rationalisation which apportioned blame apen 

'another person' who had tepporari4 taken command of his personality. 

Such a rationalisation*  which is not without psychological validity *  

is a common homicidal tendency. 

Considering what has already been said about the projective 

nature of ghosts*  it is not surprising that the symbolic Laramie-

projection possesses a metaphorical periphery of 'demons' and 

'silences that absorb Projected hostility and contribute to the 

emotive strength of the super-ego (conscience) function. These 

agents emphasise his guilt and previously=open hostility by oppressing 

him as soon as he enters the house. The poet skiliftlly simulates 

this aspect of projection when he writes* 

*All through the house 

He could hear silence like a multitude 

Of aliencess  and all apprised' of him. 

• • • 

If it was demons* 

They may have called him with a woman's voice *  

And this might be their triumph more than hers! (1)4.962-3) 
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Robinson, like Freud, "exposed the demons by recognising them 

as mere projections of hostile feelings which the survivor 
32 

entertains toward the dead." 	These ghosts - silences and 

demons which are like 'atoms moving and conspiring Against' 

(p.976) Ow:render, 'like eyes He could not see' (p064), are 

vigorous emOarMies of the super-ego. 

(T) 

Critics have generally agreed that Cavenderleligyat is 
33 

"a study in conscience" and that "the voice of Calendar's 
34 

conscience "speaks "through the woman". 	Cestre decisreas 

"Lariats's presence is due to the splitting up of Cerander's 

personality; her speech proceeds from one moiety of his divided 
36 

conscience... she becomes the symbol of justice 	
36 

Robinson said that the poem "is instructive and highly moral". 

It is, in fact, a. psychological, New England treatment of the 

Skimitudjunishumt theme, and presents the thesis that there 

are innate, psychological laws which serve the interests of 

natural justice. Conscience and the sup-go are products of 

such 1016 

The precision with which the poet constructed Downie's 

personality in the role of super-ego is accordingly noteworthy: 

In this role, she "represents the whole demands of morality"; 

and the "moral sense of guilt I that ;laves Cavender "is the expression 
37 

of the tension between the ego and the super-ego", that is, 

between Cavender and Laramie, 	evender is "not one To desecrate 

his "code without remorse." (p.998) 	He feels "damned" in view 
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of the morality she represents and because of her power to 

scrutinise his thoughts. She argues, however, that her morality, 

"by some celestial dispensation", contains "drops of hope." (p.995) 

(It is unusual if morality does not embrace the hope of redemption). 

When she ways this, however, he is still not morally equipped to 

consume them, for she reminds him that "There's a distance yet 

Between us" (p.998). 	The distance is finally bridged when the 

penitent Cavender becomes no longer afraid of life or himself, or 

his obligations to Laramie and society. Then, having tamed the 

id that knows no values and no morality, he is on the may to attaining 

the fruits of morality, in grateful submission to 'the older laws 

and purposes.' (p.1007) 

The super-ego is intimately connected, naturally, with strong 

guilt feelings, and Cavender's projection points to an emotional 

ambivalence involving a guilt cathexis. 	Cavender endeavoured to 

Slough his guilt through rationalisation and evasion, but the 

projection prevented this and brought him back to himself and 

another 'onslaught' from the super-ego. 

'Men were not born to meet 

So much as this; and though it was their doing, 

It was not they who did it. Some such balm 

Assuaged him only for another onslaught 

Of writhing certainly that he was held 

In toils that he had woven for his ling 

Constriction and imprisonment alone.' 	(14981 ) 

Cavender repeated the rationalisation shortly afterwards 

when he said 
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"I was not there myself, 

But one that had the name and face and body 

Of me was there; and I am paying for him," (p.993) 

The "I" is the passive ego. The experience of dissociation is not 

unuxual in the case of powerful intrusions of emotion. Freud 

refers to Georg Groddeck in this regard : he "is never tired of 

pointing out that the conduct through life of what us call our 

ego is essentially passive, and that, as he expresses it, we 
38 

are 'lived' by unknown and uncontrollable forces." In her reply 

to the first of the above rationalisations, however, Laramie 

adopts the common sense standpoint and chastises Cavender for 

not realising that there was a morality in him that would consume 

him; she says he should have made me "there was no darker way" 

than his mare "self-blindness". (p.983) 

The super-ego is an authoritative figure; its punitive face, 

like Laramie's, is 'fearsome and severer. This aspect of Laramie's 

personality, supported by the supreme father-image and by inherent 

psychological law, is referred to in the following of Cavender's 

introspection: 

'If she was there to lacerate 14 she 

Could only be God's agent in the matter - 

And so there must be God; or if not God, 

A purpose or a law.' (p.p.981-2) 

Cavendarls eventual comprehension of the 'purpose' and the flaw' 

is, essentially, an extension of his eventual understanAlng of the 

person Laramie had been. 	This understanding, arrived at through 
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a reconstruction &memory freed fram repressive influences, 

signifies his first responsible mastery of his guilt in refusing 

to understand laremie and her love. 

In Cavender's  House Robinson anatomizes the mental personality 

as disclosed by pathological states or mind. Freud tells us 
39 

that "Psychotics are fissured and splintered structures". 

Cavendarlsofissuredl consciousness exemplifies this phenomenon. 

Robinson's analysis of conscience is similarly well founded. 

Cavender, like the psychotic, "has turned away from external 
40 

reality" to the "internal psychic reality" of his house; hence, 

his final return to external reality signifies the collapse of the 

semi-psychotic state. Freud explains that psychotics suffer 

from "delusions of observation", and from this discovery deduces 
Ak 
the polar or the super-ego. They "suffer continually ... from 

the observation of unknown powers or persona, and they have 

hallucinations in which they hear these persons announcing the 

4
1 

results of their observations".  Cavender's super-ego, which 

has the known 'fame and 'facet or Laramie projected upon it, 

is such a person. Freud found, theoretically, that "the 

separating off of an observing function from the rest of the ego" 

was "a normal feature of the ego's structure"; and that, as the 

"actual content of the delusion of observation" is "a first 

step towards conviction and punishment", conscience, like self- 
42 

observation, is "another activity of this function". 	In an 

earlier nunnery of the process, he wrote's 
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*Erma an analysis of the delusion of observation 

we have come to the conClusion that in the ego there 

exist,' a faculty that incessantly watches, criticises, 

and compares, and in this way is set against the other 

part of the ego. Ulm opinion, therefore, the patient 

reveals a truth which has not been appreciated as 

such when he complaina that at every 'Asp he is opied 

upon and observed, that his every thought is known 

and examined. He has erred only in attributing 

this disagreeable power to something outside himself 
43 

and foreign to him." 

Cavender provides an excellent example. Apart from symbolism, 

the delueiollaobsst4ation  is the moot important factor in 

establishing the& and characterisation at the outset. The reader, 

experiencing things in objective relation to Cavender's mind, is made 

to feel, nevertheless, the =pies emotional pressure of 'observation' 

and hallucinations 

1Therelas a silence that was watching him, 

And there wan one that listened like a spider, 

• Hearing his thoughts, and holding them to tell 

To demons who would likely come for him 

When they saw fit to come 

a Active, unseen breathing 

Was not the breath of man. 	(p.963) 

Cevender is bewildered by 'silences And darkness... surrounding 

and attending him, like eyes He could not see' (p.964), and later 
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feels IA, nameless innovation ... at work' and fatceml moving 

and conspiring Against him'. (pM6) His treataent and 

oppression are obviously identifiable with the symbolic super-ego, 

as the poet decisively and climactically explains in the last 

section of the narrative: 

"What woman is that," he pondered, sick at heart. 

"Who has the form and face of Laramie, 

Her voice, her languors, and her levities, 

Her trick of wards and half of them not hers? 

Where has she been to find so many of mine 

That have done service and have nourished me 

Like a fantastic food, proving itself 

Not to be foodo 'but shadows? Shall our deeds, 

And even our thoughts, be scrutinized hereafter 

By any and all who have no more release 

From follies here than to live still with aura?" (m094i-5) 

Robinson has also alluded to other important aspects of the 

super-ego in his characterisation of Laramie, and one of these is 

its capacity to take over the parental function. Cavenderfs 

projection emphasifi: naturally, the mother-parent aspect: Laramie 

'was like a mother Bestowing an affectionate reproofWith silence;:M- 

The past also stresses the super-egos flanction as opponent 

of free gratification of the instincts, especially the aggressive 

and sexual instincts. The former was aptly characterised by 

Penn-Raven as "aboriginal necessities", and the latter was described 
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by laramie as "love" that "Prevails more in" the *blood than in* 
the "heart - 

A subterfuge and a discrepancy 

Ensured by nature not to be uncommon*. (p6979) 

This aspect of the super-ego provides an important theme for 

Robinson's poetry. 

Sexual desire turns to lust in Matthias, and the experience 

culminatemin a depraved fueion of intellectual and physical 

aggression. Clabrielle'and Penn-Raven pay for unsanctified 

sexual gratification; and Bartholow experiences "instinctual 

defUsima" whentdeprived of sexual gratification through marital 

failure and moral stricture occasioned byhememhe•s 

he is temporarily overwhelmed by aggressive impulses and assaults 

Penn-Raven. Presumably Cavender also experienced this deftsion 

in his past, the gratification and faith in love being displaced 

into jealousy sufficiently powerful to prcept murderous aggression. 

Here is a perfect example of how disastrous this defusion can 

be so far as the love-object is concerned, and how basic it is in 

pathological sickness. 

For twelve years Cavender evaded the strictures of the super-

ego without appeasing the moral conflict, and at the end of that 

time, when his guerilla-like evasions became unsupportable, he 

was forced to experience the war of ambivalence ina decisive and 

open encounter. 	Following the transfixion of aggression, 

• conscience is enabled to work induratively through the weak point - 
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the guilt cathexio - of the ego-defence. Guilt feeling; result 

from an unconscious need for punishment and a conscious need for 

ex4tion. Thus Laramie, in her super-ego role, punishes 

Cavender, fires his remorse, undermines his ego...dame s in short, 

she prepares him for expiation. She is mistreis and all powerful 

'Holding a whip that was beyond his reach 

And seeing, she could emile and siike him with it 

Till he should cower, and with a smarting soul 

Priv for her mercy.' (p.981) 
44 

and "mgr reflect", therefore, "relentless harshness". 

Hence Cavender's original aggression is subtly displaced and 

turned against him: his uaggressivenees... has been internalized 
45 

and taken over by the super-ego." Tbe ego, however, still retains 

a portion of aggression, manifested in impossible demands to, and 

weak intellectital assaults upon,iaramie. But it is attached 

mainly to the irrational self's provocation and incitement to 

self-annihilation. 

"In this way, goaded on by the id, hemmed in by the 

super-ego, and rebuffed by reality, the ego struggles 

to cope with its economic task of reducing the forces 

and influeOces which work in it and upon it to some 

kind of harmony; and we may well understand how it is 

that we so oftencannot repress the cry : •Life is not 

easy' " 

And Cavender cannot repress the feeling that He was in a trap' 

and 'Nothing was on his side'. (p.982; op. p.976) 

The irrational, unconscious self - the id in Freudian terminology - 
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had contributed to a large part of Cavender's blind and 

aggressive egocentricity. It achieved personality as an 

intrusion from the unconscious that attached itself to base and 

egocentric motives, and attained a stronghold in consciousness 

by instigating murder. It is the "one" who was *mad that night", 

"who had the name and face and body Of "Cavender, and for Whoa 

Cavender says he is "paying". (p.993) 	He describes the id as 

"a devil .4. unseen And unsuspected"; and so it is, for it aims 

to achieve victory for the chaos and darkness of its unconscious 

personality. 	The basic properties of the id - its "negative 

character" and "primitive" nature, its "impulsion to obtain' 

satisfaction for the instinctual needs", its lack of "valUes" 

and "morality" - and Freud's description of it as "the obscure 

inaccessible part of our personality ... a chaos"; are severally 

referred to (by Laramie, its super-ego adversary) in a passage 

scintillating with psychological precepts: 

"'Poor Cavenderl 

The man who makes a chaos of himself 

Should have the benefit of his independence 

In his defection. He should wreck himself 

Alone in his own ship, and not be drowned, 

Or cast ashore to die, for scuttling others. 

I have been asking, Cavender, since that night, 

Where so malicious and inconsiderate 

A devil could hide in you for so long time. 

There may be places in us all where things 
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Live that would make us run if we should see them, 

If only we could run away from them: 

But, Cavender, we danit; and that's a pity, 

Ilm tired of sitting here and seeing you there, 

An Urn wished to die." 	(p.997) 

But Cavender doesn't chase death; he chooses life in whidh 

death is amongst the least of little things. The super-ego 

defeats the id in the battle for the *go. Cavender relaxes the 

idle stranglehold and casts out the devils 

'if hands stronger 

Than his were more. involved and occipiecl 

Than his had been, there was no more to do 

Or ow than to cast out the lie within him, 

And tell men what he was.' 	(p0006) 

laramie, representative of the higher nature Inman that helps to 

build up the ego's character, achieves her purpose and vanishes. 

And the poet achieves his therapeutic aim which was "to strengthen 

the ego, to make it more independent of the super-ego, to widen 

its field of vision, and so to extend its organization that it can 

take over new portions of the id. 	Where id was, there shall ego 

be." 	Cavender has learned bitterly the lesson that "The limitation 

of aggression is the first and perhaps the hardest sacrifice which 
40 

society demands from each individual,." and we "have quits 	
49 

unexpectedly emerged into the open five the mental underworld." 
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(vi ) 

The evidence of the father-image in agema partholow  and of 

conscience in Cavender's  House indicate that the "super-ego" theme 

is a prominent and comPelling one in Robinson's poetry. Perhaps 

a fairly obvious comparison can be made with Shakespeare's Ramlet  

in this regard. The ghost of vHoelet's father is a super-ego 
personage; the play-scent is dramatised projection; Hamlet and 

Claudius feel conscience and guilt; and the father-image is 

contrived to conflict with certain Oedipal tendencies in the heroes 
mind. This conflict is an ambivalence from which Hamlet would 

like to escape. In his famous contemplation on suicide and the 

after-life, Hamlet postulates rhetorically that suicide would be 

justifiable if it were not for 

"the dread of something after death, 

The undiscovarld country from whose bourn 

No traveller returns, puzzles the will, 

And make us rather bear those ills we have 

Than fly to others that we know not of? 

Thus conscience does make cowards of us all; 

And thus the native hue of resolution 

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought, 

And enterprises of great pitch and moment 

With this regard their currents turn awry, 

And lose the none of action." 	(Act 111, Scene i, lines 78-88) 
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Robinson's characters seem to have taken this Protestant 
to 	t 

philosophy to heart, and in them it seems baseLdistemied to 

its logical Puritan extension. This extension involves the 

devil of desire; a God or purpose or lam and the moral necessity 

of the retwibutive super-ego. 	Laramie, for instance, employs 

Hamlet's argument to counteract (lavender's temptation to escape 

from the mortal coil.. Suicide is postulated as apossible, but 

unpromising, way out. Cavender has Hamlet's doubt concerning its 

efficacy. 

• "If memories of so galled and sorry a life 

As this must follow us when we go from here, 

We are all damned indeed:" 	(p095) 

he ewe dispiritedly. It is uncertaim, therefore, if he will find 

an "end" in deaths  and Lariiie warns him that he "may choose 

again A sudden end, only to find no end:" (p0003) .  For "Who are we 

to say When all is done?" (p005) 

Shakespeare's play acknowledges the potency of the emper-ego, 

and 'conscience' encases the parental ft:notion as well as qualities 

of consciousness, conviction and inmost thought. 	Hamlet's 

Melancholia, like Cavenderls, signifies the oppressive weight of 

the super-ego, and his moments of manic release reveal "the ego 

in elecstage state of exaltation" in which "it triumphs, as though 

the super-ego had lost all its power or had become merged with the 

ego, and thus liberated, manic ego gives itself up in a really 
so 

uninhibiSd fashion to the satisfaction of all its desires." 



These *desires" provoke sexual phantasiee and unexpect4d aggresstam 

in Hamlet. 	His melancholy, on the other hand, testifies to the 

dynamics of the super-ego functions 

"The melancholiac during periods of health can, like 

anyone else, be more or less severe towards himself; but when he 

has a melancholic attack, his super-ego becomes 

over-seveikabuses, humiliates and illAreats his 

unfortunate ego, threatens it with the severest 

punishments, reproaches it for long forgotten 

actions 	and behaves as though it had spent 

the whole interval in amassing complaints and was 

on.1.7 waiting for its present increase in strength to 

bring them forward, and to condemn the ego 
51 

on this account." 

For Hamlet, as for many of Robinson's persons, the "complaints" 

are generally of a serious, instead of a trivial, nature. 

Nevertheless, the overall fearsome aspect of the super-ego haunts 

asena fiutflaiday CaTender  Alum Us Ma WA Ulm Zia Casaz 

ataktitaehtinealeof and in JAIDer,  as it haunts Made  Many of 

Robinson's characters, often tinged with melancholy, are introspective 

Hamlet prototypes. Cavender, for example, brooded in "a melancholy 

night* of twelve years duration. The conflict between instinctual 

dispostion and ideals of duty, ifyryaltv, and values is as strong in 

Arthur, Lancelot, Jasper's son, and Tiaberlake as it is in 

Hamlet. 	In them "enterprises of great pitch and meta 

lose the name of action." 	Procrastination is a common feature 
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in the tempuraments of such characters, and in Malory is 

combined with the thwarted revenge theme. 

There is often evident in Robinson's themes a univerfullitr 

akin to that of the Shakespearian soliloquy. 

It will most probably occurred to the paychological inter-

preter that Lermmie is a classic example of Jung's mug. "the 
woman in the man". 	If this is so, he may be expected to enquire 

how such an interprekttion may be reconciled with Wale as a 

super-ego figure. It should be reflected, however, that 

symbolic allusiveness need not exclude contradiction or irreconcila-

bility within its ultimate homology of appositeness and consanguinity. 

The symbol is the artistic means by which divan, qualities 

can be contained within a single image. It is like the 'dame of 

many-coloured glass' and is many-sided. Laramie is such a symbol; 

much of her strength is accordingly derived from the poet's ability 

to clothe her person in a rainment of multiple associations. 

She is a 'warm enigma' in whom are blended consciousness and 

the unconscious, the real and the unreal (there is la baffling 

unreality' in Cavender's house-mind), in such aim/that the laws 

of external logic have been supplanted by the laws of internal 

logic. So facie these latter laws are derived from the unconscious, 

a certain degree of irreconcilability and apparent contradiction 

inevitably pertains to Laramie in her Inewmystericusnessl. 
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Offender's conscious ego thus feels lost when brought into contact 

with her unconscious worlds 

"You have the privilege", 

Be said, with a dry tongue, "of your conceits, 

And of your last obscurities. You have 

A right to blind as with your votaries, 

And to see me groping, as I am now, 

Among them." (p.991) 

Laramie's symbolic demeanour, therefore, represents the 

unconscious power of the alternative; yet she remains true to 

human nature and to feminine psychology, especially in V.' terns 

of the anima. 	These aspects are revealed as "Her proper native 

way of indirection' (p.966) and are implicit in her statement that 

, *women are compounded of surprises, 

And in extremity may surprise themselves 

In what they know" 	(11068) 

She reveals to Offender the reality of the inner essence of womans 

"Sometimes a woman 

Will only smile and ask you to keep warm 

When the wind blows. You do not see her face 

When you are gone, or guess what's in her mind, 

Or covered in her feelings, which are real 

Beyond their reputation.* 	(p.968) 

The poet thus pays tribute to the anima's mystery and 

irrationality in paying tribute to an &Una feminine. As a 

superuego figure with the functions of self-observation and conscience, 
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eklefte., 

Dxramie is dynamically compact. But thatftdoes not tame account for 

the whole of her personality. Essential aspects of the anima 

contribute to the rounding de the symbolic portrait. 

Robinson's characterisation of Cavender appears to accord 

with Jung's statement that "A man's unconscious is feminine and 
52 

is personified by the anima." 	Outwardly and consciously 

Cavender had been the accomplished egoist, the veracious, pecunious, 

vital, powerful, dominant male (see p.p.980-982); but inwardly, 

unconsciously, the male was weak and the anima supported the 

potentially stronger, and better self. As the anima is only 

revealed in projected fans ("the anima—image is almars projected 
53 

upon women" ), Robinson's technique provides the inevitable and 

natural means of its revelatian;i 

Jung observes that "Femininity is 	presumably to be found 

in the dark". Cavander first finds Laramie in the inside dark 

of his house, where she informs him that "Hearts are dark places" 

(p064) and, much later, that she has a plan for him which is "all 

rather dark." (p6994) 	Renee, the anima appears as an intrusion 

in consciousness most suited to Cavenderls predicament, because 

of ghostly, personal and therapeutic qualities. Jung describes 

its intrusion as "an imitation or repetition, of the way in which 

primitive man comes to the conclusion that there are such things as 

witches and ghosts", and WO that this *psychological procedure 

is an attempt to reconstruct an individual character." Cavender 

has an experience similar to that of "Patients" Who "often suffer so 



much from intrusions of the unconscious that it helps them 
54 

considerably." 	Robinson, like Jung, interprets the anima 

as * a magical feminine being" when he describes Laramie 's 

tbeenteas 

Mobile, intangible, inscrutable, 

And with a peril in it, or beneath MI (p.969) 

and refers to the inspirational fecundity of "the eternal feminine" 

uhen he writess 1She had been wine fort Cevender 'And of a power 

that had usurped his wits'. (14977) 

The anima is "a life behind conociousness ... from which 

consciousness arises" ; "psychic life is for the greater part an 
55 

unconscious life that embraces consciousness on all sides". 

Robinson acknowledges this, along with the archetypal quality of 

the anima, when he describes Laramie's; 'pallid facet that, 

'Alive with light and darkness, change and shadow, 

Was one that would be fair when it use haggard'. 	(N966) 

The fact that the anima brings "into our ephemeral consciousness 
56 

=unknown psychic life belonging to a remote past" is consistent 

with laramiets agelessness and her appearance unaffected by the 

*stmatlorwrk of time or of the world'. (;6965) She lives 

*in a world where the pulse of time beats ever so slowly; where 

the birth and death of individuals count little, and where ten 
57 

thousand years ago is yesterday.* 	She sees the "world's easy 

measurement of ruin And its inchi.ruling of the infinite* (p.975), 

and tells Cavender *you are still you, And Adam was your father". (N974) 

She belongs to a past *Longer ago than ageless men remember" (p.939), 

and tells Cavender' who is afraid of "ties", "life", and herself', that 

he has 



"not a notion of how much time there is, 

Nor even if there by any such thing as time, 

Save as you make it by the sun and stars". 	(p099) 

Being an entity from the 'other world' of the unconscious, 

"An element of the supernatural always adheres to the anima" $ 

Cavender conjectures that Daramie my "have come from heaven" (p.992) 

and says "she Could oml iv be God's agent" (p.981)(this conforms 

with her super-ego role), while she herself suggests; "I may 

have come, Perhaps, by WRO celestial dispensation". (p.995) 

Laramie displays a great variety of the motional ambivalence, 

"the &prior&  element in moods, reactions, impulses and whatever 
59 

else is spontaneous in psychic life" which characterises the 

mina. She expresses with rapid change such emotional atates as 

'sorrow', 'scorn', 'triumph', 'wistfulness', IkAndnese, 'warder', 

'merriment', 'indifference', eto4 and Cavender is made to feel 

that 'No permanence'is 'part of her'. (p.911) The anima can 

produce Eve-like images of innocence and evt4 an ambivalence 

especially tormenting to Cavender, and Laramie often seems to changge 

from one to the other. Cavender notices straight away that 

'There was an evil and an innocence 

That was together nameless in her eyes', (p.965) 

but should have realised that, as she is part of him, 'there was no 

evil in her eyes That was not first in his'. (p.910). The 

'emanation of *is doubt' enshrouded her 'With newxylteriesla thus, 

'she was herself one moaent, and another she was the devil'. (p6p69761=6 

Another important characteristic of the anima to Which Jung 
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attaches importance is its possession of "something like secret 

knowledge or hidden ulsdam, in most curious contrast to its 
80 

irrational, elfin nature." 	This aspect is most evident 

throughout rdizendablaggagj it is conveyed in Laramiele incisive 

intelligence, and by Cavenderla continual overestimation of her 

ability to answer 'impossible, questions. She is, of course, 

in the superior moral and psychological position (Robinson mibtly 

eludes to her ability to read Cavenderte thoughts see p095), and, 

knowing so much more than be (p.981), seems to "have Cod's power 

compared with"his. (p.970) She "can see" through Cavender and 

his "memory" "as clearly as through mountain air", but says to him, 

questioningly s "ft look to me For wisdom that is not for man or 

woman?" (p6989) 	Nevertheless, he wears the guise of superior 

intuition and of fate, and verifies the assumption that "The 

questions of life and fate are ... often 	decided by the powers 

of the unconscious." 

'Laramie rose 

Like fate, and stood before him like fate laughing; 

And it was in fate's voice, or in a voice 

That never in life could have been Leramiele, 

That she was speaking now... 	(p.p.1002.3) 

But "behind all the anima's cruel sporting with human fate, there 

lies something like a secret intention which seems to spring from 
62 

a superior knowledge of the laws of life." Possessing an intuition 

of the laws of light and darkness that govern human life, she cameto 

show Cavender the hope of some lights in this way "the meaningfa 
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63 
divides itself from the meaningless" and Cavender, 'alma 

in a darker house than any light Hight enter while he lived!, 

is made to feel that !there was a light! $ 

Mere where his hope had cone with him so tar 

To find an answer, there was light enough 

To make him see that he was there again 

Where nen should find him, and the laws of men, 

Along with older laws and purposes, 

Combine to smite.' 	(p.1007) 

Cavenderes psychological achievement lies in his ability to face 

reality and to experience the catharsis of immolatcrey Justice with 
64 

rational and spiritual integrity. "Thereby a new cosmos arises". 

The "anima has a significant nature" because "there is a 

cosmos in all choas, a secret order in all disorder, unfailing law 

in all contingency", as Jung expresses it; and because of !fate!, 

'necessity' and the old law that hides In whatsoever of design there 

is In time and triumOh!, (p6962), as Robinson expresses it. "It 

takes a manes discriminating onderstanding, which dissolves everything 
65 

into antinomies of judgement, to recognize this." Robinson 

endeavoured to show the psychic-effects and soul -effects of such 

understanding Inman. He dsmonstrated ia,Cavenderls  Wm that the 

peace of its reward may even be bestowed upon the hanicidal outcast. 

The 'prisoner! is released from fa fire of silence!. 

"If a man comes to terms with his anima, its chaos and caprice 

give him occasion to suspect a secret order, to sense a plan, 
66 

meaning, and purpose beyond its existence."' 	laramie helps 

Cavender in this vv. Out of the !chaps! of himself! (p.99711 



"order" emerges through submission to the 'purpose', Me tells 

Cavender 

"There is a plan 

Within me that's awaiting your acquaintance 

And presently will be urging your approval, 

Tots an old.fashicoed plan, older than you 

And all your admirable ancestors 	(p94) 

Having told bin in the first section of the poem of "a faith that 

is a part of fate" (p.972)„ she inferentially encourages him to 

find it, and at the true moment of understanding suggests; 

"there is nothing for you now 

But what your laws and purposes ordain." 	(p,1005) 

If murder is to be regarded, adbolically, as signifying 

self-blindness, egoism, lack of understanding, irrationalime 9 docayed 

morality and false values, the failure of an unreal love, as the 

poet seems to intend; then the soul plight of Cavender has a uhiversal 

significance that should not be undereetimated. 	Csvonderls dilemma 

is, in this light, a dilemma of modern man. 
The general dilemma has been interpreted by Jiang in the following 

manners 

'1.., we do not actually have at our disposal any power 

of cool refleetion, nor does any science of philosophy 

help us, and still less the traditional teachings of 

religion. We are entangled and confused in aimless 

experience and the power of judgement with all its 

categories has iepotent4 gone to the devil. Human 

interpretation fails, for a turbulent life-situation 
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has arisen that cannot be fitted into any traditional 

explanations. It is a moment of collapse. We sink 

into a final depth, to a spiritual death - 

It is a surrender of our own pow:re, not arbitrarily 

willed, but naturally forced upon us; it is no freely 

chosen subjection and humiliation bedecked in moralisms 

but a complete and unmistakable defeat drowned with the 
67 

panic fear of demoralization." 

Robinson faced the dilemma with something akin to, but oft= 

more positive than, optimistic desperation. He rejected materialism, 

abhorred bigottedmoralisms, believed that religion and church had 

become devitalised, and declared that "our so-called civilization" 
66 

was "going" and disintegrating. 

Robinson would have agreed with Jung when this psychologist wrotes 

"The degymbolised world of the Protestant has produced 

first an unhealt4r sentimentality and then a sharpening 

of the moral conflict logically leading, because of its 

unbearableness, to Hietzschels "beyond good =devil". 

In the centres of civilization, this condition dhows 

itself also in the increasing insecurity of marriage... 

Largely because of its pathological results, this 

situation has led to the recent growth of the psychology 
69 

of complexes 	" 

Such concordance of outlook is evident in the lyrics, the Arthurian 

poems and the long poems which have been analysed in the foregoing 

pages. 	Robinson demonstrates the psychological failure of Cavenderls 

and Gabriepe's reactions against the "insecurity amarriage" in 
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their attempts to go beyond good and evil. The "pathological results" 

are aptly demonstrated in Robinson's stories in which the achievement 

of such characters as Hartholow, Cavender and Matthias is to be OM 

in their rejection of an encumberant and "unhea1t4y sentimentalite. 

Robinson's characters are, on the Whole, not unmitigatingly tragic 

because they often accept the premise that life is a tragic phase 

with a not irredeemable Mum Robinson, himself, often used the 

double double-negative to express this faith. The poet, in all 

seriousness and deliberation, this eschews the modern tragedy of the 

modern hero as expounded luau& contemporaneous works as the novels 

of Scott Fitzgerald and Conrad Aiken. 	Scott Fitzgerald is a 

master etcher of the sentimental mode, and Aiken, injUneWlImi, is 

a master analyst of Nietzschean psychology. Jung, in the above 

passage, has indimtly outlined one of the most writtem-about themes 

in modern literature. 

The materialist was often more immoral than the immoralist in 

Robinson's view. 	He envisaged for the materialist "no escape from 

a belief in a fUtility so prolonged and complicated and diabolical 
70 

and preposterous as to be worse than absurd." But he considered 

himself "an insane optimist", and believed in a proose  and a num 

that provided him with a vision of emergence from the hell, of worcU,y 

realities. At any rate, he had no misconceptions about the setting 

in which dilemma:breeds; "There is no sense in saying that this 

world is not a pretty difficult place", he wrote, "but that isn't 

pessimism." And on another occasion he deolareds 
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74 
senselessness" of "the archetype of life itself* -.the anima. 

Laramie 'was alive' and 'fairer to see Than anything else alive' 

(14965), and out of her "significant senselessness* emerges the 

knowledge "that we must learn Of our defects and doubts, however 

they hurt" (p.979). 	The significant senselessness and the 

archetype of meaning are profoundly insinuated in her final wards 

to Cavenders 

"Was ever an insect flying between two flowers 

Told less than we are told of what ware? 

Cavender, there may still be hidden for you 

A, meaning in your house iky you are Imre" 	(p41006) 

It may be pertinent to remark in conclusion that, even if one 

agrees that Cavenderti awe is not a great posm, the verse is the 

work of a consummate and carefhl intellect. In view of the above 

analysis of Robinson's construction of psychological entities, and of 

their effect in inducing logical pattern in the narrative, it would 

seem that much critical refutation of the narrative technique is 

perhaps cursory and decidedly one.sided. For elimmq,1*4 Vardis Fisher 

(in a review of Cavenderle bug entitled "Neuroses in Poetry') 

speaks of "The present vogue of narrative poetry" characterised by 

"assaults upon psychoses, excursions into neuropathic darkness"; 

but fails to indicate how, or why, his psychologisms are relevant to 

an interpretation, or an appreciation, of the poes. Serious 

consideration of the poem seems to indicate the invalid quality of 

maw vague, meaningless and unsubstantiated critical conceptions 



of Laramie and symbolic projection. 	Such meaninesseness, 

for mare, adhere to Kaplan's statements that "The ghost is the 

truth" ; and "The problem of her sin, his cause for doubt, 
77 

essentially symbolises the quest for the meaning of life." 

(One feels that Robinson would have been peeved to learn that the 

meaning of life was as hypothetical as Laramie's en). 	Inter. 

pretation of Robinson's longer poems has suffered too much from 

this kind of generality. 
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exanple of the dream analogy. 

Matthias' dram of Natalie, however, is sufficient to 

illustrate the manner in which the poet could employ the incidental 

dream in the long narrative. Matthias had experienced a number of 

undescribed dreams, in which he had glimpses of Natalie, prior 

to the particularly 'perfidious areas', centering around her, 

which is described... A dream of nightmare intensity, it led him, 

unconsciously, to the room that had been hers and in which he 

awoke from the dream. 	The atmosphere is competently evoked and 

is realised through usual, characteristics of the drean-subconscious, 

notably, unfamiliarity, contradiction, wish-fulfilment, and fear. 

The dream changes from an illusicvlyy 8439=1 of splendour and sexual 

gratification, signified as heaven, to an illusiamv scene of 

despair and impotence, signified as hell. The unreality of them 

topographies is described, respectively, as 'regions he could name 

as Nowhere on earth' (p.1139), and a 'dart and Zoe' region of 

'infernal fires". 441140 Robinson's imagery is a gynchronism 

of the creative and symbolic unconscious. Natalie appears 

fruetuoudly adorned in 'gold". 'There was gold everywhere'. (41139) 

Gold possibli symbolises semenal union, as well as spiritual 

transmutation, in a manifestation of sun or light. The dream 

is a transition from this illusion to an illusion of horrific 

basemen's, and demonic union, in a manifestation afoul darkness 

in which bisarre and fearfOl aspects of dream are represented in 

the image of Natalie — la skeleton strangling hi,.? 
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• grou died*  Matthias; and navy= are in heaven 

Witham, for even and I shall never change. 

My soul and body are yours *  and will be yours, 

And always*  which is now. There is no time 

To make us old, for than is nothing but love *  

Nothing but you undue." He felt her breath 

Warm on his face, and her warm bo4r clinging 

To his until it seemed a part of him; 

And be was trembling for the wonder of it 

When she began, still in his arms *  to shrivel 

And change*  unspeakably and abominably*  

While all about his became dark and foul *  

And only darker while infernal fires 

Lighted what was ones gold. Natalie's reas 

Was now a demon's, and her breath was fire; 

And she was like a Skeleton strangling him. 

wrou are in hell, Matthias", she was saying; 

'Tour God has changed his mind 41.0 1  (p.1140 

Ha awoke 'to find black air', and the dream followed him for 

a time 'like a smell of death'. The dream indicates to Matthias 

the frustration of his life, 'The foodless luxury or a dry truth'. 

But it had a deeper purpose and waning, and encouraged him *  unoom. 

gamely, to renew the search into his inner darkness. It alludes 

to the shallowness of his conceptions of God *  faith, and spiritual 
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values — conceptions that lead logically to an amalamation 

of a false heaven and a nihilistic hell. His falm heaven was 

an extension and perfection of purely mortal desires, conceived 

as a compensatory and justifiable conclusion to dignified pride, 

wealth and power. The poem opens with this faith on the crest 

of his leminencel $ 

'If years had been the children of his wishes 

Matthias would have wished and been inmortal, 

For so he felt; 1 	 (p.1077) 

then outlines the progressive disintegration of this false 

eminence, and concludes with his rebirth amid Inneility and a 

vision of an imperishable faith in the ascendancy. 

The exposure of his old beliefs as contraptions of egoistic 

convenience and vain idealisation, therefore, is the potential 

meaning which the dream had in it for him. 

Robinson often delighted in contrasting and juxtapositioning 

the inner psychological world with the real external world, as he 

did in the Arthurian poses, Elat Usicor,,  andsmagrof the lyrics. 

He also had a predilection for symbolising (or lexpressionising9 

the external world as an expression of human desires and fears, of 

human fate, of human projections ; while, on occasions, he preferred 

to replace the external world, entirely, with impressions of inner 

landscapes. As he generally stressed condition rather than place, 

indirection rather than conoretisation of detail, his peychological 

researches into categories of seMinvestigations conscience, soul, 

instinct, hallucination, and dream, often invvided biz with 
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satisfactory frames of reference. 

Thus*  in the writing of Amaranth he preferred the dream as 

the best means of providing a representative illusion of the 

reality of failure*  thwarted life *  and wrong ambition. The 

'wrong world" is in fact more at home in psychological landscapes 

(subconscious symbols drawn from memory—images of external reality) 

than in a realistic settings because it is 'condition' rather than 

'place'. Its people are not portrayed as people in external 

realitg they have the vividness and escentricity of dream figures 

with metaphorical names but are intended as symbols of real-life 

attitudes*  states of minds  complexities*  emotional peculiarities *  

and so on. 	Amaranth takes Fargo to the 'Tavern of the Vanquished! 

(an archetypal plane psychically fUrnisbed$ 

Tables and chairs 

Of an =spoilable antiquity 

Were dim with centuries of velcomings 

And shadowed with farewells ... 1 (p.1318) ); 

but emphasises*  instead of the individuals he i* likely to meet*  

the psychic qualities and events *  the human aspects and toes*  he 

will sees 

non mill see memories that you have felt*  

And ecstasies that are not memories yet; 

Andyou mill ask of me in vain to tell you 

gIvr the rest sannot see. Some of thee will; 

And some of them*  oaring no more to live 

Without the calm of their concealed misgivings *  

Will dial tftle others who care more for life 
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Without a spur than for re life at all, 

Will somehow 	(p.1318) 

Such is the dreare-like collsotivisation of experience of the 

'dream kingdoel, with which readers of T.S.KUot, Frans Karhia, 

surrealists, and existensialists (Coluabnimm on the sena of 

revealed psychology) are familiar. 

The 'wrong world' is a world of psyehological conditions or 

states, and its people are allegories of these condition 's or 

states. Their solidarity is &mem aolidaritq, viaualised and 

clarified in endurirtg form by the poet's imagination. 	And the 

'wrong world', in which many people the failures, the spiritually 

plighted and psychologically blighted us ,  find themselves, is 

symbolised by the inferior domain of the unconscious (an allegorical 

Valley of the Shadow) unrelieved by the vill, reason and light of 

• consciousness. In this unoonscious, however, there dwells an 

archetype of meaning with a VDU* of truth, symbolised by Robinson 

as Amaranth, which may save a person before it is too late, or at 

least offer a compensating balm of resignation and reconciliation. 

Whereas Keats and Keats attempted a formal preservation of 

past ruins in a motionleas, timeless world of a romantic and 

cultural, collective unconscious, Robinson's Aggintb attempted a 

formal preservation of continuous ruin in the symbolic actions of 

the mainly personal unconscious, as a medium of immediate social 

and personal relevance. 

Robinson's method is different in Thit Ai Mid Lam 
on the other hand, for Fernando Nash undoubted]; lives in the world 

of external reality with its iniquity, poverty and social welfare 
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welfare halls. The dream analogy, however, is employed 

retrospectively to emphasiem the nightmare of such a world, and 

to express the psychology of imagination and the artistic 

temperament in a world of visionary experience which has the 

superimposed spaciousness of •dream. 

The dream analogy in imotulth  provides the poses entire 

structural and referential significance (apart fros the juxtaposition 

of flight' and external reality at the end when Fargo awakes from 

his dream); whereas it has an inverted and partial significance 

aL 3/122 Asa Liao 

Winters describes Asada as et a kind of nightmare.epic of 

failure", and says that "it is the culmination of Robinson's 

lifelong fascination with the near-genius." 78  "At thirty...five" 

Fargo had heeded an inner voice which advised him to abandon art $  

because be would never be any better than a mediocre painter. He 

destroyed all his works, save ohs painting, and laboured contentedly 

at 'pump-building' in the 'right world'. 	Ten years later he had 

a dream in which he saw more clearly than hitherto the nature 

of the 'wrong world'. The poem, apart from a few lines at beginning 

and end, is the dream. 

The action is characteristically dream action it cheats 

reality, changes unexpestedly, and is often pathological, ridiculous, 

comical, distorted, grotesque, obscure, or irrational. 	Fargo its 

transported back to the dream's impaiessicn istic distortion of the 
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There are philosophers who delve and starve 

To say again what others have said better; 

There are van moralists and econaaists 

Who write with screaming blood to save a world 

That will not read them and will not be saved; 

There are lost lawyers who here never pendered.ftiq 

Until too late, the law that was their sentence 

To serve where they were never born to serve; 

Theft are deceived inventors who still grope 

For bridges that were never built for this 

Between their dreams and their disorepaneiee; 

There are spinoweary gardeners who are foiled 

Because their fruits and flowers are not their friends; 

And with all these there are as maw others 

As there are lives that are not to be lived- 

Not here - but should have been, or many of them, 

And well enough, had they been lived elsewhere. 

Oh, this is an old house; and all the streets 

rou round and wandered in, and with no guide, 

Are walled with houses that are polulous 

With tenants who have never found a home." (p.p.1331.32) 

Fargele only "knowledge" as to why he is there is a characteristic 

of dream distortions "a dimness That is not quite remembrance, yet 

remembers." (p0332) 

Dream-narrative is maintained with the words 'Nov there were 

doors'. 	Amaranth and Fargo enter a room where Fink, surrounded by 

his curious companions, hangs from a rafter. 	Robinson melts the 
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divisions between reality and unreality with simple but effeotive 

descriptive touches, such as the followings 

'The dim wall 

Behind him was more like a painted silence 

Than like a wall; and the man hanging there 

Was more a picture than he was amen 

To his examiners.' 	(p.1333) 

The action is imaginatively confined within the absurdity and 

tragi.come4y of the dreampworks Fink addresses his colleagues 

and asks them to leave, whereupon Figg argues the ridiculous 

matter of Pink's peculiar mortality. 

"But how, if you are hanged, 

And you are dead, and you are still alive, 

And are as complimentary as ever," 

Said Lawyer Fig& aware of a new point, 

"Are we to act? If you are dead, so bs it; 

But if you are somehow deceiving us, 

And are not irrecoverably  deceased, 

And Uwe leave you hanging here alive, 

We are accdssories." 	(17;1334) 

"I bad poet, it appears", says Winters, "dies slowly'

Tbe scene reverts to spurious streets and houses and purposeless 

people. Amaranth reminds Fargo of the dangers of repressed living 

and denial of self-truth; "thoughts are fickle sleepers", he says, 

"And hours come round.'" (p.1337) 	Amaranth explains the therapeutic 

necessity of selfAnvestigation and discusses the metaphysics of 

neurotic blindness; he says $ 
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"'There are men so disordered and wrong sighted, 

So blind With self, that freedom, when they have it, 

Is only a new roa46 and not a long one, 

To new imprisonment.' 	(p. p.133738) 

Rouse andgmAgimagery introduce a change of action once mores 

'Now there were stairs 

Again for them to cliab. By the same - light 

That was not light, and in a miller way 

Than valldng, they were in another house. 

It was an old house, older than houses ars, 

Tet somehow not so near as was the first 

To always-coming 	(p.133B) 

This symbolism of sexual and antistic frustration introduces the next 

significant action, which concerns the fate of a writer named 

Elaine Amelia Watchman. The action and scene exmaplVy the 

unreality of the dream world and certain characteristics of the 

dream-work. 	Ambiguity and distortion are evident in Robinson's 

portrait of Watchman, who has la young face not young'. The 

accuracy of imaginative observation and the pnimaWdUog quality of 

the unconscious are indicated by the name of her 'large bier& oat', 

Ampersand, which is derived frog ma and mown/.  Unreality, 

displacement, and condensation combine to produce the composite 

picture of Ampersand, who possesses human intelligence, and 

discourses philosophical4. 	'Frustration' predominates in 

Evensong's love for Watchman, as it does in her 'wishes" for the 

perpetuation of her literary labors. 	She is infirm teouase she 

attaches absolute importance to her innocuous work, whereas he is 





'But he must fix 

His will, with no more waste of memory 

Or thought, on his one izirpose of escape 

From this insidious region of illusions 

That 4 had made of him their prisoner, 

And then had let him go. He had come baok 

For reasons unrevealed, and had been driven, 

Out of times orbit into a lost chaos 

Where time and place were tossed and flung together 

Like an invisible Poem of unseen waves; 

lie had come back to a doom recognized 

As one to fly from, and now he was flying. 

As he rushed on he felt his heart within bim 

Pounding as if with a foreboding Joy 

For Liberty that vas not yet to be his; 

But surely somewhere far ahead of him, 

If he ;armed it and saw not behind bin, 

Nor thought of what there was that followed him, 

Nothing not Amaranth even, he conceived 

Would hold Ida in his frenzy torreturn 	I (p.p.1349-50) 

Ocamon aspects of unconscious processes which Robinson acknowledges 

here are conscious ignorance of regressive fixations, and the 

exclusion of the unconscious from normal lava of time and space. 

Moreover, he employs a figurative terminolog, rof the uhconscious, 

examples of which are 'illusional, 'chaos , . and 'unseen', akiik 

to that of Freud and. 'Amok 
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?argots dream fate is not so much a matter of's:son:scions will, 

and rumbas the perogative of the dream. Thus, he is interrupted in 

his flight by a voice that clearly rises up from the Marisa! psyche; 

he 

'heard an aged voice 

Beside him, as if someone buried there 

Were apeaking to hint. 	(p.1350) 

The voice belongs to one Ipswich, a foiled Inventor, who Is 

caught in his wrongwworld delusion. 	He plans an artificial 

escape.fro* it which, however, culminatea in absolute submission 

to the irrational and the sinking of his suicidal craft in the waters 

of psychotic death. 

Delusion and blindness are eynonymous of neurosis, and 

Amaranth is a mamma of self.awareness whose V0103 encourages 

release en= neurosis. Whereas Fargo "was one of the 	few 

That out of a loud chorus of delusion Sifted and heeded it" (p.1353), 

the inventor repudiated Amaranth's murmuring warnings. Ipswich 

rationalises his negative attitude to selfs 

PIt's as well, 

• 	 Sometimes, that we have reasons in the darkness 

Where they like best to live. We do not know 

So many forces that are moulding us 

That we must have &word vs call anus 

For acre, say, than a few of them." (p.1354) 

He abandons discernment for Dionysian 'mosso, respunsibility for 

pathological excess, and tempts Fargo to do likewise. 
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Ipswich vanishes and the scene changes from the graveyard 

sterility of wasted minds and disordered emotions to a place of 

'ships', 'wharves', and 'black water' where the inventor's crazy 

ship.. 'the home Of sleeping demons' and deleriumi is waiting to 

sail. 	The 'dark flood' of the irrational had 'once invited' 

Fargo, and Ipswich arrives to tempt him ones more. On the primary 

level, the inventor seems to represent escapism through spurious 

sensual gratification; consequently, it may be significant that 

Fargo, in his onanistic flight through the graves, should, meet 

with temptation in the for., of the old man whose first words were 

"Come with me." Again, at the wharves, Uswichls invitation 

seems to conceal dark motives, and might possibly be interpreted as 

a perverted parallel of the siren temptation to the Ulyssesian 

wanderer. 

Escape is to be achieved via a diabolical drink for which 

Ipewichmakes the usual devil's claims 

"Since I made this drink, 

We are the souls of our misguided selves, 

And our lives are no longer our disasters. 

We are immortal now, and we are going 

Where life will cease to be the long mistake 

That we have made of it." 	(p.1356) 

He offers a goblet of the !perfidious draughts, with its 'infernal 

fragrance' and erogenous bliss, and Fargo.finds,Nith an incredulous 

reluctance, That he was worse than tempted 

There was a diabolical boquet 

Enveloping and intoxicating him, 



I 
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'On a floor 

More famous than the man who never swept it, 

There was an easel with a picture on it, 

And a few sorry chairs.' 	(10361) 

Atlas, drinking considerably, defends his artistic principles 

and abilitiels against the attacks of the other main characters 

who are intent on exposing the banality and insincerity of his 

modernist conceptions. Amaranth has little to ow at first 

but eventuallyeommands the attention of all. It is insinuated that 

Atlas does no more than express his insatiable neurosis, and 

that painting, especially mediocre volt like hie, is for this 

painter a destructive venture that, if persisted in, leads 

inevitably to psychosis. Amaranth ow to Atlas: 

wishofor your sake, Atlas, 

That your vociferous demon had his being 

Only in what you drink.“ 	(p.1367) 

As there is no adequate bridge between his vision and his disorep-

amiss, Atlas demon is purely pathological. It has provoked in 

him sufficient fear•freney to look in Amaranth's eyes and to find out 

the truth about himself. He subsequently behave, hysterically and 
• 

slashes his pictures to shreds. 	He is impervious to Amaranth's 

constructive suggestion of a new life 

Nagy awoke to learn that they are born 

Out of a dream. There may be a new region 

Waiting for you outside, and far from here, 

Where I shall have no power to trouble you.") (p.1369) 



cf
 

a 
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1  "It comes all to the heart, and to the treasure. 

Which is adjacent, or anomalous,* 

Said Evensong.' 	(p.1374) 

They discuss Atlas, who constitutes a warning; then. Ampersand 

appears to eee Fargels picture of Evensong, concerning which he 

expresses disapproval. ! 

Ampersand catches a fly and eats it. 	His discourse 

upon this action raises the basic psychological issue in the dream o -r 

the conflict between the irrational mind and the higher instincts. 

Fargols dream (as we have seen) confronts him with three possible 

ways of accepting thi rule of darknesss firstly, the neurosis 

of wrong life resulting from a reversion to his old condition; 

secondly, the neuroMis of living death resulting from submission to 

the grave diggers' instinctual hell; thirdly, the naurosis of 

delusion resulting from acceptance of /pswidhls escapism in the 

Dionleian excess of a "wrong promise'. The first and third of 

these signify his eonfusion in the present scene, while the second 

figures in the following episode. Once Fargo conquers each of 

these attitudes (with the help of Amaranth and, to a lesser extent, 

of Evensong and Ampersand) the dream has served its purpose. The 

first is repudiated in the others' assessment of his painting, as 

yell as in his own dissatisfaction; while Evensong contradicts 

his threat to "go prowling down again To these dim wharves" (p.1375), 

and he himself is forced to adknowledge that hie 'Ash that Ipswich 

had prevailed" is faille. 

The last scene is fundamentally an argument concerning what 

Ampersand tams "a problematical free will" (p.1377). 
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Fargols ultimate survival depends upon his capaci .W to heed 

the inspiration of his higher ,  nature. The latter in human beings 

is contraetedwith animal nature by Ampereandywho tells Fargos 

"you have certainly 

An instinct that appears more flexible 

AM less confined and less inexorable 

Than ours." 	(p.1378) 

The dream conOludes with this "instinct* victorious, and the poet 

inserts into the last scene actions which represent the trans. 
w %PA. 

cendance of terror and speeches whickpobinsonle passionate pity. 

Fiats elegaio speech concerning the fate of Pink and Atlas 

expresses sentiments that have wrung down the curtain on many a 

contemporary drama, end represents an attitude that has found many 

adherents. Figg declares, 

III have no reproves. 

Or verdict, or vain censure for this man s  

And none for Pink. 	I have not lived their lives. 

I have not shared their pangs or felt their terrors 

On their awakening here in the wrong world 

That unassoyed ambition said was right. 

Ify only contribution at this hour 

Is my suspicion that a mortal haste 

Like theirs may not have hurried them on so far 

As they foresaw. / do not see them here, 

And cannot follow them to tell you more, 

I an not mystioal. But there's a Jarring 

Somewhere in this forme, and for the most 

Of mankind, I believe 9.. " , 	(p.p.1384,-85) 



The dream ends as Amaranth and Evensong fade Iles the deem. 

FargoIs awakening is characterised by the *light ,  of realisation. 
Amaranth, in the All* of dream censor, had given him safe conduct 

through regions dark with psychic 

o0o 
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Chapter 4 

THE COSMIC CHILD 

ganta&nrogg has been described accurately enough as a long 

"character sketch with more or less philosophical commentaries 

along the way": Story and narrative action are relative4 

unimportant. Barnard maintains that Captain Craig *neither 

ante nor tells a story; he simply reveals, both directly and 

inferentially, in t4cing to his tolerant young friends, the 

hardwon faith that illuminates the seemingly sordid close, and 

justifies the seemingly fruitless adventures of his life." 2  

More pertinent, however, is Amy Lowell's assessment of the 

Cant4in  Quila volume: She claims: "Already, there is a surer 

touch and a deeper probing psychology." 3  

The poem is divided into three parts, each of which contains 

formal divisions and paragraphaike stanzas, while everything that 

happens is presented and reported by the poet in the guise of 

narrator. 	Part I begins with an introductory sketch of Captain 

Craig, described by banters as "a learned and perverse old failure 

who is near death."4  The account of the Captain's rescue by the 

narrator and his friends is followed by the first scene, which 

includes Captain Craig's statements concerning life and society 

and his parable about the soldier and the starveling child. The 

first part ends with the narrator's private reflections and his 

train journey out of Tilbury Town. Part II consists of three 

letters from Captain Craig totha narrator and brief comments 

from the latter. The first letter contains the story of the 
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man who lived tn ahell‘and the woman who lived in 'paradieel 

the second is taken up mainly with a sketch of Count Pretzel; and 

the third contains the Captain's Christ.dream and Itilligrov's 

poem. Part II/ begins with the return of the narrator, and is 

taken up largely with the old man's testament and second dream. 

The poem ends with the death and Amoral of Captain Craig. 

This, very briefly, is the structural basis of the poem. 

a) 

The opening paragraph or paotain  wig describes the 

main charaoter as be was when the narrator first encountered hies 

an old, 'petal...clad" beggar weak from starvation. The description 

of Captain Craig uruneuvassfUlly laying 'nerveless fingers on a 

prudent sleeve: and later retiring from the streets toetbe scant 

refuge of his bed' (p.113) is prosaid in its realism. His 

plight and, incidentally, the author's intention are revealed in 

a simple statement whereby the outward condition of the mah is 

matched by his inner feeling 

'He was cold, 

And old, and hungry; but the worst of it 

Was a forlorn familiar consciousness 

That be had failed again.' (p.p.113.14) 

Robinson's intention to reveal the Captain's 'consciousness' in 

its various manifestations, including the philosophical, is one 

aspect of the character study/which he intended to be about a 

failure  . in the Robinsonian sense. Captain Craig had failed 

in the eyes of the world because his achievements and acquisitions 

were not material, his morality not bourgeois, and be was therefore 
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considered undeserving of social respect. But he possesses 

redeeming qualities which exalt him above the society that 

condemns him. The author's main difficulty lay, not in 

divining these qualities, but in preventing the man's opinions 

and perorations from obscuring the man. 

Although the poet's success in this regard is dubious 

his artistid integrity is preserved. Certainly', he intended 

that his character ought to be fully rounded and alive from inside, 

not merely a mouthpiece or Emersonian formulas. Also, he 

endeavoured to reveal more than Captain Craig's coma= thoughts. 

Apart from the 'larger humor" or the situation, he was absorbed 

in the Captain as a psychological study ; like the narrator, he 

observed 'the fascination of the thing'. (p.115) These elements 

evolve against a, background of healthy humanism that pervades poet 

and poem, narrator and narrative. 

This roundness or approach, then, is revealed in Robinson's 

psychological realism and humanism, while delicate nuances are 

contained in the narrator's observations. The narrator and 

his friends realise the ambiguous worth of the Captain and 

gradually become aware of some of his finer features, suet) as 

his intellect, wisdom, patience, and courage. Emphasis in 

placed on his philosophical bearing and aura.sareaunding wisdom 

of the twee $ he 'sat with an ancient 6amsl. 	Ho readily 

assumes archetypal outlines here and, indeed, in many later 

instances; however these pertain to his philosophical role • 

that of a sage who derives courage from Sun and Love, strength 

from idealism • rather than to his intrinsic personality. 
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However, Captain Craig is an incomplete genius (to borrow 

Winter's phrase), for it would be an exaggeration to interpret 

his as a modern Socrates, even though there is encouragement 

to do so. The Captain admits the difficulties, acknowledges 

that his attempt to be a detached observer does not escape 

personal needs and human frailty, and wistfully met 

"If I were Socrates, it would be simple." 5  (p. 13r) 

To idmalise the man would be to deprive the Captain of his 

insight and the author of his limited aohievement the partly 

successful creation inverse form of a character drawn from real 

life, and comparable with a similar attempt in fiction. Thus 

Robinson loses little opportunity in referring to the irony and 

pathos of the Captain's predicament, which is the predicament of 

modern man, and raises the fundamental question s will knowledge 

and understanding come too late, if at all? For, as is the 

case in hi a realistic studies of failure, he in oontAnwally haunted 

by the.romantio nostalgia of 'what might have been'. The pathos 

of Captain Craig's situation is intensified by a reference to 

his past and its potential brilliance. 'Es wareinmal sin anig"  

mo "if it pleased him.6 

• And he was rights there wer no men to blames 

There was just a false note in the Tilbury tune". (14114) 

Empathy is encouraged because the situation is viewed coolAy and 

objectively. 

Mere was no mystery, no tragedy.' 

But again, this statement ;coves to be another example of 

Robinsonian incongruity.' 
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During the earliest meeting between the narrator and Captain 

Craig (the first main scene), the latter "eulogized His opportunity" 

to present basic arguments relevant to his outlook on life; and 

these, together with the narrator's description, qbestions, and 

later reflections establish firm, characteristic aa?ines of both 

persons. They are given ample opportunity to express themselves 

in the first person, thus establishing at the outset the intro-

spective quality of the poem. Over-obtrusive rhetoric represent!' 

a stylistic fault but does not iinimise the analytical habit of 

the Captain and his new-found friend. The narrator records 

his confusion on the evening after their first discussion' 

'And with half mad minuteness [I] analysed 

The Captain's attitude and then my awn, 

I felt at length as obe who throve himself 

Down restless on a couch when clouds are dark, 

And shuts his eyes 	1 	(p.122) 

The product of intelligence, this habit enables them to reveal 

themselves more fully, without preventing the reader from viewing 

them differently or from seeing where their psychic experiences 

may be leading. 	For what Robinson reveals to the reader is 

an expositio0 of a philosophy accompanied by a revelation of 

successively deeper levels of psychological experience. The 

technique of self-revelation amounts to an exceedingly detailed 

documentation in adherence to psychological principles. For 

instance, an unconscious drama =stirs throughout the poem in 

the relationship of Captain and narrator. 	The latter is the 



means by which the former clarifies much of his thinking ; 

accordingly, the narrator's appreciation of Captain Craig encourages 

his emergence from confusion into the light of partial understanding. 

They are not entirely unaware of this, although the issue is 

clouded by mental, physical, and spiritual disparities. The 

Captain's quest is in the nature of advancement through a return 

to a previous state of innocence; with the road of life ever 

ahead, the narrator represents the possibility of greater know.. 

ledge. The narrator becomes consciously aware of the mutual 

intimacy of tbe relationship when he realises 

'Some prowling superfluity of child 

In me had found the child in Captain Craig 

And let the sunlight reach him.' (p.122) 

This is a psychic process, partly uncsonsoiaus, and leads to an 

accumulation of narrow tension. Hence the narrator feels 

freedom and relief on leaving Captain Craig and Tilbury Town, 

although he caenot define his feelings s 

s/ felt a confortabld sudden change 

All over and inside. Partly it seemed 

As if the strings of me had all at once 

Gone down a tone or two 

But free from what 

was more than I could say 

I was eased of some restraint, / thought 

And I should have to search the matter down; 

For I was young, and I was very keen'. (p.p.1234) 
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His belief that he was no longer 'possessed with Captain Craig' 

is admission of the influence which that personality exerted, 

as well as his owh awareness of the lingering effects of the 

influence. The unconscious conflict, however, is overshadowed 

by the attention focused upon Captain Craig and is weakened by 

the intermediary attitude of resignation which often pervades 

the minds of philosopher and narrator. 	The dramatic quality 

of the conflict is almost purely intellectual, arising from the 

mutual attempt of the protagonists to explore the unconscious 

and subterranean depths of man and nature. 	They have Ilan 

inward eye for the dim fact Of what this dark world is." (p.127) 

Thus from life dwindling to death, from a recognition of haman 

Enigma to an approximation of Truth, the intensity of the dream 

is stimulated by the body's decay. Though wisdom be intangible, 

remote, annihilation at hand $ the soul is a consenting victim. 

The first main scene, then, provides an introduction to the 

significant ideas later expounded more rally, and succeeds logically 

the opening lines which introduced Captain Craig, the chief 

interpreter of these ideas. Although his long discursive commentary 

dominates this scene, it does not do so to the exclusion of the 

human elements in the situation. 	Rarely does Robinson entirely 

discard an opportunity to delineate character, analyse personality, 

or indicate, and perhaps elucidate, the obscurities of human 

relationships. The narrator, therefore, is differentiated from 

his friends, thus indicating the priority of his relationship with 
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the central character as well as establishing the Captain's 

separate identitye—his uncommon kinship with the past. Ho says, 

in terms which typify Robinsonian incongruity, 

'My friends got out, 

Like brokers out of Arcady.' (p4115) 

And the Captain's first words addressed solely to the narrator 

are significant for the personal qualities they reveal. He Wes 

"Your friends have had enough of it; but you, 

For a motive hardly vindicated yet 

By pradence or by conscience, have remained; 

And that is very good, for I have things 

To tell you; things that are not words alone 

Which are the ghosts of things but something firmer." (p.115 

Robinson revealed here the Captain's analytical shrewdness; his 

habit of precise, payehological appraisal; and his apprehension of 

an inner reality underlying the outward appearance of things. 

This last quality (as we see later) pertains to his belief in 

ultimate reality, ard to his psychology which admite the hidden 

complexity of the psychic organism, and yet assumes the potential 

greatness of the human mind. 

Another example of incidental characterisation in this scene 

one which is developed more fully later in the poem. is worth noting. 

In introducing a parable about a soldier and a child, the Captain 

refers to the soldier's funeral and wet 

"Sud friends went after, and they brought him home 

And had a brass band at his funeral, 

As you should have at mine; and after that 

A few remembered him". (N116) 
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The Captain's commenttrythen continues for eighty-five lines, 

followed by seven lines describing his sombre.humorous patronage, 

his far•away look, his beneficence and shrewd gaze; and then this 

question by the narratorg "Rat the brass band?" (p.119)? 

The Captain's role as philosopher is emphasised, not without a little 

pathos, by identification with Socrates (la calm Socratic patronage' 

(p.119) 	Mich is suggested, yet nothing iestated directly, for 

though the eyes reveal a complexity of unspoken feeling, the Captain's 

answer to the question seems obscure to the narrator, who desoribee 

it as a 'little inward noise, Midway between a chuckle and a laugh.' 

Along with a suggestion of the Captain's hidden reserve of wisdom, 

then, subtle acknowledgment is paid to his sense of humour and 

attitude towards death. 	In his last letter to the narrator, 

he humorously reminds his young friend that he is 

"A candidate for mattoOko and trombones 

(The brass.band will be indispensable)." (p.144) 

The symbolic possibilities were not exhausted here, however, for 

towards the end of the poem Captain Craig imagines his funeral as 

he desires it to be. Be describes the surprise of bystanders at the 

"incompatible dirge" of the brass band, and the earlier question is 

reiterated as he imagines a bystander asking 

" 'But the brass band? What has he done to be 

Blown through like this with comets and tromboag9; ? 

The symbol has become clower, another reference has been made to 

Socrates, whom Captain Craig describes as a "humorist" and the 

identification is completed when he describes himself likewise. 

Again, at the end of the poem, the symbolic undertones serve their 
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We have seen that the above manner of characterisation 

exemplifies three particular virtues ; it indicates the effectiveness 

of indirection, contributes to the formal harmony of the poem, 

and recreates the whole rather than splintered parts by achieving 

a cohesion of personality and attitude. Characterisation, 

however, is only one important stylistic attribute anticipated 

in the first scene. 

Captain Craig's function as an intellectual medium through 

which past and present are harmoniously cryetalismd has already 

been alluded to, but it is in the cultural and psychological sense, 

rather than the historical sense, that this IA tame. The 

regression theme will be dealt with further on in relation to the 

martyr-complex, the philosophy of innocence, and the introspective 

psychology; brief mention of the 'cultural' theme will suffice at 

present. The first obvious and relevant observation, of course, 

is that Captain Craig was a classical scholar and, apparently, 

a student of comparative religion. He admits his indebtedness 

to the past, being conscious that many of his ideas are derivative. 

He also suggests that such references as those he makes to Ancient 

literature, Eastern mysticism, and Christianity collectively offer 

revelations of value to man. This is established in the first 

scene when, at the beginning, Captain Craig jests that he is 

"the hymn the Bralgin Bingen (p.114), while the narrator describes 

the Captain's utterances as nifirvana.talkn (p.116). Captain 

Craig quotes Sophocles (his approval of Sophoolean humaniin is 

apparent in numerous later instances) 7in order to give authoritative 



respect to the parable about the soldier and the starveling 

child; audit serves as an epigramaatic.photograOh of the Captain's 

idealistic attitude to mans 

"I wonder if you find 

Occasional great comfort pondering 

What power a man has in him to put forth? 

10f all the marvellous things that are, 

Nothing is there more marvellous than man', 

Said Sophooles." (p.117) 

The cultural and spiritual inheritance of modern man has its 

derivation in a colleotive unconscious of wisdom,- the result of 

archetypal experience repeated throughout history and symbolised 

by the recurrent revolutions of the earth around the sun. In 

the Captain's words s 

"There shines 

The sun, Behold it; We go round and round, 

And wisdom comes to us with every vhirl 

We count throughout the curcuit." (p.116) 

Sun and darkness symbolism is developed at great length as the 

poem progresses, and the above reference seems to introduce the 

mystical philosophy in preparation for later exposition. Classical 

references, which are to be found in abundance throughout, 

generally emanate from Captain Craig, although they sometimes 

indicate an immature striving for literary effect on the part of 

the author. Their purpose varies. Occasionally they enhance 

the characterisation, of Captain Craig or Count Pretzel s  for 

examples  indicating the plastic s  profound and platitudinous 
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qualities of the Captain's udxml io  or the pathetic attempts of 

the mendicant Pretzel at 'cerebral athletics". At other times, 

classical allusion purports to clarity philosophical speculation • 

for example the Fatesthst move and yet remain or to enhance the 

spirit of comedy while contributing to its underlying idealism. 

An example of the latter is to be found in Captain Craig's last 

letter to the narrator, and comes after the account of his dream. 

The Eumenides, as he conceives them, maybe likened to highly 

potent psychic forces which are to invigorate the collective 

mind, the unconscious cultural storehouse, of modern America; 

and they chant Robinson's New World Symphony run riot in a 

rhetorical burst of Whitmanesque enthusiasm. Hem is the passage: 

"Now I mall that as curious a dream 

As ever Meleager's mother had, • 

AEneus, Alcibiades, or Jacob. 

not except the scientist who dreamed 

That he was Adam and that he was Eve 

At the same time; or yet that other man 

Who dreamed that he was ABschylus•  reborn 

To clutch, combine, compensate, and adjust 

The plunging and unfathomable chorus 

Wherein we catch, like a bacchanals through thunder, 

The chanting of the new Eumenides, 

Implacable, renascent, farcical, 

Triumphant, and American. He did it, 

But did it in a dream." 	(p.9.1424) 

A last example (also comic and ironical) of the Captain's 
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the essence, is summed up in his desire to be himself, 

"Primevally alive". (p4126) 	The narrator, too, shares something 

of this sense of timeless, reversal, and historical recurrence. 

On the train, be experiences a Robinsonianvision of the American 

past and .0 A gleam of long.forgotten strenuous years Can back'. 0024 

A great many of Robinson's poems bear witness to the modern 

intellectualist attempt to achieve mastery over Time, to absorb 

it psychologically, to unify past and present within the psychics 

cosmos of man. Poetically, his Most convincing statement of this 

is to be found in the following passage from "Isaac and Archibald% 

in which the synthesis is realised in the dreaming min% of childhoods 

II know I lay and looked for a long time 

Down through the orchard and across the road, 

Across the river and the esin-scorched hills 

That ceased in a blue forest, where the world 

Ceased with it.' Now and then wr fancy caught 

A flying glimpse of a good life beyond — 

Something of ships and sunlight, streets and singing, 

Troy falling, and the ages coming back, 

And ages coming forward o Archibald 

And Isaac were good fellows in old oPthes, 

And Agmmmnronwas a fried of mine; 

Ulysses coming home again to shoot 

With bows and feathered arrows made another, 

And all was as it should be. I was young. ,  (p4178) 

And, on the other hand, his most brilliant acknowledgment of 

Time's supremacy (though this is not necessarilyRobinsonls belief) 
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is attributed to Shakespeare in *Ben Jona= Entertains AM= 

From Stratford*: 

"It's all a world where bugs and emperors 

Go singularly back to the same dust*  

Each in his time ; and the old*  ordered stars 

That sang together*  Ben*  will sing the same 

Old stave tomorrow." (p29) 

(iv) 

It appears that one of Robinson's intentions inagjaign 

MAA; was to demonstrate both sides of the unresolved argument 

concerning reality and idealism*  determinism and free well *  

indicating his preferenae for the latter. This intention is 

already apparent in the first scene; and*  although he clearly 

demonstrates his own belief as to haw the argument aught to be 

resolved6 his presentation, of it reveals his fidelity to reality. 

By examining his approach to this argument*  one becomes aware of 

the poem's modernity and realism and the author's conceptualisation 

of certain psychological principles which are of a somewhat 

deterministic nature. 

Captain Craig relates the parable of the soldier and the 

starveling child to demonstrate the hypothesis that hisman beings 

possess power to change the course of human life for goodi 

Againstfate*  misfortune *  determinism.. external agents and 

utilitarianism and ee/fiehnees *  he indicates a humanitarian creed 

of charity and kindness. 

The environment into which the child was born is a condition 

of determinism ; he was 
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"A ragged -vested little incubus, 

Born to be cuffed and !righted out of all 

Capacity for childhood's happiness .. 

Who started out one day, quite suddenlh 

To drown himself." (p.117) 

But the soldier "came along" and 

"looked at him 

With such an unexpected friendliness, 

And talked with him in such a common wen 

That life groyne:venous]; different 

And water that had called him once to death 

Now seemed a flowing glory." (p.117) 

Moreover, an earlier statement of Captain Oraigls is partly a 

refutation of determinism, suggesting that it doesn't involve the 

admission of anything very significant. 

"we soy say 

The child is born, the bay beoomes a man, 

The man does this and that, and the MA goes, - 

But having said it we have not said much, 

Not very =eh.° (p.116) 

The case, however, is not as simple as this would indicates 

'hell is more than half of paradise". Thus, there is the 

ambiguous and ironical reference to social responsibility, at the 

beginning of the poem. The narrator, indicating the Captain's 

plight, saws deterministically that 
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'there vereno men to blames 

There was just a false note in the Tilbury tuns' (p.114) 

Six lines later, however, the implication is that men were to 

blame, for 

'Mgr found it more melodious to shimit 

Right on, with unmolested adoration, 

To keep the tune as it had always been, 

To trust in God, and let the Captain starve. (p.114) 

The narrator and his friends, at least, were not paralysed by 

Tilbury complacency. 

Robinson, of course, could not be expoted.to be firm4 

deoidsd on the powers of human intervention in the affairs of 

others* 9 he presents cases where human beings are .teither 

powerless or capable of changing human situations, ord freeing 

themselves of neurotic obsessions. That he ranged to to 

dogmatic compaemente the truth of his presentation of human 

nature and of his awareness of the vast range of situations 

and personal relationship. 	Captain Craig illustrates the 

emphasis Robinson placed on the therapeutic importance of a person 

offering understanding and wympatkr. 

Captain Craig contends that it is oCi. the Child in man — the 

spirit of fundamental innocence receptive of sunshine and 

laughter that redeems him. 	And he continues by saying that 

men are 
"brutes without him, brutes to tear the soars 

Of one another's wounds and weep in them." (e.125) 

The brute in man "loves us not" and is the agent of "anguish and 
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fiesbawretchednessa. it resides in an inner dungeon and is the 

master of the primitive instincts, thope (wade instruments of 

sensual gratification which, if not satisfied, resort to 

destruction. Robinson's concept of the brute is, after all, 

similar to the Freudian concept of the Id. The brute, like the Id, 

inhabits the dark world of the unconscious; hence darkness in 

the poem is a complex symbol, not only of deaths  spiritual 

blindness, destitution, despair, social evil etc. but also of 

the Unconscious. 	Robinson implies that the more a person 

succuubs to blind impalas, illusion, prejudice, and other 

manifestations of irrationality (that is, the deeper he is 

embedded in his oun personal dademess), the less there is of the 

child within him and, correspondingly, the further he is removed 

from the Light .and the Sun. This is fairly orthodox psychology 

(as we reoognise now), and is deterministic according_ to the 

degree of power attributed to the unconsicous mind. Hence it 

is possible to follow the psychological implications which are 

subtly propounded, especially in the last partof the poem. 

Towards the end, Captain Craig declares that the "clouded 

million" who &all in darkness are not 

"quite as foreign or far down 

As you may think to see thei. What you take 

To be the crudest mean thing that crawls 

On earth is nearer to you than you know.* (p.158) 

Robinson frequently uses reptilian imagery to stress the primitive 

side of lifs and to ayabolise unconscious forces, while such 
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imagery is serviceable because of its high degree of associative 

reaction-. relmeval fear, subterranean darkness, likvirrinthine 

horror etc. 	The above example of "the crudest mean thing that 

moils" is explicit enough, but the crocodile symbol in the 
most 

Captain's dream, the "singular" he had ever experienced, is Ruch 

more connotative. The Captain repeats a psychological truismin 

the above context when he declares that the *mean thing" belongs 

oppressively to human nature, and that is must be recognised and 

assimilated preparatory to its effective displacement. For 

he advised that 

nou cannot hide yourselves 

In any multitude or solitude, 

Or mask yourselves ..." 

without being "found outs. (p.15849). It is necessary, 

therefore for one to comprehend the nature of one's inner being, 

to possess "ah inward eye for the dim fact Of what this dark 

world is" (p.127), before the brute is supplanted by the child 

and peaceful self—possession achieved. 

Previously, in Pert II, Captais Craig explained the 

importance of this in his discusAion of the parable of the 

antithetical couple. After relating their story, he declares 

that they represented "The child in absence" or at least "In 

ominous defect." (p.13)) The man and the woman both failed 

originally, because they had not 

"set themselves 

To analyse themeelves and not each other.* (p.130) 
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As hard as truth; but once we seem to know 

That his compound obsequiousness prevails 

Unferreted within us, we may find 

That sympathy 

[will be the means by which] 

A man may read 

Proportionate attest of ignorance, 

Hypocrisy, good-heartedness, conceit, 

Indifference, . by which a man may learn 

That even courage may not make him glad 

For laughter when that laughter is itself 

The tribute of recriminating groans." (pp.131.2) 

This passage is proof of the psychological basis of Captain 

Otaigts philosophy and of Robinson's appreciation of the Unconscious 

and its mechanisms. 	The Captain employs the rationalistic 

argument that the first step towards viritual wellbeing is 

psychological well-being. Once the latter is established4 

the instruments of the higher life are at one's disposal ; they 

are; wisdom, courage, knowledge, generosity v candor, and faith. 

in reason. The child "is the saviour of the ages". (p.132) 

The Captain regards "the soulr. of reason" as the !great achiever", 

and the importance he attaches to it is comparable to the importance 

attached to it by a contemporary suoh as Thomas Mann. This 

is most evident in the latter!s appreciation of Freud. 	Hs 

claimed that Freud's importance was largely a consequence of 

his contribution towards the advancement of humanity. Far from 

promulgating a doctrine of pessimistic resignation, Mann claimed, 
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Freud contributed to the enthronement of 'the soul of reason' by 

approaching the irrational rationally, and by making possible 

greater rational control in the affairs of lift. Though 

restricted to a far narrower concept of reality, this approach 

is advocated by the mystical Craig, whose spiritual psycho-

therapy creates 

sThe first revealing flash that wakened us 

When wisdom like a shaft of dungeonmlight 

Came vearehing down to find us." (p.132) 

In gaotain  Linga the dark powers of the mind are allied with 

the shadowy metamorphosis of death. Three kinds of darkness, 

or unconsciousness, may be distinguished s the darknesees of 

the soul, of death, of the living death. Needless to say, then, 

.there are occasional cassia parallels with the human situation 

evident in the central philosophy of the poem; and the groping 

mind of men may be interpreted as a microcosmic representation 

of an eternal struggle. On the other hand, •adh of the three 

conditions are observed in accordance with the principle of 

reality; and mush of the realism in the posm relates to the 

characterisation and analysis of mental phenomena, the rhythmic 

undertones of deaths  and the Zolamplike descriptions of the hell 

on earth. 

The characterisation of Von Pretzel the Obscene is an 

example of the first condition. Captain Craig describes him 

as a 
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"friendless, fat, fantastic nondescript 

Who knew the ways of laughter on low roads, 

A vagabond, a drunkard, and a sponge, 

But always a free creature with a soul." (pp.134-5) 

The man is inherently contradictory and therefore complex. 

The above description, and others, suggest the ironic implications 

of this, as well as the psychic depths or the man and the degeneracy 

and primitiveness or these depths. A sceptic, he had some 

talent for poetry, criticism, and music; but .hi talents were 

incomplete and his personality distorted by a neurotioism that 

contributed to this incompleteness. There are associative 

suggestions of Pretzelle maladjustment, as in the evocation 

of the line 

"He made a reeking fetich of all fWith" (p.136) 

Be wad Capable, however, of sincerity and dedication, and even 

insight, as in the following statement intercolteNla by realistic 

descriptions 

I "The more we measure what is ours to use," 

He said then, wiping his froth-plastered mouth 

With the inside of his hand, "the less we groan 

Poi' what the gods refuse." 1  (p.136) 

Von Pretzel regards himself as a kind of martr who has sacrificed 

'wisdom'.  and 'personality' for the 'preservation' of others. 

Be excuses his "begging' on the grounds of his Igiving'. He 

sublimates his hideous peychologioal abnormalities in the belief 

that he is a genius. 	Although be admit?! that he may be a 

victim of loircuastancel he doesn't realise bow much this is duo to 
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as such the author sometimes describes it. Captain Craig 

confessed to having experienced this kind of unconsciousness. 

“I have lived, And / have died, and I have lived again", he 

said.11 But it is not a psychological condition peculiar to 

the individual: suffering draws together the separate cord 

and unites tham like strings in a net. That net is a kind of 

group mind and it is wows Destiny. Although this condition 

may culminate in existential hopelessness, it is a social 

reality. Captain Craig, quite early in the poem, is the 

mouthpiece of one of the poet's most naturalistic appraisals 

of lifts 

mI have cursed 

The sunlight and the breezes and the leaves 

To think of men on stretchers or on beds, 

Or on foul floors, things without, shapes or names, 

Made human with paralysis and rags; 

Or some poor devil on a bottle—field, 

Deft undiscovered and without the strength 

To drag e. maggot frmn his elated mouth; 

Or women working where a man %maid fall — 

Flat—breasted miracles of cheerfulness 

We neuter by the work that no man counts 

Until it unite undone children thrown out 

To teed their veins and souls on offal.../es 

I have had haleamind to blow Try brains out 

Sometimes; and I have gone from door to doors  

Ragged myself, trying to do something .. 
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Omen I hope ...But what has this to do 

With Swing? Because one half of humankind 

Lives here in hell, shall not the other half 

Do any more than just for conscisecal sake 

Be miserable? /s this the way for us 

To lead these creatures up to find the light, • 

Or to be drawn down surely to the dark 

Again? s (pp.126-7) 

Farewell romance* 	This passage not only bears witness to the 

poem's modernity of content in 1902, but also suggests comparison 

with the naturalistic novel. a comparison that indicates its 

weakness as poetry. 	The above lines lack the precision, 

technical ingenuity, emotive appeal and metaphorical range of 

Owenosifar poetry, for =MAO, or Eliot's poems of 'death's 

dream. kingdom'. 

(vi) 

Edwin Arlington Robinson's poems often ddmonatrate the 

thesis that human beings are their awn smarties, bang victims of 

temperament, environment, heredity, etc. 	Thus, Inman behaviour 

is predetermined in many ways by psychological conditions, 

not least among which are those initiated by the all•powerful 

unconscious mind. 	Alternatively, he demonstrated the contrary 

thesis that hen.beings are capable of overcoming their short-

comings and inhibitions by extreme exertion of will pawer, and 

by consciously controlling their passions, fears, and more primitive 

instincts. The theme that shapacter  j2 Lea*  then, is suggested 
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by these two extremes. Robinson's presentations of the 

these often implies that he believed the truth sight be found 

somewhere between these extremes. We have seen in the previous 

pages that the poet demonstrated aspects of this theme, and that 

Captain Crates philosophy of mature elf-realisation was based 

on a recognition of the powerful influence exerted by the *devil* 

of the unconscious:. Captain Craig's second parable illustrated 

the subtle reign of such a psychic force and the consequent 

mental and spirituel deformity of surrender to nihilism or 

blind optimism these reactions, he emphasised, were only 

two in thousands. 

*There are fifteen thousand ways to be ens-aided, 

And I have indicated two of them." (p.133) 

Such is the diversity of human naturel While the arguments 

of Captain Craig may be said to expose and transcend the Limits 

of psychological determinism, the charaoterisation of the man 

indicates that he was not 'frees psychological]; or spiritually $ 

the child redeemed the man indeed, but the man wail not the child. 

Robinson earnestly endeavoured to prevent his characterisations 

from failing the test or authenticity; nevertheless, basin 

adz is not a nature work, partly because it is inflated into 

mannerism and deflected into rambling, flat prosaic. by author 

and character alike. Basically, however, Captain Craig is 

authentic. And he is credible in the way that many of Robinson's 

characters are credibles although they may be highly conscious 

and self-analytical, they are never entirely aware of themselves. 

Accordingly, the author indicates,often most skilfully, the 
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about it as he metaphorically takes the poisons  exclaislalg 

"give as the cups. (p.167) 12  Consider, also the haunting 

sense of martyrdom enveloping his mysterious decline froi prestige 

to abasement, a fall which suggests that he refused to 'sell 

his soul' or conform to a shallow, mediocre pattern of life. 

More particularly there is the implicit, unconscious aoknow. 

legement that hie dedication to truth and the light, complemented 

by personal shortcomings, precipitated his 'failure'. In a 

sense his insight that there is only "One way that shall be 

taken, climb or fall" (p.152) was his undoing. Moreover, 

it should not be forgotten that Captain Craig is a martyr in 

the typical. Robinsonian sense that man's pilgrimage inevitably 

leads him through the hell of a martyrdom imposed by his destiny. 

The fates figure prominently in that experiences of this self—

styled "abhorred iconoclast." 

Humility, modesty, and leak of accomplishment sometimes 

intercede, in the Captain's mind, to disguise his identification 

with the type of person who is a martyr to suffering in the 

interest of truth. Thus Captain Craig argues that although 

he shaped *no songs", "made no music", *thrilled no canvas", 

he had "a few good glimpses ••• Of heaven through the little 

holes in hell* (p.133); and accordingly could 

"half understand what price it is 

The poet p4s, at one time and another, 

For those indemnifying interludes 

That are to be the kernel in what lives 

To shrine him when the new—born men come singing. (pp. 133. 
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A self-castigating sense of egotism, Ix:wryer, seemed at times 

to make his attitude more self.conscious and perceptible. , 

Early in the poem Captain Craig describes himself as "an ()Ocelot 

usher of the soul" (p.115), while he later recommends himself to 

the narrator as 

"One of Appoloss pensioners (and yours), 

An usher in the Palace of the WW 1  (p. 

It was this kind of consciousness whichEillignew inte 	ted 

as sublimatory and egocentric when he declared that the Captain's 

"Ego 	seems to be about the same as God." (p.139) Captain 

Craig attempted to rationalise and justify his martyrdom. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that he has a Baited 

tendency to see himself as a Christ figure. Hs may through 

disenchantment humanise Christ, he may declaim upon the fruits 

of Christianity (thus elevating himself subconsciously by 

comparison), but this only tends to consolidate the ssoret 

identification. Be thinks sometimes 

"The man of Galilee (or, if pouchoose, 

The men who made the sayings of the man) 

Like Buddha, and the others who have seen, 

Was to mange loss the Poet . though it be 

The Poet only of bilks revere, 

The Poet we remember." (N141) 14  

Captain Craig regarded his own defeat poetically as a means of 

providing spiritual rewards, and believed the psychic energy 

expended in 'climbing' had not been wasted. Be was enabled, 

therefore, to share with Christ some "fragment of God's humors 
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and, in moments of vision, learned to "laugh with God." 

Like Christ, Captain Craig employed the parable method to 

make his meaning plain. There are certain psychological and 

ethical parallels, though these are not without eventual diverg. 

evoe. As we have see% Captain Craig recommends the Christian 

doctrine Nal Threelf,  and declares that the Wisdom of Heaven 

is a subjective, as well as an objective, reality's 

%now 

As well as you know dawn from lantern.liat,. 

That far above you, for you4 and within you, 

There burns and shines and lives, unwavering 

And always yours, the truth." (p.151) 

In Captain Craig's first declaration to the narrator, Hoti n 

draws attention to the identification, for the Captain emphaisee 

sacrifice and Christian charity's 

"First, would I have you know, for every girt 

Or sacrifice, there aro or there may be — 

Two kinds of gratitude $ the sudden kind 

We feel for whatwe take, the larger kind 

We feel for what we give." (p.115) 

He then goes on to extol humanitarian kindness in the first 

parable. In his correspondence to the narrator, he diagnoses 

at great length upon his philosophy or the gmag, and this 

capably resembles the Christian doctrine of innocence whereby 

the spirit of Christ is likened unto a child. The following 

lines, in which the Christ allusion is obvious, makes this clears 
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"The child 	is the saviour of all ages, 

The prophet and the poet, the crown-bearer." (p.132) 

Natural innocence, he claims, leads the way toward the greater 

love of God. 

It may be contended that these above examples reveal 

merely an acceptance of certain Christian teachings, and that 

there is no need to pursue the matter further nor argue in terms 

of 'identification'. Robinson invalidates this line of 

reasoning, however, in the second part of the poem where he 

indicates the unconscious origin of the 'complex'. Captain 

Craig gelato, a dream whioh reveals not only his unconscious 

striving to identify himself vrIth Christ, bud;also the gulf 

between ego and ego.ideal s an admission that serves irony, 

humility, and re.integration. 	The first identification is 

achieved through suffering. The dreamer lay down against a 

tree but, unable to sleep, MBA "tortured out of death". It is 

quite possible that the tree subconsciously represents the Cross 

to the dreamer,15wh1le his statement that 

*There was neither sun 

Nor moon, nor do / think aqr stars; 

let there was light," (14141) 

may refer to that particular astronomical phenomenon which 

occurred during the Crucifixion. In this ease the 'light' 

would be divine, rather than corporeal. Captain Craigo as the 

anguished dreamer, was confronted by "the Nan, Ths Watery, the 

child" (p.142) 14Who asked him why he was there. The dreamer 

replied s "I was a carpenter 	But there was nothing in the 
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world to do." (N142) The dream concludes with the 

Ohild.figurele exhortation and the dreamer's uncertainty, 

" 'And then go learn your trade in Naeareth. 

Only be aura that you find Nazareth ,  

'But if I starve what then? 'said /.. He smiled". 
(P.142) 

The irony and ambiguity of these lines is almost Kafkaesque. 

OaptinOreig's unconscious identification also conforms to 

the pattern of the 'death wish', for it provides the justification 

that true glory can only be achieved through death; and 

congenital with this is a desire to retturn to an early, womb. 

like state of innocence and sleep. This corollary can be 

• interpreted as a phychological aspect of his philosophy of the 

child. At the beginning of Part II he confesses his 'desire 

to return' architypellys 

"I cannot think of anything to.day 

That I would rather do than be wolf, 

Primevally alive, and have the sun 

Shine into me." (pp.125.6) 

The warm spring days are symbolic of the life before memory; 

he says "I have yearned In many another season for theme days". 

(p.126). However, in a moment of self.realisation before 

death, he understands that the yearning may be for "final and 

irrefragable sleep"; and admits that 

"it is easy too to be deceived 

And alienated by the fleshless note 

Of half.iam4Alaarning." (p.152) 

The shadow falls between the idea #14/I the reality one must 
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It has already been observed that impending death brought 

Captain Craig into more flexible and complete contact with 

the inner world. It only remains now to mention the increasing 

power death was wielding unconeciouily, as well as physically, 

and to refer to the second dream, to realise how completely 

it was guiding him on a journey through territories of the 

Unconscious. 

Near death Captain Craig becomes increasingly remote and 

desires 'to go to sleep". He assumes characteristics of 

dream ; his cautiousness, for instance, is the quality of 

one who is 'cautious in a dream". His time tends to become 

dremamtime, his hours 'dream-hours'. Even the narrator's 

observation of a trivial maieriam, such as the raising of a 

dish of broth Mo fervently and so unconsciously" (p.160), 

emphasises his drift towards unconsciousness. It is at this 

stage, when even his frown has something in it his friends 

had never seen before, that be relates his dream of the previous 

evening. 

At the beginning of the dream he met Hanlet, who was engaged 

upon a Iridiculousetask, in a rather Laforguian setting .. and 

there is an allusion to death and futility 

"I found Haalet 

at work, drenched with an angry sweat. 

Predestined. he declared with emphasis, 

To root out a large weed on !Abe wharf." (p.161) 

HO laughed at Hamlet, who eventually laughed with Ida. 

Afterwards they were transported on the back of a crocodile: 
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"away we went to an undiscovered country..17 

A fertile place." (p.161) 

(ri* journey towards death is also an excursion into uncharted 

regions of the mind, a place of iflag.fensl.) They came to a 

region similar to the first, and Hamlet at once "began to tugs 

a weed. However, sa dreadful hunger seized hbas and they 

killed the crocodile and ate it. Hamlet resumed his task 

until the weed "snapped off just above the root" ; immediately 

the dreameruwas left alone". (p.162) The dream ends with the 

dreamer conscious that mrho bubble rose" (thus simulating his 

rise from the depths of sleep). He woke up still laughing at 

Hamlet. The Aream illustrates by geographical analogy the layers 

of the pre.conscious and unoonscioug, implying a sense of 

depth. It could perhaps be suggested that the crocodile sys. 

bolised primitive, untamed, and regressive impulses and that 

the eating of it represents a hidden craving to capitulate to 

them impulses. At least one can claim that Robinson is 

aware of the unconscious as a dynamio factor in mental experience, 

and that he stresses its primitive oharacteristios ; moreover, 

he observes the distinction between the =lad gentent  and 

the Wu& content  of the dream. 

It may be concluded quite justifiably:, then, that 

Captain Craig is psychologically less aware of himself than 

he is philosophically avers of his ideas. The psychological 

import of his introspective philosophy of audio fairly 

apparent in the delineation of his last 'testament'. Idealistic. 

ally, this declaration resists all arguments of a deterministic, 
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negativistic, or pessimistic nature. He claims that it 

is "determining any.service to 800 only "The world's one. 

sidednesss 61544 and he theoretically resists the impulse 

towards death when it is merely lethargic escapism. Nevertheless, 

the psychological insights often provide assurance of Robinsonian 

profundity. There are, for instance, the two following 

passages of the symbolic integration of mind, sea, and death, 

which are noteworthy' for poetic quality as well as psychological 

voracity:. 

(1) Captin Craig is speaking t 

nhere are few 

Still seas that have no life to profit them, 

And even in such currents of the mind 

As have no tide.rush in them, but are drowsed, 

Crude thoughts may dart in &reeler and upepring 

With waking sound, when all is dim with peace, 

Like sturgeons in the twilight out of Lathe; 

And though they be discordant, hard, grotesque, 

And all unwelcome to the lethargy 

That you think means repose, you know as well, 

As if your names were shouted when they leap, 

And when they leap you listen,. Ahl friends, friends. 

There are theri things we do not like to know 

They trouble us, they make us hesitate, 

They touch us =dye try to put them off. 

We banish one another and then say .  

That ue are left elope the midnight leaf 
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That rattles where it hangs above the snow - 

Gaunt, fluttering, forlorn . scarcely mmy seem 

So cold in all its palsied loneliness 

As we, we frozen brothers, who have yet 

Profoundly and severely to find out 

That there is more of unpermittedlove 

In most men's reticence than most men think.* (pp.15404) 

(2) The narrator describes Captain Craig on the brink of deaths 

In seemed as ore 

Marooned on treacherous tide.feeding sand 

Were darkly calling over the still straits 

Between him and irrevocable shores 

Where now there was no lamp to fade for him, 

No oall to give him answer. We were there 

Before him, but his oyes were not much turned 

On us; nor vas it very much to us 

That he began to speak the broken words, 

The scattered words, that he had left ixihim.' (PP.1644) 

Examples of psychological realism are iscattared throughout these 

concluding pages. Captain Craig summed up the human premise 

of his philosophy as the science of ulooking soul:ward through 

a man", (p.154) His description of mental states varies from 

"warmed with old illusions and regrete0(p.132) to that of 

experiencing *the strings of thought 	pall tight.* (p.156) 

Ha describes the spiritual ujourner as the *forward war, and 

psychological regression as "servitude 	on some backward level 

of loot laws And undivided relations.* (pp.156-7) Moreover, 
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unsuitable and lacking in vitality. The comedy has Inman 

depth and, admittedly, the irony is often superb; but the 

artifice, the striving for humour, can irritate as in the 

opening lines of the Captain's testaments 

"I, Captain Craig, abhorredioonoclast, 

Sage-errant, favored of the Water/es, _ 

And sele.reputed humorist at large;t etc. ,  (p.149) 

The idealism, too, is sometimes unconvincing and platitudinous, 

Just as Pretzel's nonsense.talk is merely artistically degenerate; 

that Pretzel was a bad poet is no excuse forbad poetry on 

the part of Robinson, not even in the guise of realism. 

Serious formal and stylistic weaknesses result from the poet's 

taking too long to say what he has to say, while he permits 

too many unnecessary digressions, an example of which is Nilligrewl 

poem together with the interceding commentary. There is too 

much philosophy, too much unrelieved exposition. The crude 

device whereby Robinson enables Captain Craig to read aloud 

his testament takes ten Imps, after which he hasn't even 

exhausted all he has to say. 	Nor can one excuse the lack 

of dramatis intermit* and unity, or the structural weakness of 

Part II in which Robinson begs the reader accept the Captain's 

fantastic correspondened (in blank verse 1) as believable. 

On the other hand, however, the structure does possess a certain 

solidity and strength which prevents its collapse. Consider, 

for instance, the high degree of imagistic and ideational 

interrelation, the cross-fertilisation of associations, the 

introspective and reflective reactions, the subtle development 
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of ideas, all of which have enriched the poem in ways that the 

present chapter has endeavoured to indicate. 

Captain Craig, then, soporiferous with interminable 

conversation as it undoubtedly is, deserves recognition for 

its especial merits, chief among which are its modernity and frank 

experimentation • qualities outlined in the first chapter and 

thenceforth salvaged (it is hoped) from hands too anxioua and too 

deprecatory. 	*any aspects of the characterisation suggest, 

=behalf of the author, the promise of maturity • in particular, 

of the rendering of situation and the creation of huaan people in 

the long poem. The hmesian evocation of personality through 

refinement, delicacy, and subtle analysis, although not always 

successful, encourages sensitive appreciation of a character's 

thoughts and feelings; and it vas temperamentally compatible 

with the intellectualist Robinson4 	Consider the following 

hint of it in the narrator's observation of Captain Craig after 

their first conversations 

1/ marked 

An unaistakeable self•questioning 

And a reticence of unassumed regret. 

The two together made anxiety 

Not selfishness, I ventured.' (p4123) 

Contrariwise, a sudden intense discernment may flush across the 

page; for example when Captain Craig intones s 

“Tbe ways of unimaginative Man 

Are singularly fierce (p.147) 

while his aphoristic turn of speech is often macious and 

good...humored: 
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*There is nothing 

so beneficial in a sic:biome 

As a vell..bred spontaneity of manner.* (pp.146-7) 

The perception of character and refinement of thought are two 

aspects of the complex evolution of psychological themes that 

greatly enhance the modernity and appeal of the poem. As we 

have see% realistic brush...strokes often contribute to the 

efficiency of scene. At times an almost streammof..consoiousness 

realism is detedtable. At a crucial moment a few minutes before 

the Captain died, and when he was too far avey to make his 

friends 'search the futile shelves' of their thoughts for 

something insincere to say, the narrator records thats 

'The marrowy sense 

Of slow November rain that splashed against 

The shingles and the glass reminded us 

That we had brought umbrellas, (e.165) 

There are also numerous deft atmospheric touches, such as the 

description of the shadows of dead leaves in the narrator's 

room 'swinging 	like black rags on a line.' (p$121) Also 

unforgettable is the occasionallpeculiaay HobinsonianIdelight 

in the romance of the commonplace of which the narrator's 

description of his train journey is a fine example. 	He smokes 

a cigar, watches "The flying mirrors for a mile or so' until 

he drifts into a typical mood of train-travelling dey•dream, • 

'A gleam of long-forgotten strenuous years 

Came back, when we were WI Men on the trail, 

With Morgan for the big chief Wocky6Bookyll 
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until "yawning out of that he sets himself 

'To feed again the loud monotonous rids 

That lay before me like a vista drum 

Of beg.racks to the fabled end of things.' (P.124) 

Another example of admirable writing is to be seen in the 

metaphysical effectiveness of the final paragraph of the 

poem; it is worth comparing with the concluding lines of 

BrennanIs "Wanderers and poihts the way forward to the clear, 

chiselled world of Edwin MuirIs poems. 

'The wows have scattered for us, and all things 

Have changed; and we have wisdma i  / doubt not, 

More fit for the world's work than we had then!.. (PAW) 

Nov and then the memory of the Captain's death returns, bringing 

bank the day of the funeral 

IA windy, dreary day with a cold white shim, 

Wbtat only gummed the tumbled frozen ruts 

That made us ache. The road was hard and long, 

But we had what we knew to comfort us, 

And we had the large humor of the thing 

To make it advantageous.' (p.169) 

The attempt has been made in the present chapter to 

outline the smiling pathos of Captain Crate) Divine Comedy, and 

to elucidate the psychological complexities of the poem. It 

is no simple matter to suggest what final synthesis Captain 

Craig  has to offer, and perhaps one should content one 	with 

some general remark to the effect that in the poem Man occupies till 

centre of the world's tragi-comic stage and the mind of man is 
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the soul of aspiration. Perhaps Captain Craig had the 

last word when he says : 

"There is no servitude so fraudulent 

As of a sum.shat mind; fort is the mind 

That makes you craven or invincible, 

Diseased or puissant. The mind will pay 

Ten thousand fold and be the richer then 

To grant new service; but the world pays hard..." 44160 

	AMMONSINNINMilli 

1 	Winters, 1.4_4.1111ingke Robinson*  p.p.9748. 

2 EgyjaUligW.E.BqAppon. p.154. 

3 Zondoneitefl 112,..ftM &CAM /WM P.35. 

4  gbda Ar1J.n ton 42.W.1 	P•98. 

5 	He says elsewhere "I an not Socrates" (p054) and 
"Had I been Socrates ..." (p.162) 

6 Captain Craig refers to his earlier days in his 
first letter as "days When I had hounds and credit" 
etc. (p6127) 

7 Sophooles statement above is reiterated and 
elaborated*  for instance on p.1446 

8 There are approximately twenty five references to 
the sun and its light and twelve references to 
'light', while there are about fifteen references 
to shadows and dankness. The verbal range of each 
symbol is widened by the inclusion of various words 
which suggest light or darkness. Examples of the 
former are 'spark', faunae, "shine', 'brilliance', 
'flash' etc; and of the latter, 'twilight', 'midnight", 
'ghosts', 'dreary', *sullen", 'barren , *  'gloms, 
'black", Igrey,  'dungeons, etc. Other antitheses 
occur between life and death, heaven and hell, 
fertility (or water) and desert etc., and so increase 
the range of verbal elusiveness. 
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9 Captain Craig regretted that he had neglected 
the opportunities he had to be charitable, and 
reflects on "thoughts I might have moulded" (p.151) 
and sad, hungry faces that might have been brightened. 

10 cf. the Captain's questions "So it has come to this? 
And what is this? Death, do you call it? Death? 
And what is death? (p.165) Suicide is also referred 
to on p.p.117, 126, 141. 

11. of. Fernando Hash. 

12 This, however, is not to deny the possible allusion 
to Christ. Jesus forewarned the disciples of his 
crucifixion and referred to the cup of death he must 
drink. 	See St. Matthew*  20, 22*  and St. John 18i 11. 

13 The word "poet" is used in a wide sense and includes 
the religious martyr. 

14 See note 13 above. 

15 The image may also represent, by association, a 
mother figure. 

16 of. Wm, 19, p.168. 

17 of. Hamlet's longing for death and the reference to 
the phrase in his famour soliloquy. The alluring 
quality of death is stressed by the description of 
its kingdom as 'A fertile place'. 
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his work. Whether or not Winters implies a distinction between 

Iseriousnerel and 'high seriousness' is uALiguable, but his depreciation 

of the poem on the grounds of horror is debatable. It is necessary 

to inquire, then, if the poem does 'awaken' other qualities than 

horror, and to investigate the possibillity that Robinson employed 

horror as a means of particularising deeper and wider aspects of 

human nature through the cumulative intensity of horror and the 

corresponding effects upon personality. Does the poet employ 

other than 'shock tactics' ? does the poem transcend melodrama? 

what kind of horror is depicted in the poem and is it relevant to 

something more inclusive ? • these are questions which are relevant 

to the work of interpretation. 

Winters' =ewers are not the only ones. Charles Destro, 

for example, expresses a contrary opinion. The French critic 

describes Avon's Hemet as "a story of haunting fear, with a tinge 

of madness in it", but says that underlying it is "a deep current 
2 

of broad and universal humanity." He regards the poem as a signif- 

icant study in psychology and finds that it has artistic merit, a 

point of view which provides the basis of the so-called pevohologica% 

interpretation,. Cestre does not isolate the element of horror from 

its antecedents, "wonder", "ansiety", "pity", or the "mental mystery" 

which hovers about it. Moreover, he proposes that horror is a 

legitimate element for an artist to explore and that in doing so 

he may successfully reveal the 'realm' of kpman natures 

oThe poet's artistry somewhat recalls the manner of 

Edgar A.Poe, by the careful successive approaches 

toward the crowning revelation and by the concentration 
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of interest on the topic that more and more 

engrosses our mind. Descriptions of the outward 

bewildered state of the man alternate with vivid 

pictures of the inner tragedy, and the effect of 

his narregve on the listening friend is recorded 

with peerless mastery. Robinson has a surer grasp 

than Poe of the secret workings of the soul. When, 

at the end'  a ghost is introduced, we feel that it is 

not a cheap romantic device, but an exteriorisation of 

the inward vision, a filmy projection into the 

twilight mist of the feverish hallucination that 

floats in the sick man's suboonsciousness. Robinson 

remembers the blood-curdling sights of hellish horrors 

that used to appal the early Puritans, and he makes 

Avon an heir to their gloomy moping. His manner 

suggests a combination of Hawthorneis analysis with 

Pools spectral creations, with more of the Ocarlet 

patter  than of the House of aba. /et the resulting 

effect is entirely his awn. Avon's madness arises 

from a disturbed conscience, whose self-torturing 
3 

propensity is magnified by his diseased condition." 

Ellsworth Barnard, whose judgement is always to be respected, 

misrepresents Cestrets argument by classifying it, along with 

LouistDatnerts, as a moral interpretation. Da*nerts argument may 

be so described, although 'moral' is a confusing tarn but it 

is based on the realisation that Mole limed is "highly 

psychological in emphasis." 4  Clearly fobinson does include 
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the effects of 'guilty conscience' among the psychic machinations 

of the central character; however, Castro, in this case, prefers 

to regard conscience as a psychological entity related to an 

individual condition, rather than as a moral entity related to a 

spiritual absolute, as does Dauner. One has only to quote from 

the core of the latter's interpretation to realise how fundamentally 

it ignores the challenge of Winters' statement that "the consequences 

are out of all proportion to the initial act." Danner, emplpying 

the spiritual symbolism of the Light, writes: 

"Had Avon possessed the Light, he would have been able 

to view a youthful indiscretion and the object of his 

aversion in their proper perspective. , Normally, he 

would have seen in the situation at worst a relationship 

to tax his tolerance and seMcontrel; in the incident 

of his surrender to sudden passion an occasion for 

regret and possible atonement." 5  

Yet Danner goes on to admit that the deed "assumes pathological 
6 

significance and becomes the obsession of his life," and one 

suspects there is more in this 'youthful indiscretion' than meets 

the eye. Aventspsychoneurotic problem which has too mundane an 

occasion to be considered as a spiritual drama of Light and Daftness; 

the poem is purely a psychic drama with the only protagonists 

existing in an individual mind, playing not for paradise, or 

absolute values, but for the sanity of a single person. This is 

not a denial that archetypal and arc:that° spiritual symbolism is 

incorporated into the arena of psychological conflict, nor is it 

to be taken as a denial that darkness is a fully6wrought symbol 
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in the poem. 	And, of course, there is, as Cestre suggests, 

an ingrained configuration of the Puritan mind behind Avon's 

mask. Avon.wonders "Whether it was" 	"because of 

"some accrued arrears of ancestors 

Who throve on debts that I was here to pay, 

. Or dins within me that I knew not oft  

Or just a fbnetaste of what waits in hell..." (1).540 

that his adversary was thrust upon him. 

Thus, before discarding the moral interpretatign  it would 

be well to remember that certain metaphysical speoulations appear 

in the poem. Avon attempts to consider his problem in terms of 

a superior and universal justice or deity, only to find that 

such speculation gives him no satisfaction (it merely serves to 

expedite his collapse more efficiently),. because he leeks faith 

in the existence of a greater, compensating gaid, Miss Dauner's 

insistence that an unspecified spiritual deficiency is the cause 

of Avon's obsession in a miscalculation confusing caus4 and effect: 

the basic implications either way are first and foremost 

psychological. Avon is a sick man who projects his sickness 

upon things outside himself and regards the cosmos in terns of 

his personal sicknese. If Robinson has indicated a moral point 

of view at all, itilkost likely to be found in the comments and 

attitude of the narrator. 	Indeed on one occasion the narrator 

does reprimand Avon for his eccentric thinking and conduct and 

reminds him that he personally clings "somewhat Affectionately 

to the old tradition." (p.5340 

Barnard agrees with !ter Winters' objections to a psychological 

interpretation of Avon's Harvest. Winters says that 
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'If the story is to be regarded as a serious study 

in abnormal psychology, there are two objections 

to be made to it z we do not know enough about the 

actual facts of the case to understand it, and 

abnormal psychology is a proper subject for science 

but not for poetry, as it simply lacks general 

relevancel. we may understand the abnormal mind 

theoretically =dye may pitrit, but we cannot 
7 

share its experience in any important amount." 

The first objection expresses the essentialAiffiCulty of the poem. 

Avon's account of the origin of his neurotic condition on the 

surface appears to be incomprehensible. Is it conceivable that 

a schoolboy hatred and altercation could drastically affect a 

personle life for twenty years and finally effect his destruotion? 

One is forced to postulate immediately that the relationship must 

have provoked an extraordinarily traumatic experience activated 

by intense and deep.seated irrational forces. One is forced to 

look for a psychological explanation. 

hence it must be admitted forthwith that any rational 

explanation. of Avon's story depends upon a much greater iagree of 

inference than Robinson usually demands. The enigmatic, manifest 

content same too exclusive, too insoluble; the reader complains 

naturally that the poet has afforded him too few admissions. 

Miss Bates, in describing Robinson's method, has flaid that fat 

was as if he liked to leave the enigma undisturbed, when brought 

face to face with it. 	Something was lost in the process of 

elucidation.o.8  
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Many readers feel that in pons Harvest  the method has been 

strained beyond endurable limits. Robinson has said that he liked 

to leave a poem with a fringe around it, but one is inclined, 

after a first reading, to feel that the fringe araund.Amonle  

=eel is more like an impenetrable fog. AnclOma is forced to 

the unhappy conclusion that the self.pnalytical faculty which 

dominates the story is insufficiently crystallised so that a 

timorous degree of repression existed in the poet side by side with 

the uncomfortable suppressions of the central character. Not 

only is Avon inadequately self-.aware; but there are times when 

the poet has seemed unaware of egaptly what he is about. His 

doubt is expressed in the doubtfulappellative, metrical  Alm...novel, 

which he only half.joculatly ascribed to the poem. 

Yet the fact remains that &gala Harvest  has been continually 

considered as a work of intense psychological realism, and the 

success of this realism may be attributed in part to a deficiency 

in eeMawareness. why, then, have the attempts to explore a 

compatible lire of interpretation been so meagre? It has already 

been conceded that there are unquestionable difficulties involved, 

but objections such as Winters ,  can only be examined on their 

merits after considerable analysis and reflection—especially in 

the case or a poem thirty pages in length. Cestrels comments, 

however, admirable, are few. He suggests a lire of approach 

without investigating it, while Winters denies the validity of 

such an approach on the opinictreol basis of unsubstantiated 

generalisations. Barnard cites Emery Neff and Mark Van Doren as 

exponents of a psychological interpretation, but both interpret 

very little and each is capable even of an error in simple matters 
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Quoting Winters and Miss Evans, Barnard says that 

"Mr. Winters is right in saying that if the poem is 

Ito be regarded as a serious study in abnormal psychology 

we do not know enough about the actual facts of the 

case to understand it.' In this connection, Robinson 

told Miss Evans that he was not 'interested in the 

exploration of pathological extremes.' " 10  

But there is no specific reference to Avon's Harvest,  as 

'in this connection' could imply, for Miss Evans makes no mention 

of the poem. 	Robinson was speaking fairly generally. What 

must be acknowledged; however, is the poet's interest in the 

universal propensity for neurosisp .and his demonstration of the 

psychological law that people have within their temperament the. 

potentiality for unusual thoughts, feelings and we of behaving. 

He acknowledges the importance of the so-called 'determining 

factors', and these are also allied with his personal fatalistic 

philosophy. 	In 1913 he defined his 'message' as 

"... a faint hope of making a fell of us understand 

our fellow creatures a little better, and realize what 

a small difference there is after all batmen ourselves 	\ 

as we are and ourselves not only as we might have 

been but as we would have been if our physical 

and temperamental make-up and environment have been 

a little different." 11 

This is a logical extension of a much earlier attitude expressed 

in the remark to a friend that he had "always confessed fatalistic 

tendencies in things both great and sma•l•" 12ftlike some of 
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his critics he was meticulously aware of the small difference — 

the wavering degrees — between action and inaction, acceptance and 

rejection, between the significant psychic polarities of the 

human mind. Robinson intuitively comprehended the hard—won fact 

that any attempt to enforce a rigid distinction between the 

normal mind and the abnormal mind was highly confusing and 

artificial, while his perception of nuance and apparently unimport-

ant details made him shrewdly aware of the many practical 

distinctions of which the average person is unaware. 	Many of 

Robinsonte observations bear witness to Freud's statement that 
13 

"great things may be revealed even by small indicators." 

He was preoccupied poetically with problems similar to those with 

which Freud was concerned therapeutical4. 	He speaks like a 

clinical psychologist when, in one of those rare moments, he 

theorises about his task which, for. man and poet, was unifiably one: 

" 	I do a considerable amount of observing. In fact 

I Observe so much that my feet often slip and I am 

forever stumbling over little things that other men 

never notice. This is one of my drawbacks, but it is 

not without its benefits; it opens one's eyes to the 

question of happiness and leads him to analyse that 

mysterious element of human nature from num points 

of view. I have discovered by this means that most 

of my own happiness is of a negative quality — a kind 

of sublimed selfishness, so to speak." 14  

The association of ideas, he learned early, may provoke some 

uncomfortable and incongruous, but nevertheless stimulating, idea0: 
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"You have no idea how much associations are to me. 

Some little thing, almost ridiculous in itself, 

acquires a value in my eyes that sometimes makes 

me ashamed of myself." 15 

This clinical method underlies Avon's, parvest.  In the light Of 

theabove statements, the following (quoted by Nancy Evans) embraces 

a perspective which Barnard, who also quoted Miss Evans, seems 

to have overlookedi 

"In talking of his men Mr. Robinson said, 

Nell, for that matter, I suppose anyone wh6 

leaves the middle of the road is abnormal in 

one way or another! ,  16 (p.677) 

Most of his characters diverged from the middle of the road at 

one time or another, and though he is loath to number 'pathological 

extremes' among their ranks, they include a large variety of 

cured and uncured neurotics — 'pensioners of dreams' and IdLbtors of 

illusions.' (p.453) 	And Robinson's conception of such terms 

as pathological,  normal,  pbnormall_mal  and insane  etc. does not 

necessarily concur with those preconceived in readers' and critics' 

minds. 

Robinson's purpose was riot, of course, to theorise human , 

dynamics, but to render to the best of his ability these dynamics 

in dramatic contexts. 	It is not surprising that his realm of \ 

human Yulture includes a much wider diversity of character than that\ 

of most modern poets, for he was more interested in the question 

of the universal neurosis of mankind than 4 other poet of his 
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generation. As early as 1894 he declared, "I must acknowledge 

the dismal truth that the majority of mankind interest me only 

as studies. They are to me "a little queer", like the Quaker's 

wife." 17 Thus, even a brief and limited acknowledgment of 

Robinson's representation of mankind is interesting and impressive. 

He has scrutinised the crime of passion; written about a 

psychopath in "En Passant"; outlined the malevolent and primitive, 

as well as noble, nature of *ants unconscious self; compiled a 

gallery of suicides and declared with characteristic self—control 

that "suicide signifies discouragement or despair" and is 

	

"beyond the scope of 	human censure;" 1gXplained the crime and 

punishment theme in pAvender's  jjam and Ling jasper  (poems in which 

he analyses the thoughts and emotions of two different types of 

murderers); and magnificently elaborated upon the notion that the 

great love story of Tristram  has a universal basis exemplified in 

divorce courts every where. This is merely a fragmentary indication 

of his aggregate of humanity, a humanity containing numerous 

divergences from the norm in.wtich the ironical abnormality of the 

norm is clearly demonstrable. HO was not simply jesting when, 

avowing to Amy Lowell that the best of her vers libre  was 'almost 

exclusively "human" in its subject matter', he praised the • 

importance of psychological content, 

"the good and bad solid old.fashioned human 

qualities that make us all one crazy family of 

children, throwing things at each other across the 

table, and making faces at each other imam...Al& 

	

souuni. n 	19 
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decent (and except for his me obseesion) completely 

sane person. His fate simply cannot be rationalised. 

And, therefore I suggest that the poem deals with the 

intrusion into human life of evil that is uncaused, 

inexplicable." 22 

But Barnard had earlier described this evil as a.aindocreated entity's 

"...Robinson deliberately refuses to draw the line 

betwen the "real" and the "imaginary" that we apply 

in our normal rule-of-thueb test for sanity. In 

Avon's  =Into  for instance, the power of mind.created 

entities is so great as to destroy the life of their 

creator - not indirectly by bending his will to suicide, 

but against his will, directly and violently 41... 

Whatever killed him was "unreal" 	let, outside from 

this one obsession, the poem contains no hint that he 

was not perfectly sane." 23  

These two accouhts of the poem cannot be easily reconciled and 

their author draws a too severe demarkation between normality and 

abnormality. The same contradiction appears in each passage. 

Clearly Avon's lone obsession must and does affect his total 

personality in an adverse way ; hence Bards  reservation and 

his abstract use of the word 'sane' are misleading. Avon is not 

necessarily insane, but he is far from well. He is a victim of 

certain emotional disturbances which have reached neurotic proportions. 

For the most part he is neither 'perfectly sane' nor completely 

insane, but belongs in that in...between flux of neurotic instability 

bordortng on psychosis and disintegration. Barnard's intenpretation 
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of thc poem (the first passage above) is nothing aCre than 

a synopsis of Avon's central point of view. Avon vainly attempts 

to rationalise his fate, to exteriorise his 'mind created entities' 

and fabricate reality, which denotes a neurotic attitude to life 

characteristic of his disease. 

The beginning of Aeon's narration of his story is significant 

in relation to the above remarks,for it draws attention to the time 

when Avon began to leave 'the middle of the road', and it is 

couched in the phraseology of madness as the narrator recognises. 

Avon was a potentially normal person, attaining in boyhood Ran 

even-tempered average Among the major mediocrities" (p.547); but 

his life changed and his mind succumbed to a 'tinge of madness'. 

Here is the relevant passage with its increasingly wild and extravagant 

accentss 

"I was a boy at school, sixteen years old, 

And on my way, in all appearances, 

To mark an even-tempered average 

Among the major mediocrities 

Who serve and earn with no especial noise 

Or vast reward. 	I saw myself, even then, 

A light for no high shining; and / feared 

No boy or man having, in truth, no cause. 

I was enough a leader to be free, 

And not enough a hero to be jealous. 

Having eyes and ears, I knew that I was envied 4  

And as a proper sort of compensation 

Had envy of my own for two or three • 



But never felt, and surely never gays, 

The wound of any more malevolence 

Than decent youth, defeated for a day, 

May take to bed with him and kill with sleep. 

So, and so far, rg days were going well, 

And would have gone so but for the black tiger 

That many of us fancy is in waiting, 

But waits for most of us in fancy only. 

For me there was no fancy in his coming, 

Though God knows I had never summoned him, 

Or thought of him. To this day Its adrift 

And in the dart, out of all reckoning, 

To find a reason why he ever was, 

Or what was ailing Fate when he was born 

On this alleged God—ordered earth of ours. 

Now and again there comes one of his kind — 

By chance, we say. I leave all that to you. 

Whether it was an evil chance alone, 

Or some invidious juggling of the stars, 

Or some accrued arrears of ancestors 

Who throve on debts that I was here to pert  

Or sins within me that I knew not of, 

Or just a foretaste of what waits in hell 

For those of us who cannot love a worm, — 

Whatever it was, or whence or why it was, 

One day there came a stranger to the school. 

And having had one mordacious glimpse of his 

338. 
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That filled Tiff eyes and was to fill my life, 

I have known Peace only as one more word 

Among the many others we say over 

That have an airy credit of no meaning." (0•547.49) 

The narrator winces at this language, not that of the former Avon 

he had known, describing it as 'off the key Calamitously'. The 

delusive world of 'fancy' ( 9  a tired man's Panay* as Avon says 

later p.557) and 'the black tiger' with the whole weight of the 

dynamic uncont3cious behind it, therefore, is revealed quite early 

in the poem 88 something smothering Avon's being. The final 

and overwhelming stultification of the ego and its power to act 

is aptly conveyed by Avon, near the end of the poem, by reference 

to the same metaphors 

"41.. I found / was immovable 

• • • 

I began to fancy there was on me 

the stupor that explorers have alleged 

As evidence of nature's final moray 

When tigers have them down upon the earth 

And wild hot breath is heavy on their faces". (pp.57041) 

Avon's,  Bengt is highly introspective and vindicates Louis 

Ledoue assessment of Robinson. 	Ledoux, ore of the poet's closest 

friends, described Robinson's interest as "Primarily psychological" 

and concerned with *individual character". 	He said that Robinson 

"probed and dug with seal and indefatigible patience for those 

secret springs from which issue the actions and inactions whose 
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24 
aggregate make up a life." So do his characters, but with 

unequal success. The narrator's 

'delving hitherto 

Ham been a forage of his own affairs' (p.544) 

while Avon strives 

"to see clear enough, 

To fish the reason out of a blank well". (p.555) 

Robinson perceived that a healthy life was dependent on a proper 

harmony of laotiono and 'inaction', and that serious disturbance 

could result from a harmful degree of inaction or exaggerated, 

misdireeted action. The result is a kind of Hamlet complex 

and Avon -suffers from it. He regarded his significant actions 

as morbid and unhealthy, while his inactions were soul-destroying 

and lacked the fruitful benefits of constructive and creative 

reflection. 	Robinson, like Freud, adheres to a staple and practical 

principle in the analysis of character. Freud said in the 
tx.m......wzduo Dm= that 

"The difference between nervous health and nervous 

illness (neurosis) is narrowed down 	to a 

practical distinction, and is determinedHby the 

practical result . bow for the person concerned 

remains capable of a sufficient degree of capacity 

for enjoyment and active achievement in life. The 

difference can probably be traced back to the 

proportion of the energy which has remained free 

relative to that of the snore whioh has been bound 

by repression..." 25 
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Clearly Aran is incapable 'of a sufficient degree of capacity 

for enjoyment and active achievement in lifer. Avon's life 

lacked a purposeful deployment of his energies since that 

traumatic occasion when repression no longer held thee in check 

and he struck his school-boy adversary* 

"All I remember is a bursting flood 

Of half a year's accumulated hate r  

And his incredulous eyes before I strut* him" (P•555) 

In later years, however, the memory of this action appears, psychologic 

ally, to serve the interests of repression and to escape itre • 

consequences. Repression of associations and escape are fortified 

by an exaggerated and distorted conception of the results of this 

one action. Blimmleagnificattan is, of course, a common symptom 

among the psychoneuroses, especially paranoia, and some of Avonfs 

reactions are characteristic of this particular itemise. 

It is clear that the outlet of Avon's energy proved not only 

inadguate but also harmful. He says to his friend 

"You know that I have driven the wheels too fast 

Of late, and all for gold I do not need" 

whereupon the narrator silently observes that Ikon* ••• Had 

driven the wheels too fast, and not for gold.' (pp.557-58). The 

inevitable culmination is Avonis exanimate condition • his complete 

loss, or negation, of energy when he lost all sense of reality and 

nucCuMbed to a world of phantasy and hallucination in 

"... a sort of conscious, frozen catalepsy 

Uhlman a man twee all there in around him 

As if it were not real, and he were not 

Alive. Tou may call it anything you please 
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That made me powerless to move hand or foot," (p.569) 

Avon had lost all capacity to ranter his energies in order to 

deal adequately with life he lingered on, aciaittedly, but 

he was already a dead man. 

It is, therefore, difficult to concur with Barnard's 

opinion that 'In the eyes of tin narrator G.. Avon is a thoroughly 

decent and (except for his one obsession) completely sane person.' 

The nature and scope of Avonss lone obsessions is not as easily 

defined as Barnard would have us 'oelievel moreover, the narrator 

indicates that he is very much ware of the seriousness of Avon's 

state, and increasingly appreciates the reality of the disintegration 

which is taking place before his eyes. 	The narrator's observations 

are largely taken up with eye.fsitaess descriptions of nervous and 

neurotio signs perceivable in Avon's speech and behaviour and 

implicit in his story.' This is made clear, for instance, in the 

opening lines of asael Boma. The narrator describes the fear 

that 'made of a gay friend when we had known Almost a memory', 

and recounts that he and his rriends had seen 'horribly' for some 

time that 'The fire of death 	Consumed him while in crumbled and 

said nothing'. (p.543) 	At the end, the pi:oil:den confirms that 

the real cause of Avon's trouble was psychological rather than 

physical, a point of view the narrator assumes from the outset. 

The narrator observes before the story is commenced that Avon was 

nervous and upset: 

"1 ... you ... seeks distraught 

I mean distrait. 	don't know what I mean% Cp.sy.4) 
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The innuendo that Avon is a little crazy is subtyy suggested 

when the narrator hastily employs the less emphatic term, perhaps 

to disguise his observation and not alarm his friend unduly. It 

is not long, howevero lbefore the narrator 'busts what he means $ 

Avon is Men to be in profound difficulty; be is 'Off the key 

Calamitously'. 	It vas no surprise really and he had suspected 

itfor some times 

knew that in sty heart 

There was no visitation of surprise.' (p.549) 

He felt that he had no option but to regard Avon's case as hopeless — 

even without hearing the rest of 

'the story of my friend 

Who, as I feared, was not for me to save, 

And, as I knew, knew also that I feared it'. (p.551) 

The earratori horrified at Avon's collapse, regarded death as 

inevitable: 

lit was half as in expectancy 

That I obeyed the summons of his wife 

	

A little before &ran 	(p4572) 

Barnard thus mistakes the extent of Avon's obsession and misconstrues 

the narrator's reactions. 	Moreover, the suggestion that *Avon 

is a thoroughly decent 	person* may also be open to doubt as 

Winters suggests when be describes Avon's  =iglu * a poem 

dealing with a pathological relationship which may or may not 

be tinged with homoasexuali 	
26

ty. 0 	It seems, therefore, that 

Winters tends to regard Avon as a 'pathological extreme', while 

Barnard vigorously denies the assertion, regarding him as a fairly 
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ordinary person in the clutchee of omnipotent evil, 'uncaused' 

and 'inexplicable', which strikes from without. But, indubitably, 

the study of Avon'  Bowl is the study of Avon's mind. 

A detailed analysis of vcALIelis.t is perhape most 

favourably introduced by reference to three problems $ the 

inconsistencies, the difficulties in the way of elucidation, the 

author's changed conception of the poem. David Brown in 

llglak on Avon's Hamar has performed a worthwhile service in 

discussing these problems. His argumentrevalvee around the 

last of these, being based upon the charges Robinson made for the 

revised edition in the Cop.ected  Zgag which appeared eleven months 

after the poem's initial publication. 	BTOW5 infers from the 

evidence he presents a changed attitude in tho mind of the poet. 

The poem appears to have been conceived originally on rather 

melodramatic lines emphasising that sufficient interest aught to 

be derived from a story constructed upon the mystery formula. 

In such a cast1 of course, the credibility of the material facts 

would not be questioned. 	In the final versions  however, 

such facts are omitted or relegated to a psychological frame of 

reference (thus rendering dubious their objeettve credibility) 

so that happenings in themselves no longer serve the interest of plot. 

The poem thus became a tale consisting 'of purely psychical elemental 

as Cestre points out; it "ceased to be a 'metrical dive novel' 0, 

as Broun says, 0 	and became fully and clearly a study in the 

psychology of Avon and his harvest of fear and death from actions 
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27 
and thoughts sown in hate." 	Brown studies the developeante 

leading up to the corrections of the revised edition and in 

fact justifies CestreIs psychological contentions. This main 

problem raised concerns the nature of Avon's experience in 

the Maine cabin when he sees his adversary return with ill intent s 

Brown and Castro regard the experience as a hal1ucination.28 

Brown explains his point of orienation in the following sentercess 

"Revision was the direct result of the response 

of the reviewers to the story. They bad made a 

mistake in their reading of the poem, and Robinson 

revised it to take oars of the error. But the 

interesting feet is that he revised in such a way 

as to legitimate the reviewers' interpretation 

rather than to correct i• 	29t." 

Brawn notes that Robinson complained that reviewers of the first 

version misunderstood his "in one point of the plot; namely, 

that Avon's enemy wae a real man • not a ghost • who left behind him 

a real knife." 30  Avon described how the knife was lefts 

nhey found it on me with the point of it 

Touching nq throat." (p.62, V. Z.3) 

Brown notices eight other references to the knilb • prominently 

displayed on the dictionary • in the first version. Apart from 

dramatic considerations, the knife's importance concerns the 

matter of credibility as Brown correctly observes $ 

"When Avon begins his story, in the first version, 

the knife is the object to which he constantly alludes 

as a point of importance in the establishment of the 

credibility of his story. 
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II waited, and anon became aware 

That I was looking less at Avon's eyes 

Than at another thing that had a gleam 

Quits of its own. "And what the devil's that?" 

I questioned. — "Only what you see", said Avant 

"Merely a dagger on a dictionary. 

Daggers are out of date, but there you are. 

•

n  31 Take it; and if you like it, shave with it" I 

In the Collected  Ban this is changed to s 

I/ waited, and anon became aware 

That I was looking less at Avon's eyes 

Than at the dictionary, like one asking 

• Already why we made so much of words 

That have so little *eight in the true balance.' (p.545) 

A comparison between these two passages suggests why Robinson 

deleted all the references to the knife (with one questionable 

exception) in the revised edition. It is almost as if Robinson 

realised that Avon's character is more credible if his story isn't, 

that some of Avon's words have 'so little weight in the true balance', 

and that his explanations may not be substantially true however 

psychically real. The knife, a convenient weapon of melodrama, 

was not only 'out of date', but confused the issue once the 

prime consideration centred round Avon's mental disturbances. 

Thin realisation seemed to be the one important impression which 

later remained in the poet's mind, for as late as 1934 he referred 

to the controversial and 'radical change' $ 
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in the Collected Poems there is a radical 

change near the end of the poem in which 

take out the material knife and leave the 

whole thing Ipsychologicall." 32  

As Brown says, "Robinson changed the poem by removing the 

dagger completely. 	All that was left of it van a Nnipos—flash 

of metal", which now becomes an item in the story which may be 

legitimately regarded as a hallucination of Avon, since he alone 

sees it." 33And as it is the last thing that Avon recalls before 

he sinks into total unconsciousness, and considering that his 

state at the time is one of induced phantasy, the flash of metal 

may be presumed to have been part of the phankey and possessed of 

psychic reality only. Barnard makes one objection to Brown's 

statement that reference to the knife was deleted entirely, and 

cites the highly ambiguous reference made by the narrator at the 

end of the poem . the narrator Ws $ 

'I was awake for hours, 

Toiling in vain to let myself believe 

That Aeon's apparition was a dream, 

And that he might have added, for romance, 

The part that I had taken home with me 

For reasons not in Avon's dictionary.' (p.572) 

Barnard says that/11mA refers to the knife. If such 

is the case, however, it indicates carelessness on the part of 

Robinson, because there is no doubt of his intention to eliminate 

the knife from the story.' Moreover, there is the suggestion 

that the narrator by mentioning 'for romance moriously doubts the 
crediskity 
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of same aspects of Avon's account . a fact which supports 

the conclusion already tentatively offered in the comparison 

of the above two peewee. The hallucinatory atmosphere is also 

suggested by the narrator's use of the words 'apparition' and 

'dream' in reference to Avon's experience. 

But the revised edition was obscured as well as simplified 

by the addition of lines at two poihts in the poem, as Brown notes: 

"After Aron has described his sense of relief from fear 

with the news that his enemy has &owed, he adds: 

'Pity a fool for his croft:WV 

If so you must. But when I found his name 

Among the dead, I trusted once the news.• 

Later in the poem, in the midst of Avon's account of the attack 

by the enemy upon him in the Mailis camp, there are four new lines, 

which appear here in italics: 

'But all there was left now for me t3 do 

' =ma all.thea azia nam ban cc =lite - 
OA am kesimizausalasdatkiat 

only more imam attualias 
lha.vile anist a  	••/ " 34  

Brown argues that these lines were added torero thefrocess of 

deletion took place, but his reason is not the only possible one 

and these lines will be referred to later in order to show that 

they do not invalidate a psychological interpretation of the ;10034 

Brown says: 

"Robinson's addition of these lines, if he had made 

no further change, would have helped to make it 
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plain that Avon's enemy had not really been 

drowned. But Robinson did not leave the 

matter there, and having added, began the 
35 

process of deletion and altering which vs have noticed." 

Brown's summary 'of the revision of =AO gamar is contained 

in the following passages 

*Robinson intended a poem which in its plot had a 

good many characteristics of a watery thriller. 

His own gifts being those of an anatomist of human 

emotions, he naturally emphasised the psychological 

values inherent in the theme. 	His reviewers, 

expecting this, gave less weight to the external 

details of the story than this particular "metrical 

dime novel" required. Robinson, who probably never 

thought himself as subtle as his readers found him, 

was surprised at this error and planned, as he said 

to Mr. Carl Van Doren, to leave them no opportunity 

for error in his revision. But, after adding a 

few lines which were designed to prevent the mistake 

in the future, he changed his mind, and his second 

thought was better. Since his first readers had 

perceived the strength of the poem to lie in the 

presentation of the harvest of hallucination and 

death reaped by Avon from his experience of fear 

and hate, he would let these values stand unconfused 

by such dims-novel machinery as daggers. Thus, in 

the revised version, there is no question that the 
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experience of Avon by the Maine lake was a 

hallucination; or, if there is, the question is 

irrelevant, since the effect is the same, and the reader is 

not thrown off the centre of interest, which is 

Avon's mind and not a world of clues and evidences like 

knives. It now becomes clear that, while Avon 

thought  the man had actually returned, the reader 

need not think so, since there is no external clue 

to prove that he did." 36 

Other difficulties and inconsistencies which occur in the 

. poem relate to the time schema*  the self—contradictions in Avon's 

• story, and certain discrepancies between Avan's statements and 

those or the narrator. 

Avon, a former 'gay friends, had been hallowed by the 'fear' 

and 'death' in.his eyes for's° ku!nhat he had become "Almost a 

memory'. (14543) The occasions when he and the narrator had 

laughed together now 'Peense4 ga 	IMO (p;545) Avon had 

changed dramtioal4e 

'Nothing in Avon Loll 

Was, or was ever again to be for us, 

Like him that we remembered; and 1p while 

We saw that fire at work within hie eyes 

And had no glimpse of what MEW burning there. 

So for a nat it went ; ga so it mat 

half ajalthr. xte • (pp.543.44) 

It is evident, therefore, that although the narrator could remember 

an earlier, happier Avon, he was aware that Avon had been a 
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changed *an for a long time and that the change was particularly 

acute during the last eighteen months. Be also notices that 

'latterly' Avon's fear had infected his wife as well. (see pp.544.570) 

Avon commences his story at the beginning when 1* *was a boy 

at school, sixteen,  nAEL sae (p.547) and proceeds to relate 

the events which occurred during the fateful months from -Tanuary 

to June the time of the other boy's attachment, the time of his 

"half a parts accumulated hate". (p.555) This relationship of 

pity, hate, lecherous need (and whatever other elements may have 
38 

composed it) existed twenty years previously, the occasion in 

his past to which he is fixated* his tale 'hovered among shadows 

and regrets Of lank niza agog. (p.559) Presumably, then, 

Avon is thirty•six years of age at the time he narrates his story, 

which is thus a day before hie thirty-seventh birthday because he 

setlfs I 

•Maim I shall have another birthday 

And with it there may acne another message • 11  (p.572) 
so 

Avonle condition deteriorated that he became oblivious of the 

brighter side of life • of his own past happiness with friends 

and wife, though we are told virtually nothing of this last 

relationship apart from its resolution into a bond of feu: 

He is conscious that his neurotic condition, att first concealed 

from himself and his friends, progressively manifested itself sunder 

the sickening weight of added years"' 

"There's a humiliation in it now. 

As there was then, and worse than there was then; 

For then there was the boy to shoulder it 
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Without the sickening weight of awn= 
Galling him to the grave". (p1.550) 

He was entangled in his gda "slow net Of 	fantastic and 

increasing hate" (p.549) although he attempts numerous ration.. 

alisations to escape from responsibility in the matter of his 

downfall. These rationalisations alone . smiths is their sae 

architect .. are sufficient to torture .  him incessantly. Here is 

an example of this kind of evasion which relates, in this instance, 

to his remorses 

"/Im at odds 

With conscience, even tonight, for good assurance 

That it was I, or chance and I together, 

Did all that sowing. If / seam to you 

To be a little bitten by the question, 

Without a miracle it might be true; 

The miracle is to me thatIftnot eaten 

Long since to death of it, and that you sit 

With nothing more agreeable than a ghost" (pp.551.52) 

A person's endeavour to dem/ responsibility for his thoughts and 

feeling* is one of the early signs of a surrendering and collapsing 

ego The ironic implioationp here, is that kvonts ego has already 

capitulated, for the narrator had described Avon as being not' more 

than the ghost of his former se24 while Ames final surrender 

(a few hours later) is no surprise. 

The time schema provides a framework for Axon's account of 

his enemy and the narration of certain details. It was tta =La 

June" when Avon struck his at school; the boy left the following 
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day, and Avon declares that he didn't see his again for ten 

years. On the day of the bay's departure, Avon met his 

enemy by chance and refused to apologise, whereupon his enemy 

made the threatening remark • tI shall know where you are until 

you diet. Although the boy left, and Avon didn't see his again 

for ten years, it becomes clear that it was his psychologicaltnot 

physical, presence, which was to strike terror in his soul. 

Avon says at different points in his atom 

*It was in imam 

This evil genius came into our school, 

And it vas Arne when he went out of it • 

If I may say that he was wholly out 

Of wry place that I was in thereafter.* (p.554) 

*the carriage rolled away 

With him inedde; and so it might have gone 

For lea via rolling on, with him still in it, 

For all it was / saw of him." (p.56(1) 

During this period he had heard of Mal  abut only as one hears 

Of leprosy", and received the annual message, so that he was never 

rid of hiss 

"He faded 

Out of my scene — yet never quite out of it; 

II shall know where you are until you diet, 

Were his last words; and they were the same words 

That / received thereafter jage zug. 

Infallibly on fey birthday, with no name; 
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Only a card, and the words printed= it. 

No I was never rid of him — not quite." (p.560) 

The psychic presence of his destroying antagonist — largely 

unconscious until this stage — has become a potent, evil force 

according to Lyon's description of him on the occasions in Rome 

and London when he saw him briefly. 	Although he has assumed over- 

whelming proportions in Avon's mind, however, Avon denies that 

he was yet afraid: 

nI went sways  

Though not for any fear that I could feel 

Of him or of his worst manipulations." (p.562) 

The following passage is crucially relevant to time, plot, and 

character, or more especially, the state of Avon's minds 

"My doom it was to see him, 

Be where I might. That was kanaigigli 
And having waited peas=  aplag mum 

His always imminent evil recrudescence, 

And all for nothing, I was waiting still, 

When the Titanic  touched a piece of ice 

And we were for a moment where we are, 

With nature laughing at us. When the noise 

Had spent itself to names, his was among them; 

And I will not insult you or myself 

With a vain perjury. I was far from cold. 

It mimed as for the first time in ay life 

I knew the blessedness of being warm; 

And I remember that I had a drink, 
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3. Referring to his excursion to the Rhine camp, Avon 

explicitly states that it was very recent (it could 

not have been more than a year ago at the most) e 

"Last October 

He [Asher] took me with him into the Maine woods" (p.564: 

4. Avon felt a new man, as Asher perceived ; Avon vast 

"Alive at last with a new liberty 

And with no sore to fester. He perceived 

In me an altered favor of God's works, 

And promptly took upon himself the credit." (p.564) 

5. The period of reenite  from the time of the news of the 

man's death until the fateful evening when Avon was alone 

in the cabin was to Avon one of peace, =din did not 

recognise it as otherwise until it was terminated: 

*There had been so much of waiting, 

Through all those evil years before my respite — 

Which now I knew and recognised at last 

As only his' more 170110Mals preparation 

For the vile end of a deceiving peace ." (p.511) 

These statements provide evidence of seMoontradlotion 

and are in part unconsciously repudiated by the narrator ; hence 

the credulity of what Avon says is often questionable. Avon 

declared that news of the manos death brought a new-found period 

of peace (statements 1, 5). He felt a free and different man 

(statements 1, 4). Statement 2 indicates that Avon had felt a 

now man for some time . probably a few months at least before 
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going to the Maine woods. (The use of the plural 'messages' is 

confusing, one message came annually, and only seems to suggest 

that the time was not short.) Yet lather was only aware of the 

change as from the beginning of the sojourn together (statement 4), 

while the tray unaccountable fact is that the narrator obviously 

was at no time mare of the change Avon professes to have experienced 

As we have seen, the narrator was emphatic that Avon had been sick 

and afraid for a long time, his condition being especially chronic 

during the last eighteen months, and that it mrss 'ages ago" since he 

had been his former, gay self. Tbts contradicts statements 1 and 

5, but the most serious contradiction is to be noted in view of 

statement 4. Some time before &von went to the Maine woods, 

and for part of the time that he was there, he was supposedly at 

peace; yet this coincides with the time during which, as the 

narrator observed, Avon's condition was most severe. Had there 

been a respite at all it is unlikely that the narrator would have 

been previously unaware of it, unless, of course, it had no effect 

on Lyon's condition and his new warmth had no more substance than 

a vish.fulfilment in a dream. 

The above statements are also virtually contradicted by other 

statements and impressions, conveyed during the course of Avon's 

narrative. He continually denied that there was agy period of 

peace and respite during the twenty-fear period of surreptitiously 

increasing neurosis, although it is possible that his retrospections 

are dominated by his obsession at a time when it is strongest 

and his mind closer to collapse than ever before. Nevertheless, 

he does contradict statements 1, 4 and 5 when, clay in the 

narrative, he describes the first occasion he -ems his adversary, 
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having had one mordacious glimpse of him 

That filled my eyes and was to fill wry life 

I have known peace only as one more word 

Among the many others we say over 

That have an airy credit of no meaning." (PP•54 8-449) 

He felt it was impossible to find the "coin of God" that would 

"pay the toll To peace on earth". (p.555) 	His attitude became 

nihilistic ; be was sure be had lost "disastrously, Andt was 

to prove, interminably." (p.554) 	Statements 1, 4 and 5 indicate 

a time when be felt free from his enemy, yet elsewhere he denies 

that be was ever free of him. 	"I was never rid of him", be said; 

whilst he VAS to declare same time before the Titania disaster 

that be was "never again to move Without hie at my elbow or 

behind me." (p.561) 	A similar inconsistency relates to Avon's 

denial of his fear. HO says be never felt fear %store the 

"last October" in the Maine moods when he was "at last 	afraid"... 

"I was afraid this time" (p.567), he confessed. This, of course, 

contradicts the narrator's evidence which emphasises that be had 

been afraid for some time prior to this October, and the doctor's 

evidence that Avon 

"died 	because be was afraid ,. 

And he had been afraid for a long time." (p.573) 

Other inconsistencies are expressed in certain doubts and 

ambiguities relating to the other man's existence. Statement 1 

refers to Avon's belief that his enemy had drowned, and statement 5 

refers to his belief that his enemy had actuallrliowned at all. 

If he finally believed his enemy was alive all the time ( and 
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only pretended to have drowned) why does he on amorous occasions 

at the time be tells the story express doubt aa to whether his 

enemy is alive or dead? Avon matte the following confused 

references to him 1.• 

000 oi WI, 

If hells alive. 	Whether he lives or not 

Is rather for time to answer than for me;" 

"I don't know whether he's here alive, 

Or whether he's here dead." 

" 	one man who is dead, or is not dead, 

Or what the devil it is that he may be." 

(p.546) 

(p.557) 

(p.562) 

Such confusion in Avon's mind suggests that little weight can be 

placeddn what he says when be refers to the objective reality 

of his adversary. This, coupled with his suspicion that his 

adversary possessed supernatural powers, indicates that the 

experience in the Maine cabin sumcholovicall  that is, a 

hallucination. 

On the surface, tht; it would appear that Avon endeavoured to 

attribute his condition to the work of the other person and to 

make it dependent upon the other person's physioal existence. 

The attempt failed because it made no difference whether the 

man was alive or dead, because his psychical existence in Avon's 

mind the only reality ea far as Avon was concerned.. was 

immutable and provided the nucleus, of th, destructive force which 

Avon was unable to conquer. The contradictions and inconsistenolea 

analysed in the above paragraphs indicate that Avon, like am other 
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	 neurotic, was ignorant of the real that is, unconscious — 

nature of his own condition, "I have driven the wheels too fast 

of late, and all for gold I do not need" Avon Gild, but we know 

that it was 'not for goldi 	It is clear, therefore, that the 

reliability of Avon's account of fact and feeling must be considered 

in relation to his psychological condition, and vs have proved that 

Avon is not always reliable. Mb only have Avonls word for the 

material facts, and such is the blending of the real and the 

imaginary that it is necessary to doubt it. It is not inconceiv. 

able that Avon suffered from delusions, that the annual message, 

the report of his enemy's death, and his antagonist's final appearances 

were figments of imagination. 	It is also possible, however, that 

part of his uncomscious mind knew the truth =dyes sceptical of 

its own delusions, and this could account for the conflict and 

ambiguity be felt regarding his advel!ery's presence, especially 

his inability to be rid of him even when he belied him dead. 

Svon's only certainty was one of doom. 

It is incontestable that Avon's Harvest  nresents maw problems 

which inhibit elucidation, and these have been exadned so far 

in the light of the poet's injudicious omissions and confusions 

of detail, anethe central character's unconvincing account of the 

story. The essential problem, of course, revolves around the 

enigmatic Avon and his even more enigmatic adversary. Avon is a 

'problematic' character, created and conveyed inferentially, who 

generally regards his case in this problematic light accompanied by 

an accentuated pessimism not inappropriate in a poem which deals with 
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a therapeutic situation in which there is no opportinity for 

therapy. The narrator, unlike Penn-Raven in Jkim laWarlsx, 

is never in an authoritative position, nor does Avon desire his 

to be. 	For Avon considers himself damned and beyond salvation. 

"Say what you like to say 

To silence, but say none of it to me. 

Tonight. To say it now would de no good, 

And you are here to listen. Bevan, of hate 

And listen. Beware of hate, remorse, and fear, 

And listen. You are staring at the damned, 

But yet you are no more the one than he 

To say that it was he alone who planted 

The flower of death now growing in his garden. 

Was it enough, / wondar„ that I struck htm? 

I shall say nothing. I shall have to watt 

Until I see what's coming, if it comes, 

When Its a delver in another garden • 

If such a one there 'be. If there be none, 

All's well and over. Rather a vain expense, 

One might affirm • yet there is nothing lost. 

Science be praised that there is nothing losto"(pp.566•6 

This speech is carefully inserted by Robinson to enable Avon to 

synthesise the strands of his attitude to his predicament centering 

as it does around his three emotional diseases for which he believes 

there is no "specific" in time. 	A mood of cynical despair and 



determinism colours all he says. He exposes his own lack of 

knowledge and reluctance to be fully frank regarding the initial 

act, of which he can Rosy nothing". His pessimistic determinism 

is mispladed (as the narrator continually obsetveo) for be attributes 

to the world of reality, among whose agents are fate and chance, 

the deterministic force which be fails to realise as belonging 

mainly in his own mind. Unable to face reality, he is only too 

probe to blame it for his ill a peculiarly human reaction for 

which Robinson had no empathy. The poet "would not accuse the 
39 

"Scheme" of a disorder that belonged only to himself," for be was 

aware that such a reaction represented an sea ape from self.knowledge 

into neurosis. Avon declares that Pate was "ailing" when it 

created his adversary (p.548) and that it deliberately and 

malicioualy toys with human suffering (p.554). He wonders if his 

predicament was due to "evil chance" (pp.548.551) and conjectures 

that ungovernable and unhappy chance had a fair share in bringing 

it about: 

"the same unhappy chance 

That first had fettered me and eversion 

To his unprofitable need of me 

Brought us abrupayfoe to face again." (p.p.556.57) 

Moreover,: Avon hints unoonsciouslyst a private impurity when, 

in furthering this projection of his sickness, he embodies it in 

the form of his enemy who thereby assumes super4mman proportions: 

"Hs fixed 

Ris heart and eyes on me, insufferatdy4 

And in a sort of Nemesis.like way, 

Invincibly." 	 (N552) 
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though he claims, as might be expected, "I have told you all 

there is to tell". (p.571) But he had steadfastly refrained 

from saying anything about his trouble until immediately before 

his end, and all the while his friends had seen "that fire at work 

within hie eyes And had no glibpse of what was burning there." (p.544) 

His undue temperamental reticence had prevented earlier confession 

or friendly enquiry. Arun 

"Red with his unrevealingzeticence 

The fire of death we saw that horribly 

Consumed, him while he crumbled and said nothing." (p.543) 

Thie reticence was itself fed, by a repressive force allied, with 

strong feelings of shame, guilt, and loathing. The 'darkness 

and discomforure of'Avonla 'oblique rebuff' and his demand for 

'silence' formed a neurotic protection against any attempt to 

penetrate the repressive barrier. The words of the narrator 

indicate how completely repression had conquered a realistic 

attitude towards lifes 

lit/ silence honored his, holding itself 

Away from a gratuitous intrusion 

That likely would have widened a new distance 

Already wide enough, if not so new.' (p.543) 

The narratorledelving hitherto Had been a forage of his own 

affairs", and, amateur psycholgist as he was, he krew that the 

• quest into the repressed unconscious was "irksome". (p.544) 
Nevertheless, "it vas Avon's time to talk*: although he was 

psycholgicilly unable to tell "all there is to tell". (p.545) 

For one thing, he is an exaggerated victim of Hobinsonian enigmas 
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he expresses the belief that his especial htaan problem is at 

heart ummderstandable and that "ones Interpretation of another* 

(p.564) is generally inaccurate.' He is unaware of the unconscious 

determinants of mash of what he says, especially of his descriptions 

of his adversary, but frequently wleits that much remains obscure 

to Was Even though it is too late for reparation, the need to 

articulate the dimensions of his problem and find at least some 

despairing measure of perspective was overpowering. These erreral 

aspects are alluded to when Avon says profoundly, 

"Be patient, and you'll see just what I  mean • 

Which is to say you won't. Tut you can listen, 

And thatle itself a large accomplishment 

Uncrowned; and may be, at a time like this, 

A mighty charity". 	(pp..55344) 
10- 	 His need to tell' had beams obsessive; when the narrator 

threatened to leave Avon because he was. 'distrait' and was not 

making sense, Avon begged his friend to stay and accordingly locked 

the door. 

Confession is an incomplete outlet for suppressed thoughts 

and emotions. Mach more lurked behind AvonIs lone confessed 

remorse than he could articulate. As we have seen, fivia &met 
is concerned with the question of knowledge and self-knowledge 

attenuated in Avonle ease by characteristics of reticence, morbid 

Imaginings, and unhealthy introspections. 'There is knowing and 

knowing'. 	Avon's problem is one common to the therapeutic 

situation and has been adequately delineated by Freud who eves 

"Our theory does its work by transforming something 

unconscious into something conscious, and only succeeds 
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in its work in so far as it is able to effect this 

transformation 	According to the conclusions we have 

reached so far, neurosis would be the result of a kind 

of ignorance, a notAnowing of mental promisees which 

should be known 	If only it were so 1 But vs have 

made discoveries that we were quite =prepared for at 

first. There is knowing and knowing; they are not 

always the same thing. There are various kinds of 

knowing, which psynhologteally are not by any means of 

equal value 	Knowing on the part of the physician 

is not the same thing as knowing on thepart of the 

patient and does not have the same effect 	there is 

more than one kind of ignorance. It requires a 

considerable degree of insight and understanding of 

psychological matters in order to see in what the 

difference consists. But the proposition that 

symptoms vanish with the acquisition of knowledge 

of their meaning remains true, nevertheless. The 

necessary condition is that the knowledge must be 

founded upon an inner change in the patient which 

can only come about by a menta;, operation directed 

to that end.* 42  

Avon is unable to dissipate the autonomous strength of 

subconscious forces and bring them into consciousness under control. 

He fails to achieve the ginner change' which Freud mentions. 

There are things Avon knows and things he does not know. He is 

aware of his friend's concern end is not blind to the need of 
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achieving self.enlighteneent nor the difficulty of doing MI 

He declares that his 'purpose' in inviting his friend to listen 

to his story 

"ii to make you. know 

How clearly I have known that you have known 

There was a ream= waited on your coming, 

And, if it's in so to see clear enough, 

To fish the reason out of a bleak well 

Where you see only a dim sort of glilepar 

That has for you no light." 	(P.545) 

The narrator says he knows 'nothing', but Avon replies: 

*You 'mew as much 

As any min alive save only one men, 

If bets alive. Wbother be lives or not 

Is rather for time to answer than forme; 

And that's a reason, or a part of one, 

For your appearance here. 	Toll do not know him, 

And even if you should pass him in the street 

He might go by without your feeling Um 

Between you and the world. I cannot say 

Whether be would, but / suppose he might." (p.546) 

Avon's adversary is thus presented more like a creature of his 

unconscious, a psychic force, than a real person; hence the 

narrator's belief that Avon is half-erased, the difficult' of 

visualising this force as a person; hence the ambiguity as to 

the state of such a person's existence. 	Possibly the ambiguity 

remits from an association of death with the unconscious and life 
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with consciousness. The phrase "Bethreen you and the world" 

indicates that "he' exists in a psychic hemisphere and the 

likelihood of the narrator not feeling 'hie maybe explicable 

on the grounds that ouch a denizen didn't belong in the narrator's 

psychs, or if it did it would, be sufficiently weak never to make 

its presence felt. 

What the narrator increasingly understands of Aoonle malactr 

is intuitive, accurate in a general sense, and is derived from a 

normal way of looking at things; whereas what Avon senses is derived 

from a confused and abnormal way of looking at things. After 

listening to the first part ofAvaa's dieordsredoutburst the 

narrator says "I knew that in wy heart There was no visitation of 

surprise." (p..549) Avon, however, realises retrospectively that 

he had acted, mainly from ignorance during the causative stages of 

his neurosis. Of the unaccountable remorse that tortures him, he 

says 

"There may be growing such a flower as that 

In the unsightly garden where I planted 

Not knowing the seed, or what was coming of it." 

But curiosity is no subatitute for knowledge. 

"I've done much wondering if I planted it; 

But our poor vender, when it comes too late, 

Fights with a lath, and one that said hot 

Breaks while it yawns and looks another way 

For a less negligible adversary". (p.p.551) 

But 'There is knowing' and 'knowing'. The narrator says that 

Avon's wife 'knowing less than I knew, yet know morel. (p.57),1 
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At the oonolusion of hie story, all that Avon knows is that he 

hasn't attained any real degree of self-knowledge. Knowledge 

for him is awareness of his ignorance and an irrational belief that 

darkness rules the affairs of man. The excessive liasitation of 

human knowledge is, no doubt, a plausible doctrine, but not when it 

emanates from a sick and disintegrating mind. 	Here are Avon's 

final words 

'Tomorrow / shall have another birthday 

And with it there may come another message - 

Although I cannot see the need of it, 

Or much sore need of drowning, if thatIs all 

Men drown for when they drown. You know as such 

As / know about that, though /Iva a right , 

If not a reason, to be on far guard. 

And only God knows what good that will do. 

Now you may get some air. Good night 3 and thank you. 
(P.572) 

This is a final realisation that his problem is paychietrio, that 

in truth there is no rational or objective reason for his downfall, 

and that he has not been able to fish the reason out of the dark 

well of his irrational mind. And underlying this is the daemonic, 

crude knowledge voiced from the unconscious 	shaLl know 

where you are until you die'. Avon confessed, Robinson portrayed 

a neurotic mind. 	Like the doctor, we "fancy there was rather 

sore than fear." (p.573) And Ani.11 Bawd bears witness to 

the Freudian axiom that "there are in the minds of men certain 

things which they know without knowing that they know them." 43  

Knowledge, determined in part by temperament, 10 413_,fevident 
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upon communication. 

'Another man 

Than Avon might have given to us at least 

A futile opportunity for words 

We might regret,' (p.593) 

the narrator says. Is communication through verbal images futile? 

Robinson, like Freud, knew that words were not enough; they had to 

be accompanied by the expression of hidden thoughts and feelings 

through behaviour; and required that an 'inner change', a re-

adjustment should take place. 	imeg aszpid shove that worths 

alone do not clarify and resolve an intense psychological problem and 

the dictionary on Avon's table is a symbol of their futility. The 

narrator looked at the dictionary 

'like one asking 

why me make so much of words 

That have so little weight in the true balance'. (p.545) 

The narrator discerned that things were not as they should be, 

that there were lunseetsle presences'; and is resigned to the 

inaccessibility of the psychic reality 

II found myself ashamed 

Of a long staring at him, and as often 

Essayed the dictionary on the table, 

Wondering if in its interior 

There was an tmcompeniable word 

To say just what was creeping in my hair.' (p.551) 

Avon's inner self behaves 'for reasons not in Avon's dictionaryl. 

What is the uncompaniable truth about that inner self? 
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(iv) 

The question leads us to the crux of the matter and the true 

enigma of Avon's Harvest  t the identity of Avon's adversary. 

Who is he? we ask. And like Avon we must ask not only what is 

ha? but also why is he? If his part in the tale was simply 

that of a real and independent character who implemented a 

successful campaign of persecution, there would be no difficulty in 

answering the questions and the last would be redundant anyway; 

but such is not the case. Instead, he is a strange and enigmatic 

being, and surely the strangest feature of the poem is the very 

one which has been so remarkably ignored, viz. his physical unreality. 

It is impossible to accept him as a real, flesh.andp.blood person. 

In no wise does his portrait adhere to the customary essentials 

of characterisation. 	He has no name and is referred to as "hen, 

"this fellow", and even "it"; he is not realised through conversation 

or independent action; there is virtually no realistic or natural-

istic description of him; and there is no measure of real-life, 

everyday detail sufficient to furnish him with human reality. 

Far less is conveyed about the narrator, Avon's wife, Asher, and 

the doctor, yet they are acceptable as real personages whereas this 

far more important figure is not. It is probable, then, that the 

above mentioned omissions in characterisation are deliberate. 

The poet, it seems, had no desire to give the fellow any more 

objective reality than that of a dream-figure; be was intended as 

a product of Avon's unconscious mind. In this light Avon's 

bewildering, bizarre, unnatural, metaphysica l  eceentric descriptions 
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of his adversary make sense, for be is portrayed as such a figure 

created in the mind and projected merely on to the memory of an 

actual person once known. Thus, Avon's descriptions never seem 

to be about a real human being. The first time Avon describes 

nthe fellow* to the narrator he strikes the dominant symbolic note 

and it is hardly more unrealistic than the other descriptions which 

follow: 

*you need not ask 

What undulating reptile be was like 

For such a worm as / discerned in him 

Was never yet on earth or in the ocean, 

Or anywhere else than in my sense of him. 

Had all / made of. him been tangible 

The Lord must have intended long ago 

Some private and unspeakable new monster 

Equipped for such a thing's extermination." (pp. 54%5O) 

This is demented talk about a private monster, and Avon's neuroticism 

cannot escape immediate surface detection in this and subsequent 

descriptions, for a balanced person would not describe another — 

not even his worst enemy . in the way Avon does. Avon is unaware 

of his startling admissions in the above passage. The determining 

factor of the other's reality is Avonlallsonso of him', a sense 

vitally limited by the very intangibility which results from the 

ignorance of consciousness in matters of the unconscious.- Avon's 

descriptions of his enemy are plainly unhealthy, even taking into 

account Avon's belief that a more evil and unhealthy person 

couldn't be imagined, and point to the demonic fonces raging 
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below consciousness. Be describes him in terms or Nemesis, 

Ian incubus at large', and an 'evil genius'. Avon is obsessed by 

his unreality: 

"therews a vicious twist 

On his amphibious face that might have been 

On anything else a smile — rather like one 

He look for on the stage than in the street". (p.561) 

His world is a stage, the stage of Avon's mind. In truly 

obsessional language Avon demoribes him as arrogant, diabolically 

skilful, cunning, cringing, insidious, swarthy, poisonous, self—

pitying, indolent, malignant, reptilean, ophidian, amorphous etc. — 

characteristics which agree ohly too well with psychoanalytical 

accounts of the primitive and instinctual aspect of the Unconscious. 

Avon says ironically, "even to dream it would have been absurd." 

One remarkable passage contains the following impressions: 

"... the fellow's indolence 

And his malignant oily swarthiness 

Housing a reptile blood that I could see 

Beneath it, like hereditary venom 

Out or old human swamps 

Often I'd find him strewn along my couch 

Like an amorphous lizard with its clothes on, 

Reading a book and waiting for its dinner." (pp.552-53) 

Superimposed on the organic model is the flesh of irrationality. 

Such a figure becomes the product or Avonls unconscious where forces 

esuo* as hate, fear, remorse, pity, terror, evil eta, are in 

undisputed supremacy. Imagination, indeed bodies forth the 

forms of things unknown. 
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The reality of Avon's *neon then, is psychical; be exists 

as a psychic force and possesses libidinous energies; his world 

is Avon's mind, the irrational aide, and the story of Avon's 

disintegrating personality is the story of the enemy within 

forcing Avon to accept the irrational world as the only reality. 

The objectivisation of the UD30111301.01111 material is achieved through 

the technique of projection. The real person has ceased to exist 

for Avony and all the reader sees of him is what Avon sees s an 

illusion of the actual person, an embodiment of phantasy. This 

is the dynamic, central factor in Avon's neurosis and its primacy 

is emphatic in the poem because Robinson obeyed the laws of 

psychical realitgiinstvad of naturalistic reality, in his portrait 

of Avon's enemy. "In contrastto meterialrealityfl the man 

possesses "movehieal  reality", so that, in these words of Freud, 

"we gradually come to understand thatajljallgala, neurosis  

PSYCHICAL RSALTrile, 	deIvmdadjuttgatu."44  The 'psychical' 

is a delusion of thelmateriall which in neurotic oases reaches 

overriding and chronic proportions s such is Avon's sighting of 

his enemy in Rome. The scene is set in a remarkably well 

projected and symbolised tinconsciouss 

"I must have been a yard away from him 

Yet as we passed I felt the touch of him 

Like that of something soft in a dark room, 

There's hardly need of wing that we said nothing, 

Or that we gave each other an occasion 

For more than our eyes uttered. He Was gone 

Before I knew it, like a sold phantom; 
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to fit into their assigned pleads. Avon spoke truly when be said 

"there we were 	we two together Breathing one air* (p.549) and 

when be confeesed he was never alone, for the part of himself 

disguised as another form must always be with his (ma blot 

between, me and ay life, p.570), however blurred and dark it 

may seem. Hence he tells the narrator early in the poems 

wI shall not be alone with you to lieten; 

And / should be far less alone tonight 

With you omy, make what you will of that", (p.552) 

and the paradox is psychologically sound,being based on the contrast 

between 'psychical' and 'material'. Nor,accoNinaly, Was Avon 

alone in the halluoination scenes 

RI was there alone .. 

Alone for the first time since I was born; 

And I was not alone. That's what it is 

To be in hell." 	 (N566) 
Hell is the state of mind indSced by a splintered psyche. There 

emerged from the inner darkness of his mind, as combatants against 

the ego, the splintered 'presences' which finally coagulated into 

the projected version of his energy. It is impossible for a self 

to be 'alone' when it is so divided. wI was not alone* his ego 

repeatedly announces, and this is a recognition of the psychical 

truth. 

Psychologically, therefore, the other personls words 'I shall 

know where you are until you die' are similarly explicable as an 

emanation froe this second splintered psyche. Psychically, of 

course, they are inexpugnable* Avon says, wI have heard them 

ever since. Their materialisation on the card signals the 
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encroachment of the 'psychical' over the 'material'. The 

annual card signifies the other fellow's psychic inseparability; 

representing a part of Avon's instinctual self, he was therefore 

born with him and must come back to die with his. Avon was able 

to lock material doors, but the key of repression eventually failed 

to fit the psychic lock. 	Bence Avon's prognostic utterances 

'II shall see him 

Larger, sometime, than I shall see the face 

Of whosoever watches by the bed 

On which I die given / die that WO (p.556) 

But Avon didn't die that way, and his enemy . not a material agent 

because Avon locked the door from the inside was with him and died 

with him. The doctor concludes Av„cuul,Lignejawith the following 

words: 

"The door was locked inside . they tucks it in 

To find his but she heard his when it came. 

There are no signs of any visitors, 

Or need of them. if / were not a child 

Of science, I should say it was the devil. 

I dealt believe it was another woman, 

And surely it was not another man." (P•573) 
Avon's vision of the world is distorted by this other figure who 

seems to have employed his malevolent energy to reorientate everything 

that Avon sees or knows; he becomes Avon's most crucial frame of 

reference and this factor heralds the psychotic victory. In a 

most significant admission Avon declares that it is the psychical, 

not the material, man who obsesses him. He says nip shadow of 
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him, wherever I found myself, Might horribly as well have been the 

*an 0.11  (p.561) and then compares the person to a *large worm*. 

The proceeds, 

*And so he WA, 

In fact) yet as I go on to grow older, 

question if there's anywhere a fact 

That isn't the malevolent existence 

Of one man who is dead, or is not dead. 

Or what the devil it is that he maybe. 

There must be, I suppose a fact somewhere, 

But I don't know it.* 	(pp.561.2) 

That fact, as we have men, is psychological and a result of 

Avon's morbid condition. Repression does not encased in keeping 

the enemy dead (that is, unconscious) all the tine. 

In Jangle analytical psychology the complex is said to be a 

most important road to the unconscious and is, therefore, closely 

connected with neurosis. 'Complexes' are described as indicators 

of dissociability of the psyche and can become autonomous by 

forming themselves out of unconscious material. An autonomous 

complex is said to carry on a separate existence, becoming as it 

were a miniature and self-contained psyche in the big psyche. 

This, theoretically, is similar to what we have described as 

happening to Avon's personality s his enemy was the sykholid 

figure-head and nodal point of the dynamic ;cocoas, and the; 

complex attained figurative and independent existence via 'projections 

The projection represents the attempt of a future personality 

f3 break through, which is quite often the ultimate aim Of a 
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powerful complex. 	All this is not only clinically feasible, 

but probably provided the intuitive basis of an important experiment 

by the postr in the develorment of his psychological technique. 

'Projection', on his own admission, formed the basis of a later 

pots pavenderlq,  Mal. That it provides the key to the identity 

of Avon's enmgr can be inferred from the following technical 

explanations: 

"Since the autonomous complexes are by nature 

unconscious, they seem —like all manifestations of the 

unconscious-not to belong to the ego, i.e. to be 

qualities of outside objects or persons, in other words, 

projections." 
 46 

And: 

"Since unconscious contents are experienced 

only in projected form, the unconscious complex appears 

first in projection as an attribute of an outward object 

or person. If the unconscious complex is so markedly 

"split off" as to take on the character of an entity 

(often of a menacing nature) assailing the individual 

from outside, or if it appears as an attribute of an 

object of outward reality, qui* eraptams occur as may 

be observed in persecutionsania, paranoia, etc. This 

object may either belong to the actual outside wor14 or 

it may stem from within, from the psyche. Such "Objects" 

may take the fora of spirits, sounds, animals, figures, eta'. 

Avon's projection is the image of his enemb although the 

other characteristics are also evident, especially in the 
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(2) "I was afraid, this time, but not of man - 

Or man as you may figure him 

/t vas not anything Ey eyes had win 

That I could feel around me in the night, 

There by that lake." 	(P.567) 

(3) "Interminably 

The minutes crawled along and over me, 

Slow, cold, intangible, and invisible, 

As if they had come up out of that water;" (pp.567-68) 

(4) "Some force that was not mine opened my eyes; (p.569) 

(5) "he squeezed 

His unclean outlines into the dim room, 

And half erect inside, like a still beast 

With a face partly mans:Noma slowly on." 
	

(p.570) 

(6) "I could not feel his breath but / could hear it; 

Though fear had made an anvil of my heart 

Where demons, for the joy of doing it, 

Awe sledging death down 011 	 (p.571) 

The poet deliberately focuses these experiences upon the traumatic 

past which provided the material out of which these nightmarish 

projections are created and from which be is powerless to escape. 

"I was immovable", Avon remembers, • 

"and a dead sweat 

Rolled out of me as I remembered hie 

When I had seen him leaving me at school. 

II shall know where you are until you die, 
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Were the last words that / had heard him say; 

And there be was. Now / could see his face, 

And all the sad, malignant desperation 

That was drawn on it after I had struck him, 

And on my memory since that aft:arm:m. 1' (p.570) 

What is the significance of this mamba and morbid memory? 

Avon's trouble was precipitated by a not uncoman experience 

among boys at school, the exclusive and potentially homosexual 

attadhment of one boy for another. Avon was evidently singled out 

as the object of such an attachment. "This fellow had no friend% 

Avon says, and "no apparent need of one, Save always and alone 

myself." His "heart and eyes" were "fixed" on Avon "insufferably" 

and "Invincibly". He concentrated his insidious designs upon 

Avon's revulsion, realising that Avon was prone to that "unfamiliar" 

(that is, abnormal) "subtle sort of pity" which say be the means by 

whichumbealthy intimacies are established. Avon says: 

"He lavished his whole altered arrogance 

On me; and with an overweening skill, 

Which had sometimes almost a cringing in it, 

Found a few flaws in my tight mail of hate 

And slowly pricked a poison into me 

In which at first / failed at recognising 

An unfamiliar subtle sort of pity." 	(p.552) 

The boy engaged a certain amount of Avon's complicity in which 

"pity" (a substitute, perhaps, for a more luncompaniable word') 

allied with "tolerance" provided the rationale for emotional release, 

the true nature of which Avon was slow to realise. The "tolerance" 

that "Assumed a blind ascendancy of custom" is an astute observation 
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of the evolvement of sordid passion unguided by reason. The 

following significant passage personifies perversion and records 

Avon's struggling resistance against it and his horror of being 

dependent upon its 

*Pity, or something like it, 

Was in the pdson of his proximity; 

For nothini else that I have any name for 

Could have invaded and so mastered me 

With a slow tolerance that eventually 

Assumed a blind ascendancy of custom 

That saw not even itself. When I came in, 

Often I'd find him strewn along my couch 

Like an amorphous lizard with its clothes on, 

Reading a book and waiting for its dinner. 

His clothes were always odiously in order, 

/et I should not have thought of him as clean — 

Not even if he had washed himself to death 

Proving it. There was nothing right about him. 

Then he would search, never quite satisfied, 

Though always in a measure confident, 

Hy eyes to find a welcome waiting in them, 

Unwilling, as I see him now, to know 

That it would never be there. Looking back, 

I am not sure that he would not have died 

For me, if I were drowning or on fire, 

Or that I would not Wm rather have let myself 

Die twice than owe the debt of my survival 
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To him, though he had lost not even his clothes. 

No, there was nothing right about that fellow; 

And after twenty years to think of him 

I should be quite as helpless now to serve him 

As I was then. I mean . without v story." (p.553) 

"There was nothing right about him" has moral and psychological 

connotations suggestive of abnormality, and these are strongly 

reinforced by descriptions of the fellow's malignant and animal 

nature and by references to his uncleanliness. There is a strong 

odour of indecency about the relationship, and an unconscious 

admission by Avon of loss of decency. Mtn the other boy came 

to the school Avon was one of Many of "decent youth" free from 

any wounding "malevolence" Asher is extolled as one who contributes 

to 'the world's decency', but he leaves and the bestial, indecent 

form of Avon's adversary arrives. No amount of washing could 
4 

bring cleanliness to the other boy; Avon felt guilty encircled 

by the stain and proximity of the boy's influence and he could not 

wash himself free of the affair. 

may the whole thing was bad — 

So bad that even the bleaching suns andlrains 

Of years that wash away to faded lines, 

Or blot out wholly, the sharp wrongs =dine 

Of youthihave had no% cleansing agent in them 

To dim the picture." 	(p.556) 

Avon felt 'bad' because he felt moral guilt, and this is sustained 

by moral and pathognomic considerations referred to as "the wrongs 

and ills Of youth". The "lie that stained" Avon's friend, on the 
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contrary, was purely superficial, "a false blot that a few days 

washed off." (p.555) It was an excuse for provocation, for 

Avon was not concerned so much with another "boy's honor* as his 

own feeling of despicable dishonor. Guilt and "accumulated hate* 

provoked in Avon the aggression that brought an end bo the relationshil 

"Al]. I remember is a bursting flood 

Of half a year's accumulated hate, 

And his incredulous eyes before I strut* him. 

HO had gone once too far; and when he knew it, 

He knew it was all over; and I struck him." (p.555) 

The physioal basis of the relationship was thus replaced by psychical 

elements which could not be curtailed in auy physical way save death. 

The suggestions in what Avon says about his thoughts and feelings 

are unhealtby and hisrevulsion is morbid. In the above long passage 

(3.P. p.553) he makes rather obsessive remarks concerning the 

other fellow's 'clothes'. 	If these references are considered in 

the symbolic, Freudian sense .tinconsciotut allusion to the body and 

nakedness . such meaning is in no way discordant with the total 

impression. Moreover, Avon later says that the "Maine wooden were 

"a voyage away From anything wearing clothes" (p.564). And during 

the hallucination in which his unconscious had reared up against 

him and taken possession of his faculties, Avon obeyed his "shadow" 

and, as he says, fell upon the bed "with all marclothes on" and 

Say and waited." (p.569) 

But one feels that the trauma — producing situation could 

have been dealt with in a normal way with discretion, expediency, 

and honor; yet Avon was unable to accomplish this. The result 
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Of the experience was the life-long formation of a neurotic aversion. 

Avon's idea of the cause is superficial; he says the aversion is 

the consequence of the other boy's need of him, but complains that 

it was "chance" not his own disposition . vhich "fettered me and ay 

aversion To his unprofitable need of me". (p.557) It seems that 

Avon's complicit role was a result of weakness and perhaps sUbserv-

Lena., and even assuming that in his case reluctance and revulsion 

were preventatives against homosexual complicity, the predisposition 

was at least unconsciously powerful enough to establish a Migrotic 

fear of such complicity. The essential point is that Avon did 

not feel blameless, nor did he tell all. His violent feelings of 

humiliation,. hate,remoreso, shame, loathing, etc. are characteristic 

products of guilt.fieling and conscience. Ideationally, at least, 

Avon succumbed to perversion and his struggle against it accords 

with Freud's analysis of typical reactions in Zftt Contributions  

Ig_tAnua lgtim. Freud stated in this early work that 

"In all neurotics we finclwithout exception in the unconscious 

psychic life feelings of inversion and fixation of libidos on 
48 

persons of the same 00X4" The neurosis is the regative of the 

perversion and is often substituted for it. This, broadly 

speaking, happens to Avon whose psychic counterferces, "feelings 
49 

of reaction", "built up psychic dams of disgust, shame and morality." 
50 

Abhorrence of perversion *yields to a distinct feeling  of loathiW 

and this loathing has been previously noted in Avon's descriptions 

of the other person; he is loathed as the apostle of disease and 

evil. Avon is tortured by the characteristic reaction of shames. 
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"If you had seen his eyes 

As I did, and if you had seen his face 

At work as / did, you might understand. 

I was ashamed of it, as / sin now, 

But that's the prelude to another theme.“ 

It is indeed the prelude to another theme, as we have already seen 

and it involves shame and fear with which 'Avon is =able to cope. 

This other 'themes is the mainspring of Avon's extreme anxiety 

and expresses itself in the hallucinatory symbols of the episode 

at the Heine retreat. The symptoms of shame and loathing are 

contorted and intense. Of these symptoms, Freud says that they 

"represent the converted expression of impulses which in a broader 

sense might be designated as ,nerverae  if they could manifest them-

selves directly in phantasies and acts without deviation from 

consciousness' ,"51  And in the hallucination scene the re-conversion 

does take place; Avon is paralysed with fear and his symptomatic 

protection is of no avail against the guilty and degenerate monster 

of perverse desire" The climax of the hallucination is the 

diabolically perverse apotheosis of seduction conveyed in the 

narcissistic imagery of autoereticism. 	Hence, the erotiø 
to 

significance of *nature's!,  "defeotionn,xwhich Avon previously referred 

(p.568), is now seen to manifest itself in the instinctual bestiality 

of mans 

nall there was left for me to do 

Was tolls there and see hits while he squeezed 

His unclean outlines into the dim room, 

And half erect inside, like a still beast 
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With a face partly sante, come mlowl,y on 

Along the floor to the bed where I lay, 

And waited 

I began to fancy there was onme 

The stupor that explorers have alleged 

As evidence of nature's final mercy 

When tigers have them down upon the earth." (pp.57041) 

Avon "had seen his eyes and felt his breath". The "black tiger" 

that had earlier waited for Avon in fancy, the monster of hidden desire 

which Avon, from a conscious viewpoint, could honestly deny having 

ever "summoned 	Or thought of" (p.548), is the symbol of his 

defection. And Avon's defection is itself a symbol of man's 

defection against Nature, against the primal unity of the instincts. 

But Robinson was unable to express the opt4distic creed of the 

Rnmantice whereby a final harmony with Nature is achieved. 

At this stage, then, the neurotic pattern is discernible, 

having swung full cycle beak to the chaos of the original situation, 

beak to the 'blank tiger'. 	During the cattle and apart tom the 

disturbances which occurred, tension had been maintained between 

repressed (homosexual impulses) and repressing factors and produced 

a constant series of new symptomaotmations. These latter ranged 

froalpityywonderl, 'humiliation', 'aggression', 'hate', 'remoras', 

deluded hope to the final domination of anxiety and 'fear' j and 

"what is feared, the object of the anxiety, Einthis case the 

apparition of Avon's enemyi is always the emergence of a traumatic 

factor." 52  The series of symptomatic changes are not shapeless 

and exhibit a regressive pattern which Freud designated as the 
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slow return of the repressed. Avon's mental history during the 

twenty years is a history:of the slow return of the repressed. 

Tgagt  WILLN2Freud.describes the neurotic pattern in terms 

which seem to apply well to Avon's case. Be writest 

"In the neurosts there are distincli acts of compromies 

which on the one hand may be regarded as profs of 

remorse and efforts to expiate and similar actions; 

but on the other hand they are at the same time 

substitutive actions which recompense the impulse 

for what has been forbidden. It is a law of 

. neurotic diseases that theme obsessive acts serve 

the impulse more and more and come nearer and nearer 

to the original and forbidden act." 53  

Hats fought remorse and rear was created, because of the 'forbidden 

act' whereby Avon was damned; his Puritan conscience declares, 

"Beware of hate, remorse, and fear, 

And listen. You are staring at the &mad ..." (p.566) 

Understandably, Avon is forced to feel the impotency of 'acts of 

compromise under the stress of the returning, forbidden act 

"It was not anything my eyes had seen 

That I could feel around me in the night, 

There by the lake. /f I had been alone, 

?hare would have been the joy of being free 

• Which in imagination I had won 

With unimaginable expiation • 

But I was not alone." 	(p.567) 

And, of course, "the original and forbidden act,  is the dramatic 
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content of Avon's hallucination. 	Avon is a prisoner of his past 

unfreed from his burden. 

The remorse Avon feels is an expression of his unconscious 

sense of guilt, a revulsion against the forbidden act. Even 

though he "has repressed his evil desires into his Unconscious 

and would then gladly say to himself that be is no longer 

answerable for them, be is yet compelled to feel his responsibility 

in the fora of a sense of guilt for which be can discern no 

foundation." 54  Avon conjectags that be is tormented because of 

personal sins, or of ancestral debte be has to pay s be sees 

his guilt as fated. And to thin extant the burden, as it was 

for Job and Prometheus, is out of all proportion to the personal 

expiation and personal guilt. in this light, Alma is, as Oestre 

suggests, a symbol of modernism as heir to the crime-ridden past, 

and the plight of Avon is the plight of modiernman outlined tty 

Freud in the conclusion of OiviUzation 	XII Discontents: 

'If civilisation is an inevitable course of development 

from the group of the family to the group of humanity 

as a whole, then an intensification of the sense of 

guilt... will be inextricably bound up with it, until 

perhaps the sense of guilt may swell to a magnitude 

that individuals can hardly support.' 55  

Avon's adversary was spawned "Out of huaan swamps* and instinctual 

guilt; he attached himself to Avon invincibly "in a sort of 

Nemesis-like way." That Avon should so dramatise his situatidh 

suggests that be feels, morbidly, fan intensification of the sense 

of guilt.' 
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Avonts sense of guilt is not unconnected with death and his 

inability to attire life. His one aggressive act intensified the 

remorse and fear of further aggression thus creating an attitude 

of mind which served to dam the hatred and invoke it, in projected 

fora, against himself. % Aggression and hatred turned inward, if 

sufficiently powerful, is a slow form of dying, and in Avon's 

case this introjected death is stimulated by feelings of guilt, 

failure, hopelessness and inevitability. The projected figure of 

his enemy threatens annihilation with sufficient authoritp to 

bring Avon to the verge of death and madness; the uplifted arm 

represents the masochistic action of Avon striking at himself. 

Has not the narrator announced at the beginning that only the fire 

of death can quench the fire of fear in Avon's soul? Avon may 

desire the death of his enemy, entertain visions of "Some private 

and unspeakable new monster Equipped for such a thing's extermination" 

(p.550), celebrate.,by way of a drink, the other fellow's reported 

drowning; but each is a vain evasion, the futile action of striking 

at himself. He cannot exterminate that which is part of him, 

nor can he escape it, not even if he was the last man left alive 

after God's "extinction of the rest." (N567) He cannot accept 

the reality of his own nature, nor can be owe the debt of his 

survival to the creature spawned in that reality. (1 1•553) 

In the hallucination death seemed unsupportables it was on 

his breast and be felt the touch of it (N568); he sank into 

his bed "Like a man getting into his own grave" (N569); demons 

were joyfully sledging death down on his heart. (p.571) Yet 

what he fears most is not the act of dying (this is symptomatic 

rather) but the base and perverted impulses of living 
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Jmy fear Was not the fear of dying*, he says (p.565). 

Nevertheless, he is dying and death is an associate of his 

extreme anxiety. He debates the issue and once more attempts 

to deny the responsibility of self; he tells the narrators 

wrou are staring at the damned 

But yet you are no more the one than he 

To say that it was he alone who planted 

The flower of death now growing in his garden.* (p.566) 

As the flower is psychical, not biological, death, who but Avon 

could have planted it? The cause of death, as the physician 

explpiss, related tc, a state of anstety (fear) powerful enough to 

induce the *nightmare and an aneurism* (p.573). Before his 

body ceased to function, Avon's ego suffered the overthrow it 

feared; what his ego feared and felt in the anxiety of hallucination 
was, to use Freud's words 2 0in the nature of an overthrow or an 

extinction.". Avon's fear is connected with instinctual death 

in the way, perhaps, which Brown suggests 

"It looks as if the specifically human capacity for anxiety 

does refill:ft a melt against death and individuality, 

or at least some deep disturbance in the organic unity 

of life and death." 57 

The analysis of Avon's disintegration may be directed now along 

two lines of enquiry $ firstly, what are the general and specific 

psychological characteristics of his disease? and secondly, what 

psychological spdbolism is involved in the process of disintegration? 

The dynamic relation between end within the unconscious 
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and consciousness is one of conflict. The eseence of neurosis 

is mental conflict and this characteristic is evident in Avon's 

instance. Freud remarks in the IntrodwotcgmLectures  that: 

"One side of the personality stands for certain wishes, while 

another part struggles against them and fends them off. There 

is no neurosis without such a CONFLICT." The conflict in Avon's 

neurosis is, of course v represented in the struggle between Avon 

and his enemy. It is derived basic:m.1V from an inotinctual 

level and it is this fact which determines the futility of Avon's 

unraistic rationalisations. "I lm at odds With conscience" 

Avon says; and he is. But his revulsion is an insufficient 

weapon against the repressed homosexual tendencies because of the 

damaging em9int of fear which is accordingly released. His fear, 

as Freud would pan corresponds to the former wish now repressed; 
111 

	

	
and Avon fights a losing battle in his inability to dissipate it. 

The instinctual nature of the conflict is revealed in terms of 

the hate that fought remorse, while it must be remembered that 

each side has its constellatory emotions as combatants. The 

conflict became formative while Avon was at school. Be records 

it thus: 

"There was a battle going on within me 

Of hate that fought remorse • if:rat:must have it • 

Never to win, 	never to win but once, 

And having won, to lose disastrously, 

And as it was to prove, interminably. 

Or till an end of living may annul." (p.554) 

It was a losing battle for the potentially stable personality, 
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the interminebility of which could only be amumlled by death. 

I. 

	

	
Anxiety is the nodal point of neurotic Conflict. The anxiety 

in Avon's case has already been explained in relation to 

Robinson's tern 'fear' which is employed frequently by Avon and 

the narrator. Avon treats the internal danger as an external 

one in the typical manner of the anxiety states "in neurotic 

anxiety 	the ego is attempting a flight, from the demands 

of the libido, and is treating this internal danger as if it 

were an external one."59  The anxiety is bound by 'aptoms but 

when the neurosis is most acute these are heightened and 

finally displaced by the anxiety. This happens to Avon in 

the hallucination scene and, presumably, immediately prior to 

his death. On the former occasion he reiterates his feeling 

of fear and terror and it is this that paralyses him and induces 

• 	 "a sort of conscious, frozen catalepsy 

Wherein a man sees all there is around him 

As if it were not real, and he were not 

Alive." (p.569) 

The nature of Avon's fear, then, is hardly an exception to 

the rule that *The neurotic individual fears nothing so much as 

encounter with his inward and ourward reality." 60 Certain

features of Avanes personality his indeterminateness, 

indecisiveness, loss of energy, curtailment of freedom, frustration, 

excessive worry and brooding, intellectual doubts, and his 

absorption in retrospections • are typieal characteristics of 

the neurotic state. A particular patty of his =nese appears 

in his susceptibility to the paranoid manner of negation. Once 
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"Once the psyche reaches the midpoint of life, the 

process of development demands a return to the 

beginning, a descent into the dark, hot depths of 

the unconscious. To sojourn in these depths, to 

withstand their dangers, is a journey to hell and 

"death". But he who comes through safe and sound, 

who is "reborn", will return full of knowledge and 

wisdom, equipped for the outward and inward demands 

of life. He has pressed forward to his limits 

and has taken his destiny upon himself." 63 Avon 

experiences the descent but not the spiritual re-awakenings 

"I was there alone - 

Alone for the first time since I vas born) 

And I was not alone. That's what it is 

To be in hell 

All through the slow, long, desolating twilight 

Of incoherent certainties, I waited) 

And while the night grew down upon me there, 

I thought of old Prometheus in the story 

That I had read at school, and saw maakind 

All huddled into clusters in the dark, 

Galling to God for light. There was a light 

Coming for them, but there was none for me.." (p.566) 

Robinsonls outlook concerning this process of individuation 

is generally more realistically Freudian; the achievement of 

rebirth for Cavender and Matthias, for example, was no simple 

matter; for Avon it is an Impossibility. novas a re-birth of 

hate as 	Avon lives in two worlds of hell, a primordial bell 
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and'a personal, existential hell. The former is gymbelised 

by the 'primeval lake as well as the ophidian and archetypally 

Satanic characteristics of Avon's projection, and the latter 

by Avon's Harvest of 'three disieaseal "hate, remorse, and 

fear." The lake is the womb of birth and death; its 'water' 

is accordingly 'relentless' and 'had the 	of the end of 

things 	on it'. (p.557) The dramatis personae maybe 

rationalised in terms of psychological symbolism by reference 

to Freudian metaphorss Avon's maw emerges from the instinctual 

reservoir of the ID, whilst.  Avon signifies the remnant endeavour 

of the weakened EGO to escape overthrow and extinction at the 

hands of this all-pswerfal visitant. The manifestations of the 

id soma alien, for neurosis is "a thing which has set itself 

up against the ego as an element alien to it." 	peychology 

of this situation is by no means 4mdical this is a traditional 

drama — although Robinson's rendering of it is not without novelty. 

Fraud's inevitable admiesion that nn popular language, we may 

say that the ego stands for reason and circumspection, while the 

id stands for the untamed passions" 65is reactionary enough to 

suit his and literatureb severe and conservative critics. 

Freud's description of the primitive and irrstional nature of the 

unconscious, as well as his imagistic impressions of the id, tend 

to agree fundamentally with Avon's portraint of his enemy. Freud 

says of the ids 

"It is the obscure inaccessible part of our personality 

We came nearer to the id with images, awl call it a chase, 
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a cauldron of seething excitement." 

This it is that Avon depicts his enemy, not as a person but 

as a process highly emotive and instinctual in nature. Freud 

derived the name 'id' from the impersonal pronoun. He says 

"This impersonal pronoun seems particularly suited to express 

the essential character of this province of the mind the 

character of being foreign to the ego." 67  In Maine, Avon's 

enemy emerges from the unconscious waters of the 'primeval 

lake' aid his hallucinatory image is first recognised by Avon 

as the id -.the impersonal pronoun. Avon saps 

• 	 "Some force that was not mine opened my eyes 

And, as I knew it must be, — it was there". (p.569) 

Although the conflict between id and ego is the predominant 

cause of anxiety, there are two other contributing factors, 

MLITT and that eaibitor of conscience, the SUFBRAGO. 

Indeed, the paychic brunt which Avon is forced to bear makes 

life most difficult: 

"... goaded on by the id, hemmed in by the superwego, 

and rebuffed by reality, the ego struggles to cope with 

its economic task of reducing the forces and influencds 

which work in it and upon it to some kind of harmony; 

audio may well understand how it is that we so often cannot 

repress the cry °WS in not easy'. When the ego is 

forced to acknowledge its weakness, it tweaks out into 

anxiety: reality anxiety in face of the external 

world, moral anxiety in face of the super-ego, and 

neurotic anxiety in face of the strength of the 

passions of the id." 68 
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For Aron unreality supplants reality, the ego is overthrown, 

and, "at odds With conscience" and punished with remorse, be 

succumbs to morbid and hysterical speculations, and finally 

delusions, concerning the immaterial. Re suffers a moral 

conflict as a result of his inability to affirm the whole of his 

nature. Be shares bitterly the experience that "igy conscience 
69 

punishes me with painful reproaches, and makes me feel remorse." 

The animality of Avon's enemy has already been alluded to 

as a characteristic of unconscious contents, and it is one 

whioh has been universally remarked upon in psychology. 
70 

"Unconsciousness has an animal nature", declares Jung. 

Dascribing dream symbolism, Freud affirms the interpretation 

that "Wild Animals denote human beings whose senses are excited, 

and*  hence, evil impulses or passions, *71 while a Jungian 

interpreter expresses the same views 

"Certain psychic character traits may be symbolised by 

animals and their behaviour, by objects, natural pehnomena, 

and all sorts of things, and these in turn may find their 

correspondences in psychic qualities." 72  

Robinson employs this khowledge, and draws upon the 'archaic 

heritages' of mental imagerY, to telling effedt. Avon describes 

his adversary ass "poisonous" "reptile", "amorphous lizard", 

"creature", "monster", "beast" etc. and refers unmistakably to 

qualities Freud ascribes to the id when he says "He had no soul". 

Avon was to remember that last occasion at school; 

"I met his look, and on his face I saw 

There was a twisting in the swarthiness 
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That I had often sworn to be the cast 

Of his ophidian mind. He had no soul". (p.557) 

Thus the regressive phantasy in which the id overpowers the ego 

takes the form of phylogenetio possession, which ie, of course, 

related to paranoia and perversion. The degrading animaltiy of 

Avon's adversary serves the poetry well in associating horror and 

perversion; for perversions "depart from the normal 	in a 

disregard for the barriers of species (the gulf between man 

and beast)." 73  

It is not surprising, then, that the moral aspect of 

Avon's conflict is expressed in primordial and archetypal terms 

which have supernatural significance. 	In Avon's mind the 

projection flows without difficulty from one symbolic value to 

another, from perversion to evil. 	The primitive aspects of 

mind predominate under regressive forcds. 	Avon degenerates 	to 

a primitive state of mind .and to such a mind "a man who is seized 
74 

by strong emotions is possessed by a devil or a spirit." 

Avon's suffering has a Faustian quality about it, but his devil, 

shadow, spirit,ie victorious. Jung writes. 

"The character that summarizes a person's uncontrolled 

emotional manifestations consists, in the first place, 

of his inferior qualities or peculiarities... When 

people are not at their best, such flaws become clearly 

visible. I have celled the inferior and lees commendable 

part or a person the dada. We have met with this figure 

in literature; for instance, Faust and his shadow 

Mephistopheles." 75 
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Avon said, recalling the "phantom" and "incubus" of 

his enemy as he had men it in Rome, that 

"My shadow of him, wherever I found weelf, 

Hight horribly as well have been the man". (p.561) 

And, referring to the hallucinations, he sgys: 

"I should hardly have confessed 

The heritage then of my identity 

To my own shadow; for I was powerless there, 

As I am here." 

	

	 (p.566) 

N.. the fire was dead, 

And all the life there was in the shadow 

It made of me. My shadow was all of me; 

The rest had had its dgy, and there was night 

Remaining • only night, that's made for shadows, 

Shadows and sleep and dreams, or dreams without it." 
(p.568) 

"I must obey my shadow." 	(p.569) 

And this shadow is obliteratediathe darkness of evil, an evil 

projected from within upon the traditional image of the Anti-

christ time terming one more rainment of phantasy in which Avon's 

enemy was clothed. The "black tiger" sprang at Avon's throat 

and brought him down. It savoured the hell of his heart and 

found it a dark place. 
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Chapter6 

TI C LAST GOD 

As if he were the last god going home 
Unto his last desire. 

From "The Man Against the Sky." 

the man we call modern 	is by no means the 
average man. He is rather the min who stands 
upon a peak, or at the very edge of the world, 
the abyss of the future below him, above his 
the heavens, and below him the whole of mankind 
with a history that disappears in primeval mists. 

_ 	G.. TUN& 

The quality of indefiniteness which pervades any significant 

problem of a psychologigal nature, the contradictory character of 

human thought, feeling and conduct, the apparent lack of meaning 

in many manifestations of personality, the enigma of man's place 

in the 'Scheme', have all perplexed man for centuries and have 

incited literary activity . an activity which has aimed at the 

revelation of man in his several domains. Such revelation is, 

by its very nature, a highly personal and tentative achievement, 

and in this sense Robinson was correct when he mid of man that 
1 

'Mostly alone he goes' (p.60). Idealistically, the revelation is the 

sum of man's immortal vision; practically, it claws from a firm 

grasp of actual life situations. Of course there have been numerous 

kinds of revealers. Some have endeavoured to reveal the mystery 

and have merely =needed in mystifying the meaning. Others, 

inspirationaliets immersed in their own mental and emotional mobility, 
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have followed the 'mad. pursuit' - some for the Woo of Art, some 

for the sake of Lowe, fiale for the sake of Knowledge. For the 

more mature, revelation has been a partial experience (correspond-

ingly more trustworthy) bestowing an objective comprehension of 

things as well as a private feeling of empathy with one's fellow 

creatures. For the less fortunate • more ardent, hence more easily 

disillusioned • the pursuit has swallowed the pursuer : identity is 

lost and the mind confused. Such are the dwellers in the "wrong 

world" of Amaranth and artists like the 'painter sick at heart 

With Nature's toiling for a new surprise.' (p.62) 

Those for whom the loss of ego-reality is disguised by a cult 

of personality j or for whom life has become abstraction and living 

an intellectual exercise j  or for whom the personal ego has become 

inflamed to dementia praecox proportions, are reminiscent of certain 

unheroic heroes of the modern novel: for example, of the neo- 
1 

Platonic Des Eseeintos who, in Hgymaan's A Reboura,  experimentally 

regards life as artifice ; of the neo-Nietihean Jasper Ammon who, 

in Aiken's King Coffin, attempts to create pure form at the expense 

of life ; of the neo-Remantio Voss who, in the PatrickWhite novel, 

directs his pretentious energy towards the unoccupied throne of 

the Godwhead. Each, regarding himself as the genius and heir of 

a particular tradition, is blinded by the lights, by the devil in 

the sun, in his quest for an ultimate Revelation. 	Des Esseinteal 

final image of himself is of a man against the 67, "for whom 

only the impossible belief in a future life could bring him peace." 

His concluding words are about the travail of the human pilgrimage 
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" 'Well, it is all over now. Like a tide-race the 

waves of human mediocrity ant rising to the heavens 

and will engulf this refuge, for I am opening the 

flood-gates myself, against my will. Ah 1 but my 

courage fails me, and my heart is sick within me 1 - Lord, 

take pity on the Christian who doubts, or the unbeliever 

who would fain believe, or the galley-slave of life 

who puts out to sea alone, in the night beneath a 

firmament no longer lit by the consoling beacon-fires 

of the ancient hope 1 " 2  

Robinson has elaborated upon such thoughts as these in "The Man 

Against the Sky"., He describes 'the ancient hope' as 'an orient 

Word that will not be erased.' The 'galley-slave' has perchance 

set out from 

'the cold eternal shores 

That look sheer down 

To the dark tideless floods of Nothingness 

Where all who know may drown.' 	(p.69) 

The way of Ammon and Vosts is through a door which opens out upon 

a vista such as this., They are men 'who know', but 'drown' 
. 	 airy 

because their knowledge is illusienaliy. Their wayculminates in 

immolation. 	The following lines from Robinson's poem provide an 

apt description of the plight of this type of human being, who 

'with an aching strangeness viewed the last 

Abysmal conflagration of his dreams, 

and experienced 
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there is no light (not even a misguiding one) but the caliginous 

lp 

	

	fires of fear, and as such constitutes a warning ; but that is the 

poet's revelation not Avon's. And, perhaps for Robinson the 

final revelationtaat its cone the fate of the individual soul; 

the dream of the eternal image, of the intangible reality, of the 

man against the sky. 

The desire for revelation is a human yearning irreconcilable 

with the inertia of ignorance. The young Robinson was painfully 

aware of the sacrifice which it could exact. Writing to Smith 

in 1897, he declared that "Nine tenths of the happiness in the 

world (if there is any) is due to man's ignorance of his own 

disposition. The happy people are they who never had time to 
4 think it over." 	Here we have a fairly early teethe:my of his 

dissatisfaction with theefficieney of the pleasurs—principle, 

although the essential emphasis is placed on the need to understand 

something of the inner human disposition; it is also interesting 

to note that he had &maimed a maturing confidence in his ability 

to do so. 	For, about a year before :  he death, of the poet's 

father in 1892, his biographer recordo, "Robinwma hiasel4 sure 

of nothing except the inadquaay of the human brain to explore the 

submerged nine—tenths of hwsmn experience, was react to believe 
5 

or disbelieve as the facts demanded." After the publication of 

his early volumes, however, it had become evididat that he possessed 

the talent to explore submerged experience. 	In 1920 he recorded 

with satiefaction that the character, Vickery, in nickery's Mountain' 
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was a thorougly plausible creation. "Vickery's psychology is 
6 

sound", be wrote Louis Ledoux. 	Robinson later explained 

that the poem was "a study of human inertia *  which is in 
7 

Vickry's case something stronger than he is* 00  and*  in terms of 

the desire for revelation (symbolised by the desire for "gold "), 

Vickery fails to convert desire into action. The dying guest told 

Vickery where the gold was to be found at the base of the mountain*  

but this revelation in itself is not the important thing. The 

poet was concerned with the purely human problem of why Vickery 

still dreamed of being a "golden man" when be already possessed 

the knowledge with which to realise his dream. The reader this 

asks why this is psychologically sound and looks to the poet for 

110.0 kind of explanation. And the reader is justified*  for it is thi 

kind of meaning revelation Of the hidden springs of human nature • 

with which the poet was primarily preoccupied. 

It should prove useful *  therefore *  to bear in mind Robinsonle 

twofold distinction of the revelatory power $ firstly the revelation 

of tenuous framework of belief*  an secondly revelation of the 

conglomerate house of pulsating and variegated life. He who • 

has the former man, indeed*  be a builder among the stars ; but the 

poet was more concerned with knowing what happened to the people 

who waled by the lure of light. The case of Leffingwell is 

rather typical. 

'What quiverings in the distance of what light 

May not have lured him with high promises*  

And then gave out?' (p.331) 

Robinson 's house of life *  however*  is more earthly*  more complex: 
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Revelation is here acknowledged purely in terns of individual 

psychology, while Robinson's metaphysical attitude can be described 

quite simply as an awareness of the irrevocable barrier separating 

finite knowledge and its revelation, on the one side, and infinite 

knowledge which cannot be revealed to men, on the other. His own 

comment that 

"nothing of an infinite nature can be proven or disproven 

in finite terms meaning 'words and the rest is probably 

a matter of one's individual ways of seeing and feeling 
9 

things." 

provides ample verification. Of course he did recognise that 

man is disposed to imaginings of a visionary nature, =dyes 

prepared to assume that some have been capable of undeniable 

spiritual perceptions, even though they were by nature emancipated 

from the higher consciousness of pure revelation. This recce. 

nition validates the nodal importance of the ggejj, in the Arthurian 

poems, and the wain "The Man Against the Sky", 

'the living word 

That none alive has ever heard 

Ole ever spelt, 

And few have ever felt 

Without the fears and old surrenderings 

And terrors.' (p.681 

It is characteristic of this poet that in the same breath as he 

acknowledges sliblime feeling he admits priaal fear into the context; 

and issues a warning that mystical revelation is an emotional 

hazard which may result in psychic debility. Moreover, mysticism 
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rests on an inconclusive hypothesis as he once explained in 

•nti#.Ramanticist terms $ 

"I suppose you will have to put me dawn as a mystic, if 

that means a man who cannot prove all his convictions 

to be true". 10  

Robinson did indeed believe in the mystical and creative unconscious 

just as he acknowledged man's innate propensity for evil, and he 

would probably have agreed with Jung when the psychologist 

describes "that spirit which nowadays is called the Unconsoious" 
11 

in the following manners 

"it is as rarractory as matter, as mysterious and evasive, 

and it follows laws which in their inhuman and superhuman 

character mostly appear to us as a =tau Lam maladatata 

ham& When man lays his hand to this work, he 744* 

as the alchemists say, the creative work of God." 

'Lava' that operate in a biological medium, therefore, have 

psychic and 'superhuman' significance, . a thought. which Robinson 

expressed beautifully, but tragically, in "For a Dead Lady" t 

'The beauty, shattered by the laws 

That have creation in their keeping, 

No longer trembles at applause, 

Or over children that are sleeping; 

And we who delve in beauty's  lore 

Know all that we have known before 

Of what inexorable cause 

Hakes Time so vicious in his reaping.' (p.355) 

This stanza, contrasting human knowledge with an absolute, is a 
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practical demonstration of the Robinsonian distinction between the 

fact of mortality and the futility of metaphysics. The poet 

was chary of oversintelIectualising humanity and violating reality, 

as do 'boat people" who "are so afraid of life that when they see 

it coming their first impulse is to get behind a tree and shut 

their eyes." 12This is evident in a remark he made to Nancy Evans, 

although it appears that in this context he adheres to some 

tangible principle of pgychological determinima. The theme Nies 

Evans discussed with the poet in this connection concerned man 

as "the storehouse of his own destiny" s 

" "I think man's pattern is there before him", 

Mr. Robinson said, And then he added, "that it's difficult 

to discuss these ideas, we're getting metaphysical 
13 

and or terminology may mean such different things." " 

It has, however, been terminologically impossible (even 

allowing for Robinson's warning) to avoid becoming 'metaphysical', 

to avoid referring, for example, to 'revelation' without implying 

'knowledge; indeed the two terma are almost inseparable in most 

instances. But it is clear from the preceding paragraphs that 

such terms as 'revelation' and iself..revelationl, which have been 

adequately distinguished, and 'knowledge' and 'self-knowledge' 

are usefUl, critical aids. Nor should it be forgotten that this 

terminology is Robinson's anyway s the verb Ito 	for example, 

recurs constantly in a multitude of contexts inRobinson's work, 

ranging from positive to negative in implications; while it is 

often used ironically, as in the tantalising last line (tantalising 

to the =Mos at least) of "The Man Against the Sky". This line 
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"Where all who know may drown" refers to the yhilosophers 

and practictioners of materialism who commit the Robinsonian sin 

of exclusiveness :in their failure to distinguish between finite and 

infinite, and in their failure to acknowledge the eternal pessanit 

to which the limitations of their knowledge must inevitably lead.... 

'Eternity records 

Too vast an tumor for the time.:born words 

We spell' (p.68) 

It is all so ddbioue and inconclusive, Robinson declares, that one 

invites the infliction of illusion in claiming exclusive validity 

for am branch of knowledge, or current point of view, the 

world has managed to accumulate. And, in this vein, he admito a 
Cc. 

conditional univertl affirmation in ..hat may be considered the 

main taut of the Robinsonian Metaphysic : 

'Where was he going, this man against the sky? 

You know not, nor do I. 

But this we know, if we know anything: 

That we may laugh and fight and sing 

And of our transience here make offering 

To an orient Word that will not be erased, 

Or, save in incommunicable gleams 

'Too permanent for dreams, 

Be found or known.' 	(p.66) 

This the poet states agnostically that the ultimate revelation' 
1 

is 'incommunicable' and unknowable, while his cautious .13ut 

circumscribing use of "if we know anything' shows how sugll 

him= knowledge is in face of the vast Unknown. In the much 
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and in this poem he attacks materialism for what it excludes and 

denies as well as for what it is. 	"Luke Havergal", on the other 

hand, is a dissimilation of belief, so far as the poet is concerned, 

for he remains completely outside his creation, thus obeying the 

Flaubertian dictum which be so much admired. And its fiery 

tone implies with paradoxical certainty that the situation calls 

not for knowledge but for "faith", which in this case is a 

rationalization more akin to a frenzy of expectation. It is a 

poem built to the specification of brilliant persuasion, imagistic 

simplicity, and emotive undertow. Progressing through feeling 

rather than cerebration, besides maintaining the tension between 

biological desire and hallucination, the poem gradually communicates 

all the aching frustration, the loneliness, the desire for imperish-

able union through perishable death, in the mmll of Luke Havergal. 

The progression is one towards greater and greater inclusiveness 

and is effected largely through rhythm (even colours and shades 

have rhythmic lift); paradox ('fiery night', 'quench the kiss'); 

and contrast (eastern  skies' and 'western gate', Iheaventandlhell9 

Movement is its symbol t the contrary winds of dying and undying 
16 

in the cyclone of "degeneration". 	The poem demonstrates that 

' intensity of revelation with_held in the flux of widening 

inclusiveness and emerging enlightenment which is a part of 

Robinson's psychological method. Rollo Walter Brown made a 

studied observation of this as a personal quality in Robinson 

the man, having seen its day-by-day manifestations in the poet's 

personality. After referring to Robinson's 'humour', 'reticence', 

'stout-heartednessl, 'generosity', he says I 
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"But perhaps the chief revelation of his eminence of 

spirit was his curious, inverted way of simplifying 

things. Instead of tryEng to take a thing clear by 

seeing a little of it at a time, or by stripping so 

much away that less than the thing itself remained, 

be was forever trying to make it clear by discovering 

if it were not a part of something more inclusive. 

If that were true, and he could only encompass this 

more inclusive something, then all would be clear. 

No matter bow mall the detail of life, the frame of 

reference in which he measured it was of things 

presumably . or at least possibly important. 

In consequence, the literal appearance of things, 

the mere literal recording of appearances, interested 

him little, or not at all. 

What he wanted to know was the inclusive story 

behind the appearances the story behind this man's 

or that woman's conduct. When the story was not 

obvious, be would shake his head and say, "There 

must be something there." And sometimes he tried to 

find it • while be ate a sandwich or one of his 

specially ripened bananas, or calmly drank a good. 
17 

sized thermos bottle of coffee." 

This admirable quality is often most perfectly evident in 

a poetic form to which Robinson conformed with originality and 

for which his synthesising powers were called upon to the utmost. 

And in some of the dramatic monologues, some of the blank verse 
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"Why at I not myself these many days", reveals the symptom 

of her condition; the next eleven limes contain the crux of 

her frustration ; and the last two lines subtly indicate the 

inclusive factor, which is not (as may be expected) her jealousy 

(already acknowledged) but her husband's hypocrisy $ 

"In David's time poor Michel had to go. 

Jealous of God? Well, if you like it so." (p.528) 

The poem, therefore, led up inferentially to the fact of the 

Evangelist's hypocrisy until it was unfolded through the allusion 

in the couplet. The wife compares herself to Michel, David's 

first wife who, through circumstances, was estranged from her - 

husband and later supplanted by two other wives. Her husband 

evidently rationalised his behaviour with the assertion that it 
18 

was the will of God that he take another woman. "Ben Trevato" 

contains the same sort of progressive elucidation, which is held 

back almost entirely until the seitet where it is economically 

compacted. Ben Trovato, blind, dying, and almost delarious, 

dreams not of his wife but of another woman. His desiring and 

the generous spirit and forgiving nature of his wife who, by 

"a stratagem", pretends she is the other woman, are the inclusive 

factors and are effectively incorporated in the last line $ 

"He felt the other woman in the far 

That now the wife had on. Could she forgive 

All that? Apparently. Her rings were gone 

Of course; and when he found that she had none, 

He smiled- as he had never sailed at her." (pp.575-76)4 

In "Reuben. Bright", on the other hand, Robinson reversed the 
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' And  though  a child, I Imew it was the voice 
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presuppose understanding, while understanding imposes its own 

responsibilities. Thus, the perceptions of the Evangelist's wife 

make life difficult for her; /Jen Trovato's comprehension accords 

with desire but not with reality ; and Reuben Bright's act is 

comprehensible but futile, even though the futility is 

peychologically understandable. 	Robinson demonstrates in the 

sonnets, as well as elsewhere, the paradox of knowledge - it is 

the instrument by which its own inadequacies are exposed • and 

the appropriateness of humility. 	The limitation of knowledge 

is the theme of "Discovery", a lesser sonnet which concludes with 

an aphoristic turn of phrase too much akin to clich6 

'we were still to learn 

That earth has not a school where we may go 

For wisdom, or for more than we may know.' (p.510) 

The limitation of knowledge in personal relationships is often 

extremely consequential in the opinion of the poet. Unawareness, 

however, may be a blaosing in some instances. The wife in 

"Firelight" has her secret 'thoughts 	of one who shines Apart, 

and wotld be hers if he had known' (p.511), but yet has been 

blissfully married for ten years. The achievement of self-

knowledge and its results are also thematic ingredients in SOMO 

of the sonnets. "Cliff Klingenhagen" and "Vain Gratuities" 

are examples of the accruement of tempered wisdom, and the same 

may be said of the less serene "The Tree in Pamela's Garden"; 

whereas "The Growth of Lorraine" has a less happy frame of 

reference - death and the shattered flesh. And it is evident 

that revelation itself is a frame of reference indispensable to 
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the growth of spirit and mind, yet a potential disease to 

both when misapplied. 

Robinson was always in search of 'inclusive factors'. 

His achievement may well, lie in his expression of the uiltimate 

conviction that the understanding of self and of things 

exclusively human provides the primary ambition of intelligence 

and love. And he was possibly never more acutely aware of this, 

as well as of the eternal quest imposed by existence, when he 

concluded "John Brown" with the illustrious and portentous words - 

II go 

By the short road that mystery makes long 

For man's endurance of accomplishment. 

I shall have more to ow when I am dead.' (p.490) 

E.41E1 

1 In another connection, Robinson said the same thing to 
R.W.Brown when explaining why he was writing the long 
poems despite some general disapproval .... "They happen 
to be the thing that's in my blood", he said, "so I've 
got to write them. No sir-r 1 Mostly we go alone. 
And if a man hasn't learned that, he hasn't learned 
anything." (Next leass la a Bata Po 48.) 

2 Hamme s 	Against  WU& tr. by Hobert Baldick 
(Harmondsworth, Penguin Books, 1959), pp. 219.20. 

3 Italics mine - S.C.H. 

4 Untriangulated Stairs, p.p. 284.85. 

5 Hagedorn, ukla Arlington Robinson. p. 59. 
6 peleote4Liettera, p. 66. 

7  1.111.46 p• 104. 
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8  Tlia &Wok% &tali S1L WarAtAri (00t.19, 1935), 1:0•4• 

9 Selected Letters,  p.p. 165.66. 

10 mu, p. 160. 
11 jlevoholoctictljleflectioni,  p. 25. 

12 ;elected Letters, p4 168. 

13 "Edwin Arlington Robinson", Raba (Nov., 1932), 678. 

14 Delectsg =lb P• 30• 
15 Ibid, p4 25. 

16 Robinson once remarked that the poem was "a piece of 
deliberate degeneration." (rntrianzulate4  amm, p.238.) 

17 had 1222x/aah bei, 

18 It is impossible to vouch for the complete validity of 
this interpretation for it must be admitted that the 
reader has only the wife's word for her husband's 
misdemeanours. Hence it might be possible to argue 
that the woman is in a neurotic frame of mind and liable 
to falsify the situation with obsessional imaginings. 
It seems to the present writer, however, that this 
alternative view appears less plausible. Barnardts 
opinion adds weight to this conclusion. He writes $ 
04x1Dvan2elist's  Wife ... shows a woman near the 
breaking point as she listens to her husband's sanctimonious 
denials of adultery." (114UR APlinztoviPohinsozu p.137.) 
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